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Look at the nice things they said about the Maxim, with
improved power handling and bass response, judge Maxim 2
for yourself by having alisten at your local dealer.

66

So here is a loudspeaker that is truly more than the
sum of its essentially modest parts. Iwish you could

have heard these matchboxes playing Mahler as though their
very lives and soul depended on it... and all with a
tangible stereo image and solidity. Great stuff!

66

New Hi Fi Sound Feb 1981.

This is a powerful package at a remarkably civilised
price. The Maxim is probably the cheapest true high

fidelity loudspeaker on the market, which therefore brings
down the entry price of a hi-fi system. Alternatively, when
substituted in plans originally calling for more expensive
loudspeakers, the Maxim can mean that money could
be diverted to abetter CD player.

66

99

Compact Disc Review Dec/Jan 1987.

To sum up then, Imust say that Iliked the Maxim alot.
It is strong on subtlety, rhythmic push and detail

articulation. It has a surprisingly flawless treble quality,
lacking in the usual cheap- speaker nasties, and its overall
balance makes it asmooth, integrated and highly listenable
speaker. Ihave no hesitation in recommending it.

66

e9

HI•Fi Review JawFeb 1987.
It has the slightly easier and more relaxed quality of
the kind that generally goes with bigger loudspeakers

-Ipreferred the Goodmans Maxim.
Hi Fi Answers March 1987.

Call Goodmans on ( 0705) 486344
2 Marples Way, Kingscroft Centre, Havant, Hampshire P09 1JS

Goodmans
SCIMINN
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Sharing the cover with part of the Matis ,c M
51 PURE COINCIDENTS were KEF's
preamplifier is one of the new KEF
aim in developing their two-way
'Uni Q' loudspeakers, using the
concentric 'coincident-source' drive units
coincident-source
two-way
for the new ' C' Series loudspeakers.
company'sMartin
driver system. Martin Colloms reviews
Colloms reviews the C35 and C75
,
the KEF C35 and C75 ( page 51); he and
Ken Kessler both review the Matisse,
61 FIVE FAMOUS NAMES are among
page 83. Cover photography Tony Petch
'
the new season's affordable remote
art direction by John Gash
control CD players: Denon DCD-6I0,
Marantz CD65SE, Onkyo DX- 25(X),
Rotel RCD-820B, Sansui CD-X501i,
tested here by Martin Colloms
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5COMMENT on the CD boom
7ACCESSORIES CLUB - at Last!
9VIEWS Letter to the Editor
17 NEWS products, people, events

EmmaJohnson - page 121

25 TECHNOLOGY by Barry Fox

91
RICHARD HICKOX
discusses his London and regional
recordings with Sorrel Breunig

93 BOOKS
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143 ADVERTISERS' INDEX
144 CLASSIFIED ADS

FEATURES
29 RIBBONS ON A SHOESTRING
presents Ole Thofte's description of his
home-constructed ' kitchen table' ribbon/
planar loudspeakers, which owe alot to
Apogee and much to Magnepan - but
cost far less than the real thing
39 FOILED AGAIN in which
Christopher Breunig recounts some127
further experiences of devices and
techniques propounded by Peter Belt
41 FRANKFURT SHOW REPORT
Paul Crook with news from one of the
major high-end exhibitions
45 QUALITY ON CASSETTE is
possible. Ken Kessler investigates the
true status of the prerecorded article
SONY/HI-FI NEWS DEALER
AWARDS: the voting form looseinserted in this issue offers you the
opportunity to nominate your dealer for
an award, and achance to win aCD
player too ( UK readers only)

73 STAX RETURNS to electrostatic
prominence with the Stax Lambda
Signature headphones and SRM-TI valve
energiser. Ken Kessler listens with a
gleam in his eye
75 STRAIGHT TO THE POINT
describes the ' direct-scanning' principle

97
RECORD REVIEW INDEX
plus an instant 'best of the month'
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RECORD OF THE MONTH
Fortunio - awhimsical flirtation
99
CLASSICAL REVIEWS
French music on CD: Berlioz from
Davis, Bizet from Dutoit, SaintSaens from Johnson. Malcolm
Arnold's chamber works on CD
ROCK/POP/JAZZ REVIEWS
from Armatrading to Elton,
modern music from AC Temple
the return of Patti Smith
135
ROCK/POP/JAZZ CAPSULES
short reviews
137
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cream of the month's revivals
146
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Little Feat are back, tight as ever.
Pete Clarke celebrates
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Matisse preamplifier- page 83
of the Decca cartridge - but now used in a
remarkable moving-coil. Ken Kessler
with the world's first review of the
Rowland Complement cartridge
79 WELSH WIZARDRY is in the highfeedback design of the Deltec DPA-50S
power amplifier, reviewed with the
matching DPS-50S preamplifier by Paul
Miller
83 A BRUSH WITH MATISSE Ken
Kessler and Martin Colloms review the
UK- made Matisse Reference preamp
89 POTPOURRI Ken Kessler tries the
new Thorens TP90 tonearm, Martin
Colloms previews Technics' DAT
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IGURES FROM THE BPI clearly
show that the record industry is still
booming. and that the gradual decline
in vinyl LP sales volume is massively
outweighed by the continuing healthy growth
of Compact Disc. The results, from the
British Phonographic Industry's April to June
census of UK trade deliveries, brought the
latest 12 month total for value of record sales
(vinyl. CD and cassette) to £560m. which
suggests astable annualised rate of growth of
around 20%. The current annual rate of CD
uptake is given as 22.3m units, expected to
reach 27m- 28m by the end of 1988.
Distilled to percentages. the comparison of
sales for the years ending June 1988 and June
1987 is quite startling, especially when you
look at figures for both units and value. CD
sales to the trade jumped 7-Ie from 12.8m to
22.3m units, while their value increased only
58% ( to £ 134.8m), clearly reflecting the
recent influx of mid- price and budget CDs.
Conversely, LP sales fell 4% from 53.4m to
51.4m units, but the value of these sales
increased 6%. to £ 149.6m. This means that
while the trade price of black vinyl LPs rose.
on average, by about 8%, those of CDs fell
by about 9%. Again, as the BPI press release
states, this decline in average prices was
purely aresult of expansion in the budget and
midprice sectors.'
Even so, the average CD trade price is still
more than twice the average LP trade price.
which leads us on to the astonishing fact that
the value of all the CD sales in the 12 months
to June 1988 was equal to nearly 90% of the
figure achieved by more than twice as many
LPs! In other words, the CD market is now
nearly as big as the LP market in terms of
turnover, and is intrinsically more profitable.
Cassettes, of course, would have overtaken
LP sales even without the complicating factor
of CD. When the general public ( as opposed
to the hi-fi public) scores the three media on
cheapness, convenience and available repertoire, cassettes win every time. They only
lose on such secondary considerations as
durability, packaging aesthetics and sound
quality. Growth in prerecorded cassette sales
seems to have levelled off, with a mere 3%
volume increase for the year ending June
1987, compared with the previous year. But
cassettes still outsold LPs and CDs combined.
with atotal of 75.6m units. worth £ 196.9m at
trade prices. The 20% increase in the value of
cassettes sold reflects an average rise in trade
prices of about 15%. but this can perhaps be
justified by the general improvement in quality ( KK investigates this subject on page 45).
Singles sales were slightly down across the
year, with a 3% drop to 62m units. While
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OVEMBER'S SPECIAL supplement is devoted to all things analogue. There will be aspecial guide
to turntables ( from the budget
Dual 505 upwards), a survey of the best of
current pickup cartridges ( from budget Goldring to the the top Audio Technicas). a
guide to ` audiophile' recordings of true
worth, plus features on the restoration of
historic recordings and on exactly why some
engineers do still prefer an analogue recording chain, and the story of the SME tonearm.
But digital technology gets its due in the
main review section of the November issue
itself, with feature reviews of Philips' newseason Compact Disc players (can they still
maintain that long-standing price/perform1-11-11 NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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12in sales were steady. 7in sales declined
further, and this was only partly offset by the
growth of CD singles. included in these
figures. CD singles accounted for 4% of
singles sales in the period April to June 1988.
Perhaps we can detect a just a hint of
smugness in the reference, near the end of
the BPI's press release. to ' Well- paced expansion in the CD market'. It could he said that
the pace has been controlled by careful and
far from altruistic CD pricing policies, and it
is undoubtedly true ( as discussed in an earlier
'('omment') that the record industry is now in
effect discouraging retailers from stocking
vinyl in depth. It came as a nasty shock to
hear the story ( unconfirmed) front the US
that Polygram had actually destroyed large
unsold LP stocks, rather than allow them to
go out at rock- bottom prices ( this yesterday's
vinyl, in effect, will he paid for by tomorrow's
CD hu ers). But it was far less of asurprise to
receive the announcement, from Polygram
division Deutsche Grammophon, that fullprice album titles would, from January next
year. be available on CD only.

Belt and a healthy industry
With CD sales growing well, and a boom in
consumer electronics generally ( video recorder sales, once static. are now growing at an
annualised rate of between 10 and 15%). it is
sad that the specialist hi-fi sector does not
seem to be enjoying quite the boom that it
should. The reasons for this are not too
obscure, though: low-priced CD technology
now makes CD just an add-on benefit to
low-priced systems: the spectre of DAT and
the promise' of CD- V have so far made
potential hi-fi buyers confused and cautious:
and finally, the technological claims of
today's equipment seem further than ever
removed from its real benefit to the consumer. It is in this uncertain climate that
Peter Belt ( PWB Electronics) has been able
to gain the publicity he has sought for his
outlandish ' accessories'.
Many people in the industry have hoped
that Peter Belt would just disappear, but he
hasn't. In March, we published Paul Miller's
investigation of then- current PWB products
and techniques ( ion Resolution'). which as
far as I know remains unique and utterly
incontrovertible as aserious effort to describe
and objectively characterise the PWB phenomena. However, we have now reached an
impasse; Peter Belt remains unsurprised at
the fact that the effects he claims can so far
not be measured, yet he will give no further
clue as to how they may he measured:
challenged on his apparently wrong or misleading use of existing scientitic terminology

T

STEVE

Price increase
It is with regret that we have to announce that
the cover price of HFNIRR rises 10p to £ 1.50
with this issue. While we have endeavoured
to hold the price down, an increase has been
made inevitable by rising production costs,
primarily large industry-wide increases in the
cost of paper. With some embarrassment, in
view of this and the above- mentioned hopes
for future projects, we have to apologise to
readers for the holding-over of certain items
previewed in the September ' Next Month'
column. We must also note that owing to
production difficulties, this month's Rock!
Pop/Jazz supplement contains 24 pages. not
32; and finally, we should note that Barry Fox
will not ( as I suggested in ` Views') be
commenting this month on the Radio Show
(see ' Events'). He says he will wait and see!

MON

Tested next month— Philips new-season CD players

ance lead over the competition?) and Sony's
upmarket CDP337ESD. The major group
test for November covers amplifiers at
around £200, pitting the UK- built Cambridge, Creek and QED against Marantz,
Rotel and Sansui products, all built ( if not
conceived) in the Far East; but there will also
be a group test of affordable loudspeakers,
covering the new B&W 560. Celestion DL6,

HARRIS

('polarise', ' electret'. lonise'), he argues that
all great breakthroughs involve such problems. since newly-discovered phenomena do
not have a ready-made terminology. This is
all very well, but it doesn't help. At the risk
of apparently merely adding to the heap of
'subjectivism' already supporting Peter Belt,
we publish this month and article by Christopher Breunig. in which the Music Editor
relates what has recently been reaching his
reliable and experienced ears. But HFNIRR
feels that, as long as the PWB techniques
continue to gain new converts, we must still
be prepared to explore any further avenues of
scientific investigation to discover if there is
any explicable mechanism behind any of
PWB's claims, and we are ready to do so.
Meanwhile, we are attempting what we
believe should be a statistically-valid blind
listening test involving up to UM listeners,
and hope to publish the results very shortly.

T

H

latest Tannoy Mercury and Wharfedale 507.
Features for November will include a
profile of Avery Fisher, who marketed what
was arguably the first hi-fi system before the
Second World War, and many years later
endowed the Lincoln Center concert hall that
bears his name. Also among the November
features will be Ben Duncan's investigation
into the differences between professional and
domestic equipment, and whether the twain
shall meet.
Music coverage will be as generous as ever,
and will make the November issue a truly
indispensable companion for all who enjoy
listening to recorded music. HFNIRR's
November 1988 issue goes on sale on 21
October. Don't miss it!
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THE ili li SSI '
lES CLUB
To end the torment of those who could not afford
aVPI record cleaner, Ken Kessler comes up with
asolution

THE LAST
ROUND-UP

D

ESPITE BEING WELL- PLACED - Iknow VPI's UK
distributor and have shared pastrami with the designer - I
still can't afford aVPI record cleaning machine for bathing
my cherished discs. Now this does present aproblem, and
not because I've got a ' mould release agent' fetish. For all this stuff
about having to treat fresh LPs straight out of the sleeve, Ihave afar
more pressing need: Ibuy an awful lot of used records.
Yes, Iadmit that I'm arecord scrounger. incapable of passing even
the least-prepossessing Oxfam shop without looking for abox of LPs
to examine. ( Laugh if you must, but I've found mint copies of certain
Beatles' treasures in the least likely places, and Iknow ajunk shop
that yielded some Decca FFSS classics for 25p per disc.) Think about
it: If someone was heartless/stupid/vulgar enough to part with the
records in the first place, the odds are that the records weren't treated
properly when they were in that owner's possession.
If, like me, you'd rather buy more records than aVPI/Keith
Monks/Nitty Gritty-calibre machine, what do you do? Fairy Liquid
and adelicate touch? Dust-off propellant and aprayer? Uh-uh - you
turn to one of the many cleaners on the market.
There are still as many LP cleaners available as there are brands of
washing-up liquid, and the risk is that you don't know which ones
work, which ones don't do adamned thing or which ones might
actually harm your LPs. Against the protestations of The Editor - mho
won't allow anything other than astylus to touch his original Blue
Notes and Riversides - we have decided to offer Last's Formula 1
Extra-Strength Record Cleaner.
This stuff is abit tricky to use, because it evaporates before your
very eyes, but it works atreat. The liquid comes with avelvet clad
applicator and an eye dropper. Apply afew drops to the cleaner and
scrub the LP in acircular motion. That's it. On really grimy LPs, try it
acouple of times. Up comes aline of gunge and grit, leaving anice,
clean surface. Last actually recommends this for virgin ( small ' y') LPs
to remove mould release agent, which is fine, but I'm more concerned
with renovating older discs, and this stuff has served me well for years.
This is no indictment of any other cleaners ( Iget enough letters from
Keith Hunt as it is), only astatement that Last Formula 1has never
ruined any of my LPs.
Last offers awhole range of record and stylus care products, but I
didn't want to push my luck with SH. But for those of you who may be
interested in Formula 2LP treatment. Formula 3 ( aless potent
cleaner for every play), and the stylus cleaner and stylus treatment, we
will also supply these. Best news of all is that Last offers a ' starter kit'
consisting of half-ounce bottles of Formulas I. 1 and 3for those not
ready to commit to the dearer quantities. Try the starter pack on the
grubbiest record you can locate, and listen for the improvement. e
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Use this form to order any of the current
HFN/RR accessories.
Please indicate quantity required. All prices include post & packing.

HFNIRR 001 Fluxdumper; black ash box £22.00 0
HFNIRR 003 Test CD: left, right, sweep, even music! £ 11.95
HFNIRR 004 Blackhead: m-cstep-up transformer; £59.95
HFNIRR 005 spikes: timber D steel D. inc fixing kit, set of 8,
£10.00 0
HFNIRR 006 Flutterbuster: 33.3/45rpm. 220/240 only OK for most
synchronous t/t (specify type); black ash case £79.95 0
HFNIRR 007 Carrydisc: 14 CD's in a40mm travel pack! £ 11.95 D
HFNIRR 008 Toolkit: cutters/pliers/knife/tweezers/screw, nut and hex
drivers/alignment protractor, in ablack zip case £32.50 D
HFNIRR 009 Headcase: headphone amplifier. 40mw class A unit
allows use of headphones; black ash case; 220/240V-only £79.95 O
HFNIRR 010 News Stand: 19in/430mm housing, 36in high, complete
with 5shelves ( 3adjustable) black finish £ 139.95 0
HFNIRR 011 Mushcrusher: 220/240v mains filter. 5A rating £24.95 0
HFNIRR 012 Software Storage System: satin black timber ( Medite),
stackable, supplied in kd form. LP unit ( 120 capacity) £37.50 D
CD/cassette unit ( 40/25) £ 19.50 0 singles unit ( 200) £29.50. O
HFNIRR 013 Wallnut: wall mouuting two level turntable support
complete with two shelves; finish,.black £49.95
Goldring Stylus Cleaner: ultrasonic cleaner; £ 14.95 0
Mission Isoplat: 17in x13in Medite isolation platform; £ 19.95 0
Tweek: contact enhancer; clean all signal connections £ 15.95 O
Michell Banana Plugs: gold plated 4mm connectors; set of 4e.so
Nagaoka LP inner sleeves: pack of 50 £6.95 D
High Performance Loudspeakers: Martin Colloms book on the theory
of speaker design £ 18.00 0
Allsop Carbonoptic record cleaning brush: £5.00 D
Allsop CD cleaner: hand-held cleaner; includes fluid £ 12.95 0
Tape head de- magnetiser: electronic cassette de- magnetiser £ 12.95 0
Authenticity mini-vac: mini vacuum cleaning £8.95 O
Michell Tenderfeet: aluminium cones for isolation, set of 3.Small
£5.45 0 Large £8.45 0
Cobra Indoor FM antenna: indoor aerial, built-in amplifier £39.95 0
Record interface mat: vinyl, self adhesive fixing £28.50 0
Sicomin CD damper: best CD damper we have come across £27.50 0
Extra rings for Sicomin. pack of 20. £2.50 0
Audioquest vacuum tube dampers: set of 4 £ 11.95
Audioquest damping sheet: sorbothane sheet, 6in x6in self-adhesive
£11.95 0
Good Sound: Laura Dearborn's paperback £ 10.95 0
VPI HW16.5 record cleaning machine: the ultimate record cleaning
system £375.00 cleaning fluid for the vpi system, per 51 £ 12.50 0
HFNIRR self-built loudspeakers: details available for DCI & Bassett
kits, please indicate
Audiophile records: Cantate Domino £6.95 0 Jazz at the Pawnshop £ 13.95 0
Saint-Saëns £6.95 0 Close-ups; Kabi Laretei, piano. £6.95 0 Dabs (45rpm) £ 12.95
Chesky schcrazadc £ 11.95 O Marni Nixon/Gershwin £ 13.500 Appalachcan Spring
£13.50 D Beethovan Appassionata ( RDCE4) £7.50 0 Vintage Tenor ( RDCE 11)
£7.50 D Romance d'Amore ( RDCE8) £7.50 0
Supercut Records: Randy Newman; Little Criminals £7.00 0 Paul McCartney/
Wings; Band on The Run £7.00 O Earl Klugh; Living Inside Your love £7.(X)
Santana; Borboletta £7.00 O Jackson Browne; Running On Empty £7.(X)

lncatech mains plug/socket: twin unswitched socket, flush mounting,
complete with two 13amp plugs. £25.00 D
Cassette alignment tape £ 18.50 DLast formula I £ 11.95 DFormula 2
£16.50 OFormula 3 £7.50 DStarter pack £ 12.50

NAME

(
caps please)

ADDRESS

1enclose PO/Cheque/MO'
wish to pay by AccessIVisalDinersIA me x *
My card number is

0 /

Expiry date

1111111111111 111
Signature
Please send orders to HFNIRR Accessories Club, PO Box 200, Bedford, MK40
IYH.
Cheques should be made payable to HFNIRR Accessories Club.
Delivery subject to availability.
Accessories Club hotline It 0234 741152

NON UK SALES VAT FREE BUT WHERE APPLICABLE
SUBJECT TO ADDITIONAL CARRIAGE CHARGES.
Photo copies of this form are acceptable. E&OE
'
Please delete as necessary.
7

GOLDMUND

PAR EXCELLENCE
Rarely does ahi-fi manufacturer come to signify awhole philosophy or lifestyle. All too
often acompany can lose sight of the total experience of hi-fi ownership if the designer
believes that sound quality alone is all that matters. Goldmund of Switzerland has played a
key role in modifying the perceptions of audiophiles by showing that peerless
performance can and should be accompanied by quality of construction, pleasing
aesthetics, intelligent ergonomics and high perceived value. Goldmund has accomplished
through amaster plan which has reached fruition this year with the flagship Apologue
loudspeaker The plan began with aseries of turntables, including the world-standard
Reference and the affordable ST--1, through the elegant, efficient Mimesis amplification
products and the laboratory-quality GoldmundiStellavox tape recording system. The
company can now offer source components, amplifiers and loudspeakers which have been
designed and built without compromise in any area. At last, the discriminating music
lover can acquire hi-fi components which reflect their performance al every
perceivable level.

Write or phone for perceptive advice and details of nearest dealer.

Absolute Sounds 318 Worple Road Wimbledon London SW20 8W
Tel: 94 7 504' Telex: 894800 Absol G.
Air Tangent, Apogee. Audio Research.
California Audio Laboratories.
Counterpoint. DMP, Duntech, Entec, Goldmund,
Kinergetics. Koetsu, Krell. Madrigal,
Mandrake. Magneplanar, Micro-Seiki. PS Audio.
Randall Research. Wilson Audio. Sonus Faber

'1 have the simplest of tastes...
Iam always satisfied with the best'
Oscar Wilde

VIEWS>
Things are looking up!
From: Alan Watling, Colchester
Dear Sir, Good grief! Your magazine is
looking up . . . . First some learned- looking
graphs that show amuch-lauded valve
amplifier producing lots of nasties that were
not in the original signal. Now, one of the
most sensible opinions on sound quality since
your yellow-cover days ('Self Assured',
August).
'It almost goes without saying' that you
disagree? What acomment on editorial
policy that produces first-class record reviews
—awarding stars to sound quality produced by
recording engineers who, in the main, refuse
to 'retreat from rationality'.
Ilook forward to the trend continuing; an
approved review of Quad amplifiers, even?
As to why Icontinue to read your magazine
(from No. 1) — have you seen the others?
Yours faithfully

Fighting with fallacies
From: Aren van Waarde, DSc, University of
Leiden, The Netherlands
Dear Sir, Mr Douglas Self seems to have
moved the battlefield of his holy war against
subjectivism from Wireless World to HFNI
RR. After careful study of his recent
skirmishes, Imust say that Iam not
impressed by his performance. It occurs to
me that he is as subjective as his imaginary
opponents. After having defined what he
considers objective requirements for accurate
sound reproduction ( flat response, low
distortion, good slew rate, low noise, hum
and crosstalk), he goes on to argue that since
these are important requirements, other
factors do not matter (`The subjectivist
position is that equipment modifies the sound
in away that it logically should nor). The
fallacy of such reasoning is obvious.
Ido not deny that the criteria listed by Mr
Self are important, but Iam not adogmatic
church leader who says that they are all there
is to know.
Furthermore Itake issue with this attack
on Jean Hiraga: degradation of music signals
passing through loudspeaker cables can be
measured and expressed in numbers. This has
been shown both in the French magazine
L'Audiophile and the Dutch periodical Audio
& Techniek. The 'sound' of different
capacitors ( all other things being equal) can
be positively identified in ablind test, as I
proved by asmall experiment in which a
computer randomly positioned the switches.
Maybe there exists an analogy between the
objectivist and the subjectivist in high
fidelity, and the theologian and the mystic in
religion. The mystic puts emphasis on
experience, whereas the theologian stresses
the expression of that experience in dogmatic
formulas. Both parties need each other. With
the mystic, the church becomes formal,
lacking progress and life, but without the
theologian, the mystic is in danger of losing
contact with the world of facts.
Yours faithfully

Overstating the case
From: Alisdair Beal, Leeds
Dear Sir, What ashame that Douglas Self
should spoil his case for the ' objectivist'
school of amplifier testing by over-stating it —
after all, ultimately there must be some
reconciliation between 'objective' and
'subjective' testing. As has already been
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discussed in these columns. David Hailer's
Straight Wire Differential Test can involve
electrical problems ( due to odd loadings) and
cannot distinguish between trivial and
important defects in sound — it can only verify
when perfection has been achieved.
The problem is that, contrary to Mr Selfs
claims, no one has yet produced an amplifier
which can be shown to have acompletely
inaudible effect — the best SWDT figures
quoted for the Haller XL280 are 50dB or
— 6()dB which, while impressive, does not
represent inaudibility. ' Inaudibility' requires
—80dB or more and Iwould not mind betting
that an amplifier which achieved such afigure
would earn some laurels from 'subjective'
reviewers.
'Straight Wire' comparisons are more
interesting— yet isn't this a 'subjective' test'?
Many amplifiers pass ashort term 'straight
wire' test but can be reliably told apart from
each other in longer term listening tests.
Which result is correct?
In view of his reliance on subjectively
based tests to ' prove' his case, it is ashame
that Mr Self argues from such an entrenched
position. It is now quite some time since
HFNIRR abandoned the subjective/objective
dispute and planted its feet firmly astride the
fence — using both methods and trying to
reconcile them, rather than to prove one or
other correct. Ithink HFNIRR has been right
in this — more power to your elbows!
Yours faithfully

Quad and complacency . . .
From: David Hebditch, Gloucestershire
Dear Sir, Quick pen to paper re Ross
Walker's letter in July HFNIRR.
What astonishing complacency! What is
this loose talk of perfection. I've seen none in
30 years' hi-fi component collection. None
the less Idefend Quad's obvious right not to
assist any reviews by HFNIRR.
What Ivigorously attack is any
arrangement by HFNIRR not to review
Quad. We. listeners-collectors-consumers,
buy the magazine and we want your methods
applied to all significant audio components
available in the UK. So end the cosy
gentlemen's agreement — this is the Thatcher
era, remember — and please get on with
reviewing Quad.
Yours faithfully

Unfair to grebos?
From: D A Carter, Hertfordshire
Dear Sir, With reference to Ken Kessler's
Led Zeppelin lecture on the ' Back Door'
page of the August edition of HFNIRR Ifeel I
must speak up on behalf of the ' greaseencrusted grebos' you seem to ridicule. 1am
neither grease-encrusted nor agrebo and
have probably been to more rock/metal gigs
than either yourself or your heavy metal
hero, Magnus Magnuson. HM fans are
amongst the most loyal and knowledgeable
people following any music today.
Iam agreat admirer of Led Zeppelin but
do not subscribe to the philosophy that
because something was the first of its kind it
cannot be improved upon. Led Zeppelin
were very special and an inspiration for many
artists who followed. However. hea‘ metal
does not equal Led Zeppelin — period. The
term was given to astyle and approach to
rock and roll music. ' Zep l' is aclassic album
but Iwould still prefer to listen to Judas
Priest's Screaming for Vengence. Y an' T's

Earthshaker or the superior guitar playing
(yes better than Page! gasp) of Dave Lee
Roth's 1988 Skyscraper album. Just because
Led Zeppelin recorded ' Zep I' using 1969
technology and took 30 hours, doesn't mean
it should be the standard for 1988.
Ialso feel that statements like ' Hendrix
was the master of the musical non- sequitur'.
— Led" in Led Zeppelin wasn't acase of
accidental nomenclature' and ' the
eponymous debut LP' would be better left in
the Oxford Dictionary or on 'Call My Bluff'
than in adescriptive article about heavy
metal. It pleases me to read articles about
rock which provide information and/or fair
comment but Ido not see that criticism of
other people's musical tastes achieves
anything other than lowering your credibility
as ajournalist.
Yours faithfully

Mr K, from Mr H
From: JLHogg, France
Dear Sir, May Ibe allowed to reply to afew
of the comments made on my letter which
you published in your April issue?
Firstly, Ido not disagree that pop music
enthusiasts 'have their rights too' as K Kessler
asserts. But the object of my letter was to
protest against his blithe assumption that
these were the only listeners who counted.
Imaintain atechnical appraisal of
sophisticated hi-fi equipment which ignores
altogether the interests of the serious music
lover is fundamentally flawed. Whereas the
rock enthusiast seems to be principally
interested in sheer volume, ' slam' or
whatever, the music lover is likely to be
concerned with total realism and refinement.
Mr Flood- Paddock raises acouple of points
that may seem at first glance to be valid, but
do not stand up to serious examination. It is
surely not true that the serious music lover
has unlimited access to live performances.
which are often only available in large
population centres and are increasingly
expensive. In any case the serious music lover
is just as discerning as the pop music fan, and
may well want to listen to music which is not
being programmed live or by radio.
If pop enthusiasts are unable to go to live
performances, this is no doubt because they
hardly exist. Most pop groups seem to exist
only in records. Any comparison between the
recording and the real thing is ruled out
simply because the ' real thing' is the
recording itself. If high-fidelity means
faithfulness to the original, how can it have
any relevance when there is no original?
Iaccept Mr Flood- Paddock's point that the
9
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production of classical recordings is heavily
subsidised by the pop business. On the other
hand, the pop music phenomenon is largely a
creature of the recording industry, who need
it to cover the enormous costs of recording
symphony orchestras, operas etc. If there
were no demand for serious music recordings.
Isuppose that the pop sector would fade
away. Financially the two sectors are interdependant, and as long as serious music
remains aminority interest ( albeit a
substantial one) Idaresay this situation will
not change. So we must learn to live with
each other.
Finally, Isuggest that Mr Flood- Paddock's
reference to Pierre Boulez is abit of ared
herring. Only future generations can say
whether contemporary avant-garde music has
the quality of endurance, which in my book is
the hallmark of classical music, but in any
case it seems to me quite unjustifiable to
lump Boulez along with the various
categories of popular music at the end of Mr
Flood- Paddock's letter, with the possible
exception of jazz, which is aform of music
that can exist without the recording industry.
Yours faithfully
[KR replies: Ihave only one remaining point
to make about this whole issue. Never have I
suggested that pop was the only music or that
classical listeners should be denied their due.
Iam simply railing against the notion that
classical is the only worthwhile material. Oh,
and readers should note that Ialways use
classical music when reviewing equipment,
alongside my preferred music. Imay be a
Philistine, but 1am fair.]

Another Alpa enthusiast
From: John Grmszka, West Germany
Dear Sir, My July issue of HFNIRR crossed
my doorstep this morning — once again afine
issue, congratulations.
Imust say Iheartily concur with the
sentiments of Ralph Johnsaks (' Views', page
15). Ifor one am sick and tired of the amount
of ' Kessler bashing' that Ihave read in the
last few months. Don't you think that you
should call an end to it and devote the space
to something more worthy of the pages of
HFNIRR and give Ken araise? A treat to see
Angus McKenzie back in print. He has an
enormous knowledge of radio and may just
fit your pages. Being Welsh should not be
held against him, after all we can't all be like
Kessler — ' poifect'.
Finally in conclusion may Irespectfully
point out to your contributing Editor:1) What is an American beer doing in your
pages? Iwonder how many of your English
readers have ever heard of the beer that made
Milwaukee famous — or ever tasted it ( I
have).
2) The last time Ilooked at my camera it was
an Alpa, never heard of an Alps — perhaps an
eastern import!
Yours faithfully
[You are right about Alpa. of course — not the
mistake of KK, who subjected the guilty
party to some forty minutes of sustained
verbal abuse — Ed].

Looking for linearity
From: Bernard A Engholm, Carlsbad,
California, USA
Dear Sir, From the test reports Ihave been
reading the last few months. Igather that
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Philips have thrown in the towel with respect
to achieving true 16- bit performance in their
digital toanalogue converters. Philips-based
players or processors are consistently being
revealed as 15- bit. 90dB-dynamic-range
devices ( Irefer to reviews of the Arcam Delta
Black Box and the Micro Seiki CDM2 in the
June HFNIRR, as well as the review of the
Marantz CDA-94 in the August Audio).
Inotice that British reviewers such as Paul
Miller and Martin Colloms tend to dismiss
the absence of the 16th bit rather lightly,
saying ' fortunately . . . the error is in the
negative direction' or ' just aminor
reservation concerning resolution at the
lowest significant hit'. Reviewers over here,
such as Leonard Feldman and Ken
Pohlmann, are not so inclined to dismiss lack
of linearity as atrivial item. They consistently
monitor linearity using dithered tones down
to — 100dB — perhaps overkill, but instructive
nevertheless.
Ifeel very comfortable with my Denon
DAP-5500 digital preamp, which Ihave
*tweaked' to provide minimum distortion and
±0.5dB linearity to — 100dB. Iwould not
care to invest in the Black Box until its
designers improve its linearity and dynamic
range.
Yours faithfully
[Martin Colloms also uses dithered tones
down to — 100dB — Ed]

Cambridge defended
From: Martin A R Newton, Wirral
Dear Sir, According to your poor relation
Which Compact Disc?: '
Cambridge Audio
are proud to have achieved the
unprecedented honour of receiving aDesign
and Engineering Award for the CD2 CD
player at the Chicago Consumer Electronics
Show for the second year running'. The same
announcement appeared in at least one other
magazine. Icould find no mention of this
prestigious award in our August edition or
more particularl> in the Chicago CED report
contained therein. Itrust this was aresult of
an oversight rather than adeliberate editorial
decision: the CD2 has not fared too well in
your columns.
As much as Irespect your magazine and
Martin Colloms' expertise Iwould like to
take this opportunity to mount adefence of
the CD2.
According to my informant, none other
than Stan Curtis, Mr Colloms reviews in both
HFNIRR and HiFi Choice refer to the same
unit. Why is iythe finest midrange in digital
audio' (
HFC) scores only Wei when ' set
against our current reference. the Accuphase
DP8O/DC81 (
HFN)? ' . . . taking into
account the overall results we are left with a
66% rating — asolid result hut unexceptional
for the money' (
HFNIRR). Iwould say that
for £6000, aten- fold increase over the
Cambridge, it's the Accuphase machine that's
unexceptional.
The Colloms reviews do seem to be at odds
with every other UK and overseas review.
One review in Germany ( whose magazines
are most pedantic in their approach to
measurements) rated the CD2 as 92ei of a
theoretical perfection, whist at the other
extreme apurely subjective Italian review
rated the CD2 as significantly better than a
Rocksan turntable.
Perhaps the fact that I've bought aCD2 has
something to do with my enthusiasm. I'm
very happy with it, and I'm a ' bass freak'.

Anyway, it seemed to be the most widely
used source component at last year's Penta
show.
Istarted this letter merely intending to
mention the CES award. Iseem to have got
carried away. While I've got your attention
let me briefly mention CD ' rot'. ' Perfect
sound forever' said Philips. With this in mind,
the high profits being made on CD sales and
their low manufacturing costs, Iwould
suggest record companies are obliged to
replace any affected disc, free of charge and
without time limit. Iwould also suggest that
they announce such an intention in the press
in order to reassure the buying public. If
voluntary reparation is not forthcoming,
perhaps we will have some recourse in law?
On apositive note, thanks for the excellent
magazine. It is only equalled by Stereophile,
whose staff list seems rather familiar!
Finally, any chance of areview of the
Townshend Glastonbury II, preferably by
Martin Colloms; it is truly excellent.
Yours faithfully

Meridian madness?
From: Brian McGill, Dorset
Dear Sir, Words of thanks for the tip buried
in your item ' Monster Madness' on page 22 of
the August issue. Ihaven't bought the
Monster item, but Ihave joined the speaker
minus lead to the phono ground of my
erstwhile hard and unforgiving Meridian 101,
as you suggested. and the change has
transformed the sound. You have saved me
probably £ 1,400 in apre-amp upgrade. I'll
invest the money in 200 years or so of your
magazine. Surely the re- location of the
speaker lead deserves much wider publicity.
Yours faithfully

Serving the yuppies
From: lain Balaam, Eastern Audio, Ipswich
Dear Sir, Iam writing to you with regard to
the letter from .1 SLaverock which you
published in your August edition under the
heading ' Ipswich Yuppies'. We have been
available in Ipswich to assist in the
investment of inflated bank balances for
some fourteen years now, with separate
demonstration facilities for most of that time.
We were in fact one of the earliest dealers to
join BADA, who require listening rooms as a
condition of membership.
Incidentally we did try to find aLaverock
in the local telephone directory but there is
no listing. Obviously, being ayuppie, he only
uses aradio phone; or perhaps that letter was
just acunning ploy to get us to advertise with
you?
Yours faithfully

Improved or just preferred?
From: George Wise, Bedford
Dear Sir, As long as Ican remember. Ihave
enjoyed making things. and having awell
equipped workshop. lathe, milling machine,
handsaw, grinders, etc. And in 1928 having
been bitten by the sound reproduction bug. it
is reasonable to understand that Iwould want
to build and modify hi-fi equipment. My goal
has always been to get closer to the concert
hall.
Manufacturers, for economic reasons.
want to sell to the widest possible market, so
there is often acompromise. Take the case of
pickup arms. No one, to my knowledge, has
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You spend many hours and quite
alot of money choosing that new
tuner, so don't ruin the whole effect
by fiddling with bits of wire or old
aerials. Have the full benefit of the
multipath free, clean signal which
only awell designed and properly
installed unit can achieve. If D.X. is
your scene, then go for the ultimate
in rotating high gain narrow beam
systems like our G.23. with 19dB
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produced an adjustable spanner that is as
efficient, as afixed spanner for aparticular
nut and so surely acartridge and arm should
be designed as one. Usually one can modify
an arm, to suit the cartridge being used, and
obtain an improvement.
On the question of reinforced Quads, good
design is always the best compromise for the
purpose the product is going to be used for.
The critics of the old Quads always
complained about the beaming of the treble.
so that one had to sit in the cente between the
two loudspeakers. Mr Dave Park by turning
the Quads on their side, has made the
beaming effect in the lateral plane
approximately five times worse. So how can
this be an improvement? Little wonder that
Quads showed disbelief. But if Mr Park and
hi-fi dealer Mr Green prefer it this way. who
am Ito tell them to what they should listen?
Peter Walker spent about five years on the
old Quads, 18 years on the 63s, so surely if
50p worth of cement, suitably placed, had
produced an improvement they would
certainly have been that amount heavier.
As to the support of Mr RobertsonAikman, 1feel he does not always get his
sums right. The SME/Series 3arm tube is
titanium, which is much more costly, and
more difficult to work than duralumin, yet
the stiffness ratio ( Young's Modulus/density)
is the same. It is very easy. after having done
amodificaiton, sometimes with much work
involved, to kid oneself that it is an
improvement, not just different.
Finally, for the analogue followers, who
usuall hate tone controls: what about RIAA,
and EQ of tape recorders?
Yours faithfully

Left unmeasured
From: Ivor Abelson, London
Dear Sir, Douglas Self in his article (
HFNIRR
August 1988) and the editorial note that
followed it make many important points.
However Ifeel that other issues of equal or
perhaps greater importance were left undealt
with. We have to come to terms with the fact
that items in hi-fi systems that measure
identically may sound very different. It
follows then that the measurements are
incomplete or, which is worse, that irrelevant
factors have been measured and important
ones ignored. What of the converse? Are
there items which measure differently and
sound identical? My impression is that this is
so with pickup cartridges. What then of the
interface between transducer and amplifier
and vice versa? Those who remember the
Rega RB100 cartridge will know the need to
use agood enough amplifier with it. The
current Rega cartridges are said not to be
amplifier-critical. Yet nobody can give
measurements that set this out in figures.
At the other end of the chain comes the
interface between amplifier and loudspeaker.
So aspeaker may be bass- light, well-balanced
or bass-heavy, according to the amplifier
feeding it. Putting on a 'scope to see the
current waveform ought to reveal something
but it does not directly. Jitter may be seen
where the mating is unsatisfactory, as in other
areas of human endeavour. Then there are
speakers which go well on Mosfet amplifiers,

others are better suited by bipolars,
germanium bipolars even. A few
loudspeakers, all of older design, can only
sound clean with avalve amplifier. Can
figures be found to put objective values on
these observations? Nobody has given me
any!
Then even where figures exist and are
respected, is this by custom or valid
observation? It is accepted that alow
compliance cartridge must be used in a
high- mass arm to bring the resonance within
safe limits yet new work soon to be published
in connection with the playing of 78s shows
that despite the compliance being low enough
to permit 6g tracking pressure, it is best to
make the arm as light as possible. The
rationale will, Ihope, be published with the
findings.
Another aspect left undealt with in Selfs
article and the editorial note is the wide gulf
between different subjective views of the
same item.
A Lowther speaker, now off the market,
pleased Ralph West greatly but Angus
McKenzie utterly disliked it. Thomas Heinitz
changed his views from favourable to
unfavourable over the course of time. My
own view is intermediate. Ilike it for 78s and,
some may feel wrongly, for CDs. If the 78s
were balanced to minimise the coloration
Angus complains about because it was
prevalent in speakers of the 78 era, why is CD
sound benefited? Or is it, am Igetting it
wrong and the modest HF response of the
speaker is filtering out of the CD sound that
which Iwould rather not hear? Figures, if of
relevant aspects, would solve the conundrum.
When they are not to be had, how can
anybody dismiss the essential need for
subjective evaluation? Like so many good
things, the subjective approach can be
misused and become atool to charlatans and
villians. To this extent Self is right, but surely
he goes too far in his call for the greatest
reliance on measurements such as are now
able to be made.
Yours faithfully

Correct compensation
From: Ben Duncan, Design Consultant,
Greystone Industries, London
Dear Sir, In his review of The Inflexor ( Pot
Pourri, August) Martin Colloms states that
the unit's set of frequency vs. amplitude
curves don't tally with the standard equal
loudness contours across the range of
calibrated replay levels. Ihope not A
moment's careful thought will reveal the
nature of the misapprehension: the last thing
we want to 'correct' is the ( average) ear's
intrinsic frequency response at different
sound levels. It follows that Martin has
misunderstood the equipment he is supposed
to be reviewing, although his ears have borne
out the truth. And for any hardcore hi-fi
reviewer, the thought of all the phase shift
and equalisation must have been horrifying.
What is being compensated for is the
difference between the ear's internal ' EQ' at
the listening level versus the ear's ' EQ' at the
sound pressure level ( SPL) at which the
recording was originally balanced. Any
attempt to do otherwise would result in a

horrendous bloated sound, the stuff of
traditional loudness 'compensation' I•
2.
The starting point of Greystone's design
project was to make it feasible to listen to
rock music at levels below the typical SPL of
the studio monitoring and/or the definitive
live performance. In other words, The
Inflexor is presently referenced for taming
rock'n'roll sound levels. As Martin finds the
unit works substantially as claimed on rock
programme, the accuracy of the
psychoacoustic compensation is borne out. If
the output seems brighter at lower listening
levels, this is amatter for tentative comment.
correct calibration and Martin's own ears; the
'objective' error of 5dB alluded to at 5kHz is
fictional, judging by acommon-sense
interpretation of the psychoacoustics data;
since at best, all the data is within a ± 5dB
error-band, depending on individuals.
Additional factors relevant to low level
listening include differences in reverberation
and the tonal reference of loudspeakers
vis-à-vis progressive thermal error.
Iagree that aslightly different set of
contours is ideally required for orchestral and
chamber music reproduction, where the
range of reference SPLs is typically 20 to
30dB lower, and where long term changes in
mean level are part of the score. The
deviation in the required compensation is
small, within the error-band. Nevertheless,
it's easy enough to change the time constant,
the six process cards are modular, and
Greystone Industries are able to supply cards
adapted to match the requirements of serious
music listeners if there's sufficient demand. 1
agree also that the unit exhibits an ascending
2nd and 3rd harmonic distortion at low levels.
Iunderstand however that the same
common-sense appreciation of
psychoacoustics data shows that — 63dB
(below 0.1%) of 2nd and 3rd harmonic
distortion is fairly innocous, being present at
amaximum acoustic level of 65 (- 63) dB =
2dB SPL. In other words, 1don't expect the
distortion will be very audible unless you
listen in apadded cell, on astill night, deep in
the countryside!
Out in the real world, particularly in social
situations, people commonly find music too
loud, and disruptive of conversation.
Greystone Industries ( behind which lurk real
people with along experience of sound
reinforcement and musicianship) believe that
loudness compensation is the purist approach
not just to practical music reproduction, but
also to ' noise control'. Unlike 'brute force'
techniques (
cg: outright compression —
engine in Musak, the death of music), the
Inflexor acts to maintain excitement and
involvement in music when it's reproduced at
SPLs below the original balance level.
Perhaps we should be asking whether the
concept of loudness compensation has fallen
by the wayside for half acentury because the
originators ( not to mention their critics!) did
not think keenly enough about what they
sought to achieve.
I. Ben Duncan, Dynamic loudness
compensation, Reproduced Sound Vol.3
(The Institute of Acoustics), 1987.
2. M G Scroggie, Scale Distortion (Wireless
World), Sept 1937.
Yours faithfully
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We reproduced the mating
call of the Bengal bull elephant
and forWilhelmina
it was love at first sound.

When you hear trumpeting coming
from aMordaunt-Short loudspeaker,
you can be sure that it sounds as natural
as the trumpeter intended.
Whether that be an impromptu
performance by Wilhelmina's mate in
the foothills of Nepal, the brass section of

the Berlin Philharmonic Orchestra or
Wynton Marsalis on agood night at the
Carnegie Hall.
Outstanding sound, superb craftsmanship and exceptional value for money.
What more can you ask of a
loudspeaker?
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AIWA'S AUTUMN FASHIONS

THE SPIRIT OF AR
Acoustic Research has launched
an all- new speaker line-up called
the Spirit range. The line is unique in the company's history as
it's the first time that the UK arm
has instigated its own programme,
designing the products for every
territory bar the USA. Working
on the project with AR's UK staff
were Mark Nazar from AR USA,
who helped with the drive units,
and Cambridge Industrial Design,
who created the series' new look.
AR's ' dual-density' baffle consists
of an MDF-plus-particleboard
sandwich, the two materials
bonded together to form a36mm
thick baffle with excellent ' mutual
damping' properties. The strength
of the baffle and the removal of
the grille frame has allowed the
company to create aline of speakers of reduced width, with
improved dispersion and greater
freedom from grille- induced
reflections. The woofers in the
two-way models have been
designed to work without any
crossover network and are consequently direct- driven for better
control. Tweeters for the 112, 122
and 142 are ultra- lightweight,
magnetic- fluid cooled dome/cone
hybrids, while the 132, 152 and
162 use a lin soft dome, also with
magnetic-fluid cooling. The Spirit
line-up consists of the two-way
112 (£ 110) with recommended
amplifier ratings of 10-60W; the
two-way 122 (£ 140) with power
handling up to 80W; the two-way
132 with 8in woofer and power
handling of 100W; the three-way
142 (£270); the two-way model
152 and the top-of- the- line threeway 162 (£450). All offer high
sensitivity of 90-91dB and are

available in walnut or black ash
finishes.
.AR has also announced a new
line of electronics, in addition to
the already- launched CD- 06 CD
player. Amplifiers include the A03, A-05 ( 40W/ch) and A-07
(60WIch), all of which feature
switchable tone controls. and the
A-05/A-07 feature full tape loops
and improved video input/output
facilities. The RD- 06 cassette
deck offers fine- bias adjust.
Dolby B. C and HX Pro and
two- motor transport. The T-06
tuner is available with a remote
control option; this, when used
with the A-07, forms a fully
remote controllable system
including operation of the cassette
deck and CD player. The X-07
receiver is rated at 70W. Prices
have not yet been announced.
Teledyne Acoustic Research.
High Street. Houghton Regis.
Dunstable, Bedfordshire LUS
50J.Tel ( 0582) 867777.

ARCAM DELETE A60, ADD DELTA 60
On a slightly sad note, A&R since 1977. The Delta 60 sports
Cambridge has confirmed that the modern, cleaner styling and a
classic A60 amplifier is to go out power rating of SOW/channel. The
of production. A60 itself was Deita 60 will retail for £249.90.
responsible for introducing alarge A&R Cambridge Ltd. Pembroke
number of music lovers to the Avenue. Denny Industrial Cenworld of specialist hi-fi, the com- tre, Waterbeach, Cambridge CBS
pany having sold over 30.000 units 9PB. Tel ( 0223) 861550.

CRYSTELLE CONCEIVED
Now an affordable version of the
Crystal turntables from Oxford
Acoustics — the ' Crystelle', incorporating advanced psu and
mechanical earthing, but with a
completely new suspension
incorporated in the floor stand.
Priced at £ 1138 ( including stand),
the Crystelle reflects Oxford's use
of the latest computer aided
design technology. The company
feels that quality and longevity
should go hand- in- hand with sonic
and visual design. More details
from: Oxford Acoustics, West
End Industrial Estate, Witney,
Oxon OX8 SUB. Tel ( 0865)
791665.
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Aiwa has released a number of
new products for the upcoming
season, including cassette decks.
CD players. midi- systems and a
top- end headphone. Aiwa's latest
systems include the X-33
(£169.95) and X-55 (£ 229.95).
Next up is the v-770 in Mk 11
form. Still priced at £299.95,
power is now 55W/channel and
features include surround- sound
circuitry and spectrum analyser;
price is £399.95 or £549.95 with
optional CD player. The U-1500
(£999.95) has a power rating of
100W/channel, while top of the
line is the XL- 8000. rated at
150W/channel and featuring full
remote control. Price is £ 1499.95.
Aiwa's highly- rated separate cassette decks start with the ADF270. with Dolby B/C, auto tape
select and bias adjust at £99.95;
AD- F370, with Dolby Hx Pro and
B/C noise reduction, auto tape
select and bias adjust for £ 139.95;
AD- R470. which features Dolby
Fix Pro and B/C noise reduction,
bias adjust and quick- reverse
(0.3sec) for £ 149.95. The ADWX505 is a twin cassette model
with high-speed dubbing at

£129.95. The double cassette
range continues with the ADWX707 twin model, at £ 179.95;
AD-WX808 with dbx noise reduction (£259.95): and AD-WX909.
which adds three- head capability
at £349.95. In the premium singledeck line-up, flagship honours go
to the XK-009 in the Excelia
range. A three- head design, it
features all three Dolby systems
and dbx and full remote control at
£549.95. The XK-007 (£399.95)
dispenses with dbx and a few
other minor facilities, while the
AD- F880 is slightly less well-specified at £299.95. New CD players
from Aiwa include the XC-007
(£499.95) with I8- bit 4- times oversampling circuitry. independent
L/R D/A converters and remote
control; the DX- M45 (£ 149.95)
styled to match the X33 and X-55
midi systems; the DX- PI personal
CD player (£ 169.95) weighs only
500g. while the HP-EX200 is
Aiwa's new headphone, featuring
Neodymium driver magnets and
LC-OFC Litz wiring: price is
£89.95. Aiwa UK Ltd. Unit 2.
Dukes Estate. Western Avenue,
London W3 OSL. 01-993 1672.

SME LAUNCH NEW ARM
SME has announced a new
tonearm conceived to make SME
Series IV. V technology available
at alower price point. Known as
the Model 3. it ‘‘ ill be available in
the three lengths of 9in. Win and
12in, longer arms being popular
amongst broadcasters and
Japanese audiophiles. The unique
pressure die-cast magnesium
headshell is detachable and interchangeable without disturbing the
cartridge or wiring. As with the
Series IV V. the Model 3's arm
tone is internally damped to render the arm acoustically inert.
The pivot utilises astainless steel
cross shaft carried in a massive
yoke on 10mm precision ballraces, with the axis at record level

to minimise warp- wow. The
23mm diameter steel pillar carries
two 17mm precision ball races,
spaced to resist tilt. Anti- skate is
provided by a tension spring and
filament arrangement via a dial
corresponding with vertical tracking force: this is provided with a
positive ' off' position. The Model
3 comes with a newly designed
alignment protractor.- LC-OFC
audio leads with gold-plated
phono plugs and cartridge leads
and internal wiring made from
LC-OFC Litz cable. Price of the
9in version ( Model 309) will be
around £495 inc VAT. The new
arm will be launched at WWI
RR's The Hi Fi Show. SME Ltd.
Steyning, Sussex BN-4 3GY.
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This is of course avalve.
And the warm glow you see is exactly how you feel
inside when you listen to valve. Beard have always understood
this emotion.
But there are still those who believe the 'myth that
valves are unreliable. To that ever diminishing minority, we
at Beard would like to impart one further piece of
information.
They are not.
Valves are extremely reliable, in fact probably the
most reliable of all audio components.
It may surprise you to learn that valves are preferred,
for example, at the amplification stages in subsea cables where

maintenance is obviously difficult for precisely this reason.
Only ill-considered and oafish circuitry can interfere
with avalve's unnervingly reliable and consistent
performance.

Beard amplifiers come both at the contro; and
power stages in stereo and monobloc configurations.
They are all built to the same uncompromisingly
high standards and to the sanie high finish.
Classic, unpretentious and elegant.
Aaron Schultzman in his recent preview in the
Absolute Sound describes the Beard sound more credibly and
accurately than we have been able to, to date.
He says,"A good stereo system can provide special
clues that lead the listener to think that she or he is hearing a
live performance.The Beard amplifiers added sonic evidence
that made the sensation, for the first time, believable'
Just like our amplifiers, we could go on for

ever. Suffice to say that if you would like to share our
enthusiasm for the most unbelievable believable sound, then
you must audition them for yourselves.
And whatever your opinion, so distinctive is the
sound t:iat when you hear it: again you will at once know.
This is the sound of avalve amplifier.This is the
sound of aBeard.
Beard Audio Limited. Home Farm, Diddington,
Huntingdon, Cambs. PE18 9XU. Tel: 0480 811811

THE PIP
Transconductance Pre- amplifier
(Sc
Intelligent Battery Power Supply

From Pink Triangle Projects Ltd
4 Brunswick Villas
Camberwell
London SES 7RR
Tel. ( 01) 703 5498

NEWS>
YAMAHA AN SYSTEMS
Yamaha has launched two new
systems which come complete
with surround- sound and facilities
for integrating audio and video
into one complete home entertainment centre. The MS- 555 is a
midi- system with full remote control capability based around a
combination twin- cassette amplifier. the KA M555. The amplifier
yields 40W/channel ( 6 ohms) for
the front speakers and 5W channel for the rear speakers; surround is available in mo modes.
Natural and Simulated Surround
is £ 549.95. The system can he
expanded to include the matching
CD player. the CD- M555. front
and rear speakers. and graphic
equaliser for a total pice of
£1139.75. Yamaha's other new
AN system is the full-s'.idth AVS33B. also with remote control.
and based around the SOW channel AV- 33 four- channel amplifier
equaliser. Price is t769.90. Yamaha's new separates include a new
top- end tuner. the TX- 11)0X). a
replacement for the T-85. Facili-

BRIEFING
ALBA plc has purchased approximately 96% of the share capital
of its French distributor. Telectrodis SA.
The ANVIL FILM AND RECORDING GROUP is the first
facility in the UK to be fully
equipped for Dolby Spectral
Recording. The company has
taken delivery of 48 tracks of
Dolby SR in three XP Series racks
for their dubbing studios.
The BRITISH PHONOGRAPHIC
INDUSTRY ( BPI) will have a
stand at the BBC Radio Show at
Earls Court, using audio, video
and 3D displays to acknowledge
the major recording stars of today
and the past 21 years. Also on
display will be a range of music
memorabilia.
DISCTRONICS LTD is to spend
$25 million on expansion of their
Huntsville. Alabama CD plant.
DISCWASHER has introduced a
CD- V cleaner, price £ 18.95.
DENON has launched the RC 605
Unimote, a hand-held remote
control providing 130 programmable keys in two banks of 65 keys.
The capacity will allow this Filo fax-sized unit to control two TVs.
two VCRs, a CD player. CD- V.
DAT, cassette deck, two amps or
receivers and assignable numeric
keys for tip to 20 presets. Price is
£59.95.
EPOS has been acquired by MorHI-FI NI WS & RECORD Ri.'. IEW

ties include 24- station random
access pre-set tuning, computer
servo- lock, and the company's
Absolute Linear Phase IF Amplifier ( ALPHA) circuitry; price is
£379.95. Three new preamps are
the CX-50 (£ 249.95). CX-70
(£389.95) and the CX-1000
(£779.95). the last-named offering
coaxial and optical digital inputs.
Three matching power amplifiers
are the MX- 50 ( 125W.Channel at 8
ohms. £ 359.95). NIX- 70 ( I70W
channel at 8 ohms. £ 499.95) and
th e MX- 1000 ( 260W channel.
£729.95). Yamaha also has introduced a new twin- cassette deck.
the KX-W302. This unit offers
Dolby Hx Pro, and BC noise
reduction. and double- deck autoreverse, and remote control
operation via the optional RSKW5. Price iN £229.95. Yamaha
has also introduced a universal
remote control, the MRX-100
Memory Max. £69.95. Yamaha
Electronics ( UK) Ltd. Yamaha
House. 20(1 Rickmansworth
Road. Watford. Herts WD1 7JS.

daunt- Short. Epos designer Robin
Marshall now heads up the Mordaunt- Short research and
development team; the Epos
loudspeaker range and dealer network will continue unchanged.
with manufacture transferred to
the M- S factory at Durford Mill.
Petersfield. Hants. Tel ( 0473)
86346.
GOODMANS Towermaster•
range of portables now includes
the SW890 CD Powermaster
Radio Cassette unit, with 16- track
programmable CD, auto- reverse
cassette, three- band radio, fiveband graphic equaliser and threeway speakers. Price is £ 189.
Goodmans, 2 Marples Way,
Kingscroft Centre, Havant. Hants
P09 1JS. Tel ( 0705) 486344.
HITACHI has introduced astereo
radio-cassette with built-in alarm
clock; the TRK P65 retails for
£59.99. Also available is a new
portable with a 100W ' SuperWoofer 3D system', the TRK
3D8, for £ 149.99. Hitachi state
that ' Your Granny will not like it.'
(Perhaps she's an audiophile. KKI
HW INTERNATIONAL has been
appointed UK distributors of
Koss products.
KEF is selling 2(ri of its shares to
venture capital group 3i. in preparation for astock market flotation
within three years.
MAXELL
and
TOWER
RECORDS have joined in apromotion in which purchasers of a

(HA ( MLR i9Nb

ONKYO ADD TWO CD PLAYERS
Two new CD players under the
ti20)) mark have been added to the
Onkyo range. The DX- 1500 uses
a three- beam laser system and
features 16- track programmability
with edit function, special vibration damping. three repeat play
modes, track skip. suitabilit\ for
3in Cl) singles and remoteinteractive operation in conjunction with other Onkyo coinponents hearing the RI mark. Price
is £ 169
The DN-25 00

(reviewed in this issue by Martin
Colloms) has all of the features of
the DX- 1500 as well as digital
output. 10- key numeric track
selection, wireless remote control
and RI suitability) and a display
which includes dual time counters
to show current track time status
and total elapsed time simultaneously. Price is £ 199.95. Natural Sound Systems. Axis 4.
Rhodes Way.' Watford. Herts
WD2 4YW. 'Tel ( 0923) 226499.

HEYBROOK LAUNCH FOUR
Fi Ltd. Estover
From Heybrook Ili-Fi conies the Heybrook Hi first of four new speakers: the new Close. Plymouth PL6 7PL.
HBI50 features a direct- drive
bass unit. driven without crossover. but using aspecial ' Cobex'
phase plug to give integration in
the crossover region. An aluminium. 19mm dome handles the
treble. While the cabinet is based
on the HB2. the HB150 has twin
rear ports and annular multiholed airflow entry. Despite the
compact size. a bass response to
40Hz is quoted. Finish is real
wood: Black Ash or Crown Walnut. The HB150s are available at
£299 per pair, including VAT.
with suitable stands costing £ 49.95
incl. The dimensions are: 406 x
230 x 220mm ( hwd).
Further information from:

t 1i

Maxell XLII C90 triple- pack will
receive avoucher worth £ 1off any
CD retailing for over £ 10. The
promotion. at Tower's Piccadilly
store runs until 31 October.
NIMBUS installed a CD-ROM
system in Tower Records to aid in
sales for the month of June. The
system enables the consumer to
access data via a step-by-step
menu, allowing the customer to
read reviews, hear extracts and
examine the sleeve art of up to
1(X) titles from the Nimbus catalogue. During the trial period,
sales of Nimbus titles rose by
/.5e,ï.
PORTFOLIO MARKETING UK
distributors for Proton and
Thorens, has moved to Hillbottom Road, Sands Industrial
Estate. High Wycombe. Bucks
HPI2 4HJ. Tel ( 0494) 463345,
FAX ( 0494) 463348.
QED has introduced a new cable
called F200. Strands are 25' thinner than those used on the 79strand version, the cable uses 20(1
strands per side in the flat profile
first seen with F79; the company
deems this the logical upgrade to
79- strand. Price is £ 1.95 per
metre. QED Audio Products.
Unit 12, Ashford Industrial
Estate. Shield Road. Ashford,
Middlesex TWI5 1AU. ( 07842)
46236.
ROKSAN's sales and accounts
department has moved to 49
Harewood Avenue, London

NW!. Tel 01-706 2857.
THAT'S have released a new
Type Itape. RX Ferric. Price is
£1.05, or £4.99 in packs of five.
YAMAHA'S CD- X910 CD player
is priced at €449.95. not 000 as
we incorrectly stated at the end of
last month's review ( p71). Apologies to Yamaha and to readers for
this error.

EVENTS
15-18 SEPTEMBER 1988 The Hi Fi Show, sponsored by HFNIRR.
Heathrow Penta Hotel. Bath
Road, Hounslow, Middx.
19-23 SEPTEMBER 1988 Hi Fi
Experience/Mission Musical
Evenings. Tickets are available
for the following venues: 19/9 Bradford ( 0274) 309266; 20-21/9 Camden 01-388 1300; 22/9 Leamington Spa (( 1926) 881500;
23/9 - Birmingham 021-631 2675.
23-27 SEPTEMBER 1988 International Broadcasting Convention.
Metropole Centre, Brighton.
Contact IBC Secretariat. Institute
of Electrical Engineers, Savoy
Place, London WC2R OBL. Tel
01-240 1871.
30 SEPTEMBER- 10 OCTOBER
1988 BBC Radio Show. Earls
Court, London.
4-9 OCTOBER Japan Audio
Show, Tokyo.
6-10 OCTOBER 1988 Top Audio
Hi Fi Exhibition, Centro Congressi Quark Hotel. Via Lampedusa. Milano. Italy.
/I

Exclusive United Kingdom distributor
Gamepath Ltd
25 Heathfield
Stacey Bushes
Milton Keynes
Bucks. M.K12 ,6HR
0908-317-707
Fax: 0908-322-704
lélex: 94016133 GAME G

NEWS •
ROTEL ADD RECEIVER, CASSETTE DECK
Rotel have introduced two new
products, the RX-850AL receiver
and the RD- 865 cassette deck.
The RX-850AL (£229.90) is rated
30W/channel with facility for two
sets of speakers, inputs for phono.
CD, tape and auxiliary: goldplated sockets for phono and CD.
tone control defeat and heavy
duty power supply. The tuner
section includes LW. MW and
FM wavebands, synthesised
digital tuning, manual or auto
scan, 16 presets and 5- LED signal

strength metering. The RD-865
cassette deck (€219.90) is a twomotor design featuring full logic
control, Dolby B. C and HX Pro.
switchable MPX filter, adjustable
bias, auto tape select, memory
and repeat facility, search facility.
record mute and remote control
compatibility. Both products were
designed and developed in the
UK. Rotel HiFi, Gamepath Ltd.
25 Heathfield. Stacey Bushes.
Milton Keynes MK12 6HR. Tel
(0908) 317707.

CAMBRIDGE C50/A50 COMBINATION
Cambridge Audio has introduced
a new preamp/power amp combination to act as their ' entry
level' separates. The C50 amplifier has inputs for four sources
plus tape. Passive tone controls
are fitted along with atone bypass
switch, the preamp is provided
with two outputs and the phono
section offers switchable m-m or
m-cfacility. The C50 also features
a separate headphone amplifier.
The partnering amplifier, the
A50, is a stereo unit rated at
50W/channel into 8 ohms, with
the ability to provide 35 amp peak

current capability. The A50 can
be bridged for mono operation via
a rear- mounted switch, providing
150W into 8 ohms, clipping at
200W. Loudspeaker protection is
provided via a 'crowbar', and
speaker connections are through
three-way binding posts.
Price for the combination is
£399; the A50 will also be available separately for £ 199. All
prices include VAT. Cambridge
Audio Systems International Ltd.
Burrel Road, St Ives Industrial
Estate, St Ives, Cambs PE17 4LE.
Tel ( 0480) 496496.

ASC TUBE TRAPS TO REACH UK
ASC Tube Traps, the acoustic
room-treatment devices so popular in the American high-end community, have finally received a
UK patent and will be made
available in Europe. Tube Traps
are floor- standing or wallmounted cylinders, half-cylinders
and quarter-cylinders of varying
sizes which act as absorbers or
diffusers depending on placement, and are effective in reducing problems in the bass registers

(eg tmminess), side wall reflections, flutter echo, room 'deadness' and ahost of other ills. The
products will be manufactured in
Italy, utilizing a covering cloth
from atextile mill in England. UK
distribution and prices have not
yet been finalised, so interested
parties should contact Acoustic
Sciences Corporation, PO Box
1189, Eugene, Oregon 97440
USA. Tel (010 I503) 343 9727:
Fax ( 010 1 503) 343 9245.

es>7'.MM

GOLDRING'S ELAN CARTRIDGE
Goldring has launched a new
budget cartridge. The Elan is a
moving- magnet design exemplifying current Goldring practice
through the use of a rigid body
with enclosed mounting lugs, full

hum shielding and low- mass cantilever assembly. Price is £ 14.95.
Goldring Products Ltd. 8 Greyfriars Road. Bury St Edmunds.
Suffolk IP32 7DX. Tel ( 0284)
701101.

8-9 OCTOBER 1988 Dublin Hi Fi
Show, Jurys Hotel, Dublin. 10amlOpm. Demonstrations on the
hour, including Acoustat Electrostatics. Details from Cloney
Audio. Tel Dublin 889449.
21-23 OCTOBER Scottish Hi Fi
Exhibition ' 88, Post House Hotel,
Edinburgh.
21-26 OCTOBER 1988 ESX '88,
the 19th Korea Electronics Show,
organised by the Electronics
Industries Association of Korea
(EIAK), Korea Exhibition Centre ( KOEX), 159 SamsungDong,
Gangnam-Ku, Seoul, Korea;
trade-only. Exhibition Dept,
EIAK, 648 Yeosam-Dong, Gangnam-Ku, Seoul 135, Korea. Tel
(02) 553-0941/7, 553-8725.
28-30 OCTOBER 1988 Zeus
Audio Hi Fi Show, Stormont
Hotel, Belfast, Ireland. For full
details, contact Zeus Audio, Tullynure Lodge, 18 Castlecaulfield
Road, Donaghmore, Dungannon
BT70 3PQ. Tel (08687) 67935.
3-6 NOVEMBER 1988 85th AES
Convention, Los Angeles, California USA.
7-10 JANUARY 1989 Winter Consumer Electronics Show, Las
Vegas, Nevada, USA,
21-22 FEBRUARY 1989 Sound
Eighty- Nine, Heathrow Penta
Hotel. Applications for exhibition
space should be made to Sound
And Communications Indusries

Federation, 4b High Street, Burnham, Slough SLI 7JH. Tel
(06286) 67633.
18-21 APRIL 1989 Fiarex ' 89
International Trade Fair, Rai
Centre, Amsterdam, Holland.
For details contact RAI Gebouw
By, Europaplein, 1078 GZ
Amsterdam, Holland. Tel 020549 12 12, FAX 020-46 10 06.
AUGUST 1989 East Coast Electronics Expo, Jacob K Javits Convention Centre, New York City,
USA. Contact Larkin-PluznickLarkin, 100 Wells Ave, PO Box
9103, Newton, MA 02159-9103.
25-28 OCTOBER 1989 Broadcast
'89, Frankfurt Fairground, Frankfurt, W Germany. For details
contact Wilhelm P Hosenseidl on
(069) 7575-6452.
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PEOPLE
JOHN BOURDILLON has joined
Aiwa as Product Manager.
MARTIN BRADY has been
appointed Sales and Marketing
Manager of Celestion.
PAUL BYRNE, formerly with
Marantz, has been appointed to
the Board of Directors of Goodmans, as Sales & Marketing
Director, Consumer Products.
PETER CURRY has been
appointed General Manager of
Portfolio Marketing.
PHILIP HILL joins the board of

OCTOBER 198X

THORN PERFECTS OPTICAL TAPE SYSTEM
According to a report in The
Engineer, Thorn EMI's central
research labs have perfected and
made a patent application in the
European Patent Office for a
working optical tape recording
system. A UK- designed tape
recorder with the tape read by
laser instead of contact with
heads, this write-once- read- many
(WORM) system is said to have
the potential to store 100,000
Mbytes onto a cassette no larger
than a standard audio cassette.
While details are unclear at this
stage. The Engineer suggests that
the tape used may be the 'digital
paper' polymer storage film
announced by ICI Electronics in
February. Thorn EMI's system
records data by burning aseries of

parallel tracks in apolymer layer,
and uses asingle low power laser
to read the data. Because the read
laser works at a different
wavelength — 780nm instead of the
record laser's 850nm — it permits
simultaneous read/write and
checks the tape during writing for
accuracy. The method used is
helical scan and the tape travels
past the ' head' between 30 and
300mm/sec. A mirror and a lens
are situated in atransparent rotating drum around which the tape
passes, the mirror/lens focusing
and directing the lasers onto the
tape. Apparently, the tape makes
no contact with the drum because
a cushion of air is formed. No
dates have been suggested for
commercial availability.

directors of Vital Systems.
BRUCE HORNSBY will be donating the royalties from his single
'Look Out Any Window' to
Greenpeace and the Chesapeake
Bay Foundation.
TONY JONES, owner of Audio T
and AT Labs, has been voted
Vice Chairman of BADA.
DENISE KANTOR has been
appointed by Nimbus Records to
oversee UK public relations.
BEVERLEY REYNOLDS of The
Audio File and DAVE WATSON
of Russ Andrews Hi Fi have been
voted on to the Management
Committee of BADA.
RAYMOND COOKE is retiring as
Group Managing Director of
KEF; he will remain associated
with KEF as Life President.
MARIO RADICE has joined
Seleco UK as General Manager.

been fitted with KEF Custom
Series flush- mounted loudspeakers. Five pairs each of the CR2OOF
full-range systems and CR250SW
sub-woofers have been built into
the Showroom catering mainly for
rock and pop on vinyl.
LYON AUDIO have revamped
their demonstration rooms and
added additional free parking.
The address is 16 Peartree Business Centre, Peartree Road, Stanway, Essex CO3 5JN. Tel (0206)
560259.
MOORGATE ACOUSTICS LTD
has opened anew branch in Sheffield at 184 Fitzwilliam Street. Tel
(0709) 370666.
THE SOUND ORGANISATION
(York) has been promoted to Full
Membership of BADA.

SHOP TALK

MONITOR AUDIO suffered a
break-in on 22 June 1988. The
following goods were stolen:
Audiolab 8000C amplifier ( s/n
681070); Audiolab 8000P preamp
(s/n 860544); Arcam Delta 70 CD
player ( s/n 300); Monitor Audio R
952/MD speaker ( s/n 1659);
Monitor Audio R 252 speaker;
Cambridge P40 amplifier; Monitor Audio ET500 turntable; HDP
plinth. If offered any of these,
please phone Monitor Audio on
(0223) 242898/246344.

BARTLETT'S HI-FI has resigned
from BADA for one year, to
avoid possible conflicts of interest
due to George Bartlett's dual role
with Bartlett's Hi Fi and Auditions.
HI-FI EXPERIENCE has opened
anew outlet at Superfi, 67 Smallbrook, Queensway, Birmingham.
Tel ( 021) 631 2675.
The HMV MUSIC STORE at 363
Oxford Street, London WI has

CRIME WATCH
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AT OVER MOO THIS COULD
LEAVE YOU FEELING ABIT LIGHTHEADED.
How do we convince you and your wallet to part

unique technology used to achieve the very low mass of

company with more than a hundred pounds

the diaphragm and moving coil assembly (only 20% of

for aset of headphones?

that found on a typical competitor's headphone),
results in an exceptionally transient response and a

Well, not any old headphones, you understand.
These are abit special (at this price they have to be!)

reduction in the non-linear distortion, qualities normally
found only in the best electrostatic headphone.

Do we tell you that the Beyer DT 990 and DT 770
are compatible with compact disc players? Yes, but who
doesn't?
Or, do we mention that you can listen to anyone
from Mozart to McCartney, while someone else in the
room is playing the organ? (an unlikely event, we admit,
but you never know what turns people on).
Perhaps we could persuade you that it will go
nicely with other status symbols, like your Porsche.
Wait aminute, though, we haven't mentioned the
most important thing, yet. The sound.
If we can blind you with science for a moment,
here are just a few outstanding features that should
help to convince you.
The DT 990 is an open headphone with an
unbelievable frequency response of 5-35.000 Hz. The

The DT 770 closed headphone combines the latest
transducer technology with aunique bass reflex system.
This achieves asuperb bass response with well defined
sound image, plus excellent pulse characteristics.
As you would expect they are both let, very
let, and extremely comfortable.
You must hear them to appreciate their real value.
You just can't compare
them to anything else,

beyerdynamie

simply because there's
nothing else quite like

EXCELLENCE IN SOUND

them. So get down to your HiFi specialist and listen to
the new Beyer DT 990 or DT 770.
Expensive? Yes.

Worth it? Yes.

Every penny

Need you hear more.

FOR YOUR NEAREST DEALER, CONTACT BEYER DYNAMIC, UNIT 14, CLIFFE INDUSTRIAL ESTATE, LEWES, SUSSEX BNB 6JL. TELEPHONE: (0273)479411.

TECHNOLOGY •

T

lives la« Philips, PDO Blackburn and PolyHERE IS No IHING sadder than
the sight of firms in the consumer
gram were scheduled to explain all, was
electronics business trying to sell
postponed, then cancelled.
high technology equipment without
At the same time, at the Philips' annual
being able to understand, and explain, how it
general meeting, President Van der Klugt
works. The fiasco of CD video is a classic
also talked about CDV players being made in
example of what can go wrong.
Japan by the Marantz factory now owned by
Last year Philips and Polygram spent tens
Philips. It seemed that the Philips management had told the Hasselt factory that if it
of millions of pounds on publicizing CDV, in
readiness for a winter launch. The product
could not get player production under control, the work would be shifted to Japan.
was exhibited in Amsterdam, Chicago, Berlin, Tokyo and London. But players and discs
As if dedicated to creating muddle, Philips
PR people then complained when the press
never reached the shops or reviewers.
Exactly as happened previously with
reported that the launch would be in September, that players were not up to scratch and
Laservision videodisc, metal audio tape,
that President Van der Klugt had talked
V2000 video and CD audio, Philips grossly
about Japanese production. At the May trade
underestimated the technical problems of
getting technology from laboratory prototype
shows Philips confirmed what had already
become abundantly clear — there would be no
stage to mass production.
limited trial sales from May onwards.
They hit two main problems with CDV. All
The situation now is that if Philips, PDO
European video discs so far have had only
and the software companies can produce a
FM stereo soundtracks; CDV has 16- bit
wide selection of players which match
digital audio instead. For reasons which have
Laservision quality, in time for the October
never been fully explained, the PhilipsDuPont Optical disc pressing plant at Blacklaunch, the CDV format might just still
burn found difficulty in switching from anasucceed. If the date is lost, it looks likely to
die. The public's interest is now fast switching
logue audio to digital audio. Why this should
to CD3, the new 3in CD audio single. The
be remains a mystery, because Pioneer have
appalling lack of communication out of Phifor several years now been producing video
lips on CDV has made the product a bad
discs in Japan which have both analogue and
joke. Whereas with CD audio, all the major
digital soundtracks in the NTSC waveform.
Japanese companies wanted the format to
Yes, there is only room in the PAL
succeed, only Pioneer has any real interest in
waveform for one soundtrack, either anaCDV. What seemed like a good idea at the
logue or digital (and hence the inability of old
time, is now in grave danger of becoming
Laservision players to play new CDV discs)
but why does there have to be such difficulty
another technological turkey.
Istill remember the buzz of visiting Matin switching from analogue to digital?
sushita (Technics/Panasonic) in Japan for the
One reason, it seems, is that Blackburn
first time, more than ten years ago. A
had not thought in advance about the probnever-ending stream of engineers explained
lems of producing aglass master disc for PAL
what they were doing in hi-fi, and why. Since
CDV from NTSC master tapes. To cut along
then Technics has held an annual seminar, in
story short, many music videos are sourced
adifferent European country each year, but
from America, with the picture signals
each year their communication gets worse.
recorded on video tape running at the NTSC
The company is still spending just as much,
speed of 29.97Hz and the digital sound
and probably even more, on audio research,
recorded at asampling rate of 44.056KHz on
but the complicated protocol of Japanese
video tape running at exactly 30Hz. The
business society requires that the people who
digital code for CDV is sampled at 44.1kHz
get up and talk to the press about what they
and you need a clever computer to convert
are doing are the people in the highest
the sampling rates and juggle the time codes
position of responsibility. Ability to speak
while marrying sound and pictures onto the
English, or speak coherently through atrans25Hz video disc which is standard for Europe.
lator, does not enter into it.
While Blackburn was struggling with this
As aresult the last two Technics' seminars
challenge, Philips engineers at the Eindhoven
have created the impression — probably quite
development labs and the Hasselt player
incorrectly — of acompany which has lost its
factory in Belgium were struggling with an
way and is floundering to produce something
equally difficult problem — focusing the beam
new, irrespective of whether it improves the
from a solid-state laser into a spot tight
quality of sound. Engineers read from a
enough to read analogue video and digital
prepared sheet in Japanese, while atranslator
audio from Sin. 8in and 12in discs running at
regurgitates the words in poor English — and
speeds varying between 20Orpm and
the words match a transcript given to the
225Orpm. Previously they had been dealing
press to read at the same time.
only with I2in discs and the shorter
Martin Colloms will be dealing separately
wavelength light from gas lasers, which is
with some of the more important technical
easier to focus.
issues raised. But here are a few side issues
When inaccurate tracking made the picwhich point to the need for adrastic re- think
tures on screen look noisy and unclear,
by Technics in Japan if the company is once
compared to the ten year old yardstick of
again to be taken seriously as atrue innovator
Laservision clarity, Philips hardware
with purpose.
engineers blamed Blackburn software
Picture astylish audio-visual display which
engineers and vice-versa. Because there was
proposes free-form social theories that young
no test equipment available, Philips bosses
US businessmen are ' living with wit . . . their
did not know who to believe. Of course they
boundless energy comes from music...
should have seen all this coming, but, as with
while midi systems make music that fly you to
Laservision, metal tape, V2000 and CD
the stars ... with digitally encoded
audio, they didn't.
volume ... super bass switching, purist
The real difficulty has not been in predictdigital sound . . . pure transparent acoustics
ing problems, and curing them, but in comand persuasive calm . . . young executives'
municating with the press, trade and public.
demands are tough, music is their vital source
Quite simply no-one has known what is going
on. A March briefing, at which representa- of energy . . .' and so on and so on. This may
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impress dealers, and the press are usually
prepared to sit through it benignly, but there
has to be something more sensible about the
technology to follow. And that something
should not be a snatch of compressed jazz/
rock or Italian pop music to demonstrate the
claimed 140dB range of a power amplifier.
At last year's Technics' seminar, there was
talk about high-speed capacitors improving
the sound of an amplifier. This year there was
more talk of the same discovery. ` Bio-technology' is used to make the electrolyte, and
the aluminium is then etched with a 'special'
technique. What bio-technology? What special etching technique? And what makes
Technics think that their capacitors alter the
sound?
'We just listen to the sound', say Technics.
Iwas left with the sneaking suspicion that
Technics engineers had found that the Matsushita industrial division produces high
grade capacitors for computer use (with very
low failure rate) and convinced themselves
that these must be agood thing to use in hi-fi
equipment — along with copper wire drawn
from asingle crystal by the Ohno technique.
Who Ohno? Technics didn't seem to know.
And so it goes on, and on, and on. Like all
Japanese companies, Technics is faced by a
problem. Hi-fi is amature technology. DAT
was to have been the future, but thanks to the
record industry that didn't work out. Taiwan
and Korea are producing excellent equipment at low cost, so Japan's only chance is to
offer high technology. But there has to be a
raison d'être.
All the major companies are now offering
CD players with multiple over-sampling and
18-bit conversion, using pairs of digital-toanalogue converters. If you believe what the
manufacturers (not just Technics) tell you,
then what we all need is aline on paper which
is either dead straight, or smooth and roundly
curved. It just isn't good enough.
Obviously there are sane souls inside Technics who realise that there is more to hi-fi
than this kind of simplistic nonsense. The
company has produced an excellent 100 page
booklet, titled ' Digital Audio Guide', which
explains the technology of CD, DAT, CDV
and satellite broadcasting in clear simple
terms, without puffing the Technics brand.
Although there are minor problems, eg the
CDV and DBS sections refer to NTSC video,
and Technics wrongly attributes the invention
of digital audio to Bell Labs, the booklet is by
far the best of its kind available. It's the kind
of book I'd pay at least afiver for. The plan is
to make copies available free to Technics
dealers and possibly the public too. •
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All the young dudes
carry the news

boogaloo dudes
carry the news

Technics
For Music Lovers.
18-bit high resolution system
with new fibre- optic link.
Components featured above are the SLP-990 CD player
with 18 bic 4DAC high resolution system for improved detail,
especially in quiet musical passages.
The SU A60 digital control amplifier accepts digital input
signals via interference-free fibre- optic or coaxial lead,
while the SE-A50 power amplifier is of twin mono
construction to minimize crosstalk.
TECHNICS. 30D-318 BATH ROAD. SLOUGH. BERKS. SLI 63B. TEL SLOUGH 34525

'All The Young Dudes' Written by David Bowie C)1971 EMI Music Publishing Ltd. Reproduced by permission of EMI Music Publishing Ltd., London WC2H OLD

Oxford Audio Consultants
A New Standard in High- End
Audio Retailers, Specialising in
Absolute

Sounds

SL

Starts Saturday 24th September
at 10am. Hundreds of bargains
from most major brands

411!

Oxford Acoustics

Our shop facilities are like
no other. Our equipment
is without peer.
OUR APPROACH IS UNIQUE

Formal opening hours 10am — 6pm,
Tuesday to Saturday: closed Monday
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LINX STRATOS PRE/POWER AMPS

A unique opportunity to acquire this magnificent
amplifier at afraction of its original price. Giving a
massive 120 watts/channel this renowned amplifier is
on offer at this price only because it is at the end of
its production. KJ have made a ' special purchase' of
the last remaining stocks which are offered at this
price while stocks last. Pre- sale price was £999.
Carriage E Insurance

JUST £ 599 (UK only) £ 17

No sales prior to start of the Sale apart from offers already available on
our RED clearance list All offers subject to being unsold
K.J. WEST ONE ( Dept HEN).
26 NEW CAVENDISH STREET,
LONDON W1M 7LH

Individual consultations bookable:
at home, including equipment
demonstrations, custom home installation
survey, interior design service,
as required:
— at the shop:

Telephone: 01-486 8262/8263
Open: Monday- Saturday 10am 6pm
Thurs until 7pm

11411(t MAIM

11-12.30 am 3-4.30 pm
All other shop times it's open house, with
our monthly featured system on
continuous demonstration. Bring along
your recordings and see how they sound,
or try some of ours!

= =
Digital Tudic7rap7
DAT PRICE
BREAKTHROUGH
NEW MIDI sized DAT Recorder from Sony The DTC
M1000 is now available at an astonishingly tempting
pece of £ 799 inc

1
Sony DTC1000 ES

2Luxman KT117
3Sony TCD DIO
4Aiwa XDO01

FEATURED SYSTEM THIS MONTH:
CRYSTAL REFERENCE/ AIR TANGENT / KOETSU
RED SIGNATURE; CAL TEMPEST;
AUDIO RESEARCH SP9/D125;
MAGNEPLANAR MG2.5

VAT

DAT RECORDERS — Top 5sellers

5Casio DAI
DAT TAPE

-

DAT 46 mins - £595
DAT 60 mins - £695

oo

DAT 90 mils- £ 795
DAT 120 rnins - £895
DAT PRE-RECORDED - Phone for current list of releases

Of 631 0939.

PRO DAT - Enquiries for current Professional DAT Products (
Sony

Oxford Audio Consultants
Cantay House, Park End Place, Oxford OX1 1JE
Telephone: Oxford ( 0865) — 790879 ( 24hr. service)
Write or telephone for appointments or our comprehensive
information pack
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'CM 2000 — 2500j Please contact Nils Hansen or Neal
Mcormack

At Playback we sell Audio Professionally,
not just Professional Audio.

Playback Group
15 Percy St.,
London WI P 9FD
Tel: 01-631 0939 — 01-637 8392
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RIBBONS

ON ASHOESTRING
Ole Thofte describes his ' kitchen table' ribbon speakers

T

HIS IS A description of how, with
very simple means, financially motivated by the non- hi-fi needs of ni\
family and helped by acertain antiauthoritarian disposition. I succeeded in
building a well sounding pair of ribbon
speakers.
Since I'm no expert. there may be some
risk in following my path. hut Ican promise a
lot of fun. The expenses are minimal, if you
are careful and don't short-circuit v
our
amplifier. In Denmark. building the pair cost
the equivalent of £ 100-150.
Iclaim, despite many statements to the
contrary, it is not that hard to make aribbon
speaker which sounds good. Construction
requires no special ability. You need to use a
saw, drill, solder alittle and have access to an
ohmmeter ( mind your amplifier). The impedance of the speakers is 4and the impedance
curve is almost astraight line. The eflicienc‘
is adrawback: your amplifier must be at Ica.t
Editter's note. ) 4: Ihone hi ime
Ithhon
p,
100W and current happy.
not so much acui-and-dried protect as apiece of * norls
The most time-consuming part of the proin progress Rcadci. should ',cum,: id tit, potential
,ittil ilangcl.. paiiicularl ihc isk iii blitutitit
ject is collecting the materials. Nly final piece
up
si Inch is not designed to cope %% di
of advice is: have a good time.
Io ad.! Iho tt e's dcdp1n

COLLECTING THE
MATERIALS
Baffle. Cut two pieces of chipboard

measuring 130 by 75cm by 12mm. For fewer resonances you can use four boards, glue them
together. and/or put sand between them. You
can use thicker or denser types of hoard. A
de luxe speaker could he made from acrylic
board.
Perforated sheet steel. The sheet. 60 by 100cm
by 1.25mm, will hold the woofer magnets. I
used 50r: perforation as a compromise
between ' magnet hold capacity' and airyness.
The sheet was cut by a local, smith with a
hydraulic cutter. 1.25tnm thickness appears
to be too thin; 3mm is less resonance- prone
and helps stiffen the baffle. Furthermore it
acts as a better pole- piece for the magnets.
strengthening the forward directed magnetic
field. You also need steel strips for the
tweeter hole - background for the tweeter
magnets.
Magnets. Use ceramic strontium- ferrite magnets. The magnets should be anisotropie that is, magnetised through the flat side.
For each woofer I used 102 magnets.
measuring 42 by 7.7 by 9mm. For the tv,eeter
magnets: 50 by 19 by 5mm. These were
placed in double- rows for greater force, 60
magnets per tweeter.
The magnets Iused were abit too weak: I
heard transparenc\ neutrality. and perspective in width and breadth, hut the punch in
the lower register was alittle lazy. The sound
became richer when tchanged to a bigger
magnet: 40 by 20 by Illmm. Unexpectedly.
this size was about 40ri cheaper.
141-11 Ni M.S

RLCORD REVILW

OCI ( MLR 19m.

ptililisticd in tlIc t
magazine
and. in
sonieu hat direicni him, in the IS in,12,infie .
1peaAer
oili
thanks to I- d Dell. pliltlslici ti th at
711W:1/111C ; Ind it. companion.
to t ht.
in•sisiancc I. Pic ahii%e slions Ille later seimon Lk:so Mei.1
mulct -I-inallii rit'.

Membrane and conductor materials. The
woofer membrane was made from roasting
On the stretched film ( I10 by 4(1cm) place a
conductor pattern with adhesive aluminium
(alutape). This tape is used for burglar alarm.
Idon't think it is possible to burn them out by
playing them too loudly - Ihave used the
tweeter often as afull- range speaker. It does
a hit of pumping hut no harm comes to it.
Tweeter membrane. From the roasting film
cut aribbon 110 by 2cm. On this: place four
parallel conductors each measuring 110cm by
4.5mtn. These are simply made by cutting the
9mm aluminium tape lengthwise.
Stretching system. By tuning the woofer
membrane ou can experiment with different
bass resonance patterns, adjusting the
speaker to the room and your taste. For a
given longitudinal resonance, the trapezoid
form of the membrane will spread the bass
resonances and thereby boost the bass in an
almost linear way: thus the speaker can go
much lower than the small baffle ordinarily
makes possible. It should roll- off with 6dEi,
octave from 100Hz, but it still has good
output at 30Hz and lower, depending on the
tuning of the membrane.
For the stretching system f used two shelf
brackets.
Crossover Network. Woofer and Tweeter

E

A

FIGURE. I: (wow guide for chipboard.
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RIBBONS ON A SHOESTRING

ETC

LEFT SPEAKER

RIGHT SPEAKER

FIGURE 2: 2thignel natter', for 'cooler.

each have an impedance of 311. Ichose 500F1,
as the crossover frequency to get the hest
possible dispersion from the woofer. As I
wanted a 6dB/octave network. Icalculated
the coil in series with the woofer to 1).95mli
and the capacitor in series with the tweeter to
105uF. Imeasured this to an overall impedance of 411 and the impedance- curve was
almost flat. Use the hest possible components: Iprefer open-air coils and polypropylene capacitors.

Step 4. The magnet pattern for the woofer is
shown in Fig. 2. Place a row of north poles.
then south poles. and so on. The poles Po int
outward. You don't ha‘ eto know the polarity. but define the first row as north' and
continue from this. The relative polarity is
easily determined 11\ holding a magnet and
not
attraction or repulsion.
The magnet pattern on one speaker should
be a mirror image of the other. For the first
ro \\ . the magnets on the right speaker must
have the opposite polarit to the magnets on
the left speaker. and the pattern continues.
The ma gnets hold themselves to the steel
sheet tluit functions as apole piece. You can
experiment with different patterns: num.:.
magnets in a row. less distance between the
rows and so on. For permanent bonding. use
a thin layer of contact glue to attach the
magnets.
Step 5. Glue the roasting lilm membrane to
three sides of the woofer hole. omitting the
side with the stretching s\ stem (Fig. 3).
loosely fasten — the stretching is done with the
stretching system. If the film slips from the
glue when stretched later. screw it to a
wooden strip lined with thin foam rubber.
Drill a suitable number of holes ( for
instance
in the L- profile. Use these holes
when screwing the profile to the chipboard.
Drill I° holes through the 5mm edge of the

on the metal strips. yOtt will discover they
repel. Iput them further apart. thinking it
might cause some diffraction problems that I
could correct later by filling some material in
the spaces. If sou prefer the magnets close
together use contact glue or 3min metal
strips. In later experiments I achieved a
stronger magnetic field by replacing the thin
iron strips with thick strips ( 5-10mm), in
Denmark called flatiron and available in
standard sizes at low cost.
Step 8. The conductor patterns use Flemming's rule. and be certain the current flows
in the same direction for all conductors in the
same magnetic fie if, no matter how vou phin
your magnet and conductor pattern. And if
the magnetic field changes, which happens
for the woofer every time you cross the
middle of every row of magnets. then the
direction of the current for all the conductors
within the field must also change.
For the \\ outer. we want a continuous
conductor twisting its \\
down the \\ oofer
membrane so the whole structure moves as a
piston. You can do this in man
uays
depending on your materials. Iplaced the
conductors as two patterns connected in
series ( Fig. 5). using 68 conductors at a
distance of -Inam from each other. The
pattern covered ouI two-thirds of the membrane. It would clearly be better to place the
conductors closer to each other, which would
have meant using more magnets. ( I just

RIBBON
/-1mm

METAL LIST

N

BUILDING THE SPEAKERS
Step I. Cut the chipboard ( Fig. /). Each must
be a mirror image. Ichose the dimensions
more or less arbitrarily. You might want to
add 5 to 10em to the woofer to get a bigger
surface. If you want a bigger ( maybe much
bigger) speaker. roughly use the same dimension ratio. zub:c = 4:3:13.
Step 2. Line the woofer hole with thin
foam- rubber ( resonance damping). approximately lcm, into the chipboard. Use a thin
layer of contact glue.
Step 3. Fasten the steel sheet with screws and
washers on the back of the chipboard.
ROASTING FILM

7

L-BRACKET

13MM
BOLTS/
SCREWS
o

FOAM
RUBBER _
LINING

=7: 0
ETC

WOODEN STRIP \*/\
FIGURE 3: fasten the membrane
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21mm
d5mm

FICIURf. 4: Maenet pattern for tweeter.

L- profile. These holes must be evenly spaced.
since they are used for the stretching bolts.
Drill corresponding holes in the thin uooden
strip and glue this to the wasting film.
Line-up the two rows of holes and screw the
L- profile to the chipboard. approximately
3cm from the straight edge of the woofer
hole. Fasten the 3min bolts betu cell the
profile and wooden strip, and the membrane
is ready to be stretched.
Step 6. Line the inside of the tweeter hole
with steel strips the same width as the
thickness of the chipboard. These strips hold
the tweeter magnets and help form the
magnetic field. Again.
ou can glue the
magnets to the strips but it isn't necessary.
Step 7. The magnet pattern for the tweeter is
shown in Fig. 4. Let the left mu of magnets.
on both the right and left tweeters. have the
same polarity as the top row of magnets on
the left woofer. This ensures the left speaker
is a reflected image of the right.
When you place the magnets close together

FIGURE 5: Woolér conductor.
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1
I — loads up to six CDs for

Multiple Disc Magazine

continuous or
programmed play.

Random Track
2Programming—
plays up

to 32 tracks from six CDs
in any order you
choose.

Full Infra Red Remote
Control — operates the
unit at the touch of a
button.

6Digitally Mastered
Reasons to Choose
this Memorex
Compact Disc Player

A Cushioned, Floating
Deck — reduces external
vibration interference.
Large Digital Display —
J shows programming
and operation status,
and elapsed playing
time of each track.

6locates any part of the
Audible Search —

disc by rapid play in
either direction.

The Memorex CD-6000 is the logical next step in compact disc
player technology.
Of course, its wide dynamic range and superb frequenc
response are what you would expect from any quality
CD player.
What makes the Memorex CD-6000 unique is its range of
features (for convenience, we've listed just six), which includes
multiple loading and random track programming.
Despite this advanced technology, the CD-6000 is amazingly
simple to operate. And its remote control means you can
experience this breakthrough in Memorex compact disc
j3layers without ever leaving your armchair.
CD-6000, £249.95. (42-9047)
Extra magazines available £ 12.95. (42-1000)

eseecieee eite maet
e) qemet estee:c
Over 400 Stores And Dealers Nationwide
Prices may vary at Dealers. Otters sub led to availability.

Tandy, Tandy Centre, Leamore Lane, Bloxwich, Walsall, West Midlands WS2 7PS

RIBBONS ON A SHOESTRING
equals no short-circuits. Next waveform, or
corrugate the ribbon. Ihave run the ribbon
between two pieces of corrugated paper.
which makes big waves. I have also used.
with better results, small plastic tubes with
riffles — from a tos' set. Smaller waves are
better. The corrugation is important since it
makes the ribbon stiffer and eliminates rattling and buzzing.
The same applies for the woofer. Remember, the corrugation shortens the membrane
by about 10ei • and you must make the
conductor pattern on the work- table and
corrugate it before gluing the three sides to
the chipboard. Never stretch a corrugated
membrane. Let it hang loose.
Fasten the ribbon with contact glue in the
tweeter hole, about 2cm into the chipboard.
at the top and bottom. Be careful when you
place it and make sure it does not touch the
magnets. or buzzing and rattling will result.
Connect the four conductors with four
return conductors on the chipboard. Make
sure the current flows in the same direction
for all conductors. Make the connections with
small screws and washers ( soldertags) to press
the alutape ends together. You cannot solder
aluminium.
Step . 9. The woofer and tweeter must be

RIGHT SPEAKER

FIGURE 6: Tweeter conductor.

WOOFER

TWEETER

SOLDER LOBE
AND SCREW

RIBBON TO
HOLD COIL

-->

e

FRONT

* 15cm * *

30cm *

FIGURE 8: Speaker foot.

ais should be 3.511.

SYSTEM TESTING
Connect the amplifier when everything is
checked. If you haven't built solidly enough
or if the membrane is closer than -linm to the
magnets. everything starts rattling. Go
through the construction again and continue
on.
Check the absolute phase and change the
amplifier cables until the stereo is centred.
Check woofer and tweeter for phase in
relation to each other: use a I.5V battery and
connect to the corresponding speaker terminals. Remember to disconnect the amplifier
and bypass the crossover filter. When you
follow this procedure both speakers should
move in the same direction. If you don't see
the movement, the woofer is stretched too
tight. Also check the magnets for correct
placement.
It is difficult to place bipolar radiating
speakers optimally. because they need lots of
space. Experiment and try angling and tilting
the speakers. This can produce amazing
differences in tone quality, perspective and so
on. If one of the speakers sounds louder, you
can ' tune' by adding or deleting magnets.

FURTHER EXPERIMENTS
SYMBOL FOR
SOLDERLOBE

WOOFER

FIGURE 7: Crossover nenvork and speaker terminals.

didn't have any more at the time.) In all. the
conductor was 18m long and had aresistance
of 312. Ilater connected the two patterns in
parallel ( 0.759). This was harder on the
amplifier but was more efficient and had a
better punch.
The conductor pattern of the tweeter used
four conductors (
Fig. 6) to increase impedance. For the same reason the return conductors placed outside the magnetic field are
made of the same alutape. I'll admit it's abit
foolish to burn out energy where there is no
use for it. but Isolved this problem later. The
tweeter conductor was 9m long and it had the
same resistance. 312. since it was made by
halving the woofer alutape.
Be precise when you make the ribbon. Cut
apiece of roasting film 110 by 2.1cm. Fasten
this, with tape. to your work table. Use
plenty of light and something dark underneath. The outer conductors must follow the
edges of the ribbon, leaving room for Imm
between the conductors. No overlapping
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connected in parallel. Otherwise the tweeter
will play as a full- tone element. The coil
(0.95mH) is in series with the woofer and the
capacitor ( 105e) is placed in series with the
tweeter. This makes the crossover frequency
500Hz.
Step 10. The loudspeaker feet were made
from leftover pieces of chipboard. halved and
fastened to the baffle with small brackets
(Fig. 8). Experiment with foam rubber on the
back of the baffle to diminish diffractions
from the board itself and from the stretching
system. 1 have tried Acustilux ( synthetic
wadding) but it only muffled the sound. I
haven't tried foam rubber or felt, but both
are highly recommended with dynamic
speaker construction.
If you don't like the decidedly functional
look of the speakers. you may cover the
baffle with cloth.
Step II. Check for short circuits or faulty
connections with an ohmmeter. The resistance measured over the main speaker termin-

I. For aheavier baffle use thicker chipboard.
Try wooden strips across the back of the
baffle, or build a stiffening ' scaffolding'
behind the speaker.
The feet could be bigger and heavier.
2. More and bigger magnets in the woofer
and tweeter will make the speaker more
efficient.
Use iron-strips ( Step 7) to line the tweeter
hole and continue the lining at the top and
bottom of the hole. This way, the magnet
force lines from the backs of the magnets are
better conducted, which strengthens the
fields in the gap.
Do not place the bridges so the magnets
touch the iron, since this will short-circuit the
magnetic field: N and S touching the same
piece of iron. Instead the magnet should
touch the iron with the flat sides.
Don't make too many bridges because they
cause reflections and resonances.
3. The simplest way to make the woofer
conductor is one conductor for each row of
magnets (
Fig. 9). The split between the
magnets should be central. (Fig. 10). Think it
through. The pattern is easily made with
alutape and 42 by 7.7 by 9mm magnets. If you
use larger ( 40 by 20 by lOmm) magnets, place
them closer together and use 3mm sheet steel
to keep the magnets apart. If you leave the
magnets further apart you must place, for
instance, four alutape conductors between
two rows of magnets, all having the current
flowing in the same direction and all changing
when the magnetic field changes. The con 33

The love of music taken to Infinity

Two decades ago, a
small group of music-obsessed
physicists and engineers working
on advanced aerospace problems
discovered they shared an absolute dissatisfaction with existing
speaker technology They decided
to put their knowledge of electronics, audio and music to the
task Could they expand existing
technological boundaries to
create the kind of speaker they
could live with?
The result was the Infinity
Servo Statik 1, immediately acclaimed by leading audio critics
as the State of the Art in the
reproduction of music.
In the ensuing years, this absolute
obsession with music, this passion for
perfection has continued to drive us. And
to please equally fanatic music
lovers and audiophiles throughout the world.
Today the benchmark 7/
2
1
foot tall £45,000 Infinity Reference Standard V is
the embodiment of
Infinity's obsession.
It is also the source of
much of the state-ofthe-art technology
used throughout the
entire Infinity
product line.
Kappa 6
Kappa 9
(optional pedestal)
Every Infinity
speaker at every price point—our IRS V,
our IRS Beta, Gamma and Delta, our
Kappa Series, our RS Series, our Studio

Infinity Reference Standard V

IRS Beta

Monitor Series and Kappa Automotive
Series—shares a20-year tradition of technological innovation.
This Infinity dedication to developing some of the most demanding and
expensive high-end products has enabled us
to offer the audiophile speakers
of unprecedented value and
musicality
The rich velvet timbru
of aFrench horn with all
its overtones; the crisp,
gutty attack of aFender
bass; the clean, delicate
swish of abrush on a
Ziljian cym1Dal; nowhere Car A Srtem
but through an Infinity
RS 62k 2-way driver
RS 693k 3-way driver
speaker will you hear them cs-i cvmponent system
with such warmth and lifelike presence.
Unless you're at the live concert.
Which, as we've been saying all
along, is what it's all about.

me

mi,i

Infinity
We get you back to what it's all about. Music.

Infnity UK , 25 Heathfeld,Stacey Bushes, Mlbort Keynes MK12 6HR Tel:(0908)317707, Fax: (
0908)322704

ts

Step forward with

KELVIN
LABS
Super -Fi
Hear the NEW Junior/J30 Class A pre- power combination together with
the MC1 FET Stereo Preamplifier
M30 and M60 Class A Monoblock Power Amplifiers
Offering, in our opinion, unequalled accuracy and neutrality
At:-

Progressive Audio ( Home Demonstration Specialists — South East) 0634 389004/366216
MJS Hi Fi ( Home Demonstration Specialists — Midlands) 0455 46977
Radlett Audio ( Herts) 09276 6497
Audio South ( Farnham) 0252 714555
Standen's (Tonbridge) 0732 353540
O'Brien high fi ( London) 01 946 0331
Salisbury Hi Fi (Salisbury) 0722 22169
In Hi Fi ( Edinburgh) 031 225 8854

Kelvin Laboratories Ltd., 6Shanklin Crescent,
Upper Shirley, Southampton, SO1 2RB.

Tel: (0703) 785123

Radlett Audio
THE GREATEST LITTLE SHOP IN THE COUNTRY"

M

aybe it's just an opinion (we're too modest to suggest otherwise), but during our 10 years here we have been told many
times by importers, manufacturers and customers, that we are
The best little shop in the country."
Being small has advantages. Without the vast overheads of a
large, flashy shop, we can devote as much time as it takes to
ensure our customers get the best for their money, whether
it's £5or £5,000. Futhermore, we are all knowledgeable
enthusiasts (not salesmen on commission) with no need to
push the most profitable lines. And we never rush, hassle or
waffle— we like to keep our customers as friends.
Our demonstration studio is furnished as asitting
room, but stocked with one of the finest ranges of
HiFi in the country. Each and every item is ruthlessly
chosen for it's sound quality, performance, reliability
and value. If it's worth having, we probably stock it
and would be delighted to demonstrate why. So, give
us aring or drop in— you'll be very glad you did.

Radlett Audio Consultants
141 Watling Street, Radlett, Herts.

"A 0927 6-6497

We stock fine equipment from:LINN PRODUCTS•REGA•PROAC•AUDIO RESEARCH•CROFT
°AUDIO INNOVATIONS•COUNTERPOINT•KOETSU•CREEK•
AUDIOLAB•VTL•VOYD•J.A. MICHELL•EPOS•KRELL•QUAD
•SNELL•SD ACOUSTICS•MAGNEPAN•ORACLE•ELITE•
PINK A•HEYBROOK•MUSICAL FIDELITY•SME•HELIUS•
TANNOY•DENON•B+WeKEF•A+R.CAMBRIDGE•YAMAHA
.MONITOR AUDIO.EAR.CONCORDANT

AUDIO RESEARCH D70
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RIBBONS ON A SHOESTRING
ductors must be placed on the membrane and
the 'turnings' must be kept at adistance from
the magnets.
One possibility is to etch the conductor
pattern on alaminate of polyester and aluminium foil.
As another possibility, cut slices across the

FIGURE 9: Alternative conductor I.
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N
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N
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FIGURE 10: Alternative conductor 2.

laminate or foil to split the conductors. Close
the slice with thin tape (tape recording
splicing tape). The laminates are easy to work
with; foil is more delicate.
4. Cable connections. It is advisable to use
cable instead of aluminium tape outside the
magnetic field. Bear in mind when you
change the conductor pattern — the impedance, and consequently the crossover frequency; compared to the original loudspeaker changes when you use cable. You
have to change the component values in the
crossover network. At the same time the
efficiency of the loudspeaker improves since
it draws more current from the amplifier
when the impedance is lower.
It is not agood idea to make the impedance
more than 411, since most amplifiers lose
power.
5. Magnets. It's a good idea to arrange the
system of magnets so you can experiment
with the distance between the magnets and
the membranes, especially the woofer membrane.
NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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FINAL HINTS

perspective, fast transients, aworld of inner
details and a very clean bottom.
Try to find a better stretching system. Mine
There are some drawbacks. These speakers
has atendency to lift the membrane where it
are horribly inefficient. It hasn't been meais fastened.
sured, but subtracting I8dB from the speakExperiment with the distance between the
ers ( about 75dB) is probably close. The very
woofer and tweeter and any phase problems.
low impedance makes it hard on tilt-.
Ihave noticed asmall valley in the frequency
amplifier. Ihave found my amplifier. Audio
curve, 2-3dB, in the 2kHz-5kHz region.
Mirror, constructed by Karsten Svendsen. a
Design Alterations
tube Mosfet design of 150W. can easily cope.
Since this article first appeared in the Danish
Furthermore, these speakers cannot play
High Fidelity Ihave been inspired to work on
very loud. but are quite sufficient at normal
a true 2-way ribbon speaker with a ribbon
listening levels in my listening room. If I
woofer instead of the usual planar woofer. I increase the volume, the ribbons move outdon't know of any commercially available
side the controlling magnetic field. Ishould
true ribbon speaker. However, the magnetic
add. Iprefer chamber music.
field between two opposing magnets is more
Finally, they are easy to build, but need
homogenous than the magnetic field behind
some maintenance. The corrugation on the
the planar woofer. Therefore Idecided to try
woofer ribbons stretch because of the moveit. The present results are promising ( Photo
ments and must be redone after approx1) but there is still some interesting work to
imately 100 hours of play. Otherwise the
do.
sound tends to break up. rattle, and buzz in a
The speaker is very easy to build. In
rather non-musical and commanding way.
principle it is just a row of ribbon tweeters
This can be done without removing the
placed on a piece of chipboard. I just
ribbons from the chipboard. with care.
dismantled the planar woofer of the speaker I
had already built, and widened the woofer
FURTHER WORK
hole to 35 by 95cm. The perforated steel
Do not place the woofer magnets on the steel
sheet remained. The ribbon tweeter
sheet but use the horseshoe method
remained. Then I took 216 magnets per
described. Experiment with less distance
speaker, 40 by 20 by lOmm, and placed them
between the magnets. and narrow the \\ idth
two by two in six long vertical rows and the
of the woofer ribbons. This makes the magsteel sheet, approximately 5cm apart. The
nets more prone to twitch and turn while
magnets were now ' standing' on end. The
working; find some compromise.
steel sheet had to be at least 2mm thick or the
Inner damping is essential to avoid rattling
whole system would collapse like dominoes.
and buzzing. A thicker aluminium foil, up to
(My son found that great fun at first.) Placing
the magnets this way short circuits them and I 20um. might work better. The burglar alarm
tape might be good for the ribbons because
should have used flat pieces of thick iron as
the inner damping seems very good when it
vertical magnet holders, but this was much
works as tweeter. hut Ihaven't tried it yet as
easier to work with and more econmical since
woofer. It is almost 50um when placed on the
the right side of one magnet system could
roasting film. You might want to work with
function as the left side of the next magnet
the laminates. The 9um aluminium laminate
system ( Photo 2).
had a tendancy to lose its corrugation too
The ribbons, five for the woofer and one
quickly. when working as woofer.
for the tweeter, were cut from ordinary
These line-source speakers don't spread
kitchen aluminium foil ( Hum). 1 took 10
the sound very well; horizontally better than
layers of foil with a little water between, to
vertically. If you stand up in the listening
moisten, a very sharp hobby knife held as
position in front of the speakers the higher
horizontally as possible and made all the
frequencies disappear. You can avoid this by
ribbons in one cut. Woofer ribbons were 4by
making the ribbons taller. Horizontally voii
120cm ( extra to allow for corrugation), and
have to avoid ' beaming.' when the s'ou'nd
1.2g. The tweeter ribbon was 1.5 by 120cm
does not spread from awavelength equal to
and 0.5g; a 6.5g moving membrane — very
the width of the ribbon ( or the combined
light indeed.
width of the woofer ribbons). With the I.5cm
Icorrugated the ribbons with the riffled
tweeter, beaming should not occur before
tube and fastened it to the chipboard with
20kHz. The woofer is 32cm wide and beamtape, slightly stretched between the magnets.
ing is expected from 1
kHz. The crossover
It's important that the ribbons can move
point was chosen below the beaming point,
freely; measurements indicate fastening the
however the woofer rolls off from 800Hz with
sides to increase mechanical stability also
6dB/octave and isn't exactly silent beyond the
introduces distortion. Return conductors
beaming point.
were made from burglar alarm tape and
You might want to experiment with the
connected to the ribbons with one screw and
position of the woofer ribbons relative to
washers.
each other. The Martin Logan electrostatic
Woofer impedance was 0.611; return conspeakers could inspire more ideas. The ribductors, approximately 212; tweeter impebons could be angled relative to each other to
dance, 0.411; and conductor 0.71/ Since the
form an approximation of asection of alarge
tweeter was much more efficient than the
woofer Idamped the tweeter I8dB with a cylinder. This ought to help on the beaming
problem. If you want to make a one-way
1.211 resistor. Iused asimple 6dB crossover
ribbon speaker and avoid the crossover netnetwork: coil, 0.40mH; capacitor, I36uF
work this angling is essential. Ihaven't tried it
(polypropylene); crossover point 800Hz.
yet but it's on the agenda.

CONCLUSIONS

My most merciless critic, my wife, and I.
agree there is almost no coloration from
resonances in the baffle, because the ribbons
don't pull very much compared to the ' sail' of
the planar woofer. So the thin chipboard is
quite stiff enough. There is air, openness.

ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS
Iwould like to thank my good hi-fi friend.
wizard-of- the-tubes, Karsten Svendsen. who
besides building amplifiers that survive playing into 0.1f), has advised me throughout this
project.
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IT'S LIKE BEING THERE
If you want the ultimate, Pinewood can provide it.
Last month Brian Rivas described asystem for the music lover
who wants the best but requires equipment that harmonises with
the living environment. This month's system, however, is a
no- holds- barred concept for the enthusiast who has aroom
dedicated for musical enjoyment. Again, it is based on the most
painstaking research and critical listening over along period,
and has been honed to the ultimate.
Turntable:
Tonearm:
Cartridge:
Preamplifier:
Power amplifiers:
Loudspeakers:
Accessories:

GOLDMUND REFERENCE
GOLDMUND T3F
KOETSU 80th ANNIVERSARY
KRELL REFERENCE SERIES KRS BP, balanced four
—chassis
KRELL REFERENCE SERIES KRS-100 balanced
monoblocs
APOGEE DIVA
MANDRAKE interconnects
SYMO loudspeaker cables
CAMAC and WBT plugs
SICOMIN isolation platforms

Those who have heard this system say it is ' like being there', as it recreates
the emotion, scale, ambience, dynamics and impact of the live event. The
cost is well over £ 50,000, but it sounds like amillion dollars.
As with everything supplied by Pinewood, all the equipment in this system
is designed and manufactured by world leaders in hi-fi esoterica. The
results are matchless, with the security of the finest long-term service and
support available.
PINEWOOD IS THE SOLE U.K. KRELL REFERENCE SERIES DEMONSTRATOR

yhe
'Martins', Church Lane, Goodworth Clatford,
Andover, Hampshire SPI 17HL
Telephone Andover (0264) 57536
24- hour Answerphone
Agencies include:
Air Tangent, Apogee, Audio Research, Goldmund, Koetsu, Krell, Madrigal, Mandrake, Magneplanar, Micro Seiki, MIT,
PS Audio, Randall Research, Sicomin, Siltech, Soma Faber
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Absolute Sounds is the country's pioneering importer of the finest high end
esoterica. Pinewood Music is their only exclusive dealer in the country.
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FOILED AGAIN...

Christopher Breunig suggests that PWB developments deserve anew hearing

T

URNTABLES SOUND DIFFERENT, cables affect the sound of the
system, Peter Belt's polarising techniques can enhance the listening
experience . . . The very fact that I draw
these parallels implies anailing of colours to
the mast. 1suspect that, just as acomparative
review of turntables, or cables, will help
would-be purchasers relate performance
expectations and cash outlay, very soon
hobbyists will allocate a proportion of the
cost of asystem to PWB accessories. Or else
look to PWB for upgrade possibilities.
But, you say, hasn't HFNIRR already come
down firmly on the side of the sceptics, with
Paul Miller's March '88 survey and findings? I
think not: one other factor to be considered,
relative to my opening thesis, is that highly
regarded products such as the Linn LP12 or
van den Hul cables have been dramatically
improved with time. Peter Belt's techniques
have also been advancing considerably in the
past few months, and Ifeel what Ihave been
hearing recently cannot possibly be discounted. For now it seems that Peter Belt has
evolved acomplementary range of items that
deserve fresh, unbiased attention. How or
why they work Icannot say: that they do
work additively 1can vouch for. Nor would I
guess at what level of resolution ahi-fi system
needs to be to show the benefits of PWB
techniques. However, 1can confirm that with
two short twists of polythene spiral tubing my
cheap old Japanese kitchen tranny has
become demonstrably clearer and cleaner.
There is now even the possibility of tweaking CDs individually! Recent PWB products
include a domestic version of the Polariser,
improved foils ( Red/Black, Pink/Grey) with a
new suggested application mode, 'electret
discs' for both CD player/turntable and in the
form of isolation feet, and Spiratube ( in two
diameters). The effects of Spiratube are
sufficiently marked for me to suggest it as an
ideal introduction to what Peter Belt
describes as 'manipulation of charge effects'.
Cut segments of Spiratube are twisted around
mains and signal cables; a3mm Spiratube is
available for fine core or single strand cables,
eg DNM. ( In case there can be any reader still
wondering what all this is about, Peter Belt's
preoccupation is with the charges created,
not just in the listening environment, but in
public places like theatres, concert halls, and
supermarkets, by our increasing use of electrical power. An engineer with atrack-record
in the manufacture and development of
electrostatic speakers and headphones, he is
attempting to find devices which make such
charges beneficial rather than deleterious.)
The domestic Polariser is about the most
unlikely device you could see: it comes with
take-apart-and-reassemble instructions, and I
rather think PWB wants the purchaser to
know just how daft it is. It comprises aplastic
medical syringe, with across-section shaft to
the plunger. In facing compartments two
differently sized steel balls run, with coloured
markings in one of the adjacent empty
channels. With red/black code labels, the
syringe is applied as a probe, held for four
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seconds in sequences prescribed for CD/LP
labels, or wiring, plug pins etc.
One of Peter Belt's theories is that the
printing on a spinning CD, or LP label,
affects the sound adversely - but that this
effect can be countered. This is readily
demonstrable, at virtually no cost, with any
PolyGram CD, where the coloured ink areas
can be washed away with cotton wool swabs
soaked in lighter fuel. Rinse in detergent
solution (
eg Fairy Liquid) and under the tap,
dry gently on kitchen paper. Ideally you
should have a 'control' CD with which to
make comparisons. The brilliant Eliot Gardiner Mozart choral records offer excellent
proof of this: for instance, a 'washed' Mass in
C- minor opened up the sound, losing
stridency, sharply defining the St John's
acoustic halo behind the singers. However, in
conjunction with aSpiratube offcut the Polariser can be deployed to improve the sound of
any CD; the use of the supplementary electret disc in the player further changes the
sound.
The notorious Black Foil sheets now have a
use in 'charge bonding'. It is suggested that at

every material interface a charge-effect can
be turned to advantage by means of a fine
strip of Black Foil, ie no wider than 1.5.2.0mm. Typical applications would be the
grilles to the frame on the old Quad ESL;
Linn armboard to plinth, top-plate ditto;
preamp to shelf; speaker to stand, etc. For
those willing to unplug and delve into their
electronics there is almost unlimited scope.
Again, Spiratube around bunched or single
wires is worthwhile and quick ( easily listened
to, removed and checked, and replaced).
Every transformer, capacitor, resistor, and
transistor can be ' charge-bonded' to the
circuit board with a small strip of foil run
from component to board; then insert-boards
can be bonded to the mother-board. Those
too scared of this should try simply linking
externally chassis and cover plates, or sleeves
of amplifiers, PSUs, preamps. Ifound with .
the Well Tempered Arm that linking the arm
tube to the gantry, allowing sufficient looping
for the traverse of the arm, made a big
difference. PWB recommends that plastic
stylus assemblies should be charge-bonded to
the cartridge metalwork, and that a link
between fixing screws, finger lift, headshell,
and cartridge body will all bring progressive
improvements.

Ifreely admit that one gets absorbed in
small changes in perceived sound, and you
then begin to wonder how many of them are
imaginary. Having listened to two identical
copies of aCD, Ipolarised one, returned it to
the case (with an identifying slip tucked into
the booklet), and having shuffled the two
cases played them again. Ireturned to the
pair the next day, expecting all ' differences'
to have evaporated. No! And when Iplayed
them to afriend it was thought that one was
probably the LP, one the Compact Disc.
One of Peter Belt's ideas which seemed to
provide amusement was that the incoming
water service could be manipulated to change
the sound in a room. Frankly 1doubt that I
could have heard this ' trick' before now, but,
as I have suggested, PWB techniques are
additive. Two marked crocodile clips linked
by wire can be affixed to a half-inch mains
supply to lift sound quality, or if reversed to
lower it. This is perfectly audible with widerange digital recordings. Left with one of
these clips, I was sceptical, yet it had the
subjective effect of widening the dynamic
range whilst reducing grain or glare; focus on
•
rhythm, ie note values, was tightened.
The electret feet are 85mm clear plastic
discs with patterns of black dots backed by
red; the intention is to place one under each
foot of any electronic item (including house
TV, typewriter). These work even more
efficiently when stacked. So, the more the
merrier. Ithink these complement the Spiratube, and should be tried before apolariser,
or foils.
There is an 11.5in turntable electret, too,
to be used on or under the felt mat. PWB
does not believe that isolating boards are
necessary, and he contends that mechanical
vibration is not the root problem diagnosed
by others. Ihave yet to try dispensing with
mine. The literature describes methods of
polarising mains and signal cables. The
results of polarising the mains cables to my
ESLs were quite clearly audible.
Peter Belt has another startling device in
prototype form. This is like an ionising pistol,
and it is more powerful when used on CD and
labels on LP than polarising. Far-fetched
though this may seem, the gun can be used to
treat the listening room and adjacent
environments. Triggered downwards or horizontally, it turns the sound ' off, but pointed
upwards it recreates at will that elusive state
when the system is really sounding at its best
(a sort of spring clean air). A loan prototype I
quantify as twice, or three times as powerful
for CD/LP enhancement than anything possible with the Polariser/Spiratube combination.
It should retail ultimately for around £30:
cheap relative to the Zerostat pistol in its day,
which, incidentally, has a deleterious charge
effect.
'Songs my Mother taught me' is a violin
recital which has excited unqualified raves in
the US. Listening to the LP straight out of the
sleeve merely made me wonder what
audiophile critics on TAS and Stereophile had
heard. I entirely endorse JC's review this
month. However, simply PWB 'staffing' both,
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Athena
by SUMO.
An affordable upgrade
to high- end sound.

D Flexible inputs and outputs
Inputs are provided for moving- coil or moving- magnet
cartridge (switchable), CD, tuner and video and there are
two tape recorder loops. MC cartridge loading can be
optimised. A switchable line level 'direct' facility bypasses
active gain stages. There are two preamplifier outputs, for

D Ahigh-end preamphfieffor £595

further flexibility. Athena can deliver an output of up to 20 volts,

SUMO'S Athena preamplifier was designed for enthusiasts,

and a peak to peak current of 350mA, giving effortless

by enthusiasts, to offer remarkably detailed and transparent,

headroom.

yet warm and natural sound. Sound directly comparable with

D Guaranteedfor three years

cost-no- object equipment at much higher prices. Yet, thanks

SUMO products are designed and made in California, and

to the falling US Dollar, the American-made Athena now

backed by parent company Califone International, amajor US

costs only £595. An affordable upgrade to high- end sound.

manufacturer of educational electronics. SUMO's sound

D All discrete, Class Acircuitry

quality is matched by impeccable standards of finish,

Athena's high- end sound is the result of painstaking

construction and reliability, and athree year guarantee.

In its review of Athena and matching power amplifier Polaris, HiFi News said 'the
SUMO's offered sound which approaches the upper level,easily justifying atotal price
of £ 1190 ... power aplenty, excellent recovery of detail ... politeness coupled with real
energy ... I'm hard pressed to name aUK- made pre/power combo at the same price
point which inspires the same confidence'.

development of every design detail, coupled with the use of the
highest grade components. All discrete, Class Acircuitry uses 1%
metal film resistors and metallized polypropylene capacitors
with oxygen free copper leads. Components are mounted on a
military grade glass epoxy printed circuit board, and external
connections are made via gold-plated sockets. Amuting circuit
prevents switch- on 'thumps'.

MATCHING COMPONENTS BY SUMO
AURORA am/fm tuner: £595

ANDROMEDA power amplifier: £995
Digitally synthesised tuning. 8 presets. 2 x 200w into 8 ohms, 2 x_ 375w into
Switchable wide/narrow IF Dynamic 4ohms, 2x450w into 2ohms. No current
noise reduction for weak signals. Size limiting. ± 40 amp peak capability per
matches Athena.

channel. 1.4kW transformer.

POLARIS power amplifier: £595

THE

2 x 100w Into 8 ohms, 2 x I75w into

amplifier: £ 1195

4ohms, 2x250w into 2ohms. MOSFET

2x65w into 8ohms, 2x120w into 4ohms.

NINE

PLUS

Class

A power

output stage with active bias correction

Unique, patented topology for pure Class

for transconductance error. No current
limiting.

A operation. No current limiting.
Prices are suggested retail including VAT

Acoustic Gold

SUMO: AFFORDABLE HIGH. END, FROM CALIFORNIA. FOR MORE INFORMATION AND THE NAME OF YOUR NEAREST DEALER, WRITE OR PHONE:
ACOUSTIC GOLD LTD., I ORSTON LODGE, OLD FARM ROAD, HAMPTON TW12 3RQ. TEL: 01-941 6737 ( 24 HOURS)

FOILED AGAIN
labels improved the timbres of both instruments, intensified the stereo imaging, and
seemingly widened the dynamic range. Now,
this rather ordinary recital was at least mildly
pleasurable, notwithstanding ticky surfaces
on my copy. Resleeved and played next day,
the disc had kept its new, sweet qualities:
substantiating Peter Belt's claim that polarising techniques need not be applied repetitively to an object.
Peter Belt talks about the ' person/room/
speaker' interface and, since we all know how
we try to shut down natural sense mechanisms to avoid unpleasant noise, temperature,
or smells, it seems perfectly logical that in a
sympathetic environment we should respond
with raised sensitivities. We may not be
conscious of how constraints operate when
we listen to our domestic hi-fi systems. Even
Belt's critics admit that some of his techniques do change perceived sound; the question then is, are these changes improvements? We have asked the same of cables.
The test is surely in the degree of additional
musical information communicated, or, if the
sound is 'nicer', have we filtered out some
part of the signal? Presently, there is some
technical discussion of precisely how shorting
out the digital output on aCD player changes
the sound. Shorting plugs for unused inputs
on preamps, or tape-out sockets ( if switchable), are afamiliar ' tweak'. You can do your
own experiments here, by making up different kinds of shorting links, and auditioning

them. Yes, audible differences in linking
configurations! The double reef knot propounded by PWB ( as described in HiFi
Answers) brings about adifferent resolution
from ashort U-shaped link, and whether the
wire is insulated or not makes asubtle change
too. Similarly, double reef knotted wire
shorting- links can be applied to disconnected
electronic equipment. or items with motors
(vacuum cleaners), and to signal terminals of
spare loudspeakers. With croc. clips readily
available at Tandy stores, some experimentation here costs only pence — even if you
ultimately reject the procedure as ritualistic,
or obsessive. ( How many enthusiasts needlessly buff their LPs at each play, or brush
the stylus after every side? I'd say quite a
few.)
These ' lunatic fringe' ideas Ihave introduced more or less because I believe it is
worth just thinking about Peter Belt's claim
that electricity, for all that we harness it, may
take back some toll. Thence, can its pressures
by mollified?
Immediately prior to writing this article,
my system has become so much easier to
enjoy that Iam even suspicious of my delight
in it. With just a random application of
Spiratube offcuts and black foil strips — not a
thorough systematic endeavour — my CD
player has become so much more pleasurable. It sounds at once less edgy yet more
detailed than before. One old recording ( the
Krips/Haydn reviewed this month) typically

has lost some of the strings' discoloration; yet
1am more able to hear the analogue tape
hiss, and many studio noises impinge. More
welcome are the pitch resolutions of orchestral parts. And the rhythmic pulse of the
performance (any CD/LP) is snappier, sharper. I am not so aware of image depth
improvement as a big factor ( as one is with,
say, using Torlyte stands) so much as refinements of timbres, greater realism; the ability
to play at more realistic levels without harshness.
Not even looking at the Linn Valhalla
board, or the DNM PSUs, I have enough
cherries and icing to indulge in without even
thinking of the cake.
Many readers will dismiss all of this as
susceptible nonsense. It is no secret that PWB
has so far been rejected by much of the audio
industry. The route he has taken, temporarily, is to sell direct to the hi-fi enthusiast
(with money back guarantee), whereas his
real aim is for abig manufacturer — preferably
British — to incorporate PWB techniques at
assembly stage. Whether this will happen
remains to be seen. Mindful of the nett value
of the various samples left for appraisal, I
have to say that as a purchase they would
satisfy me as wholly worthwhile as a system
upgrade — better, 1would claim, than spending such a sum on replacing any single item
(cartridge, CD player, interconnect) within
the chain. Maybe Peter Belt's much debated
charges will prove beneficial to you. 0

FRANKFURT SHOW REPORT
In Frankfurt, preceding the massive
Dusseldorf Audio/Video consumer
electronics show by just acouple of weeks,
one of Europe's most important high-end
hi-fi exhibitions took place for four days,
from 10 August. The Hotel Kempinsky was
filled with the best West Germany has to
offer in high-end components; some imported
exotica escaped to the nearby Holiday Inn.
Generally the levels used in
demonstrations were quite reasonable, a
contrast to the aggressive forward sounds
which (perhaps unfairly) we tend to think are
typical of German hi-fi. The rooms were
well-presented and organised, the products
being laid out with great care and precision.
Interestingly, some exhibitors chose not to
demonstrate their equipment, offering only a
static display; and this reflects adifference in
the German audiophile's approach to
equipment.
There were plenty of British products on
show, along with avast range of US and
Japanese equipment. Beginning with source
components. Frankfurt provided acontrast to
Paris, in having so many turntables including
Pink Triangle, Roksan, the Townshend Rock,
the SOTA, and the French Audiomeca ( Pierre
Lurne). Roksan showed the Artemiz
tonearm, first seen at this year's Chicago CES
in June, while one of the most peculiar
turntables was the Austrian Postl & Smid,
which is equipped with the longest tonearm
have seen; Idare not guess the dynamic mass.
You would need acartridge with apretty stiff
cantilever, which would be all to the good as
there was no bias compensation adjustment
as far as Icould see. There was aWell
Tempered turntable, sounding good, as ever,
and aMicro-Seiki looking as well as ever.
Clearaudio cartridges were in evidence in
several systems, one fitted to aSouther
tonearm, a /aVital Systems, and Ialso
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FRANKFURT
Paul Crook reports from the
Frankfurt High-End Show
spotted some van den Hul Grasshoppers.
Many exhibitors used CD players
alternately with analogue sources; among
them was one of my favourites. from astyle
point of view, the Micromega, previously sold
in France under abrand name best know for
speakers, Leedh. Yamaha had the finelyengineered CDX-10000 player, while
Grundig countered with their Fine Arts
player.
With several UK firms now offering add-on
D/A processors for CD players, it was
interesting to see the German specialists
trying this too. The most impressive on show
was Burmester's 870, a16- bit 16x built into
the usual superb chrome- fronted metalwork.
Burmester also showed their 828 Mk II
monoblock power amps, while built to similar
standards were prepower combinations from
Symphonic Line and Restek (
who also make a
chrome- fronted tuner called the Scalar).
Sporting Wondercaps and WBT sockets was
the TE Audio Systeme prepower, while
Luxman had the monster M-05 stereo power
amp, quoted at 400W into 8ohms when
bridged for mono. Among familiar UK
designs were the Audiolab models, known in
Germany as Camtech.
Chrome was the order of the day among
the tube amplifiers too, with Jadis well
represented. Even more impressive though,
was Grundig's Fine Arts CD line amplifier,
its ECC83s housed in the most exquisite
preamp chassis Ihave seen since
encountering the Finnish Illusion. British

•

valves present included Audio Innovations,
Michaelson & Austin [
Now no relation to the
proprietor of Musical Fidelity! — Ed], and old
favourites from the US, Quicksilver and
Counterpoint.
Just as German speakers never seem to
become popular in the UK, British favourites
tend to fare poorly in the Federal Republic.
Interesting exceptions to this though, are
Rogers and Spendor, the latter selling large
numbers of models now discontinued in the
UK, such as the baby SA- 1. The Celestion
700 attracted alot of attention, as did the
unusual Belgian Synthese. Ihave seen these
many times in France and always enjoyed the
sound. Also seen was the new Martin Logan
Sequel, as well as the Infinity range. Notable
among the huge range of German speakers
were the MB models and the Audioplan, now
seen in some UK shops. Among the more
bizarre designs is the mirror/finished Exodus,
with horn tweeter and mid driver on top.
Magnasphere take dispersion very seriously.
It seems that the Germans go in, above all,
for finish, multiple drive units and explicit
treble. Metal-dome tweeters are almost
universal, as are stiff bass cones and rigid
cabinets.
Connectors seemed to be something of an
obsession at Frankfurt: WBT plugs are pretty
standard, but the range of cables ran from
Mark Levinson to Isolda, Pullmans,
Burmester and Breuer. Silver was used in
many, notably in Audioplan's Musicable and
in the Japanese Audionote cable.
It is never easy to judge the true sound of a
product at ahi-fi show, so Iwill say only that
Iheard some very clear, if rather aggressive
sounds. As we have come to expect, this
show was very well run, with demonstrations
very well presented, and well attended often
too well attended but always adedicated
crowd.
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AS WITH ANY BREAKTHROUG
WHERE WILL YOU HE
How many times have you heard claims by aloudspeaker
manufacturer that they have just built the greatest thing since Marconi?
With monotonous regularity you say.
You audition them, and unsurprisingly, the modest improvement
is not quite as great as you were led to believe.
Because all loudspeakers which measure the same, sound the same.
That is, in adead (anechoic) room.
Unfortunately, in areal room as everyone knows, they don't.
Why? Because the room acoustic changes the directional
characteristics of the loudspeaker.
With drive units mounted side by side on abaffle, as in virtually all
loudspeakers, the path length from each one varies according to position -

H IN LOUDSPEAKER DESIGN,
AR THE DIFFERENCE?
cancellations around the crossover frequency in some areas of the room,
and additions in others.
There are excellent technologies used to address this problem,
but complex and expensive. KEF has devised the most elegant and
simple solution yet.
It is the world's first truly co-incident source driver.
Which means that the high frequency unit is in the same plane

The magic which eliminates the harshness which occurs
uhen smooth on-axis energy mixes with reflected and delayed off-axis
energy.
Leaving you with simply stunning sound and pinpoint stereo
separation no matter where you sit.
You can have that magic. The technology belongs to KEE
Just visit your nearest hi-fi specialist and take awalk around.

both horizontally and vertically as the low frequency unit because it
actually IS in the middle. The sound from both appear to come from the
same point in space with total harmonization of directional

For afree leaflet on KEF Uni Q technology,

characteristics.
The KEF UniQ Driver.

write to:
KEF ELECTRONICS LTD.,Tovil, Maidstone,
Kent ME15 6QP.Telephone: (0622) 672261.

It is the magic behind the new CSeries.

Fax: (0622) 50653.

KEF UniQ Technology
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QUALITY ON CASSETTE
With DAT rearing its rotating little head, we decided to assess the worth
of the format it's most likely to replace. Ken Kessler gets taping

13

RERECORDED CASSETTES
have been treated by the audiophile
community with contempt. Convinced that it's a lowfi medium
because of the generally mediocre products
which the record companies make available,
it's been denied the kind of ' high-end' attention which is lavished upon the other media.
Those who own cassette decks of the
Nakamichi/Revox/TEAC persuasion, or
indeed any of the better cassette decks from
Denon, Akai and others, have been aware of
just how good are the copies that can be
made when the tape deck is set up properly
and the tape used is from apremium source.
The shocker is that the copy you made at
home is often vastly superior to the off- the shelf prerecorded equivalent.
This article is an examination of the state of
today's prerecorded tapes, begging a question: Do we need prerecorded DAT tapes for
that format to fulfil its role? Are prerecorded
analogue tapes 'good enough' or — more
accurately — better than we think?
To answer these questions. I gathered
together regular. commercially available cassettes, ' audiophile' ( ie real-time) tapes. and
promotional cassettes.
In each case, 1was able to compare the
cassette with the LP or the CD; with some, I
had access to both formats. The choice of
cassette decks, a Nakamichi CR3E and
CR4E, Harman/Kardon CD 491 and a
Denon DR 170, was adeliberate compromise. A long-time fan of Nakamichi products, I
resisted borrowing a model with auto-azimuth, because 1consider that a rare feature
to which few cassette deck users have access.
Rather. Iopted for models from the middle
of the range, set up by the UK distributor.
The Harman/Kardon was employed for contrast and ter help form a three- pronged
verdict; it turned out to be a top-flight
performer in its own right. The Denon was
called in for ' real world' assessment, because
Iknow from my 'retail-days' that the average
hi-fi enthusiast — even a tweak — is loath to
spend big bucks on a cassette deck.
In addition to comparing tape V CD/LP. I
also ran off copies ( BPI note: they've since
been erased, OK?) on That's MX-90 Pro and
Maxell XL-! IS cassettes, with and without
Dolby B or C, to compare home-made tapes
with the record companies' offerings. Again,
I was in for a surprise — and that's with
perfectly tuned machines on premium tapes
with levels matched as closely as possible.

Commercial Prerecorded Tapes
Among the 50 or so which Iused were tapes
from over 20 sources. I selected Bobby
McFerrin's Simple Pleasures, IDreamt IWas
Elvis, a compilation available from New
Musical Express and selling for under £3; this
was compared to the LP. A recent release,
Sgt. Pepper Knew My Father on NMEllsland,
was compared to both the LP and the
promo-only CD.
In every case, the LP proved preferable.
mainly due to top-end extension and transient response. What continued to surprise
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me, however, was the near- identical performance from the lower registers up through the
midband. A/B'ing made the differences
readily apparent, and I'm surprised to say
that the best cassettes — the McFerrin title in
particular — differed from the LP by much less
than the differences I've detected between
competing cartridges or speakers. Iwon't say
that it's minor or trivial, but it most certainly
was not enough to condemn the cassettes as
lowfi Soundstage was reduced slightly, but
image specificity was retained within this
smaller ' space'.
Where the cassettes were compared to CD.
the digital format revealed its signature sound
in an almost exaggerated manner. The crispness of transients from CD made the cassettes
seem muted, but at the same time less
fatiguing. This was especially true of the
Beatles' mono releases, which sounded richer
on cassette, closer to the LPs than the CDs.
Regular off-the-peg cassettes still lag
behind LP and CD, but by only a marginal
degree. At no point did Ifind myself as aware
of a quality drop as when changing components for lesser types. Indeed, through the
Audio Research SP9 preamp. Primare amplifiers and Apogee Divas, the sound was so
coherent, clean and free of compression that
one was soon able to forget that a lowly
cassette was driving the system. It was only
the uppermost registers which caused any
concern, at worst illustrated only by switching
from cassette to LP or CD and back. When
comparing the prerecordeds to carefully made copies. Iwas better able to narrow the
gap between the top-end performance of tape
V LP/CD as well as finding slight gains in the
rest of the spectrum. But there was a slight
loss of transparency compared to the prerecorded tape despite the use of superior tape
stock, a subtle demonstration of being one
generation further from the master. Which
leads us to . . .

Audiophile and Promotional
Tapes
Here the tables were turned, with the tapes
taken straight from the master benefiting
from being one generation ( or more) closer
to the source.
By virtue of audiophile cassettes being
made in real-time on premium tape — the
same as you'd use at home — they're actually
better than your home-made tapes because

they're not being copied from an LP or CD.
If you accept that the LP or CD has to go
throught the whole mastering/manufacturing
process with its myriad stages, then the only
thing better than a cassette off the master
tape is the theft of the original or adirect-cut
LP. Which is what Idiscovered here.
Using over adozen premium prerecordeds
from Sheffield Lab, Mobile Fidelity and
real-time review copies, Ihave to admit that
the cassettes never failed to better my
attempts at copying the LP or the CD.
Regardless of what machines or tape Iused,
nothing could compensate for the difference
made by being one generation closer to
source.
When it came to comparing the tapes to the
LPs or the CDs, the findings were inconsistent. With the Sheffield Lab titles, Ipreferred
vinyl to tape to CD. With Mobile Fidelity, I
preferred UHOR LP to tape to normal LP ( I
didn't have any MFSLs on tape and CD).
With the promotional tapes, over half
actually bettered the LP or CD transfer.
What's important is that although no format
emerged a clear winner, the cassette
definitely did not emerge as the clear loser.
What finally ensured my new-found
respect for the potential of analogue cassettes
was a paininthe-butt comparison made
between the following versions of Sgt Pepper's Lonely Hearts Club Band. No, Ididn't
grow tired of the music, but Idid feel a bit
like Alex in Clockwork Orange toward the
end. Using every format to hand, bar open reel, eight-track and the more-preciousthangold master tape at Abbey Road, the pecking
order came out as follows, best sounding
first:
Mobile Fidelity UHOR LP; EMI original LP;
Mobile Fidelity cassette; EMI XDR cassette;
Standard Mobile Fidelity release; Japanese
(Toshiba EMI) LP; EMI CD; US ( Capitol)
LP; Capitol CD; Argentinian EMI LP.
The main difference between the EMI and
Mobile Fidelity tapes was the lower register,
the EMI stomping the MFSL for extension
and quantity, the MFSL embarrassing the
EMI for bass detail and control. Iprefer the
latter, so the twice-as-pricey MFSL tape just
edges out the EMI in my opinion. But be
warned, the standard EMI tape is good
enough to withstand playback through £20k's
worth of kit.
So where does that leave us? Nowhere . . .
until I can compare the above with the
prerecorded DAT of Sgt Pepper. Until then,
Isee no need for a DAT copy, and would
prefer to see DAT treated as simply a
covenient recording medium for studios or
serious amateurs. As for the analogue cassette, Idon't expect to see it make any further
inroads into the audiophile sector, except for
one type of consumer: those of you without
CD players; bemoaning the extra tracks on
CD but not on LP, will be pleased to know
that they can usually be found on the prerecorded cassette. And now you don't have to
be ashamed for buying in that format.
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From the Limelight Club

to 167 Acacia Avenue

RAUCH PRECISION are proud to announce their first domestic amplifier

law De°

At RAUCH PRECISION, we've been making the kind of technology that sets hearts alight: rugged, ' audiophile- grade' Power Amplifiers
for the world's stages, concert halls, TV stations and recording studios.
Over the past half decade, the clarity of RAUCH PRECISION's DVT series amplifiers has been associated with the world's premiere
stage artists ranging from David Bowie, to Tina Turner, Spandau Ballet and 101 others. The legendary ' TUBE' programme was
RAUCH-powered, Herbie Hancock's forthcoming album was mixed on RAUCH, while in London's Limelight Club, you can dance to it.
Now we're introducing an amplifier evolved from the famous DVT50S, itself a respectable ' audiophile grade' unit, despite it's
embproor ametruction. The RAUCH design team, along with Ben Duncan, have blended advanced circuit techniques
th '
produce performance equal to the best in the world. The RAUCH D200 costs £890, is made and designed
ZOO watts Fine per channel beautifully.
By the way, the D stands for domestic. And our name, RAUCH is pronounced with a soft ' ch'.
Rauch Precision Engineering Ltd
CV37 OPT England

48

Blackhill Ind. Est. Snitterfield Stratford on Avon Warwickshire

Telephone ( 0789) 731133

Telex 312242 MIDTLX

Fax ( 0789) 731075

RAUCH
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CAREFUL
LISTENERS
ONLY PLEASE
Audio Technica have built up aworldwide reputation on the quality of its transducer products ... those delicate
components which turn soundwaves and mechanical movement into electrical impulses or vice versa. It's made us
world leader in the field of cartridge technology and now the same micro- engineering expertise is at work in the 900
series ' phones.
The ' larger than life' sensation of our new ATH 909, ATH 910 and ATH 911 models comes courtesy of extra large
diameter drivers with copper clad aluminium voice coils which produce asuperbly natural sound right through to the
critical high frequencies. Add good ergonomic design, soft- feel earpads plus alow overall weight to create amost
impressive headphone.
Comfortable enough, you'll agree, for the most careful of listeners.
Audition the 900 Series soon at your specialist hi-fi store, local BADA
member dealer or simply contact us directly for more information.
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ATH 909 Open Back
ATH 910 Closed Back Monitor
ATH 911 Open Back PC-OCC

The only complete transducer family
• CARTRIDGE • HEADPHONE • MICROPHONE • VITAL LINKS
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GOLDRING
Goldring produce British made hand-crafted phonographic cartridges /
that offer the finest sound quality and performance at prices that range from £ 15 to £ 500. /
Your dealer has the details. Snip the coupon and send it to us.
Well send you a orochure and the address of your nearest dealer.
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PURE COINCIDENTS
Martin Colloms examines the KEF C35 and C75, two new loudspeakers
utilising KEF's UniQ coincident-source drive units

I(

EF'S LAST ' C' Series of loudspeakers sold well in the
international market despite generally ' average' reporting in
the UK reviews. Possibly the best of this range. in my view.
was the C60, aclassic sealed-box two-way system endowed
with awell-balanced set of performance characteristics. Other models
offered different blends of performance versus price, with the main
accent on giving value for money and high sensitivity. These speakers.
in concert with the highly successful R104 II, have given KEF afirm
base from which to develop anew range.
In the past, some British speaker makers have been accused of a
lack of bravery as regards proper tooling of new models, in many cases
patching and adapting existing patterns. No such reluctance has been
shown by KEF, and it is said that no less than 38 new tools were
commissioned to produce the piece- parts for the new range — although
this total does include tools for smaller components such as the
surround and trim.
Uni Q is KEF's proprietary name for their new application of the
dual-concentric idea, aprinciple upheld by Tannoy for many decades
in their full- range drivers incorporating amid-treble concentric horn,
the latter driven by apiston diaphragm mounted in the back surface of
ashared magnet system. Acoustically-designed channels in Tannoy's
magnet centre- pole convey sound energy from the rear diaphragm to
the horn section, whose profile is maintained by the flare of the
surrounding bass driver cone.
At first sight. the UniQ driver resembles Tannoy's, but an
important difference is apparent when the centre section is examined
closely. For the Tannoy, the centre-pole is hollowed to ahorn profile.
with the effective driving point for the mid- treble located several
centimetres behind that of the bass cone. In the case of the KEF, the
treble device is ashallow dome, adirect radiating element placed at
the main cone's apex and almost perfectly time-aligned with it. At low
treble frequencies the comparatively open flare of the bass cone acts
as apartial horn, helping beneficially to narrow directivity in this
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frequency range, hut the horn effect is mild in practice. At higher
frequencies. where larger horns sometimes suffer from ragged
responses due to multiple resonances, the KEF tweeter is essentially
direct radiating, and can continue to show asmooth response similar
to that obtained on aplane baffle.
Important benefits accrue from concentric drivers, especially with
time-alignment. One of the greatest problems facing designers of
multi-driver speaker systems is the control of acoustic output at and
near the crossover region. where one driver takes over asection of the
frequency range from another. In this range acomplex set of effects
operate. forcing the designer to face aset of compromises. While
careful design can control the frequency response to fine limits over a
specified narrow angle in the forward plane ( called the 'listening
window' by KEF), at other angles and axes away from the specified
ideal the responses can look very different. These differences occur
due to changes in relative time-delay between the separated driveunits in conventional multi- way systems. and also to changes in
radiation angle or directi% ity through the crossover range. For
example. at 45° off-axis in the horizontal plane, anormal two-way
system shows asmooth output up to 800Hz or so, beyond which the
output falls quite quickly as the directional, forward beaming
tendency of the bass-mid unit becomes dominant, continuing right up
to the crossover point. Here, and with asuddenness depending upon
crossover slope steepness, the output is restored to full level for an
octave or so. say 2.5kHz to 5kHz, at which point the finite size of the
treble dome begins to reassert adirectional effect on the forward
radiation pattern, and the narrowing angle is reflected in afalling
off-axis response up to the highest frequencies.
The subjective sound balance heard is assumed to reflect a
combination of direct and reflected contributions. A flat axial
frequency response over the listening window will ensure accuratesounding first- arrival transients. However, the longer term ambient
sound of aspeaker in agiven listening room is largely determined by
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the off-axis outputs, which are summed to aresponse which is then
weighted or modified by the room's own reverberant character. If the
off-axis responses are uneven, reflecting significant irregularities in
the overall energy response, the ambient room sound will inevitably
be coloured by these effects.
Returning specifically to the UniQ, the time- aligned concentricity
and controlled radiation pattern over awide frequency range offer the
possibility of very good crossover-range integration across awide span
of axes, with smooth off-axis responses and by definition asmooth,
low-coloration 'energy' response. Good correlation between direct
and ambient sound should be possible, the speaker should be less
critical of listener axis, and should show greater consistency for left
and right channels at agiven listener position and consequently also
offer improved stereo focus and image stability. One can also hold out
the promise of greater consistency of sound quality for agiven speaker
in rooms of different acoustic.
All of this has been known to speaker designers for along time, so
why has no one acted upon it before? Well, the answer is that they
have, but technical difficulties have supervened. The simplest
near-time-aligned coaxial is the ' two-way' driver which uses a
'whizzer' or parasitic tweeter cone at the centre of the main
diaphragm, sharing the common voice-coil drive. Cone tweeters of
this type are pretty rough, due to local interference effects as well as
serious resonances in the unterminated parasitic cone. Other
solutions, less well aligned in time, involve aseparate tweeter,
coaxially mounted on apod or bracket; but here the tweeter output is
flawed by lack of an adequate baffle from which its radiation can be
satisfactorily launched.
The Tannoy dual-concentric system has been the most successful
and enduring so far. Technics and Pioneer have built costly planar
coaxials, but the KEF driver needed abreakthrough in terms of
miniaturisation, allowing tweeter placement directly on the pole-face
of arelatively standard drive-unit and thus facilitating acoustic
integration of the two. This breakthrough was based on an advanced
magnet technology, offering 20 times the volumetric efficiency of
normal ferrite or 'ceramic' magnets, and also relies upon KEF's
decision to use this highly expensive material in sufficient quantities to
make the whole idea economic. The material is hard to fabricate — an
alloy of arare-earth metal Neodymium in combination with iron and
boron ( NdFe- B). A slug about the size of a10p coin is used in a
cup-type magnetic circuit. This offers low leakage losses and provides
avery high efficiency, in the 96dB/watt range. Such ahigh sensitivity
means that the tweeter does not need to re hard, thus lowering
distortion and providing greater power-Ilandling into the bargain.
While four of KEF's new 'C' Series use the UniQ principle, the two
smallest systems, C15 and C25, are conventional two-way models.
The first of the new UniQ series is the C35, listed at £ 160 and
reviewed here. A 12 litre system, it employs a200mm concentric using
a19mm dome-tweeter fitted onto its pole hce at the cone apex. Next
comes the C55 (£200), a20 litre version of the C35 with the LF
augmented by a200mm matching passive radiator or ABR. The C75,
also reviewed this month, costs £350 and comprises asmall floorstanding system with a30 litre internal capacity. It uses amore
advanced 200mm UniQ driver with alarge 25mm dome tweeter,
offering increased sensitivity and higher maximum acoustic output. A
second 200mm bass driver works in tandem in this sealed-box system.
Finally, the largest of this new range is the C95 (£600), atrue
three-way and offering extended bass through the coupled-cavity
bass- loading principle first seen in the R104 11.

Technical details — C35
A miniature sealed-box system measuring 37.6 x24.6 x20.6cm ( hwd),
the C35 is specified at 88dB/W/m sensitivity, with apotential for shelf
or stand positioning. The bass is sufficiently well damped to suit
shelf-mounting, and the Uni Q driver allows horizontal or vertical
placement. The enclosure is of plain chipboard in 15mm stock,
unbraced and undamped and covered in asimulated veneer vinyl
wrap. The grille is based on aplastic moulding, skilfully integrated
with the UniQ driver casting and affording low diffraction.
A substantial die-casting provides the chassis for the UniQ driver,
this being designed with anicely open rear structure which also allows
for automated construction and relatively easy servicing. Energized by
amoderate magnet working over a32mm pole, the bass-mid
diaphragm is rather flexible, vacuum-formed from one of the thinner
grades of polypropylene. A high-loss half-roll surround — asynthetic
rubber moulding — is fitted. The tweeter is realised as avery small
self-contained slug, fitted onto the pole-face and equipped with an
angled rim to help it integrate geometrically with the apex of the cone
flare commencing at the junction to the main driver coil. Based on the
established T27, this tweeter uses apolyamide dome with a
lightweight 19mm motor-coil.
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Graph 2. KEF C35: Intermodulation products from 50lizI5kHz tones at 5W and
0.IW, KEF upper plot, ref speaker lower plot

Crossover takes place in the 3kHz region, greatly aided by the time
and position coincidence achieved for the two drivers. The crossover
appears to be approximately 4th-order acoustic, achieved via a
conventional network of 2nd-order low-pass and 3rd-order high-pass.
The LF unit has some pass-band equalisation, while the bass is tuned
to a3rd-order alignment by a600µ,F series electrolytic capacitor.
Eleven crossover elements are used altogether, while the circuit is
built on asmall PCB mounted via aplastic spacer on the back of the
bass-unit magnet. The cylindrical iron-cored inductors are wound to
take account of the proximity of the large steel plate at the back of the
magnet, but these inductors will also have some static DC flux present
due to leakage from the ceramic magnet employed. Iam not really
convinced that this is the best place to put acrossover network unless
it be magnetically shielded. Internal acoustic absorption is
•
accomplished by atight fill of fireretardent polyester wadding.
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loss of dynamic power and slam. The mid also lacked punch. sounding
amite soft and slow, even by the standards of its budget companions.
Real problems arose with complex and large-scale orchestral
material, the opening of the last movement of Rachmaninov's 1st
Symphony .(Ashkenazy/Decca) for example. Here, the performers
were rather diffused and information was lost, while the speaker
appeared to try to sing its own tune, with 'cone' type coloration in
evidence. The upper treble did not sound especially tidy throughout
the auditioning, and showed hints of asubdued spikiness on this
recording. Great things had been expected of the treble. but viewed
overall the standard was not felt to be very high. Treble sounds did not
'ring' well where appropriate, and the subtler shadings of cymbal
playing and cymbal type and size were not revealed particularly
clearly.
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Graph 3. KEF C35: Room-averaged response (RA R)

Technical details — C75
Employing atotal of three transducers and measuring
72 x24.6 x25.6cm (hwd), the C75 runs its two 200mm main units in
parallel at LF, providing an effective driver of around 320mm frame
diameter. Individually, the active diaphragm diameters are 160mm,
comprising fairly tough, flared cones in vacuum-formed
polypropylene. The upper driver is aUni Q, its 38mm pole diameter
allowing use of alarger 25mm dome tweeter.
Like the C35, the C75 has aplain chipboard carcase devoid of
bracing. but has been optimally dimensioned using CAD to avoid the
more severe resonances. In this model the thickness is increased to
18mm, while the exterior is clothed in real wood veneer — afine
walnut in this case. A dense polyester fibre fills the interior for
effective absorption of standing-wave energy.

Sound quality — C35
With all the preparations made, it was the C35 which we auditioned
first ( though looking back Inow feel that this was amistake). Set on a
rigid cast- alloy 60cm stand in free-space, the C35 did not excel on first
audition. Initial reactions identified an oddness about the sound which
inevitably led one to speculate about its concentricity. The sound was
rather dry and lacking air, while string-tone was syrupy, making
known close-miked classical recordings sound as if adistant
microphone position had been adopted. A distinct lack of presence
was noticed, the speaker sounding withdrawn and shut-in. All kinds of
doubts assailed us. Was this the real sound of awell-balanced,
concentric driver, and was the sound that Ihad become accustomed to
over the years from conventional speakers wrong? Has that unwanted
energy- step present in most conventional speakers become part of the
listening standard in my room acoustic?
As the listening proceeded, it became clear that the specific sound
of the C35 did not relate to previous concentrics. or for that matter to
other non- separated speaker systems. These have included anumber
of Tannoys of various sizes, the Quad ELS63, the Technics RX50
[reviewed by MC in August '86 — Ed], and asprinkling of panel
speakers as well.
A major virtue of the speaker was its smooth, even self-effacing
nature. Though amoderately-priced model, it was sufficiently well
developed to have few ' rough corners': it sounded all of apiece, while
the continuity of sound quality through the crossover range was very
good. There were also some striking aspects concerning stereo image
quality. Although 1did not rate the stereo performance highly on an
overall basis, stability and accuracy of the stereo focus was out of the
ordinary, with focus maintained even for mild misalignments of the
speakers or listener. As auditioning proceeded, it became clear that
this design gave an unrivalled consistency of sound quality over awide
range of listener positions and specific speaker locations.
Conversely, the overall stereo rating was barely average, due to a
mild compression of stage width ( not in my opinion due to reduced
side-wall reflections). and, more seriously, afailure to resolve depth
and recorded ambience adequately. What was at first incorrectly
suspected of being an artefact of aconcentric unit in this cabinet size,
turned out to be acharacteristic of the C35 as asystem; ie, its
particular combination of cones, diaphragms, crossover and
enclosure. On simple material it performed tolerably well, though on
piano there was ahint of trouble to come. On several tracks,
comments were logged which showed increasing concern about
coloration and alack of clarity. Ricki Lee Jones sounded abit dull,
articulate enough. but nasal and also thickened and hmmmy' in the
lower vocal register. Tracks with extended LF showed anear absence
of low bass as well as adryness to the upper bass associated with some
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Sound quality — C75
From the start, it was evident that the C75 did not resemble the C35 in
major aspects of its sound, but hinted more closely at the true
potential of the Uni Q principle. Quite simply, it was more open,
more lively and considerably less muddled than the '35. Mid- range
and low mid-range coloration was much improved, while detail was
'now maintained on complex passages — the Rachmaninov excerpt
came over without any fuss. At this stage it was clear that while the
200mm Uni Q drivers in the C35 and C75 were superficially similar, in
practice they were substantially different. The C35 employs alower
mass, thinner diaphragm with anormal pole size and a19mm tweeter,
while the C75 uses astronger and thicker main diaphragm plus a
25mm version of the tweeter, working on alarger bass-unit pole.
The C75 possessed astronger, more forthright sound than the C35,
confidently handling awide range of programme material.
Observation suggested an overriding neutrality both in terms of
coloration and tonal balance. This was particularly true of the
mid-range, which gave acorrectly weighted effect on vocals. Far too
many speakers show athin and hardened vocal tone, reflecting their
designers' pursuit of higher sensitivity and afalse impression of
greater speed and clarity.
Placed on the floor, the speakers' aiming point was below axis —
except for shorter listeners seated on alow sofa! This fact, combined
with some upper- range energy being absorbed by the carpeted floor,
meant that the speaker sounded atrifle dim, and experiments with a
more reflective floor surface lightened the treble balance at the
expense of increased floor boundary coloration.
As with many other floor-coupled loudspeakers, the lower midrange and bass did not really come alive in terms of an even, articulate
presentation. Judged ' average', the bass was sufficiently dry not to
induce any significant room resonances. Fairly good extension was
heard, but the bass was not felt to be either very expressive or
dynamic. The sound was also clearly superior to the C35 in the treble:
greater clarity was combined with amore open and better balanced
character. It appeared tidy and smooth in the FIF range and was also
very well integrated with the mid-range. But in my opinion it did not
reach the standard set by some of the best metal-dome units.
Stereo focus was undoubtedly its trump card. Here the standard
achieved was ahead of many competitors, the C75 exhibiting amost
desirable degree of image stability and precision of placement. This
seemed to make the speaker more relaxing to listen to, an effect
probably also due to the improved phase and amplitude coherente of
the acoustic output from each channel. Fewer confusing signals were
provided by these low-diffraction, single-source radiators, making the
visualization of afocused stereo image easier to maintain.
Notwithstanding the fine focus, image width was considered
normal, while the C75 did not in my view excel in terms of stereo
depth. Here it was considered to be just average; some depth was
apparent in the mid-range, where afair measure of ambience was
reproduced on appropriate programme, but outside this range the
speakers tended to image in their own plane. It proved hard to hear
through and beyond the speaker plane in the treble. Dynamics were
not considered to be astrong point. Here, another average rating was
denoted, as the speaker did not provide sufficient sense of pace and
life really to catch one's attention. The presentation was thought
`cerebral' — elegant, neutral and controlled — but not especially
involving.
Experimenting with stands of various heights revealed two things:
firstly, the relatively mild effect of the floor boundary, and secondly,
the excellent consistency of the ' concentric' output. Unlike
conventional systems, the need for precise listener axis or height to be
maintained is not nearly as critical here, which gives far greater
freedom as regards positioning. However, arigid 25cm-high boxframe stand — agood compromise of function and appearance —
produced an enhanced sense of bass drive.
In common with the C35, the C75 was smooth and self-effacing. It
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Graph 5. KEF C75: Room-averaged response IRA R), floorstanding

was not immediately impressive, but over prolonged listening it did
settle in nicely, and gradually an awareness of anear-constant
directivity in the listening room developed. A certain 'deadness' to the
room acoustic was noticed, amildly anechoic effect suggesting that a
normal room could seem overfurnished for such systems as these.
Smaller twounit speakers such as the LS3/5a also have areasonably
constant directivity, but offer awider radiated angle over agreater
frequency range. By comparison, the 'room sound' generated by the
UniQ models was apparently lacking in treble. Large separated driver systems come somewhere in between Uni Q's and the 3/5a.
Such effects have been noted with Quad ELS63s, and you certainly
can become adjusted to the difference. Despite this 'dry' effect, the
room sound was relatively less coloured than has been noted with a
number of review systems, especially the larger two-way designs.

Lab report — C35
Measured at the regulation 1metre, the C35 was precisely on
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specification at 88dB per 8-ohm watt ( 2.83V). This was to some extent
compromised by the load impedance, whose trend averaged 6ohms,
with aminimum close to 4ohms at 200Hz (Graph lc). The impedance
rises at LF due to acombination of motional impedance and the
3rd-order tuning employed, reflecting the rising reactance of the large
series capacitor. In the upper treble the impedance falls alittle below
5ohms. Most amplifiers would not find this load aproblem, but afew
would not give of their best; for example, the Musical Fidelity Al.
Other data available from the reference response ( Graph la)
include a — 6dB bass rolloff point of 60Hz, which is good for the size;
but the rolloff rate is fairly steep, with 40Hz at — 17dB which is rather
below the level at which room-gain can offer any audible benefit. On
axis, the response is very smooth to virtually 10kHz, at which point
the treble becomes both depressed in level and erratic. The stereo pair
matched with good limits up to 8kHz, but beyond this point the
agreement was poorer. Traces for both channels are given above
6kHz. The irregularities presumably stem from matching difficulties
between the tweeter and the apex of the bass-mid cone. Above
9.5kHz, an average treble loss of 4dB occurs, asignificant value.
The axial response suggests amildly downtilted output with rising
frequency above about 3kHz, which is not inappropriate for asmall
enclosure intended to offer anatural tonal balance. When auditioned,
the C35 sounded dulled, and this would appear to have resulted from
acombination of the controlled directivity and atrend to HF decline.
At the more representative 2-metre measuring distance, more of this
system's character becomes apparent (Graph lb). The upper midrange is mildly prominent in energy terms, while the treble slopes
away from 3kHz at an average rate of approximately 2dB per octave.
The usual ±3dB limits could not be applied to the frequency response,
as even with response-smoothing it was outside the limit by 12kHz.
Perhaps + 1.5/-3dB for a66Hz to IlkHz range would be reasonable,
set against the reference sensitivity.
Given the speaker's tonal character, the beneficial effect of the
concentric design is seen in the off-axis family of curves ( also Graph
lb). These slope away smoothly from the axial reference, while the
15° vertical response barely differs from the axial curve, and by
definition was almost identical in the 15 ° lateral direction. Thus the
common flaw of ' holes' in the vertical off-axis output is avoided. The
even, stepless nature of the more extreme off-axis curves is
noteworthy, even out at 60°, alarger angle than is customarily
employed. The fall in the treble is greater than usual off-axis due to
the controlled directivity, and is likely to have contributed to the
dullness we noted. Such awell-ordered off-axis resu!t indicated good
homogenity, and is ahelpful factor in determining good stereo focus.
An 86dB spl the 2nd-harmonic results are excellent at typically
0.1% throughout the range above 150Hz ( Graph Id), and remain
comparatively low at lower frequencies, aided by the electrical rolloff
engendered by the series capacitor. Third harmonic is also low despite
abroad plateau in the mid-range at around 0.6%, extending from
300Hz to 1.5kHz. Driven to the higher 96dB spl, this 3rd deteriorates
by very little except at the LF power maximum of 50-80Hz; but
2nd- harmonic has increased considerably and now averages 0.3%
overall, which is still agood result for the size and price.
No specific subjective criticisms were noted concerning other forms
of distortion, but the C35 was investigated for intermodulation,
usually anegligible factor in modern speakers. A conventional
two-way model was used for comparison (also asealed-box type of
similar sensitivity, with a200mm bass unit and aseparated tweeter),
and arange of test levels was used with the spectrum analysis
supplemented by on-line listening. It must be stressed that these
results are preliminary, and that further research is needed to
determine proper audibility thresholds for test signals and music.
The test signal comprised an LF tone at 50Hz at amaximum of 10W
(8 ohms), plus an HF signature at alevel 17dB lower; eg at 0.2W for
the full test-level. The aim was to expose intermodulation of the 5kHz
by the 50Hz tone as it physically moves the main cone ( and also by
definition the tweeter baffle of the C35). Several trials were made with
respect to microphone position to obtain reasonable representative
results. For the listening tests, A- B comparisons between the C35
concentric and the conventional reference suggested that for puretones, additional modulation distortion could be heard from the
concentric at alevel as low as 0.5W for the 50Hz tone. Its sound
manifested as a ' furry' roughening of the 5kHz tone, accompanied by
adilution of pitch. The usual precautions were taken to ensure that
the subjects' own aural distortion was not acontributing factor at the
sound levels established at the listening position. If ( and only if)
similar results can be established for music programme, it is possible
that this smaller, single-driver Uni Q could suffer from audible IM
when working in the upper part of the loudness range.
Two sets of curves were taken for the measurements, one at 0.05W
for the 50Hz tone, and the other at 5W. At the lower power, only the
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SOUNDS GOOD!
As you can see from these recent review extracts the Heybrook Point Five has really impressed

The Point Five is just the latest in a line of
Heybrook successes.
Savour aural excellence from an award
winning range of audio products; for fu(ther
details send the coupon below.

Tell, you Ite best h tlo bur

The Heybrook
is an excellent
all-round design
that could easily be :tut totted top marks tor
ility. It seasy to drive, very clean- sounding
compatib
i
and it is well-balanced
at both bass and treble
ex tremes.
O neexcellent

feature of the Heybrook speaker is its
ce.
f
ull bass perform an
The treble frequencies sounded excellent too. and
the sound was unusually clean and dynamic particularly when playing material with lots of cymbal
wor k.Indeed,

the lit tle Point Fives often sounded the
of amuch bi gger and much more expensive
design.
Stereo imagery was pin- point sharp and highly
detailed.
not Five
in acold
dissecting
manner.
The
Heybrookyet
Point
is an or
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example
of cost-

eq ual
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effective engineering where economies have been
made to overall advantage. From the clever design of
the cabinet with its medite top and bottom pieces top
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future up-market models to exploit. Meanwhile. the Point
Five's lively. forthcoming sound is very much in tune with
what is required of asmall. modern speaker.Vm positive it's
going to be enormously and deservedly successful.
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PURE COINCIDENTS
first sidebands were of significance, but it was
still clear that the C35 was on average 6dB
poorer than the separate driver case. At the
higher 5W level the C35 clearly showed more
sideband products from the 50Hz drive, an
average of eight sidebands indicating that the
concentric was about 10dB poorer than the
reference (Graph 2). If anything, the test
condition was in the C35's favour, since its LF
alignment had already significantly curtailed
the output by 50Hz. Iwonder if KEF have
done any research on this subject, following
the late James Moir's pioneering work on
Doppler modulation?
The loudness capability was assessed. With
a88dB/W sensitivity, asolid 100W peak
programme (8-ohm based) is allowable,
delivering decent in- room sound levels of up
to 103dBA.
Measured in the listening room, the RAR for the usual standmounted locations is quite tidy (Graph 3), showing unexpectedly good
mid/treble integration and afairly smooth if depressed FIF extension.
A loss of the highest audible frequencies is apparent. A minor
exaggeration of the floor boundary interface can be seen in the
low-mid, but amore significant aspect is the absence of low bass and
the clear loss of mid-bass even at 50-80Hz, this being 2-3dB below the
mid-range base line. This does not relate to awall-alignment, and the
bass was simply too dry, as the listening panel indicated. Some conflict
was evident with this concentric and the room curve, in that it sounded
duller than the RAR otherwise suggests.

Lab report — C75
At its higher price level, one would expect the C75 to provide a
superior performance to the C35, and indeed this proved to be the
case. The axial reference indicated ahigh sensitivity of 90.5dB W.
which was close to specification, while if anything the load impedance
is kinder (Graph 4c), with aminimum of 5.6 ohms at low frequencies,
though it does dip to 4.5 ohms above 12kHz. A 7- ohm rating is afair
estimate, and the load was classed as ' average'. The impedance curve
is fairly smooth, though it is clearly not compensated to aconstant
value as are many of KEF's Reference series. With acomfortable
100W programme maximum, the C75 will drive the average listening
room to asubstantial 106dBA. Normal unstressed listening demands
as little as 8W from the matching amplifier, though this should be
capable of handling impedance loads in the 4to 8-ohm range.
The reference response is amazingly uniform from LF up to 1.3kHz.
and within the limits of chamber error is better than ± 1dB. From 1.5
to 6kHz there is amild 2dB depression — the presence range —
followed by arecovery in the treble which averages full- level from 6to
18kHz, albeit with anarrow and probably inaudible notch at 10kHz
(again an artefact of acoustic matching of the edge of the tweeter to
the base cone). Removing the grille affected the response mildly, as
the dotted line shows. Up to 10kHz the C75 showed very good
pair-matching, typically ± 0.5d13. while above 10kHz it ws afairly
good ± ldB. The response notches agreed very closely. Taken overall,
the response was pretty uniform and well balanced. For a — 6dB
rolloff the bass extends to 52Hz, which was unexceptional for the size.
Subjected to equivalent 3rd- octave smoothing at a2- metre
microphone distance ( Graph 4b). the C75 showed similarly good
off-axis responses to the C35. It has to be said that while the Uni Q is
clearly superior to most separated-driver systems. these off-axis
curves do not yet present the ideal case, as some tonal irregularities
are still in evidence. The 15° curve is excellent, probably even better
than the axial result ( straight-ahead positioning was found to work
well with this speaker) while the 30° and the 45° off-axis results show
an increasing loss in the presence range. pointing to an energy dip in
this region. This pattern was likely to be afactor in the perceived tonal
balance of the C75, and subsidiary notes taken did report a ' sheen' on
massed strings, indicative of amild imbalance between the low and
mid sections of the treble. As with the C35, the general resemblance
to the Quad ELS63 was considerable so far as the off-axis responses
were concerned, though at 60° the KEFs clearly offer awider
directivity.
Normal harmonic distortion is quite low at 86dB 50 ( Graph 4d).
being typically better than 0.1% for the 2nd-harmonic in the 200Hz to
5kHz range, and rising somewhat outside it. Even at LF it is held
below 1%. Third- harmonic shows arise to 0.6% at 900Hz, but is
otherwise very low. By 96dB spi ( Graph 4e) very little change in
3rd- harmonic has occurred, while the aurally less objectionable
2nd-harmonic does rise as expected, to typically 0.25% in the
mid-band and reaching arelatively harmless maximum of 2% at 901-1z.
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These results were better than average.
Tested for intermodulation, this speaker
delivered about 60% of the level shown by
the C'35, due to the reduced cone excursion
required to generate the same sound level of
92dR In the case of the C75, this was
approaching inaudibility.
Two RAR curves were run, one with the
speaker used as intended on the floor, and
one on astand. The results were similar,
although the floor position ( Graph 5) was less
even in the lower mid-range. Nonetheless,
the floor curve shows good compatibility in
this location, although the RAR does reveal
some mid-range prominence coupled with a
dry bass, down 2dB by 50Hz and falling
significantly below this point. Taking the
average standard set by existing speakers, the
C75's output was seen to dip too much in the
presence range. A slow drift through the treble is not subjectively
unattractive, but the C75 has asuckout effect before the smooth treble
range becomes properly established. On the evidence, the floor
position indicated abetter fill-in in the low mid-range, but otherwise
no other change. A positive feature is the smooth upper rolloff.

Conclusions — both models
These speakers represent abrave step in the direction of improved
technology. The concentric operating principle successfully addresses
anumber of problems which can compromise the performance of
conventional speakers with separated drivers. The test results, in
particular those for the C75, show considerable success in solving
system design problems, and also show anumber of strong aspects,
not the least of which was the excellently maintained off-axis
responses. In tow, these were responsible for an unusually smooth
energy response. However, both models reviewed here proved
imperfect in other respects; factors such as coloration, clarity,
perceived tonal balance, and transparency, which lead to good
impressions of subjective stereo image depth, are also important, and
these are less well addressed.
Taking the C35 first, how did it rate at the target price of £ 160?
Close competitors would include the Tannoy Mercury II, the
Celestion DL6 Il, and several other models costing both slightly more
and slightly less than the ' 35. The consensus indicated that the C35
was too dry in the upper- bass, while the low-bass rolled off too
quickly. The mid was smooth enough, but lacked clarity on more
complex, large-scale orchestral works. The tonal balance sounded
dulled, while the treble quality was unexceptional, with aloss of ' air'
apparent in the final treble octave. Stereo depth was poorer than
average, although stereo focus was undoubtedly pretty good. Uni Q
or not, the C35 was in my view not an outstanding performer and is
likely to settle at an average position if taken as part of alarger survey
group. It has yet to be established how the Uni Q sounds intrinsically,
but it does represent anew refinement of aworthy concept and
deserves to be auditioned. More data is necessary concerning its
behaviour in other listening rooms. However, on the evidence
presented the C35 would not qualify for certain recommendation.
The performance of the C75 was clearly higher, but so is the price at
£350 apair. Competition includes the Rogers LS7t, the B&W DM
1600 and Spendor Prelude II, although all these models require agood
stand. The C75 gave low distortion, good sensitivity, fairly good
load-matching, and very good directional characteristics. It sounds
quite neutral and well balanced, and although the bass was dry it did
show more extension than the C35. However, if compared with the
competition, the bass was still deficient. The treble was good, clearly
better than the '35, but unexceptional when set against the best
metal-dome designs.
Stereo focus was astrong point, as was the exceptional consistency
of the sound over awide range of axes and listener positions. Real
dimensionality associated with good stereo depth eluded it, however,
except in acentral area of the mid- range, but even here it still fell
short of the competition. With the larger shared cone area available
for the bass, the IM distortion noted with the C35 is unlikely to be a
significant factor in sound quality terms.
Summing up, the C75 presented ablend of qualities— the traditional
high KEF standards for build quality, finish, tonal neutrality and low
coloration combined with the sharp, stable focus afforded by the
Uni Q main driver, offset by adry bass, some loss of dynamic quality,
and aloss of stereo depth. It was sufficiently accurate and competent
to achieve recommendation, and can be relied upon to do its job of
translating electrical signals into musical sound with ahigh degree of
visual and sonic discretion. ."-'e
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And to think we
almost forgot
the flashing lights.
Style conscious audiophiles will appreciate the rich, dark subtleties of the Arcam Delta
system. Even the LEDs steadfastly refuse to twinkle.
The lack ofpyrotechnics is adeliberate ploy; we like to keep things simple. In fact this
system is so simple that anyone literate can operate it. (Stay with us. )Ou're well on the
way to passing the audition.)
Simplicity is the key to the system's internal construction trio. Excessive wiring can
create all kinds of acoustical problems, so our designers prefer asingle circuit board with
military specification soldering. And, before leaving our Cambridge plant, every product
is stringently checked by computer and the keenest of human ears. (Our pernickety
assembly andfussy quality control methods are now legendary.)
With that in mind, New HiFi Sound decreed way back in December '86 that the
Delta 90 amplifier "Looks well setfor along and honourable life on the hi-fi market."
The Delta 80 tuner moved HiFi Choice to give it their "Best Buy" rating.
Of our Delta 70 CD player, Gramophone said "Here then is aCD player which does a
first class job of reproducing music of all kinds, with alaid-back style andfidelity which
most true audiophiles and music lovers will appreciate."
And what of the enigmatic Black Box? This separate digital to analogue decoder has
been universally acclaimed by the HiFi critics and will significantly enhance the sound
of all good CD players (including our awn).
With the highly praised Arcam Two+ speakers these separate components come together
to form the Arcam Delta system. As HiFi Choice recently pointed out "More than any
other system

the Delta provides astandard of reproduction significantly in excess of

the sum of its parts."
Everyone agrees that the Arcam Delta system will perform splendidlyfor years and
years to come. (Which is more than can be saidfor the average set offlashing lights.)
Should you wish to continue the minimalist chic throughout your parlour, therefore,
may we suggest aBauhaus rocking chair and apair of ergonomic slippers?

ARCAM
(1 udiophile products
from A&R Cambridge

FOR MORE INFORMATION AND DETAILS OF YOUR NEAREST ARCAM DEALER PLEASE TELEPHONE OR WRITE:
A&R CAMBRIDGE LIMITED, DENNY INDUSTRIAL CENTRE, WATERBEACH, CAMBRIDGE C115 9PB, ENGLAND, TELEPHONE: (0223) 861550 (24 HOURS)
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FOR THREE DAYS ONLY,
BOLTON WILL SOUND SOPHISTICATED.
EXHIBITORS INCLUDE:
Creek Audio

Nad ( Hi Fi Markets)

Rotel Hi Fi

Wharfedale

The North's biggest Hi Fi, T.V.
and Video showcase will be at
September 30th to October 2nd.

Studio Power

New Hi Fi Sound

Hi Fi Answers
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Ariston Acoustics

Sennheiser

with everything that's exciting

Heybrook HiFi

Denon

Yamaha

Marantz Audio

and new, from Hi Fi systems to the
latest Satellite dishes. With an

Audio Technica

Revox

amazing range of quality products

Acoustic

Celestion

on display, plus big discounts if you

Cambridge Audio

buy at the show.

Research

There'll be all the big names

A & RCambridge

Revolver

Beyer Dynamic

TDK

you want to see it and hear it first,
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Target Audio
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Bolton is the place to be.
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BUY NOW.
PAY EASTER ' 89*
• I

OR TAKE ADVANTAGE OF UP TO

10% AT THE
Friday 12 noon - 8pm
Saturday 10am - 7pm Sunday 10am - 6pm
Organised and sponsored by Cleartone
in association with What Hi Fi?,
New Hi Fi Sound and Hi Fi Answers.

*Written Credit details on request. Offer only applies on purchases of £ 200 and over.

FIVE FAMOUS

Denon DCD610, Marantz CD65SE, Onkyo DX-2500, Rotel RCD-820B,
Sansui CD-X501i remote-control CD players tested by Martin Colloms

T

HIS MONTH'S GROUP OF CD PLAYERS all fall within
the price range £2004300 — abracket which actually offers
quite across-section of the CD market, since the lower figure
is close to rock- bottom price for arespectable player while the
upper limit represents afair price for amiddle- market quality
machine. An increase above this, say to £400. currently represents a
high price for aCD player, and above that we move into the true
'luxury' class, with machines ranging up to £ 000 and even £6000.
A digital output facility is also becoming increasingly popular. even
at the lower end of the market, with add-on decoders such as the
Arcam black- box or new generation of digitally equipped amplifiers.
However, only afew have the marginally preferable optical output,
relying instead on the common phono type coaxial cable connection.
Decoders are taking on the identity of separates, loosely equivalent to
apreamplifier and open to addition as well as substitition. Thus a
modest stand-alone player in future might be regarded as aCD
transport feeding acarefully selected ' separate' dkcoder, in all
probability sourced from areputable UK amplifier manufacturer and
offering the prospect of higher sound quality ,
In any case, CD players are continuing to improve even at the
budget level, and one of the more costly examples in this group looks
set to become the leader of the pack. We have known for some time
now that the present level of replay attainment is rather less than is
possible, and that scope for improvement remains. Signs of such
improvement are apparent in this player, yet this has been achieved
without recourse to revolutionary technology. Fancy specifications
and design claims generally give little or no clue to the sound quality
of aplayer.
The five players were taken through the full range of laboratory
tests, including monotonicity. low-level resolution, linearity, extended
frequency response, and distortion. Listening tests were carried out
with ahigh-performance reference system using abatch of control
players consisting of the Cambridge Audio CDI, Sony 337 and
Meridian 207 pro, plus some old budget references such as the Philips
460 and 473.

DENON DCD 610
Denon have made good headway at the budget end of the market.
Their combination of build and finish, respectable sound, and
HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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generally good value have proved successful in both review and dealer
ratings. The DCD 610 is the latest in the Denon 600 series of budget
models, and although physically larger and better equipped than its
predecessor, it actually costs less.
Given the basic nature of this machine, its remote control is an
attractive device in its own right. It fits neatly in the hand, offers a
flashy 'open/close' facility, and augments the deck by adding a
numeric keypad. Indeed, arun-through of its operating buttons gives
agood idea of the facilities this deck can offer. They include adisplay
with switchable time readouts, full repeat modes including
programmed A/B phrase- repeat, audible music-search, track-skip and
track programme, the latter covering up to 20 tracks. The display
incorporates such luxuries as a20-track calendar data and
programme, with numerous indicators, including one for disc preemphasis, plus simultaneous indication of track numbers and timings.
An auto-edit button divides aCD programme into two without cutting
atrack, so that it may be conveniently transferred to cassette. The
auto-space function is also intended to aid cassette recording by
inserting aclear 4s of silence between each track.
A headphone socket is provided, although some measure of
economy is evident in the absence of alevel control. As offered, it
requires the headphones to be correctly matched for loudness, no
further control of volume being possible.

Technical details
Technically, the DCD 610 employs Denon's ' super- linear' converter,
the circuit including on-board adjusters for MSB ( most significant bit)
weighting to maximise linearity. It has atime-shared PCM56p 16-bit
DAC, but extra sample-hold stages correct for time-delay and restore
the two channels to phase agreement. A Sony 2-times oversampler
and digital filter is fitted, combined with LC analogue output filtering.
The CD transport has arather lightweight construction, with an
overlong disc spindle and asmall plastic hub, while the main
case/chassis comprises aplastic moulding.

Sound quality
Scoring alittle above average at 55%, the subjective sound quality
was considered respectable at its below-average price. Sounding
noticeably purer than its predecessor, with reduced upper-mid 'grain'
61

AT LAST — A TOP QUALITY D.A.T. PLAYER/
RECORDER FOR THE DOMESTIC USER AT AN
AFFORDABLE PRICE. AVAILABLE NOW!
SONY
Uel

THE SONY DTCM100 D.A.T PLAYER/RECORDER
£799.00 + P & P

DIGITAL AUDIO TAPE is the most exciting development in
the Hi Fi industry since the introduction of the Compact
Disc. D.A.T not only gives you the stunning effect of digital
reproduction, it gives you greater portability than other formats. D.A.T. has already proved a success with the professional users — now, at last, we have a domestic player
available at an affordable price.
The very latest, ' Second Generation' Sony model DTCM100
D.A.T. Deck is available in limited numbers NOW for immediate despatch — direct from G.P.P. Ltd. To avoid disappointment we recommend that you contact us immediately
for ordering details and to reserve your machine.

For your free information
pack explaining more
about D.A.T. itself, software
availability etc — call or write
to us now.

UK Distributors:
Great Products &
Publications Ltd
Howard Works, Norwich
Road, Halesworth, Suffolk
IP19 8QH.
Tel: 09867-2728
Fax: 09867 5260

the

sound
The finest equipment
available to give
you the finest sound
achievable.
Now exhibiting:• Audiolab • B&W
• Creek • Celestion
•Heybrook • Linn
•Meridian
• Mordaunt-Short
• Nairn • Nakamichi
•Rega
• Credit Card Facilities
• Mail Order • Book a
Demonstration Now •
Mon- Sat 9.30am-6-00pm
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The Radford Renaissance
range of Valve Amplifiers
For over 25 years, Radford valve
amplifiers have been held in the
highest regard by enthusiasts and
music lovers worldwide. Even
today, many vintage examples
are in use— a blowing' tribute to
the Radford name.
With Arthur Radford's blessing,
Woodside Electronics have introduced the Renaissance range.
Hand built to the highest
standards these new amps.
incorporate much of today's
thinking on circuit layout and use
the latest high specification
components to bring performance
right up to date.

The Renaissance range includes
the SC 25 valve pre-amp, STA 25
(50 watt stereo) and M75 (75 watt
mono) amplifiers.
For full specifications and
colour leaflet, post the coupon or
contact your Radford dealer today.
"Perhaps the strongest point of the Radford
Renaissance is its bass- surprisingly good
for a tube power amp."
Stereophlle, U.S.A. September 87.
"The SC25 provided very good sound
quality with an air of relaxed and confident
authority"
Hi Fi Choice, April 88.
SC 25 AND
STA 25 PRE
AND POWER
AMPLIFIERS

"The T90's are about as easy to live with as
any speaker I've found."

HI Fi News 8L Record Review, June 84

RADFORD

!Please send full details of the Radford
Renaissance valve amplifiers E Please
Loudspeakers
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Manufactured and drstrtbuted under Ircence by

Woodside Electronics
Kimberley Road, Clevedon, Avon BS21 6QJ. 0272 877611.

IAddress:
DISTRIBUTORS
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Graph I. Denon DCD 610: Intermodulation spuriae from 19120kHz tones at OdB, log
scale 500Hz - 100.5kHz

and treble `edge', this Denon could still sound alittle rough in places,
especially in the treble. Here, it was judged amite 'thin' with an
exaggerated sparkle; but the choice of matching amplifier and
speakers may well determine how serious this aspect is. Treble focus
could also have been better.
Moving onto its stronger points, this model could deliver acrisp and
detailed mid-range — well focused and with worthwhile depth in the
stereo sound-stage. Image width was par for the course, while the bass
was also above average in terms of weight and clarity, showing decent
extension as well as good articulation. Overall, the player sounded
confident in presentation, tending to pull the sound-stage alitte closer
and also provide good information about the dynamics of amusical
performance.

Lab report
Channel balance was fine, and although UR separation was poorer
than average it was nonetheless very satisfactory. Negligible phaseerror was noted between the channels. At full level, total harmonic
distortion was quite respectable (albeit 17dB poorer than state-of-theart), the 610 measuring — 83dB mid-band (.007%). Only very mild
signal compression was indicated, since the figure at — 10dB
modulation was exactly the same, however level testing for HFN/RR
is now done with dithered toner, and the — 70dB test at IkHz gave a
satisfactory — 32dB (2.5%) distortion, comprising mainly in-band
harmonics of the lkHz tone.
Tested for HF intermodulation, the player unfortunatley gave a
7dB difference between the two channels; for example, at OdB it
measured — 75/82dB ( UR), and at — 10dB, — 83/90dB. These were
otherwise judged to be average results, and are illustrated for the left
channel at full level in Graph I, where the lower ' hump' centres on the
IkHz difference-tone, and beats with the 44kHz sampling frequency
are evident at 24kHz. For this and the following four sets of results, it
should be noted that distortion figures quoted in the Tables are exact
spot-frequency measurements, which are not necessarily replicated
precisely in the graphs. The latter are subject to compression at the
upper levels and may mislead at any one frequency due to the
presence of noise.
Further exploring low-level linearity, this player recovered the
—90dB tone at — 85.6dB left and — 85.7dB right, which is pretty good
—especially in terms of the close channel balance. The lowest level is
thus in error by some 4dB, and acorresponding curvature can be seen
in the otherwise respectable monotonicity waveform ( Graph 2),
where the first step is rather large and is preceded by some offset. In
the double plot (Graph 3) the — 90dB sinewave resolution is shown,
together with the matching distortion spectrogram. Although the
noise-floor was unexceptional, it is obvious that low-level harmonic
distortion is well controlled, with only the 2nd- harmonic much in
evidence here at — 11dB, and areasonable looking waveform. At
—70dB afew more overtones were visible, plus up-band spuriae
extending to 100kHz; but the latter must be regarded as harmless,
since the most prominent of them was 105dB below the 2V peak level
—avery decent degree of ultrasonic suppression.
A 15.4-bit resolution was shown by this player, which provides a
polarity-correct output with anear-linear phase characteristic.
However, one anomaly was shown by the frequency response, which
was identical for both channels. A smooth 0.5dB hump was present
across the mid to upper treble, maximizing at 8-9kHz ( Iam sure that
we could hear this), and was associated with aslightly premature
rolloff: back to OdB by 15kHz then 2.5dB down at 20kHz. The output
is just 0.4dB below the standard 2V, and the source impedance is
higher than average at 900 ohms. The de-emphasis curve tallied quite
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Graph 3. Denon DCD 610: Waveform from dithered 2kHz sinewave at - 90dB
(bottom) with corresponding spectrum analysis over 1-1 1kHz (top)

well with the main response. The weighted signal-to-noise ratio was to
the usual standard of 94dB (CCIR/ARM IkHz), but some recent
high-end machines have reached 114dB!
Mechanical noise was rated as average — satisfactorily quiet — and
the player could cope with error gaps of up to lmm wide. This
demonstrates the improving performance standards in this field,
although track-access times were only 'average' at 4s to reach track 15.
Shock and vibration resistance were also average, and fingerprints on
the discs gave no trouble. The white-noise peak test-signal was also
correctly unclipped.

Conclusion
With improved quality on all counts — build, technology, sound, and
measured performance — the new DCD 610 player produced an
above- average result at abelow-average price, which is asure-fire
recipe for recommendation. It had aslightly bright and forward nature
which might suit amplifiers and speakers which have been balanced on
the sweeter side of neutrality, though this effect was mild. Well
focused, with good bass, decent drive and pleasing detail, the design
clearly represents aworthy new contender.

MARANTZ CD65SE
With their own ' in-house' styling, Marantz do manage to distinguish
their product line from the corresponding Philips models. The CD65
looks presentable enough, though the finish or feel do not yet match
that achieved by the better Japanese-built machines. The specification
includes aremote control as standard, but in the interests of
maximizing sound quality the usual headphone socket has been
omitted. and in our early production sample the internal headphone
cabling had been unplugged.

Technical details

The latest Philips transport is employed, with an excellently
decoupled, mineral-loaded chassis that includes an improved swingarm system. This is Philips' radial equivalent of the linear-motor, as
opposed to the cruder rack-and-pinion drive found on most budget
machines. Economies are now apparent on many CD players, such as
thin plastic disc hubs, flimsy clamps, lightweight laser chassis, etc, and
it was reassuring to see that the Philips designers still take this vital
section very seriously. Marantz improvements relate to aliberal
sprinkling of high-class electrolytic capacitors in the numerous
power-supply and decoupling positions, these being cerafines. Back63
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to- back cerafines are also used to make abi-polar component for the
main output coupling capacitors.
Equipped with adigital output, the CD65 comes supplied with a
shorting/terminating plug which reduces the level of radiated digital
interference and offers asmall improvement in sound quality with this
chassis series. Extra care is taken over the internal layout and cabling,
while the lid has been acoustically damped using alaminated
vibration-absorbing pad. The ' A' grade of TDA1541 dual digital-toanalogue converter is fitted, while the 4-times oversampler and digital
filter are present to the standard specification.
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Graph 4. Marantz CD 65 11 SE: lntermodulation spuriae from 19120kHz tones at
-1041B, log scale 500Hz - I00.5kHz

Sound quality

In the context of this review group, the '65SE sound was amazingly
good. In fact, it was so good that it will stand comparison with a
number of high-end references at two or even three times the price!
This is an extraordinary achievement for BOO, and sets anew and
much higher standard for its price class. First impressions were of a
crisp, clear character precisely defined over the entire range - bass,
mid and treble. The usual ' budget' hardness and harshness were near
vanishing-point. The bass was first-rate: articulate, well defined,
extended and rhythmic. The mid sounded neutral, with afair level of
clarity and detail. Through the treble, this player was consistently
purer and more musical than the competition, with grain and tizz very
well controlled.
Stereo sound-stages were judged to be very good, with focus
verging on the excellent, and this was maintained through the treble
register, which is unusual at any price. Stage width was fine, and
substantial stereo depth was also apparent. Perspectives were nicely
defined on large-scale orchestral works, and akey factor in aural
confidence was the constantly good sound regardless of variations in
musical dynamics. The high subjective rating of 75% was exceptional
for the price.

Graph 6. Marantz CD 65 11 SE: Waveform from dithered ¡ kHz sinewave at - 90dB
(bottom) with corresponding spectrum analysis over 1-11 kHz (top)
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Lab report

Another of the current 4-times oversampled 16-bit Philips generation
(I have lost count of the number of such machines that have passed
through the laboratory), this Marantz provided the usual almost
dead-flat frequency response with virtually perfect matching between
channels. No phase-error was detectable, while channel separation
was very high, measuring over 110dB at low and mid frequencies and
beating 100dB even at 20kHz.
Weighted noise (CCIR/ARM IkHz) was fine at - 104dB, and
spuriae were similarly well rejected at low modulation levels. The
output was virtually linear-phase and polarity-correct, while the
output level was almost spot-on at 2.06V from adecently low source
impedance of 200 ohms. De-emphasis was accurately generated, in
contrast to many other decks, while it also gave good results on the
white-noise peak signal. Mechanical noise was rated ' average', with a
standard track-access time of 3.5s and the usual error-correction unit
of 1mm for asurface gap. A plus- point was the very good immunity to
shock and vibration.
Good distortion results were obtained at full level, with - 100dB at
20Hz (close to state-of-the-art), - 88dB (0.004%) at lkHz, and afine
-86dB (0.005%) at 20kHz (this for down-band spuriae). Excellent
results were also obtained for HF intermodulation; for example,
-99dB for full level and - 84dB at - 10dB modulation. Graph 4shows
that the first ultrasonic sample-rate difference beat at 24kHz is not too
well suppressed, but it is pretty tidy elsewhere.
An unusual linearity characteristic was seen at low levels (unusual
for Philips that is), comprising an expansion at - 90dB. but here it was
limited to 1-bit or just over 6dB, and is well balanced between
channels. Earlier generations of chips gave poorer and much less well
balanced results in this respect. Looking at the monotonicity plot
(Graph 5), all ten levels are well resolved, but the smallest is amite
too small and is coupled with atouch of DC-offset. However,
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Graph 7. Marantz CD 65 11 SE: Spuriae up to 10kHz associated with aIkHz tone at
-70dB

compare this result with that for the Onkyo 2500 (Graph 9)! Using
dithered tones at - 90dB, quite good results for low-level distortion
and sinewave recovery are evident ( Graph 6). The sole harmonic here
is the 2nd at - 9dB, visible in the rather peaky sinewave.
The distortion was also moderate at - 70dB modulation, measuring
-35dB ( 1.8%) and seen in Graph 7. Here, significant higher-order
harmonics of the IkHz are present, including the 9th at - 42dB.
Extended to a100kHz span, afurther graph at - 70dB revealed
excellent bandwidth filtering at 20kHz, which relegated all up- band
spuriae to levels more than 110dB below peak.

Conclusion

With this machine, the reviewer is rewarded by apleasing
combination of improved technical performance and sound quality
from awell-known and long established technology. Ido not believe
for amoment that the improvements noted in the lab report are
wholly responsible for the better sound - they are simply part of the
overall picture of advance. For example, in such asituation the
specific changes brought about by upgrading the capacitors are
virtually impossible to find except by direct before-and-after
comparisons.
The CD65SE is aremarkably good sounding machine, which in my
view has to be regarded as the new £ 00 reference. Build quality and
the transport are now better than with earlier related decks, though
not for example to the standard of an equivalent Sony. In the lab and
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the listening room it performed like astar, and if reviewed in the
appropriate journal would confidently carry a ' Best Buy flag. As such
is comes strongly recommended for HEN RR.

ONKYO DX 2500

This full-sized machine. finished in the usual satin- black, has two of
those silly labels so common on CD front panels. viz microprocessor
controlled soft loading mechanism' and ' remote interacti \ esystem
control', for which you should simply read ' drawer loading' and
'remote control' repecti \ el\ . In addition to the remote, we also have
afront- panel headphone socket with associated level control. This
player has fixed level audio outputs plus adigital ouput. while another
terminal allows for connection to the control cabling of amatching
stack of Onkyo equipment. For example. the Onkyo cassette recorder
may he actuated via the remote.

Track- access times measured 4.5s and mechanical noise was rated
as average - possibly audible in aquiet location and at low volume
settings. The player showed good resistance to shock and vibration,
and passed the fingerprint test and an extended 1.1mm surface data
gap. No clipping was detected on the Denon white- noise track.
At full level the distortion was poorer than average, hut still fine in
absolute terms. measuring - 83dB or 0.007' . The figure at 20kHz
was still pretty good. while the modest results were not related to peak
compression since matters were notably worst at the - 10dB
modulation level. Distortion of - 86d13 is atypical industry result at
-10c1B/lk Hz. but the Onkyo could otil manage - 70dB ( 0.03%).
Surprisingly. the distortion performance %% as better at HF. and
genuinely good results were seen on the 19/20kHz intermodulation
test, where critical analysis showed difference- tone products at alow
-87dB for full level. and - 90dB at - 10dB. Apart from aweak result
on the first beat with the 44. I
kHz sampling clock at 24kHz, the
wide- band spectrogram ( Graph 8) is clear of spuriae.
Moving down the modulation level range. some problems began to
appear. most clearly evident in the monotinicity waveform ( Graph 9).
Over the last few bits this player is clearly non-linear. The lowest level
is completely offset and at the wrong amplitude, while the second is
too loud' and severe offset also appears at the zero cross- point. Other
faults are also apparent, such as the step about athird of the way
across the graph. Slope distortion occurs over the last six of the 16
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All the usual remote facilities are present ( including anumeric
keypad) and all are duplicated on the front panel. A clean control
layout is complemented by an above- average feel and finish for the
price. Quite acomplex device. the display provides more information
than usual, including separate indication of track and disc timings.
The programme memory has space for up to 16 tracks, either in
sequence or in random order.

Technical details

Inside. the transport sho\\ s•. ign• of the low budget. with light plastic
parts in evidence - for example, the disc hub. The technology is based
on Sony's established 2- times oversampling digital filter. Sony
error-correction, and atime-shared Burr Brown PCM 56p DAC.
which is followed by 5th- order discrete LC filtering. The interior is
tidy and should not cause servicing difficulties.
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Graph 8. Onkvo DK 2500: Inwrmodulation spuriae from 19120k Hz tones at Ode log
scale 500Hz - 100.5kHz

Sound quality

This budget player offered adifferent sound: it was unusually sweet
and tended to gis -eamore relaxed, laid-back impression. By
comparison. the competition in its price class can sound thin. and
'metallic' - more fatiguing. but in some cases admittedly also more
dynamic and exciting. The Onkyo was certainly smooth and neutral,
although one listener felt it was abit bland and ' syrupy' on orchestral
strings.
Scoring alittle above as erage at 58'; . which was good for the price.
it showed only average levels of stage width and focus, countered by
better- than- average depth. With alikeable sound. treble distortion
was moderate, with coloration restricted to amild ' plummy' quality in
the low-mid/upper-bass. Mid clarity was also felt to be quite good. and
dynamics were presented fairly well, though it was commented that it
sounded louder than the reference setting; indicated. Ican see this
model settling in well in combination with agood budget replay
system.

Lab report

Channel balance was fine, with the two channels showing close
agreement on frequency response. the latter being flat to 2kHz and
then subject to minor undulations of - 0.2/+0.5dB. high enough in
frequency not to constitute an audible problem. The response
extended to 6Hz with less than 0.1dB of loss. The phase difference
between channels increased to amodest maximum of 40° by 20kHz,
while channel separation was held in the 80-90dB range from 20Hz to
20kHz, which was an average result. Significant errors were noted
with the de-emphasis curve: for example, at 5kHz where it measured
1.1dB too ' bright'. The output level was 1dB high at 2.22V. sourced
from amoderate 370 ohms impedance. An anomaly could be seen in
the impulse response. which showed polarity inversion ( plus mild
overshoot). A small point perhaps, but it is so easy to get it right.
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Graph 10. Onkyo DK 2500: Waveform from dithered ¡ kHz sinewave at - 90d8
(bottom) with corresponding spectrum analysis over 1-11kHz ( top)

bits, and further confirmation could be seen in the level- recovery from
-70dB down: + 2.5dB at - 70. + 4.5 at - 80. + 11dB at - 90. with
similar compression of IldB at the - 100dB level.
This player's failing is in the lower regions of the dynamic range,
although at the very lowest levels it didn't work too badly, as the
-90dB dithered sinewave mid distortion spectrogram shows ( Graph
10). A I3- bit rating was considered fair in the circumstances. At
-70dB it was not doing too well, with odd- harmonics dominating the
distortion, but abroad- band sweep at this level did show a
commendable suppression of ultrasonic spuriae. Electrical signal-tonoise ratios were about average.

Conclusion

Here we have aslightly odd player. which performed adequately at
very low levels but suffered degraded linearity in the - 50-70dB range
-and also showed very poor results on monotonicity. Errors were
noted in de- emphasis, and in the recovery of lower amplitude signals
67
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PENTATHLON
The publishing of this magazine coincides with two
important events. Firstly, The Olympic Games and of
course The Penta Show — hence our title. Your
interest in the 5events which make up The
Pentathlon may be strictly limited but we're sure
your appetite will be whetted by the 6th event at
The Heathrow Hotel! It signals the start of the hi-fi
season.
We take this opportunity to highlight some of the
'goodies' being unveiled at the show plus some
items which may have escaped your ears while you
have been sunning yourself.
At the front of the system we've been delighted with
the new Krell cartridge which has exceptional midrange and the new Roksan cartridge which at £300
is devastating value for money. Roksan have also
released aingenious new pick-up arm which with
the cartridge sets new price standards. We've never
before offered an arm cartridge of this quality at
such amodest price and we urge you regardless of
the turntable you use to audition now. We're also
looking forward to demonstrating the exciting new
SME arm which brings their technology into amore
affordable price area. Significant turntable news is
the introduction of alower price model from Oxford
Acoustics called 'The Crystal' which has the same
elegant design which made their ' Reference' model
such a success.
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On the electronics front we have the superb new
Krells destined to continue the tradition of the finest
high- end transistor amps available in the UK. The
KSA200 held us in awe when we first heard it,
completely stopping the shop, customers were
drawn into the dem room to enjoy this magnificent
product ( 1600 watts into 1ohm). Equally excellent in
a different way are the exquisite new pre and
power amps from Goldmund, true high-end ' state of
the art' products from Europe made to the highest
standards. The Memisis 6power amp is abargain,
the pre amp whilst expensive is probably the best
in the world bar none.
Our range of loudspeakers include the stunning
new Apogee Duetta Signature, the Duntech range,
the Ensemble Reference for those wanting the
highest quality in small rooms and not forgetting
TDL and ATC where we are proud to be leading UK
specialists.
We equally enjoy serving more affordable products
and have afine range of products from A & R,
Audiolab, Denon, Musical Fidelity, Monitor Audio,
Manticore, Systemdek, Quad etc.
Please come and see us. You will not find a wider
range of choice or better service anywhere in the
UK. People really do travel from all over the country
to shop here. Our aim is to keep them coming.
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at the correct level. Some distortion of signal dynamics must occur.
though this did not affect the listening results much. In fact dynamics
were rated rather above average, despite the significant comment of
'loud sounding'. presumably due to the compromised non- linearity.
The 2500 may appeal less to some listeners than others, and in any
case it is hard to know whether such faults are typical of series
production. But they probably are, given the performance of an
Onkyo 15(X) measured at the same time, which was even worse.
Even at these prices, 1feel that decent digital-to- analogue
converters should be fitted, and in view of its promising sound rating.
areserved recommendation is in order, with the request that the DAC
quality he improved.

ROTEL RCD 820B
This machine is distinguished from Rotel's earlier version by the
inclusion of aremote control. This compact handset offers agood
selection of facilities. augmenting those found on the front panel: for
example, anumeric keypad track selection which is not present on the
player itself. Remote facilities include track and index point-select.
play, stop and pause. music-search, repeat. programme- select and
programme-enter.
This Rotel is made under contract at the Philips factory in Holland.
but it does incorporate sections specially commissioned by Rotel from

balance. Aspects such as the ruler-flat frequency response. channel
balance, channel separation and inter-channel phase difference were
in any case so good a• t() require no specific comment. The
dc- emphasis curve ‘‘ as accurate to within 0.1c1B. while the output was
polarit% .-correct and dIgg•clv approximated to alinear-phase
characteristic. Outrun impedance is quite low at 200 ohms, delivering
asignal 1(111 above the standard .21%(' at peak modulation. 1s1QproMerns
were encountered with error- correction, white- noise limiting or other
related matters.
At full mmiulatiml, the distortion results were gore particularly at
1-1IF. A figure of 0.005' ; was noted for the in-band spuriae generated
by a20k Hz fundamental. Fine results were also obtained for the
two-tone Fi F: intermodulati(m test, with a—93dB difference- tone at
full level and — 89dB at — 10(.113. Interestingly, the down-band
noise- floor was particularly smooth on the — 10dB test, giving the very
clean plot shown in Graph 11. Some channel differences were noted:
for example. 110(1B of spurious rejection on the left channel for a
—70(1E1 tone. and — 1113dB for the right, due to a58k Hz component in
the latter ( Graph 12). Minor oddities in low-level distortion were also
noted. At —70dB modulation the total harmonic distortion was
—32dB ( not including noise). mJtich was asuperficially good result.
but the in- band spectrogram (
Graph 13) reveals mainly 5th- harmonic,
with other odd- order components well in evidence.
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the Far East, including the display and front- panel controls. A
conventional front loader, the display can show track number. index
point and time, all simultaneously. A ' time' button is not present. but
the display will indicate total playing time when the disc is first loaded.
A full-width deck finished in the usual matt-black, the player has a
digital output but no headphone socket.
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Technical details

The standard 4- times oversampled. digitally filtered, tw in DAC
Philips decoding system is used, with aconventional disc- transport.
while no special audiophile components appear to be present. The
case/chassis is aplastic moulding. the cover of sheet- metal.
undamped.
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Sound quality

Little change has been made to the sound quality since this machine
was first introduced, the basic score remaining at 55% ,referenced to
our current top standard set by the Accuphase DP81. Marginally
above the current average, the Rotel still offered quite good
mid-range clarity, though with atouch of edge and hardness now
evident in the upper mid- range. Noting the average price. the Rotel
was in fact doing well.
This player sounded alittle softer and sweeter through the treble
than the equivalent Philips/Marantz machine — agentle effect. hut
whether it is an absolute improvement is open to question. At LF the
bass displayed some overhang, asoft ' heaviness': more speed and
slam would have helped to maintain the impression of musical pace.
Stereo images showed average focus and stage width, hut depth
remained above average and it did give afair sense of image
dimension. Despite the qualification concerning ' pace' this Rotel
continued to establish an above-average dynamic quality, ahallmark
of its chassis and technology.
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Graph 12. Rotel RCD 820B: Spuriae up to 100kHz associated with ¡ kHz tone at
-70dB
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Lab report

Although this machine has asimilar technical specification to the
Marantz 65SE, it uses an earlier generation of components which can
be seen in such details as the weaker, just average, resistance to shock
and vibration, slightly higher distortion, and poorer channel
separation. Nevertheless, the more recent DAC appeared to have
been fitted, resulting in superior low-level accuracy and channel
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Graph 13. Rotel RCD 821/B. Spuriae up to 10kHz associated with ¡ kHz lone at - 70d11
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(;mph 2. Denon DCD 610: Monotonicity performance
at ten levels (above leí!)
Graph 5. Marantz CD 65 11 SE: Monotonicity
performance at ten levels (above centre)
Graph Q. Onkyo DK 2500: Monotonicity performance
at ten levels ( above)
Graph 15. Rote! RCD 8208: Monotonicity performance
at ten lev? Is (far le)
Graph 17. Sansui CDX 501i: Monotonicity performance
at ten levels (left)

The level- recovery at — 70dB was only afraction of adecibel out, at
—80dB it was typically 2dB, and at — 90dB some — 7dB in error.
Recovery is on the negative side, the equivalent of expansion
downwards at the dynamic floor. A 15 1
2 /
bit linearity is afair estimate.
given the good distortion performance and the quite decent — 90dB
sinewave ( Graph 14). with its relevant distortion spectrogram
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Graph 14. Rote! RCD 82013: t4a clornz from dithered ¡ kHz sinewave at — VOL1B
(bottom) with corresponding spectrum analysis over 1-1 1 kHz (top)

open/close ( nice for impressing the neighbours!) plus full A- B phrase
repeat, auto-space, time ' mode' for the display, and programming.
The display is clear and easy to read — atrack ' calendar' is built in.
running from 1-20. Display of track numbers and timings is indicated.
Indicators also show when.9pecific modes have been selected, such as
programme, repeat, index. etc.

Technical details

Some DAC impovement was evident in this Philips clone, which
otherwise performed much as was to be expected. both in terms of lab
measurements and sound quality. It does however offer respectable
value for money following its recent price-cut, and may be
recommended. It was easy on the ears even if the overall sound
quality could be tightened up.

The technical design owes much to Sony and uses virtually the entire
2-times oversampling Sony chip set, including Sony digital filtering
and error-correction. The player is neatly built on asingle PCB. and
should be easy to service and maintain. Separate Burr Brown
PCM56p 16- bit DACs are used. each with pre-set adjusters for MSB
weighting. Given this level of precision, the decode accuracy should
be high. Analogue multi-stage filtering follows, employing multi-opamp ICs. No special use of audio-selected passive components is
evident.
In contrast to the budget players, this Sansui is founded on an
all- metal chassis, but with an undamped steel cover. The case is held
together with more screws than Icare to remember, and at least three
kinds too! Rubber grommets aid vibration decoupling for the flat
metal CD transport chassis,and aconventional rack-and-pinion laser
drive is fitted.

SANSUI CD-X501i

Sound quality

dominated by the 2nd- harmonic at — 9dB. The good monotonicity
result ( Graph 15) agrees well with the other data and shows amild
offset coupled with areduced-amplitude first step. Earlier Philips
players tended to miss this first step entirely. A good figure of 106dB
was obtained for weighted signal-to-noise ratio ( CCIR/ARM ' kHz,
without emphasis).

Conclusion

On the face of it, this player would appear to be competitive and
offers anicely presented, full-size satin-black package with agood
range of features. These include an attractive, well-equipped remote
control handset plus acoaxial type digital output terminal, as well as a
headphone socket and associated front- panel volume control.
Numeric keypads are present on both deck and handset, so speeding
track entry, and the remote control includes such luxuries as
70

Scoring below average at 47%, this Sansui was asubjective
disappointment considering its upper price position in the group. Its
strong point was its distinctly rich and creamy tonal quality, almost as
if the characteristic relatively rounded sound of vinyl disc was set as a
design target. Distant and relaxed, the CD X501i made few demands
on the listener, to the point where comments were made concerning a
slow, sleepy pace and alack of dynamic interest.
HI- 1
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FIVE FAMOUS NAMES
Almost hidden in this lush quality was ahint of treble splashiness
and associated upper- mid grain. This player lost out in areas such as
transparency. depth. focus and speed. Stereo images were also more
vague than usual, while sound-stages were narrowed and rather flat.
The bass seemed on the heavy side - powerful but not particularly
agile or tuneful. This result, plus the compressed dynamics and
restricted depth. served to prevent this design from gaining ahigh
rating.

Lab report

Some aspects of this Sansui were beyond reproach. with near- perfect
channel balance, dual converters which assure the absence of
internchannel phase-shift. plus anear absolute- phase impulse
response. As regards frequency response. it was very slightly tapered
in the extreme treble, measuring just - 0.35dB at 20kHz. Channel
separation deteriorated with rising frequency. beginning with 107dB
at 20Hz and ending at apoorer- than-average 62dB by 20kHz.
The output impedance was higher than usual at 960 ohms and
delivered astandard 2.04V at full modulation. Good correspondence
was shown between the de-emphasised and non-emphasised
frequency responses. Mechanical noise was judged to be quite low.
while standard track- access took asatisfactory 3.5s. It also
demonstrated agood resistance to shock and vibration, while
error-correction passed all the usual tests, including an extended I
mm
error-gap.
At full level, the total harmonic distortion was about average at
-86dB, and it failed to improve at - 10dB, where it read - 78dB
although - 89dB is possible. However, the HF intermodulation results
were particularly good, approaching - 100dB at full modulation ( See
Graph 16) and getting close to the theoretical limit at - 10dB
modulation, reading - 93dB of difference- tone.
At lower modulation levels the player was seen to go astray.
showing asignificant shortfall at - 70dB. The recovery here was I . 6dB
too high, while at - 80dB the error was 4.5dB, and at - 90dB it
showed an averge of 9.5dB compression. This may he seen in the
monotonicity plot ( Graph 17), where the slope expands to the lowest
levels and is way oversize. DC-offset is also present. Low-level
sinewave recovery is fair enough over its limited dynamic window
0:MA0
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Graph 18. Sansui CDX 501i: Waveform from dithered » Hz sinewave at - 90dB
(bottom) with corresponding spectrum analysis over l- I ¡ kHz (top)
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Graph 19. Sansui CDX 501i: Spuriae up to 10kHz associated with a ¡ kHz tone at 70dB

(Graph 18), hut the spectrogram for aIkHz tone at - 70dB
modulation ( Graph 19) shows some unattractive odd-order distortion
components at ahigh - 23dB or 7%. But when this analysis was
extended to a100kHz bandwidth, the harmonics fortunately faded by
15kHz or so and spurious HF responses also looked pretty good at
-1I2dB. It was hard to estimate linearity, but in truth the player was
not really linear below the 14th bit; however, information is still
recovered at the lower levels, even if distorted. The electrical
signal-to-noise ratio was fine at 102dB weighted. and without
emphasis.
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Graph 16. Sansui CDX 501i: Intermodulation spuriae from 19120k Hz tones at - 10dB,
log scale 500Hz - 100.5k Hz

TEST RESULTS

Channel balance
Stereo separation
Channel phase difference
Distortion. ( THD)OdB
Distortion, (THD) - 10dB
Distortion, (THD) - 70dB
IM, 19kH7J20kHz. OdB
IM, 19kHz/20kFlz, - 10dB
Frequency response, L
Frequency response. R
Signal / noise, CC1R
Output level. OdB
Output impedance
Track access time
Error cor capability (µm) to:
Mechanical noise
Spuriae up to 100kHz
Resolution at - 90dB, L/R
Headphone socket
Dimensions ( wdh)
Typical purchase price
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DENON DCD 610
20Hz
0.04dB
84dB

IkHz
20kHz
0.04dB 0.14dB
83dB
74dB
(r
00
2°
-84dB - 83dB - 86dB
- - 83dB - - 32dB -75/-82dB
-83/-90dB
0.06dB
OdB - 2.5dB
0.06dB
OdB - 2.5dB
-94dB
1.9IV
900ohms
4secs
1mm
average
-105dB
-85.6dB/-85.7dB
fixed, 100f1
43.5 x30.5 x 10.1cm
£230
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MARANTZ CD651ISE

As one of the more expensive players, this Sansui should really have
done better. DAC linearity was aproblem. although it is hard to say
how much this affected the sound quality. Scoring ' average' for the
latter, as well as in some of the lab measurements, this player needs
more accurate dynamics with better clarity and precision. A below-par
performer. there are better players available at this price level. ‘,
2'
ONKYO DX-2500

ROTEL RCD820B

I
kHz
20kHz
20Hz &Hz
20kHz
20Hz
20kHz
IkHz
0.06dB 0.05dB 0.05dB 0.03dB 0.22dB 0.07dB 0.06dB 0.10dB
100dB
106dB
106dB
101 dB
87dB
88dB
80dB
111dB
0
(r
2'
40°
0°
-100dB - 88dB -86dB -84dB - 83dB - 82dB -96dB -86dB -86dB
-80dB
- - 80dB
-70dB
-32dB
-22dB
-35dB
-93dB
-87dB
-99dB
-89dB
-90dB
-84dB
OdB
OdB - 0.01 dB
-0.06dB OdB
OdB
0.3dB
0.01dB
OdB
OdB
OdB - 0.03dB
-0.08d
OdB
OdB
0.5dB
0.01dB
OdB
-106dB
-94dB
-10-1dB
2.19V
2.06V
2.22V
200ohms
2(X)ohms
370ohms
4Secs
4.5 secs
3.5 Secs
imm
Imm
1.1mm
average
average
average
-110(113/-103dB
-104dB
-110dB
-97.2dB/-96.8dB
-97.0dB/ - 96.5dB
-78.9de-79.3dB
no
variable, 10011
no
44.5 x30.0x 8.6cm
43.5 x36.0x 9.6cm
42.0x 30.0 x9.0cm
£240
£200
£300
20Hz
0.06dB
I24dB

SANSUI CD-X501i
IkHz
20kHz
0.01dB 0.01dB
87dB
62dB
0°
-86dB - 86dB
-78dB -23dB -99dB
-93dB
OdB - 0.33dB
0.03dB
OdB - 0.36dB
0.03dB
-102dB
2.04V
960ohms
3.5 secs
Imm
low
-112dB
-80.0dB/-81.2dB
variable, 5611
44.8x 31.7x 9.8em
£299

20Hz
0.02dB
107dB
0°
-83dB
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Returning to his favourite record label, er, headphones, Ken Kessler clamps on the latest version of the
Stax Lambdas — now driven by valves

W

HEN YOU WISH upon astar . . . Yes, gang. another
one of my fantasies has become reality. Elsewhere in this
issue Iwallow in the delights of Rowland's cross between
aDecca cartridge and amoving-coil, the first realisation
of one of my dreams since California Audio Labs made avalve CD
player. This time around, it's something just as unlikely, just as
Kessler-ish: Stax have produced avalve energiser for their legendary
electrostatic headphones.
I've known about the SRM-T1 Driver Unit for some time, having
seen an early sample at aUS hi-fi show. All Iwas waiting for was the
re-establishing of the Stax network in the UK, which is now in the
hands of the Path Group. As soon as they announced availability, I
was clutching Nigel Crump's knees begging for the first review. It was
worth the wait, and not just because the energiser exceeded my
wildest expectations. In addition to the new energiser. Stax delivered
anew version of the Stax Lambda Professional earspeaker', which
has been my reference headphone since they first appeared. The
Signature is the latest set of headphones to join the SR- Lambda
family. and it. too, is ashocking revelation.
The Signature is based on the now- familiar Lambda Pro. improving
on its predecessor through the use of 33(.:i thinner diaphragms - now
only one micron thick - and continuous crystal PC-OCC wiring in the

signal cable. The price differential is £ 110. bringing the cost of the
Signature version to £469.95. Aesthetically. it's Cadbury's Dairy Milk
instead of charcoal coloured, but please, spare me the jokes about
melting because of heat from the valves.
To recap on the Lambdas, they're full- range electrostatic headphones consisting of large rectangular earpieces and adual headband
which has an outer spring- type frame and an inner, suede strap which
makes contact with your noggin. This takes care of the downward
pressure. and it's aboon for baldies like myself. Add to this the rather
large. foam- filled circumaural cushions and you have headphones that
are both secure and comfortable. At either extreme are the top
Beyers. which stay in place but grip like avice, or the Jecklins. which
are pressure- free but about as secure as apair of 36in-waisted jeans on
an anorexic. On these grounds alone Iadore the Staxes; the sound is
almost abonus.
As with the Pro, the Signature requires much higher bias than
standard Stax headphones. 580V DC v230V DC for the normal
models. To avoid potentially damaging errors, the high- bias models'
connectors have adifferent pin pattern - wise, since most of the
energisers now offer outputs for both types of headphones.
The SRM-T1, the valve energiser which has me in such a
heightened state, is now the top model in arange of six energisers.
including portable versions for personal hi-fi cognoscenti. Price is an
ungodly £895. Luckily for me as areviewer, it sports outputs for three
sets of headphones- two high- bias and one normal - which meant that
Icould compare the Signature with both standard Lambdas and
Lambda Pros without having to plug and unplug the headphones. I
can't imagine when, outside of reviewing situations, aStax user would
11I-11 NEWS ‘1
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need all three simultaneously, but maybe Japanese audiophile families
sit around the fire with Papa- San. Mama- San and Baby- San all using
electrostatic headphones.
The unit uses dual FETs in its first stage as per the solid-state
energisers, with the output stage handled by apair of 6F07 twin
triodes. There are no capacitors in the DC circuit, nor is there a
transformer between the amplifier and the headphones. In keeping
with what seems to he standard practice in Japan since Kenwood
discovered the benefits, the chassis and all electronic components are
free of ferromagnetic materials. As with the cord to the headphones,
all internal wiring is PC-OCC.
Because the SRM-TI has aseparate transformer for the valve
heater circuit. the unit is equipped with a ' preheat' switch on the front
panel between the on-off switch and the ganged L/R volume control.
This enables the user to leave the unit on in a ' stand-by' mode,
allowing for almost instantaneous music when the power button is
pressed. This also spares the valves from the jolt of being switched on
from cold, extending their lives, but Stax do advise people to switch
off the preheat facility if the headphones are to be left idle for long
periods. The pre- heater is very useful for those who do alot of
headphone listening, because warm-up from cold to optimum
operating conditions is at least an hour.

At the hack are mains- in, voltage selectors so you can use your
Staxes wherever you may roam, an earthing post in case of hum
problems and gold-plated phono sockets for signal in/out. Unlike
some of Stax's energisers which take their input signals from the
power amp's speaker terminals, the dearer models including this unit
run from line level. The in out socketry allows for insertion in atape
loop or between pre and power amps, as well as accepting direct feed
from aCD player. tuner, tape deck or other line level source. Idid my
listening with the SRM-TI fed from the main and tape outputs of the
Audio Research SP-9preamp as well as direct feed from the
California Audio Labs Tempest II. ( Note valves at every stage .
An LP was used as asource via the Alphason Sonata, HR-100S-MCS
arm and cartridges from Ortofon. Dynavector and Audio-Technica.
Leads used were the pure silver cables from Lieder.
To assess the performance of the SRM-TI, it was compared - using
all three types of Lambdas - with the SRM-1 MK2 Pro energiser. the
company's hest solid-state unit. Three sets of headphones and two
energisers just about cover enough variables to give areasonable
handle on the improvements promised by the new models; here's what
Ifound, starting with the Stax Lambda Signatures:
What adifference 0.5 micron makes . . . Yes, dear readers, the new
headphones are even quicker and tighter than the already-wonderful
Pros, which were audibly superior to the original Lambda. What this
does to transients is nothing, absolutely nothing. They were as crisp
and clear and fast as reality, with no overhang, no smearing- nothing.
On CDs such as those tedious- yet- impressive jazz doodles from DMP
the effect was breathtaking, like trying to pan along with aFormula
One car as it whips past. Zoom! It's gone. If Stax ever want to
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PRICE LIST
COMPLETE PACKAGES ready to go)
SR- 34 phones energiser
SR 84 phones/energiser

£ 139.95
£209 95

HEADSETS ONLY ( requires energiser)
SR GAMMA
£ 199.95
SR- GAMMA PRO
£299 95
SR LAMBDA
...
£289.95
SR - LAMBDA PRO
£359.95
SR- LAMBDA SIGNATURE
£469 95
SR- SIGMA
.
£459 95
SR- SIGMA PRO
£549 95
ENERGISERS
(Passive type connected to speaker
terminals of amplifier)
SRD-65B ( not for Pro models). ..... £99 95*
SRD- 7Mk 2-SB
£ 184.95
(Active type connected to the mains and
run from any line level source)
SRD-X PRO
E229 95
SRM-1 Mk 2 ( Mos-Fet output)
£ 550 00
SRM• IMk 2PRO ( Mos-Fet output) £ 635 00
SRM-T1 (Valve output). . . £895 00
•Not suitable for PRO model headsets

Ki West One ( Dept. HFSX),
26, New Cavendish St. London W1M 7LH.
Telephone: 01-486 8262/63
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Rowland Research, best known for their amplifiers, have launched aunique moving-coil
cartridge. The price is high, but Ken Kessler's in the groove

R

EADING TOLKIEN, Verne and
Burroughs ( Edgar Rice, not William) at
an early age endowed me with afertile
imagination. This applies to my
thoughts on hi-fi, too, and often are the times
I've sat back and wondered ' What if?'. Not being
qualified to design hardware, Ihave to wait for
someone else to make my dreams materialise.
The first time this happened was when California
Audio Labs launched avalve CD player. Now
Rowland Research have introduced aKK
fantasy which Ithought was even less likely to
become reality.
I'm slightly schizophrenic in that Iadore both
moving-coil cartridges and Decca Londons. The
latter are odd-ball fixed-coils which have been around for afew
decades and have survived — despite the lowest reliability, greatest
inconsistency and shoddiest workmanship in the industry* — because
they have certain magical properties. Because of their near cantileverless construction and ' direct-tracing' capability, the cartridges are
faster than aferret on heat, and they have transients which take your
breath away. The bass is taut and perfectly damped, the image
specificity something to behold. But the cost of ownership, including
both the aforementioned faults and atendency to hum, means that
only the hardiest of audiophiles will make the necessary sacrifices.
Moving-coils, on the other hand, have been allowed to evolve to a
point where they're no more bother than abasic moving-magnet,
especially now that m-cstages are fitted to all manner of affordable
amplifiers and high-output designs are as common as muck. What
makes the m-cso appealing ( especially Koetsu's) is alushness, a
warmth that makes the music seem more real. The ability to convey
ambience with wonderful accuracy is another aspect of m-c
performance that wins supporters, and advances in stylus and
cantilever design have endowed the latest moving-coils with the
tracking ability once associated only with high-compliance movingmagnets.
My fantasy has been the marriage of aDecca with amoving-coil, a
seeming impossibility in that the Decca is afixed-coil type. Allowing
for the topology of the Decca design, the downward-pointing stylus
assembly not exactly lending itself to supporting whole coils. I
cotildn't imagine how the hybrid could be created. Then, at the
Festival du Son in Paris this past April, Imet Jeff Rowland. He
handed me acartridge which looked like abig gold-coloured Asak.
He slipped the cover off, revealing what looked like the most
over-engineered Decca I'd ever seen.
'This is our new moving-coil', he said, the story unfolding as
follows.
The Rowland Research Complement Cartridge was conceived in
1985 by Mr Ikeda of Fidelity Research, acompany with along history
of moving-coil excellence. His personal goal was to design acartridge
devoid of any constraints, including cost. It would appear that
Ikedasan, like other great designers including Sugano of Koetsu.
realised that the LP's days are numbered; all appear to have some
wish to create the most memorable swan-song imaginable. Thus we
find Koetsu releasing an 80- units-only flagship for the cognoscenti,
Kiseki releasing the Lapis Lazuli, and Ikeda launching the most
radical design short of aFET or electret type.
Ikeda must be aDecca fan, because the lack of acantilever is the
design's most notable feature. Instead of astylus on arod protruding
from the bottom of the cartridge at an angle. the stylus points straight
downward, just like aDecca. It's mounted on the bottom of a
miniscule U-shaped yoke. the yoke's ' arms' pointing upwards and
bearing the coils. It even has atie-back string. This arrangement, as
with aDecca, makes VTA/SRA adjustments abreeze, and with the
top of the cartridge body parallel to the disc, all is wonderful in LP
Land. Indeed, the literature states that VTA is no longer an aspect of
alignment, only SRA. Naturally, with aminimum path between stylus
and coils, this cartridge earns the appellation of ' Direct Tracer', and
*KK does not refer here to the latest incarnations of the Decca design. under new
management and the London brand name, which we have yet to try. We trust that
these will be consistently magical - Ed.
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probably with greater justification than the
Decca. The stylus, by the way. is an as- yet
unnamed proprietary shape described as
'somewhere in between aVital and avan den
Unlike the Decca, the Complement is
beautifully damped. The yoke arms are fitted
with tiny 2mm hollow rubber spheres (shades of
the Mini) acting as asuspension. Despite this,
and superior construction, the Complement is
guilty of needle chatter, but that's only aworry if
you sit next to your turntable. For consolation, it
apes none of the Decca's humming or buzzing.
Because of the use of extremely powerful
magnets — asteel record weight pulled the
Rowland out of the lead-out groove as it did with the Ortofon
MC- 3000 — and sizeable coil displacement, the cartridge is endowed
with reasonable output. Iwas able to use the Complement straight
into the phono input of the SP-9, but enjoyed greater headroom when
using outboard devices, including the Ortofon T-3000 and the
Moscode Super IT. The coils, made from oxygen-free copper, are
connected directly to the damping spheres, which are mounted on a
brass base; this arrangement channels differential air pressure through
an elaborate balancing network. Car ' nuts' will appreciate, then, that
this is the first ever pneumatically- suspended cartridge. Apparently.
this design even compensates for changes in ambient room
temperature and barometric pressure. which makes it ideal for those
living in erratic climes..

SIDE VIEW
MAGNET

TIE- BACK -STABIUSER
YOKE ASSEMBLY
(POLE PIECE)

SUSPEUSION
DAMPERS

As the Complement weighs 15.5g, tonearm matching could restrict
its use. Fortunately, the Alphason FIR-100S-MCS accommodated the
Complement with the counterweight only midway along the rear of
the arm; the only limitation was the anti-skating, which Iwas able to
increase with carefully placed washers. The turntable used was the
Alphason Sonata, and the listening sessions were conducted with the
Audio Research SP-9, Primare and Matisse preamps, the
aforementioned headamps, Primare power amplifiers and Apogee
Diva speakers. Source material included ahalf-dozen Persuasions
LPs, assorted Chesky titles, Robert Palmer's Heavy Nova, the Stars
On 45 LP ( great transients, shame about the music), much Sam &
Dave and everything in this month's Capsules and Reissues.
Surprise, surprise — the Rowland needed no run-in period, which
suggests that someone is fine-tuning these at the factory. Straight out
of the box. it sounded fine, and aquick check with the Ortofon test
computer showed that SRA, alignment and tracking force were as
easy to set as Ithought. Okay, so it doesn't have aflat front and the
stylus tip is even harder to see from the side than aDecca's, but the
parallel sides and flat top help immeasurably. Torque fanatics will
love the Rowland, because it's tapped for use with its own screws, like
the Dynavector Ruby and offspring. Unfortunately, the Alphason's
headshell is thin and the supplied screws ashade long, so Ifitted
spacers between the screw heads and the top of the headshell. No
problem.
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THE COMPLETE AUDIO DEALERSHIP
Many Audiophiles that want high quality audio systems are often misled by well meaning but
misinformed salesmen, magazines and friends whose understanding of sound reproduction is
superficial or incomplete. As aresult many expensive mistakes are made.
With our complete service we will assist you in your choice, whether it be for acomplete system or for
spares and after sales service.
We offer demonstrations by appointment, and can arrange home demonstrations over avery wide
distance. We operate free delivery and installation on most systems and can arrange favourable credit
terms.
To secure confidence in your choice we offer atwo year guarantee on all products, and aseven day
exchange, to give you aslightly more relaxed buying period.
Old customer's and new ones welcomed to visit our newly renovated showrooms and testing rooms
and see the exclusive selection of all that's best in hi-fi today!

STOP PRESS! We are proud to announce that we are now the West Country's
absolute sound dealer and will be pleased to demonstrate the
new Krells/audio research/Magneplaners and appogee products.

pm PAUL GREEN
lan
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HI - Fl LIMITED

Kensington Showrooms
London Road
Bath, Avon.
Tel: Bath 316197

Closed Monday

LINN, MUSICAL FIDELITY, KRELL, A & R CAMBRIDGE, B & W, NAKAMICHI, TANNOY,
KEF, AUDIO RESEARCH, APOGEE, ROTEL, DENON, YAMAHA, RUARK, ROGERS, AIWA,
SONY, QUAD, MORDAUNT SHORT, MAGNEPLANER, REVOX, CAMBRIDGE, TECHNICS,
TARGET, MONITOR AUDIO, HEYBROOK, GALE, WHARFEDALE, MARANTZ, DUAL,
SYSTEMDECK, S D ACOUSTICS, SPENDOR, HARBETH, MERIDIAN.
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Doug Brady 111-1")
Kingsway Studios
Kingsway North
Warrington
(0925)828 009
Open six days

Harrow, Middlesex
Open: Tues -Sat 9.30-5.30

o

Telephone: 01-863 0938

STAX

WE STRONGLY
RECOMMEND YOU
COME AND HEAR THEM AT

Doug Brady HI-1:1
18 .
11onmouth Street
Covent Garden
London WC2H 9HB
01 ) 379 4010
Open six days

27 Springfield Road

•

STANDS ALONE AS
THE ONLY STATE OF
THE ART HEADPHONE.

Doug Bind

Hevbrook • lncatech • KEF • Kenwood • L,nn • Line • Logic • M,,, ar,t/

The World's Finest
Headphones
We stock the Full
Range

O
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STRAIGHT TO THE POINT
This cartridge has it all, truly the best of both worlds. All of those
Decca qualities Ilisted above were there in force, alongside the
warmth of the best m-cs. Think about it: there's impact, sparkle.
attack and ultra- precise imaging. Talk about control . . . this cartridge
has acapability that can only be described as ' authoritative'. The
effect is wholly visceral, areal * you are there' sensation which equals
the best Deccas I've used ( and I've had some real honeys through my
system).
The real strengths aren't confined to aspecific part of the spectrum,
because the cartridge is so consistent from top to bottom. The impact
of the bass — its most obvious affinity with the Decca — sets arock-solid
foundation for the whole performance, giving the music real weight. If
you prefer something more ethereal, you'll have to look elsewhere,
because the sound of Rowland is not something you can ignore. Ihave
to be careful describing this aspect of the Rowland's ' Karma' because
the cartridge does not ' shout'. The authority is based entirely on the
precision of its portrayal — again in Decca territory. What the
Rowland does so nicely is balance this commanding performance with
delicacy, which is as much an m-ccharacteristic as it is aDecca talent.
In the all-important midband, the Rowland exhibits crystal clarity.
and in this region it will sound familiar to Ortofon MC- 3000 users.
Here it avoids aDecca trait which afflicts the London when it's near
the edges of its performance envelope. Unlike the UK classic. the
Rowland does not have aragged edge, something which can arise with
Deccas on complex passages despite agiven sample's tracking ability.
The manifestation approaches sibilance with some Deccas, acutting.
spitting sound which simply didn't appear with the Rowland. The
Rowland pushes its misbehaviour further up the frequency range.
Instead of affecting voices. the Rowland under stress imparts asizzle
to cymbals and some strings. Curiously, brass and keyboard sounds
remained unaffected: Iexpected the latter to sound glassy, but the
Rowland left them intact.
Where the Rowland really shines is in its portrayal of ambience and
soundstage. While maintaining the precision of the Decca, it operates
with the open- spaces attitude of classic Denon m-cs. On ' big' works.
this could be positively o‘ erwhelming, especially as image height
remained constant, regardless of the dynamic sweeps of the music. No
changes in level could affect the ' size' of the performance, which is as
it should be.

The reason Ican approach this cartridge without suffering synaptic
overload is conditioning through years of Decca use. Ican imagine
though, that this cartridge could be judged as too much — too involving
if such athing is possible. A discussion with Max Townshend revealed
his belief that too many listeners don't want master- tape quality, that
the level of detail is too much for ears accustomed to euphonic
filtering. At times, the Rowland just leaves you breathless, which is
like having aflight in aHarrier when all you want is aballoon ride
over the shore line.
As aresult, the Complement will appeal more to Decca refugees
than m-ctypes looking for the next step. It won't dissatisfy the latter,
but it may shock them. The only m-cs I've used which even
approximate the energy of the Rowland are the Ortofon MC- 3000 and
one or two Monsters, so many users may find this cartridge aggressive
on first hearing. In asense, it's like going from acan of Budweiser to a
shot of Glenfiddich. If you have the fortitude, you may find yourself
unable to accept any other cartridge in your system. Except for a
working Decca.
TEST RESULTS

ROWLAND COMPLEMENT

Output
Coil DC resistance
Cartridge Loading
Compliance
Tracking Force
Channel Balance
Separation UR
Tracking Ability
Phase
Frequency Response UR
Ikliz
5kliz
10kIlz
12kIlz
15kIlz
181(11z
20kliz

0.17mV
3ohms
20-30 ohms
6x10 cm/dyne ( 1
kHz)
2.3-2.7gm
0.5dB
27/29.4dB
80/80µm
non- inverting

Stylus Type
Weight
Price

special fine line
15.5g
£2250

0.0/0.0dB
0.0/0.0dB
+0.3/+0.9dB
4-0.7/+ I.4dB
—0.4/+0.7dB
—1.3/+0.2dB
—1.6/-0.5dB

Distributed by Rotel Ili-Fi. Gamepath Ltd. 25 Ileathfield. Stacey Bushes.
Milton Key nés MK12 61IR. Tel ( 0908) 317707.

STAX RETURNS
advertise these on the box. Ihope the music they select is the Who\
'Call Me Lightning'. Because they are.
What Ididn't expect were improvements in bass extension,
something made evident with both of the energisers. Using a
particularly juicy 12in single mix of Willy deVille's ' Assassin Of Love',
Iwas entertained with truly Stygian lower registers, the deepest I've
heard from any headphones — especially with devices so free of
coloration. Hey, let's face it: many headphone designers bump up the
100-120 region àla LS3/5A to make you think you're hearing the
genuine article. The Staxes, on the other hand, responded to
CD-sourced test tones with the grace of adynamic loudspeaker. You
almost want to believe the specs.
1really do hate to talk about imaging and placement when
discussing headphones. because everything changes when the soundstage moves from in front of you to within you/without you. Yep, Stax
again rules the roost for the out-of-head sensation ( nothing to do with
out of body experiences, mind you) and the sounds within your
cranium are clear, distinct and separated with precision. Auditioning
Bobby McFerrin's ' Good Lovin" through the Staxes allowed me to
hear each and every part he overdubbed, the claps and thumps
sounding just like what he's doing in that witty video. We are talking
'reference'.
As for the SRM-T I , well, let's just say that my fantasies make great
realities. Hell, this black box is so much better than the SRM-1 Mk 2
Pro that Iwould go so far as to say that the valve energiser driving the
Lambda Pro is the equal to the SRM-1 Mk 2Pro driving the Signature
headphones. But when you feed the Signature from the SRM-Tl —
wow!
Any criticisms of graininess and edge attributed to electrostatics
simply disappear. Despite the greater 'snap' of the Signatures, there
wasn't atrace of hardness or ' edge' when auditioning them through
the tubed energiser. Sweet, hell — succulent is the sound. With
material like the McFerrin, which is so 'studio' sounding as to negate
(well, almost) the fact that it's nothing but voice, the stuff can sound a
bit too ' hi-fi' to satisfy those weaned on lush analogue, but the
SRM-T1 ensures that no other electronic nasties intrude on an already
over-manipulated performance.
What the SRM-Tl does which is most remarkable is make the
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soundstage (' mind- set' is probably more accurate aterm) even wider
and more open, spreading the perception of sound beyond the ears
with even greater facility. This is one of the reasons why Ithink that its
use with the Lambda Pro makes that headphone amatch for the
Signature-plus-SRM-1 Mk 2Pro.
Every electrostatic headphone I've ever used has had atizziness —
however small — which lets the listener know that he or she is not using
dynamic headphones. The appearance of this new energiser transforms the genre, and the improvement is as important and discernible
as removing awhole generation between LP or CD and mastertape,
or removing awhole link in the hi-fi chain.
Like the Rowland cartridge, the Stax package is one of those rare
treats which Idid not want to return. So, yes, for me there is one flaw
in the Lambda Signature/SRM-Tl formula: Idon't own aset. Looks
like the bedroom redecorating will have to wait another year.
SPECIFICATIONS

STAX LAMBDA SIGNATURE

Type:
Frequency response:
Impedance:
Sensitivity:
Maximum SPL:
Bias voltage:
Weight:
Price:

Open-back, push-pull electrostatic
7-41kIlz
I29k ohm at 10kHz
101dB/100V RMS at IkHz
118dB at 400Hz
580V DC
450g inc cable
£469.95

Stax SRM-T1 Energiser
Frequency response:
Gain:
Harmonic distortion:
Input impedance:
Input level:
Maximum output voltage:
Bias voltage:
Power consumption:
Dimensions:
Weight:
Price:

DC-20kHz +/- 1dB
60dB
0.02% IkHz ( with Signature)
50k ohm
100mV
300V RMS ( 1kHz)
230V and 580V DC
45W normal, 12W preheat
195 x103x 375 WHD
3.9kg
£895.00

Distributed by Path Group, Unit 2. Desborough Industrial Park, Desborough Park
Road. Hiçh Wycombe, Bucks HPI2 3BG. Tel (0494)4599811213.
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"The consistency with which audio
ideals have been allowed to
predominate overgadgets and
facilities is what marks the
Denon range out. . .

99

HI F1' Choice, Apt"! 1988.

DR- M0 7
"In practice the ' M07 simply sounded marvellous
with good stereo, abundant detail and awelcome
lack of artificiality. Obviously Best Buy
mate rial."

Hi Fi Choice

DR-M12HX
".. .the DR-Ml2HX proved extremely easy to use

and provided fine sound quality both with
recordings and pre-recorded tapes... it offers
good results in every respect."

Noel KY wood. Hi Fi Review.

DR-M2411X
"This is a very clean, open and spacious
sounding recorder with an attractive range of
facilities. The sound is very positively presented, to the point of being larger than life
at times. A deck of breeding, and very well
bu ilt to boot."

Hi Fi Choice

DENQN
FOR YOUR FREE COLOUR CATALOGUE
write to: Hayden Laboratories Limited, FREEPOST, Chalfont St. Peter. Bucks. SL99BS.

WELSH WIZARDRY
Built in Cardiff, Deltec's DSP-50S and DPA-50S pre/power have the
makings of amagic combination. Test report by Paul Miller

T

HOUGH THE MOST expensive pre- and power amplifiers
have attracted much attention, there are now anumber of
attractive combinations in what, relatively speaking. could be
called a ' mid- price' category, centred at around £ 1500.
Previously acknowledged for their fine DPA-100S power amplifier
(with amatching 100- series preamp to follow soon). the Cardiff- based
company Deltec Precision Audio are now concentrating on products
for this middle market with the launch of the £675 DSP-50S preamp
and £825 DPA-50S power amp.
With its precision- cast front panel and matching alloy wrap. the
DPA-50S power amplifier does look like ashortened version of the
•100S. The gloss grey paint finish and curs ilinear style are extremely
distinctive, and therefore likely to appeal to some more than others-.
At least the 6mm alloy base precludes the need for unsightly
heatsinks, with the amp usually attaining acomfortable 30°C after
several hours of use. A large rotary on/off switch adorns the fascia.
alongside agold-plated badge carrying the DPA logo, giving it the
appearance of an over- sized preamp at first glance.
The real preamp ( DSP-50S) adopts asimilar styling. with volume.
balance and input selector knobs matching — and possibly becoming
confused with — the alloy on/off switch. The case is supported on three
plastic feet ( as with the power amp). while alloy ribs inside the cast
frame combine with the clamping of critical components to help
attenuate any incoming vibrations. At the rear, phono and 5- pin DIN
sockets are used, while balanced XLR outputs match the input
configuration of the power amp. Inputs for phono ( m- m and m- c).
CD, tuner and tape are provided, though most remarkable at this
price level is the inclusion of aselected Penny & Giles volume pot —
the kind of device usually associated with hi-fi's exotica.

Technical description
Truly at the heart of both pre- and power amplifier is the radical
DH-0A32. Deltec's hybrid, thick- film single-channel op- amp. This
miniature circuit is built up stage- by- stage on aceramic substrate by
means of an over- laying process. with the final surface- mounted
chip-components ( diodes, transistors and capacitors) soldered directly
into place by automatic means. In all, three cascoded differential gain
stages are employed in the DH-0A32, followed by a ± 10mA Class- A
complementary output stage designed around four discrete devices.
These include two BC856/846 drivers and two matched BCX56/53
output transistors. Deltec's proprietary feedback scheme is employed,
resulting in aclaimed gain bandwidth product of an astounding
0.6GHz at 20kHz. Calculated from the 94dB open- loop gain at this
same frequency. Deltec's double-pole/zero-phase compensation
network ensures that asignificant degree of corrective feedback is still
operating at very high audio frequencies.
It is claimed that this strategy. coupled with avery high open- loop
linearity, results in an extraordinarily lo % THD of simile — 130dB at
IkHz for 20dB of overall gain. Low- feedback circuits generally
produce alower level of HF distortion than traditional high- feedback
designs, but the conclusion that high feedback is always undesirable
does not necessarily follow. Deltec's fast 12dB/octave open- loop
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roll-off, realised by the double- pole topology, allows an effective
corner frequency of 20kHz, while an ingenious phase compensation
scheme prevents the ultimate phase- lag from reaching 180° before the
open- loop gain reaches zero. Therefore all signals up to 20kHz are
subject to the same level of corrective feedback ( around 80dB in the
power amp), unlike the case of atraditional high- feedback amp.
where corrective feedback is reduced just where it is needed most — at
very high frequencies.
It may he concluded that high levels of feedback per se are not
responsible for adeterioration in sound quality, but that it is the
improper application of these corrective techniques which produces
poor results. So. compared with aconventional op- amp the high
gain bandwidth product achieved by the DH-0A32's complex
topology may well offer certain subjective as well as technical
rewards.
Four of the thick- film hybrids are employed in the DSP-50S
preamp. two catering for the RIAA stage and afurther two in the final
line stage. Alternative pickup loadings of 47k or 1110ohm are provided
by arow of DIL switches on the underside of the preamp. the disc
source being fed directly into the differential input of the appropriate
DH-0A32 op- amp. A simultaneous change in resistive elements
defining the feedback loop determines the overall gain setting of the
RIAA stage. m- m and m-cdiffering hv about 20dB. Equalisation itself
is achieved by afairly conventiond-frequency-dependant feedback
network, with high- quality Philirei polypropylene film capacitors and
metal- glazed chip resistors employed throughout.
The equalized output is capacitor-coupled to the line stage using a
stacked polyester ( itself decoupled with apolypropylene cap) via a
gold-plated ( CK) selector switch and 10k Penny & Giles volume
control. A simple RC network affords adegree of RF rejection before
the final output in the line stage. This output is DC-coupled. but for
sonic reasons no DC servos are used to maintain stability, so that
DC-coupled power amps should be used with caution if potentially
large offsets are to be avoided.
Both external and internal preamp construction are to avery high
standard. The metal chassis is even coated with silver strips to ensure
universal earthing, while silver- solder and PTFE-insulated solid-core
wiring is employed throughout. The PCB is double- sided and plated
through- the- hole. while the finished assembly is protectively coated to
minimize circuit leakage shifts due to changes in ambient humidity. In
all. aremarkable package for apreamp selling at under £ 700.
Equally remarkable is the DPA-50S power amplifier. This employs
abalanced feed ( via female XLRs), with tantalum bead input
capacitors passing the signals via adegree of RF filtering before they
enter the differential stage of aDH-0A32. The outputs from the L/R
op- amps feed two pairs of Motorola output devices, via five pairs of
high-speed drivers mounted on the same limited heatsink. A
compound Class- A output configuration is used once more ( see
'Inventive Powers', HFNIRR Oct ' 87), though certain refinements
have been effected concerning output symmetry and open- loop
linearity. Here, the driver stage is operated in pure Class- A up to a
quiescent level of 70mA, the equivalent x40 gain in the current79
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NOW ONLY £ 114.95

CS 503-1
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NOW ONLY £ 114.95

The Dual CS 503-1 is
the most important
turntable introduced in
the last year"
,vew Hi FiSound. March 1988

in absolute terms it
is agood turntable for
the money, with few
rivals at the all- inprice. "
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The improved 505-3
sounded impressive too
with a deeper fuller
bottom end and agreater
feeling of authority. ee
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separated and slightly more
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WELSH WIZARDRY
dumpers then realizing apeak output of about 3A.
Separate regulators feed each hybrid op- amp from asupply
consisting of asingle 350 VA toroid and two 15.000µF LCL
electrolytics. Large Holco resistors, chosen for their low temperature
coefficient, are employed to define the overall feedback performance
of the network, which extends out to the loudspeaker terminals via
Deltec's four-conductor cable. Similar in construction to their
solid-core Slink speaker cable, its individual signal and feedback cores
are physically isolated to prevent feedback corruption through
electromagnetically induced vibration.

oao
AMPLITUDE
-960

Lab report
Some tailoring of the RIAA equalization is evident in Graph 1. with
-0.5dB points at 36Hz/65kHz ( m- m) and 50Hz/32kHz ( m-c), while
mild bandlimiting is also exercised over the line- input, which was
1.28dB down at 20Hz (- 28.9dB/0.5Hz) and - 0.2dB at 20kHz
(-2.6dB/100kHz). These roll-offs are reflected in the phase-shifts
measured at both LF and HF. Stereo separation fell markedly on all
inputs at HF. though differences in capacitive coupling led to an
inconsistent result from input to input. Channel balance was also
below average, showing over 1dB difference on phono at - 60dB,
though this was partially due to the eq stage itself. A healthy 10.76V
was available from the preamp, its novel feedback topology resulting
in an ultra-low output impedance of just 20m-ohm ( 0.02ohm). even
this deriving primarily from the wiring impedance.
THD (OdB = IV) was quite excellent at 0.00045% (- 107dB) on the
line- input, matched by the complex ¡ MD residues which generally
improved with increasing frequency. With 40Hz/230Hz driving signals
at a16:1 amplitude ratio (OdB/-24dB at 0.2mV composite), the
second-order IM residue was detected at - 91dB via m-c - an excellent
result compromised only by the - 83.2dB lkHz product derived from
the CCIR test ( see Table). Disc headroom (ref. IHF levels) proved
very generous at + 29.5dB ( m-m) and + 32.9dB ( m-c). though the
-73dB A-wtd noise via m-ccould do with some improvement.
Confirmation of the excellent linearity enjoyed by this preamp is given
in Graph 2, where the signal composite of 0-20kHz and 0-50-0kHz
sweeps plus acontinuous 20kHz tone ( ref. 0.5mV at IkHz) fails to
evoke any non-linearities (typ. - 104dB). Idoubt whether we shall
witness such aresult from other preamps for some time.
The DPA-50S power amp delivered acontinuous 62.5W into 8
ohms at lkHz, with aminute constriction at the frequency extremes
and/or when both channels were driven together. An increase of
2.6dB was measured into 4ohms followed by an excellent further
2.44dB into 2ohms- atestament to the regulation which also limited
the IHF ' music- power' headroom to + 0.22dB. In fact, the hard-clip
point was actually reached at 68W, these power figures being taken at
the onset of amild RF instability just prior to clipping.
Output impedance was exceptionally low at <4x 10' ohm at 20Hz
(DF > 20,000), but asteady increase at higher frequencies ( DF =
246.6 at 20kHz) was caused by an additional feedback network
included for improved stability into capacitive loads. The amplifier is
phase- inverting, and shift anomalies were detected across the 20Hz20kHz band, 173°-189° in fact, due to an imbalance in the lead
compensation network. Interchannel capacitive coupling resulted in a
poor stereo separation of just 38.35dB at 20kHz ( two-thirds power,
one input shorted), though THD at this level and frequency was very
low at only - 92.1dB (0.0025%). Linearity proved excellent once
more, two-thirds power revealing only an increase in 3rd harmonic
distortion at - 94dB. All slew- limiting and low-level crossover effects

AMPLITUDE ( 1dB/Div)

DELTEC OSP-50S DISC EQUALISATION
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Graph I. Deltec DSP-50S preamp: Frequency responses. Plain line moving-magnet.
dashed line moving-coil
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Graph 2. Defter DSP-50S preamp: Ultrasonic distortion display mi moving- coil input

were typically below - 100dB. though 3rd-order artefacts manifested
above the 2nd and 4th. This odd-order effect predominated at % cry
low frequencies due to anon- linearity in the tantalum coupling
capacitor, resulting in arelatively high 201-1z two- thirds- power -HID
of - 78.2dB.
An improved power- supply modulation test revealed odd-order mains
harmonics at 150Hz (- 107.5dB), 250Hz (- 97.9dB). 350Hz
(-99.7dBi and 450Hz ( - 103.1dB), generated by an electromagnetic
coupling through aslight difference in flux between the two
transformer secondaries.

Sound quality
Having had the pleasure of using these units for aperiod of several
months, Imust admit to adifficulty in describing their peculiarities or
characteristics. In general terms they exhibit great transparency, so
lucid is the resolution of musical detail. The sparkling treble.
delightfully open midband and wholesale neutrality of the amplifiers
was immediately clear in the early stages. although the high degree of
'precision' has not become tiring over an extended period. This is in
contrast with many other products. where an initally up- front and
superficially detailed sound often leads to disappointment in the long
term. However, it would be fair to say that the preamp did sound a
trifle 'brightly-lit' when first used, the line-stage becoming gradually
smoother once the electronics had found full equilibrium. For
optimum results Iwould suggest that both pre- and power amp he left
powered-up at all times.
Via the CD input. Ifound that the vivid counterpointing of fretless
bass and guitar throughout Michael Hedges' Rikki sShuffle was
painted very clearly, the rich and mellifluous character of the lower
octaves forming asoft backdrop to the sharp thrill of Hedges'
metal-stringed guitar and occasional crack of percussion. Such detail
resolution was achieved without recourse to asqueaky- clean or
overtly clinical' feel, though Ifound that the amps were quite ruthless
in their ability to reveal faults elsewhere in the system. Set against the
earlier DPA-1005 power amp, the smaller 50S had aslightly reduced
ability to retrieve exceptionally low, almost infra-sonic. ambient clues.
but the treble was undoubtedly sweeter, just as the midband proved
deeper, wider and delightfully ethereal. Gratifyingly, the slight
difference in extreme LF resolution is consistent with the anomalies
noted in the lab tests.
Remarkably. little or no deterioration was noted via the preamp's
disc stages, the combination easily developing the most see-through
soundstages, populated with tangible. sharply focused stereo images.
For instance, the slight lateral displacement of vocals between Willie
Nelson and Joni Mitchell in her Cool Water was very clearly revealed
without detracting from the relaxed and gently emotive aspect of this
recording. The ability to resolve dense musical detail without tending
to sound emotionally dead is afeat rarely accomplished by electronics
at this price level. This was never more true than when listening to the
foot- tapping, swinging exuberance of Sonny Rollins' Wail March,
where the steadily mounting pace of trombone integrated in a
marvellous fashion with the percussion and tenor sax. All the charge
and atmosphere of this event was retrieved and re-created with great
care and apparent accuracy, the surprising depth and lateral scope of
the stage seemingly in contrast with the recording's age.
Of all possible descriptions. Ireturn to the term ' transparency to
sum up the character of these units, apre/power combination that
offers arare insight into subtle musical and instrumental detail
81
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"It gets kind of boring to keep reviewing
Sennheiser Headphones andfinding that they
demolish the competition one after another."
What HiFi. June '88.

For your free Sennheiser Colour Catalogue.
Write to: Hayden Laboratories Ltd., FREEPOST, Chalfont St. Peter,
Bucks SL9 9BS or phone (0753) 888447.

ABRUSH WITH

MATISSE

Martin Colloms tests the British-made Matisse tube preamplifier;
first, an introductory assessment by valve addict Ken Kessler

B

ACK IN ' 83, when HFNIRR introduced ' Classical Glass',
valve equipment was rare enough to warrant its own section
of the magazine. Little did we know that five years later the
valve would be apermanent fixture in specialist hi-fi,
re-establishing itself to apoint where tube products would be
considered no more outré than silver amps amidst the black. Valves
are simply another choice, like m-cversus m- m cartridges.
The UK has, if my calculations are correct, more valve amp builders
than any other country. Despite this, we have yet to produce any
products which challenge the globally- acknowledged leaders, namely
Audio Research and Conrad- Johnson from the USA or Jadis from
France. True. VTL is currently knocking ' em dead Stateside, but that
company is now based in the USA. Beard is further strengthening its
position with real-world products, but may one day shock us with
something totally beyond belief. Audio Innovations has some real
dreamware in its future plans, but we'll have to wait. Croft has that
potential. too. but Ithink that Glen Croft would rather listen to music
than build hi-fi equipment. What it leaves us with is avalve industry
making astonishing mid- to- high- end. value- for- money products, but
no esoteric champions. But now, Vital Systems, who distribute
Quicksilver valve amps and Clearaudio cartridges, have just
introduced the Matisse Reference preamplifier, and it could - finallyput aBritish product near the top of the valve league table.
As is common practice in high- end designs. the Matisse is atwo- box
unit relegating the power supply to its own chassis, to be kept well
away from the preamp chassis to eliminate undesirable interaction.
MC will be providing afull technical description. but Iwant to
mention that this is not ahalf-empty chassis provided for effect. It is
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truly an overkill design. apower supply which looks like it should
carry the can for apower amp. not apreamp.
The preamp itself is housed in an identical 19xl-lx-1.75in ( wdh) box.
and - again - you really should look inside to see what Matisse is
providing for your £3000. Without question, this is one of the most
beautifully constructed units I've ever examined, so clean and tidy that
foreign purchasers may not believe that they were made in the UK.
Hell, by British standards. the Matisse is Swiss.
'Clutter' is not apart of the design brief. Matisse believing that ' less
is more'. As the company suggests ( with logic Ifind odd when the
product sells for three Big Ones), they can afford to use better
components because they're using less of them. Whatever. the
Matisse utilises both ' designer' brands such as Wima along with
enough custom bits to baffle the label worshippers. All of the audio
stages are fitted with non- inductive, wire- wound resistors said to cost
20 times more than ' audiophile' favourites. All of the components are
hard- wired with Cadmium- loaded solder onto acircuit board which
features both silver-plated turret tags and double-sided ground planes.
The boards are mechanically decotipled to minimise microphony.
Internal wiring is proprietary, ahigh- purity silver- clad copper
conductor with FITE insulation; Iused alength of this for pre/power
connections, as the company sells this wiring separately for £25 per
stereo metre pair ( unterminated).
The main eye-catchers under the lid, though. are the massive
separate L.R volume controls. No. I'm not going to spend any more
print on why Idespise. loathe. iihhor and detest separate L/R volume
controls, tnit Ido. and that's reason enough for me never to add the
Matisse to my shopping list. That prejudice aside. the Matisse uses
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genuine switched attenuators reminiscent of the hand-crafted beastie
found in the Cello preamp. Now Ihave nothing against click- stop
controls or switched attenuators provided that the steps are tiny
enough to allow for truly fine level adjustments. With the Matisse,
though, the steps are so coarse up to about 10 o'clock on the dials that
Ifound it almost impossible to set preferred levels.
Once you've allowed the Matisse to warm up — Ididn't do any
serious listening until it had been on for acouple of days — you will
notice immediately adegree of authority in the sound which is the
hallmark of the best high- end imports. This authority manifests itself
in many ways. but the most noticeable clues are the near- perfect
consistency throughout the frequency spectrum, aghostly, almost
solid-state lack of background noise and quite exceptional precision in
the areas of image placement and transient decay/recovery. While
these areas are far from being the whole story. they constitute some of
the details which separate the merely good from the truly excellent.
While testing the Matisse. Ihad to hand the sensational, amazing.
1-won't-rest-'til-l-own-a-pair Stax Signature headphones and SRM-T1
energiser. so Iwas able to hear CDs both through the preamp and
bypassing it completely by feeding the player straight into the
energiser. Using particularly sparse recordings. Ifound that the
insertion of the Matisse was almost as imperceptible as inserting a
high- quality passive preamp. In this respect. the Matisse equalled
both the Primare and the Audio Research SP- 9.
Imentioned that the consistency was near- perfect rather than
perfect. finding only aslight hardness in the midband which jarred
with the silkiness of the rest of the spectrum. Where this was audible
was in female vocals and on some acoustic instruments, an almost
transistory hyper- precision Ifind with solid-state electronics and some
metal-driver'd speaker systems. This was exaggerated by certain
gemstone cantilevered cartridges. but ameliorated to adegree by
careful cartridge and cable selection.
The prezunp's handling of spatial concerns was curious. reminding
me of Denon cartridges with its unbelievable left- to- right spread by
slightly shallow front- to- back depth. ) verall, it was on apar with the
Primare. but Ipreferred the stage construction provided by the SP-9.
But did the Matisse ring ni‘ bells? Yes and no. he said straddling
the fence. Iwas so thoroughlx antagonised by the styling, the separate
volume controls and the coarse volume steps that Ihad to keep
reminding myself that the Matisse is one of the most beautifully
constructed pieces I've ever sampled. and that its sound quality is
something which could break the Yankee stranglehold in the
£1500- plus sector. But Ido have asneaky feeling that this preamp still
has sonic maturing to undergo. and have no qualms about letting the
company do what every other company in hi-fi history has done:
'reserve the right to change specification ss ithout notice'. Mind you. if
Matisse change the specification the way I'd like them to, they won't
need to notify anybody. There'll be asigh of relief from this reviewer
heard throughout the land when that fascia is dead and gone.
Ken Kessler

TECHNICAL REVIEW by Martin Colloms
Looking for all the world like something out of a1960 BBC Talks
Studio. my original review sample had astrongly traditional
appearance. with its black fascia and solid wood sleeve. We were
informed that aselection of other colours and wood finishes was
available, and when aunit sas sent for photography during t
he review
period the fascia and controls were changed to ablue anodised finish.
In their excellent operating manual. Matisse explain that this unit
can be left in standby mode indefinitely, in which condition the valve
heaters are run at quarter- power. uith no HT supply. The front- panel
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indication is then red, but when switched ' on'. the front- panel LED
glows green. when several minutes should be allowed before
operating the manual muting switch. Automatic muting is anormal
feature these days. and Iam surprised that it has been omitted here.
The specifications are alittle odd. For example. an ' A' weighted
signal-to-noise ratio of 92dB is quoted for ahigh 4V output rather
than the usual IHF 0.5V. This provides an advantage of 18dB in the
quoted figure. which would otherwise read 74dB. Likewise, the
maximum output is unconventionally given as 200V peak- to- peak
(watch out for the free end of aphono plug connected to the output
when driven hard) into anon- representative and excessively high 1
M-ohm load impedance. And what will most people make of 200V
p- p? A conventional representation is 70V RMS — ahigh level, but
one which would be curtailed by the input load impedance of a
number of power amplifiers.
Line and disc stage design are very similar except in respect of the
RIAA equalisation. which is applied via aconventionally connected
series feedback loop. The input triode is the trusty ECC83 ( 12AX7,
6057). while the output triode is the higher current, but still healthily
amplifying ECC 81 ( 6201 or 6060). All valves— or vacuum tubes — are
carefully selected to maintain optimum technical performance and
sound quality. Casual substitution in service is not recommended. It is
usual to add athird valve in the design of these gain blocks, namely a
cathode- follower buffer to provide alow source impedance for driving
tape output terminals and, in the case of the line amplifier, long cable
runs summed with arange of power amplifier input impedances.
Without acathode- follower, load matching will be more critical, but
the potential clarity of the preamp may be improved by the reduction
in the number of active stages.
Top quality components are used, including selected polypropylene
and high- quality pulse-grade film capacitors. The majority of resistors
are costly PRC non- inductive wirewound types. with Holco H8 used
in the hard-wired volume attenuator. This is designed as an
pad so
that only two resistors are in circuit at one time, amore costly but
superior technique to the usual series ladder, which in its turn is
superior to the conventional track- and- wiper potentiometer. The
Matisse designer has pulled out all the stops with the Reference, and
as part of the package has correctly identified PCB dielectric and
tracks as an audible factor. A circuit board is used, but only as a
ground plane, while the wiring is done with ' nil' grade silver-plated
single- strand copper wire. Teflon insulated. Components are
connected to silver-plated turret tags with cadmium- loaded solder, the
attention to detail extending to the high-dielectric ceramic valveholders with their gold-plated contacts and terminals. Inside, the
wiring is logical — very neat and professionally harnessed.
A printed-circuit is used for the power-supply, which employs 317
chip regulators in harness with high- voltage pais transistors, overload
and short-circuit protected. Four regulators are provided, one of each
amplifier stage in each channel. The reservoir capacity is generous.
using atotal of six 450V, 22.0mF
high- voltage capacitors. A massive
350 VA sized toroidal transformer powers the unit, aided by an 18VA
standby transformer, the latter used for keeping the valve heaters
permanently warm. This speeds start-up from cold and extends valve
(tube) life considerably. One odd feature is the inclusion of
spring- loaded clamps for the valves, since these are mildly
microphonic. Screening cans are used for the disc amplifier triodes to
reduce hum pick-up. The step-up transformers are made specially for
this product. and are well screened magnetically to provide asuitable
gain without compromise to the signal-to-noise ratio of the disc
equalisation amplifiers.
With alimited range of 24 positions. the volume control has fairly
coarse 2dB steps in its higher range. covering 0-36dB of attenuation'.
With again of 30dB at the line input. aCD player is still delivering a
healthy output at this point. Two 3dB steps follow. — 39dB and — 42dB
and the' ti to — 48. — 54 and — 63dB ( afinal jump of 9dB) and lastly to
'00' — no output. full attenuation. In my opinion, this is too restricted a
range at low volume settings, and will cause trouble with high output
sources. Perhaps the mute switch could be supplemented by an
additional intermediate 20dB attenuator position?

Sound quality
For the listening tests. the preamplifier was conditioned for several
hours, and installed in ahigh- quality system employing Goldmund
Mimesis. Three power amplifiers were hi- wired and hi-amped to the
reviewer's SL700 speaker pair*. Sources included the Cambridge
Audio (' DI player. and Goldmund Studio fitted with an ST4 arm and
Koetsu Red ( rosewood) Signature. The cables were custom-made
silver ( no queries please!) and reference preamps included the PT
PIP. Musical Fidelity MVX. and ARC SP9. Different levels of sound
quality were possible' from this unit, depending on the loading
Readers should note MC's design involvement with this product.
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imposed by the output cable and the input impedance of the matching
power amplifier. My Goldmunds are set for ahigher input impedance,
50k-ohm stereo and 25k-ohm stereo bi-amped, but the Matisse proved
to be mildly dependent on loading, and the last 5% or so of quality
was only realised with loads of 100k-ohms or more and less than 400pF
total capacitance.
Used in the normal way, the Matisse Reference gave agood
account of itself and achieved afine overall standard, demonstrating
some specific virtues. First impressions were of ahighly musical
performance, with aseamless sound quality extending from the upper
bass to the highest treble. Focus was generally very good, verging on
the excellent via the disc input. Stage width was very good, while the
recovery of depth and ambience was also close to excellent.
The treble was outstanding for its clarity and natural airy sparkle — a
character unimpaired by audible grain or edge. Vocal sibilants were
particularly natural and pure — free from the oft-encountered
exaggerated ' lispiness'. The tonal quality through the mid- range was
judged to be correctly sweet and well-balanced, though one listener
felt that string-tone via the disc input was somewhat thickened and
lacked sufficient crispness to give anaturally ' free' quality. In the bass
it was tuneful and generally articulate, and certainly did not lack
extension to low frequencies. Conversely, the bass was not
particularly tight or fast -- ' good plus' rather than ' very good' here.
Assessment of the moving-coil input transformer indicated that it
was avery good performer, complementing the sound of the rest of
the preamp to aremarkable degree. This component certainly does
not compromise the Matisse Reference. The preamp offers aclassic
tube sound, not afalse bloom or richness, but rather aquality
generated by the sense of tonal purity long associated with good valve
designs. It was also free from the more obvious flaws sometimes
present with valve models, such as excessively soft or weak bass.
vague stereo focus, and alack of real clarity.
Via the line/CD input the Reference did not perform quite as well.
in that the stereo focus was mildly vague and the full slam and speed
possible with good CD sources in the bass were not wholly apparent.
But aconsistent factor was its smooth, well- ordered nature, the
output always sounding elegantly musical. However, acomment was
passed that adegree of excitement and dynamic quality had
unfortunately been forsaken by this design.

Lab report
The majority of lab tests were undertaken with the standard
100k/200pF preamp loading. It was also checked on 10k/lnF to assess
the drive from its measured 1.4k-ohm output impedance. This latter
figure is quite high for apreamp, where 100-500 ohms is typical. while
some justification has been shown for even lower source impedances.
Under standard conditions the auxiliary input was ruler- flat as
expected (Graph 1), with barely any deviation from 10Hz to 50kHz.
Via disc m- m the equalisation is fairly smooth, measuring + 0.2/
—0.3dB 30Hz-15kHz despite amild saddle-shaped error in the bass
and lower mid- range. The — 0.5dB points are at 5Hz and 20kHz, so no
subsonic filtering is incorporated (quite usual in this purist genre). The
m-cresponse agrees fairly closely with that for m-m, while above
100Hz the overall RIAA equalisation balance is very good. Some
modest error ( amaximum of — 0.5dB) is evident at 20Hz. but Isuspect
is pretty well inaudible.
With the higher impedance load, the total harmonic distortion was
quite negligible at typically — 82dB ( better than 0.01%), with aslight
rise to — 75dB at 20kHz. These figures apply from the rather low IHF
output of 0.5V up to amore realistic 2V, but at the latter level the
more demanding 10k load was clearly stressful, with distortion
worsening by 25dB and now measuring in the — 58 to — 52dB range. A
line frequency response taken under these conditions indicated
incipient bandwidth loss, LF being — 3.3dB at 5Hz and HF — 0.9dB at
50kHz. These additional response results are not important in
themselves, but they do show the preamps's greater- than- usual
sensitivity to loading.
Under normal loading, good results were obtained for HF
intermodulation, and were maintained via all inputs, including
moving-coil. Electrical noise- levels were unexceptional; for example.
with volume at minimum the result was — 78dB (CCIR/ARM, IkHz
reference), and set the practical limits for all the inputs. Disc input
noise-levels were fairly good in the upper sixties, but the lowest output
cartridges should be avoided on the grounds of background noise.
Overload margins were generally excellent, at better than 40dB on
m- m and typically 35dB via m-c. There should be no problems on this
score.
Interestingly, stereo separation was well below the specification of
74dB, with the figures for all inputs and all frequencies in close
agreement at arather modest 60dB or so. Such afigure is likely to
result from adeliberate degree of non- frequency-conscious crosstalk.
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Graph I. Matisse Reference preamp: Frequency responses
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THE AUDIO PRO SUB-WOOFER ' REFRESHES
THE PARTS OTHER SPEAKERS CANNOT REACH'
We all know that the advertising slogan on which our heading is
based was never meant to be taken seriously but, if we amend it
to ' other domestically acceptable speakers', we mean every word
of it. For, by bringing together the modest- sized sub-woofer from
Sweden and the superb little BBC- designed LS3/5A monitor
speakers, we have created a music system which allows you to
'have your cake and eat it'. With the assistance of decent ancillary
components, which need not be costly, this three-way system
can provide amusical experience of akind few have dreamt of in
normal, domestic surroundings, with only the little BBC speakers
(12 x 71
/ x 61/
2
2in.) confronting the listener.
The sub-woofer — acube on aplinth, 14 3/
4in.sq. X 21in. — need
not be seen at all, for it can be placed anywhere, 'out of sight, out
of mind'. The outcome has to be heard to be believed:
marvellously clear response in the middle and upper reaches
allied to the sort of bass normally experienced only in aconcert
hall or acathedral, making bass drums, organ pedals and other
really low sounds seem agenuine, physical presence. The B1-45
sub-woofer is very precisely controlled by its own, built- inamplifier and cross-over networks and, even if it is placed behind
the listener's back, everything you hear appears to be emanating
from the small speakers confronting you.
At £665 or £695 ( depending on finish), our 3-way system is
hardly cheap, but you could double its cost and still find nothing
to compare among conventional large systems. What has made
this combination so eminently worthwhile, of course, is the
triumphant emergence of the compact disc whose repertoire
grows ever richer and more exciting. In this context, we welcome
especially the wide range of cheaper labels, not to mention the
stream of historical recordings, sounding even better on CD than
ever before. With the 20% discount available to all who have
purchased equipment from us, you can now build up asubstantial CD library at a cost of between £3.35 and £7.50 per disc.

Thomas Heinitz Ltd MUSIC IN THE HOME
35 Moscow Road Queensway London W2
Telephone: 01-229 2077
Opening hours: 9.30 to 5.30 ( Thurs. 9.30 to 1; Fri. 9.30 to 7)

f
The DSP/DPA 50S pre/power combination
Features
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Proprietary Hybrid Thick Film Microcircuit
P&G Volume Control
Disc ( MC&MM), CD, Tape & Tuner Inputs
Extensive use of SMDs
Compound Class A Output Stage
Ergonomically & Aesthetically Designed
Unique Circuit Topologies

write or 'phone for more details

£150 + £125=£1000?

Add our £125 sub- bass unit to your £150- per- pair
"Best Buys" and your system will sound as if it
has LARGE (and expensive!) speakers.
Although very compact, this ingenious Push- Pull
design will fill-in that missing " Bottom Octave"
and can be sited almost anywhere in the
room— without affecting the stereo image. It can be
connected directly into systems with medium sized
speakers (87-90 dB sensitivity).
The Wilmslow Audio
CPP sub- bass speaker
kit contains 2 10" drive
units, flatpack cabinet
kit (inc. stand)
machined from smooth
MDF for easy assembly,
low pass filters, grille
fabric, reflex port etc.
Dims. ( inc stand):
571x 366x 336mm
Amp. suitability:
20-120 watts
Impedance: 8 ohms
PRICE £125 inc. VAT
plus carr/ins £11
telephone credit card orders

deltec precision audio
16 Claude Road, Roath, Cardiff, South Wales, CF2 3PZ
Tel: (0222) 482818. Tlx: 497244. Fax: (0222) 732211.

"%-

WILMSLOW AUDIO LTD.
35/39 Church Street, Wilmslow, Cheshire
SK9 lAS Tel: 0625 529599
Call and see us for agreat deal on HiFi
(Closed all day Mondays)
DIY Speaker catalogue £ 1.50 post free ( export $ 6)
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without the embellishment or compromise often associated with
amplifiers around this price level.

Conclusion
It is not unusual during critical listening to discover that either the

pre-or power amp of apair is letting the side down, so the astounding
transparency and detail resolution offered by both the DSP-50S and

DPA-50S came as awelcome surprise, their subjective performance
correlating well with the exceptional linearity observed throughout
the testing procedure.
As individual products, both units warrant the heartiest of
recommendation, but as apair they are true giant killers and are more
than capable of taking on the competition at several times the price.
The cost of audiophile quality has taken astep in the right direction.
TEST RESULTS

Stereo separation ( 2011z)
(1kHz)
(20kHz)
Channel balance ( Ikl lz. OdBV)
(-20dBV)
( -60dBV)
Total harmonic distortion ( OdBV)
Total LF IM distortion ( 16:1)
(D)00: I )
Total HF IM distortion ( 16:1)
(D)00:1)
Total ultrasonic I
M distortion. ( 16: I )
(10(0:1)
CCIR intermodulation distortion ( I:1)
Phase shift ( 10)Hz)
(1kHz)
(20kHz)
Rise- time ( at 10kHz)
Settling time ( at 10kHz)
Noise ( A-wtd, 20Hz-20kHz)
Hum residual
Input sensitivity ( for OdBV)
CD/aux overload
Disc overload ( 500Hz)
(IkHz)
(20kHz)
Disc eq. accuracy ( 50- I
5kilz)
Preamplifier output ( max)/Impedance
DC offset. L/R
Typical price inc VAT

Aux/CD
115.8dB
88.14dB
63.5IdB
0.03dB
0.60dB
0.67dB
-107dB
-95.9dB
-96.2dB
-108.7dB
-109.5dB
-106.9dB
- I07.2dB
-92.6dB
7°12'
0°
14°24'

m- m
m-c
75.1dB
58.5dB
79.2dB
89.5dB
75.1dB
64.8dB
0.06dB - 0.09dB
0.80dB - 0.54dB
I.23dB
- I.12dB
- 94.9dB - 9I.6dB
- 93.3dB - 91.0dB
- 94.7dB - 91.6dB
- 104.2dB - 98.7dB
- 104.5dB - 97.5dB
- 104.1dB - 101.4dB
- 104.4dB - 100.3dB
- 89.1dB - 83.2dB
43°12
43°12'
50°24'
50°24'
100°48'
100°4W
2.2µsees
3µsees
-94.4dB - 80.4dB - 73.1dB
-94.9dB - 93.4dB - 92.3dB
104.8mV
2.105mV
195.3µV
>10V
I05.2mV
16.47mV
I49.7mV
22.30mV
854.1mV
136.3mV
+0.06/-0.I5dB + 0d131-0.5dB
10.76V/20-ohm
-1.13mV/-2.41mV
£675

DELTEC DPA-50S
20Hz

Max continuous power output ( W)
(one/both channels); 8ohms
4ohms
2 ohms
Dynamic headroom ( 111F)
Output impedance/damping factor
TI ID (OdBW)
THD ( 2/
3power)
Stereo separation (VIpower)

' kHz

20kHz

60.1/58.7
62.5/60.7
62.1/60.4
112.2/108.8 113.8/109.4 112.9/105.5
119.6/184.8
+0.22dB
<0.4-ohm
4.9-ohm
32mohm
-92.5dB - 97.6dB - 95.2dB
-78.2dB - 105.3dB -92.1dB
-96.9dB -63.1dB -38.4dB

2nd Order 3rd Order 4th Order
LF intermodulation distortion ( 16:1)
HF intermodulation distortion ( 16:1)
Ultrasonic IM distortion ( 16: I )
CCIR I
M distortion ( OdBW)
CCIR I
M distortion ( 2/
3power)
Rise-time ( at 10kHz)
Settling time ( at 10kHz)
Slew-rate
Power bandwidth (< 1
r:';,TIID)
Squarewave linearity
Supply modulation linearity
Phase-shift
Noise ( A-wtd. 2011z-20kHz) OdBW
(A-wtd. 2t)I lz-20kHz) 2/
3 power
Residual noise
Input sensitivity ( for OdBW)
(for full output)
Input loading
DC-offset, left/right
Typical price inc VAT

-108.5dB - 108.2dB - 109.2dB
-106.4dB - 101.7dB - 106.5dB
-94.4dB - 91.2dI3 - 101.9dB
-107.7dB - 97.2dB - 102.1dB
-103.5dB - 95.7dB - 99.3dB
2µsees
2.5µsecs
35V/µsec
12Hz-27kHz
better than - 92dB
better than - 104dB
173.32°
187.12°
189°
-93.52dB
-107.13dB
-103.47dB
137.8mV
1.1V
10k-ohm/4.7µF
+26.1µV/- 37.9µV
£825
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achieved by ahigh- value resistor bridging the channels. though Ido
not know for certain what has been done. One can argue in favour of
this practice. since the crosstalk signal is then controlled as astable
mono 'shadow' uncolored by the response variations encountered
with crosstalk on many products.
Spectrograms for distortion were clean. Graph 2 ( I
kHz with
10k-ohm load) showing mainly 2nd-harmonic at - 58dB, with the
3rd- harmonic at aharmless - 88dB. When the loading was raised to
100k-ohms the 3rd harmonic vanished, the 2nd fell to - 68dB, and no
higher harmonics were present. Such low-order harmonic products
are typical of simple Class- A single-ended triode circuitry, afact
regarded as amusical plus-point by some designers. Graph 3shows
the results for 20kHz with a100 k-ohm load, with the 2nd- harmonic at
-68dB ( rising to - 53dB into 10 k-ohm). while Graph 4 ( logarithmic
frequency scale) shows HF intermodulation products for the usual
19/20kHz mixed tones at the more searching 10k-ohm load. The LF
hump represents the potentially audible I
kHz difference-tone
products, while the main pair of deliberately overscale ' spikes' are the
source signal. The smaller cluster at HF is simply 2nd- harmonic
distortion of the fundamentals, plus minimal side-band products. Both
LF and HF spuriae here are at around - 63dB ( 0.07%), while the HF
component falls by afurther 12dB when working into a100k-ohm
load. Channel balance was found to be very accurate if the two
controls are properly tracked, disc sensitivities are fine, but the line
sensitivity is excessive at under 16mV. Input impedances are to a
sensible standard, but note the high output impedance via tape. je: 5.8
k-ohms. The tape switch should be ' off' when not dubbing to tape.

Conclusions
By any standard this is agood preamplifier, characterised by a
professional level of design, build and finish. It will be easy to service
and promises along trouble- free working life. The technical
performance was also pretty good, although it can be criticised on two
counts: the coarseness of the volume attenuator at low settings, and
the load sensitivity. The Matisse should be auditioned with the
proposed partnering power amplifier to ensure compatibility. On
audition, it matches established references ( for example, the ARC SP
11 ( I)) and will be valued more for its consistent musical elegance than
its outright standard of sound quality - including dynamics, definition
and detail, for example.
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It is hard to weigh up such aproduct as this. While it will deliver
high-quality results, it does not represent particularly good value even
in the rarefied field it occupies. Furthermore. Idid not find the
switched volume controls either convenient or pleasant to operate.
This conflicts with the overall air of quality given by the design. A
worthy example of the art. nonetheless. 4)
Postcript
As we went to press. we were idormed by Vital Systems that the 24-step volume
control would be replaced by atype giving finer control and more postitive detents.
We also established that while KK heard apreamp from the first production batch.
MC"s came from the second. and that many minor changes had been made in
between; hence. perhaps, the discrepancies in the sonic findings. Ed.

TEST RESULTS

MATISSE REFERENCE

Distortion
Total harmonic distortion
20Hz
IkHz
20kHz
Aux/CD input
- 83dB - 82dB
- 75dB
Intermodulation. 19 20kHz. aux input at OtIB
- 64dB
Intermodulation. 19 20kHz. disc ( m- m); OdB -60dB
Intermodulation. 19 2okIllz. disc ( m-c) at OdB
-60dB
Noise
Disc ( rn-m) input (II 1
F.CCIR weighted)
- 68dB Disc ( m-c) input (I
IIF. CCIR weighted)
- 67dB Aux/CD input ( 111F. ('(' IR weighted)
- 74dB
Residual. unweighted ( vol. control at min)
- 78dB
Input overload
20Hz ' kHz
20kHz
Disc ( m- m) input (111 F)
42.6dB
51.6dB >41dB
Disc ( M-c) input (111 F)
38.7dB
37.9dB
31.0dB
Aux/CD input ( 111F)
> 23dB >23dB > 23dB
Stereo separation
Disc input On- m)
59dB
61dB
57dB
Aux/CD input
60dB
60dB
63dB
Output impedance
1-4k ohms
Channel balance, disc. at ' kHz
0.11dB
Volume/balance tracking
OdB
- 20dB - 60dB
Aux/CD input
0.06dB
0.07dB
0.07dB
Input data
sensitivity
loading
Disc ( m- m) input
0.58mV
47kohms
70pF
Disc ( m-c) in-put
0.06mV
500kohms Aux'CD input
15.8mV
197kohms
260pF
Output, tape
4.5V mx
5.8kohms
Disc equalisation error, 301z. I
5kHz
+ 0.2 dB - 0.2dB
Size ( width, height. depth)
48.3 x 10.6 x 36.0 cm
Typical price inc VAT
£3000
Distributed br: Vital Systems. 38a ne Meadow Way. Harrow Weald,
Middlesex. tel: 01-86.1 8988
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NOTES

NO. 1

This month the Thorens TD320 MkII deck with TP90 arm and Technics SV-MD1 portable DAT
THORENS TD320 II / TP90 TONEARM
When the time came to yank the Thorens line into the 1980s. the
company responded with the original TD320. An elegant, easy-toinstall player. the turntable impressed me because it was adoddle to
set up, it looked like it cost twice as much as it did and the overall
performance balanced so nicely with the ergonomics and price that I
found it hard to fault. What kept it from making great inroads into the
mid- market sector — at least in terms of tweak prestige — was the arm
the company supplied. Points which drove the audiophile community
to distraction were apoorly secured separate headshell ( how rigid can
it be when cartridge azimuth is accomplished by merely twisting?).
bearings with more play than the West End, fiddly, over-complicated
set-up and ahost of other ills. At last, the company has produced an
arm which is good enough to offer separately and which transforms
the sound of the TD320 into something more than competitive at £ 49
complete. ( The arm is £99 on its own.)
Starting at the business end. the TP90 has the kind of bearings
which will defy the sort of customer who grabs and shakes ( the arm.
you dirty swine). It may not be up to SME V standards, but this is no
rattler. Arm pillar and bearing housing are metal, and the arm
incorporates adial- in anti-skating mechanism working via frictionless

magnets. The counterweight provides an exceptionally accurate
method for applying force, the force indicated being within 0.1g when
compared to the Technics electronic stylus balance. As for the
cartridge platform, well, it's still detachable, but the collar fit is tight
enough make it more than acceptable.
Cartridge fitting is abreeze, the company supplying afoolproof
alignment device, but the real boon is something I'd like to see on
every arm, especially the otherwise excellent Rega RB300. While
some stubborn fools still insist that vertical tracking angle ( VTA) is
unimportant, anumber of us realise that it can transform performance
from good to stunning. Thorens have devised asystem reminiscent of
the one used on the Sumiko Premier FT3 and the SME V. The
company supplies along screw which fits into the arm base. Loosen
the locking bolts, turn the accessory screw up or down depending on
whether you want to raise or lower the arm, lock the arm when you've
found the right height. and put the screw back in storage. What's so
wonderful about this arrangement is that you can listen to the VTA
adjustments with ease. Without this facility, you'd have to lock the
arm each time you want to do your listening check, and then pray that
when you loosen it again for further tuning you don't drop it down
into the base, having to start all over again.
The TD320 hasn't changed much since Ilast examined it, except for
minor cosmetic details. It's the same convenient two-speed belt-drive
design Iknow and love, with handy end-of-side armlift via a
non-mechanical, non- interfering sensor.
Once set up and running, the TD 320 Mk II/TP90 combination is a
solid-sounding, coherent, precise performer. Because the new arm
can handle cartridges weighing up to 9.5g. Iwas able to use it with all
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manner of cartridges, finding asoul-mate for it in the Audio-Technica
AT- F5. What's improved the most — and I'm speaking from memory
here — is the sensation of weight, the bass performance being almost as
solid as that of the reference player Iuse, the much dearer Alphason
Sonata. Tracking ability was not compromised by the arm, and the
system as awhole had amuch easier time with difficult passages.
The TD320 package has to fight rather tough homegrown
competitors. like the Linn Axis, the Rega Planar 3, models from
Revolver, Ariston and others, so life will not be easy for this deck. But
it has auto- lift, adandy arm, fine styling and stunning build quality
with which to challenge the traditional favourites.
Ken Kessler

TECHNICS DAT PREVIEW
Perhaps the most exciting product ( marketing date not vet decided)
unveiled at Technics' Barcelona press conference was the fascinating
SV-MD Iportable DAT recorder, aprestige component with a
potential price tag in the £2.000 range. Clearly built to very high
standards, with aprecision die-cast alloy chassis, and a15mm
head-drum instead of the usual 30mm to reduce the weight and size,
this machine bristles with technical innovation. The packing density
has been achieved using aseven- layer ceramic PCB. However, the
key aspect is the development ( in co-operation with Japan's Nippon
Telegraph & Telephone) of aradically new digital converter which
can be used for both the A/D record process and the D/A replay. This
LSI chip is designated the MN 86081 and code- named MASH — an
acronym for ' multi- stage noise shaping.'
MASH employs delta- sigma conversion, where avery high oversampling rate is employed, in this case 3.074MHz or 64 times the usual
16- bit 0.048MHz ( 48kHz) rate normall used for encoding. Normal
encoding involves sampling the j
1\ eform ( at 48k Iii) ncl
then measuring the
amplitude of each
sample to I6- bit
accuracy. one-in-65,536;
hut the high sampling
rate in delta- sigma
allows coding with
essentially one bit, and
with amajor difference.
This lone bit is only
required to measure the
small differences
between successive
samples. rather than measure the whole waveform.
In the MASH converter, the outputs of three one- hit devices are
summed to achieve the necessary speed and add desirable noiseshaping to the conversion process. The resolution is claimed to he far
higher than a16- bit system, citing an index of audio quality based on
the product of the sampling- rate and the number of bits. Thus a
typical 15.3- bit 48kHz coder has an index of 0.73. while on the same
scale the MASH converter rates at 3.0 A graph using comparative
figures obtained by narrowband analysis places the noise- floor in the
critical 3kHz range at around — 145dB, against — II2dB for aI6- bit
linear type — an improvement of over 30dB or about five bits, in fair
agreement with the 4.4-times advantage of the coding index.
Effectively. the MASH converter promises close to 20- bit linearity
coding. and this is not all. The high sampling rate allows the usual
brickwall input filter to be discarded, and instead asimple 3rd-order
filter can be used, followed by benign digital filtering after conversion.
This promises higher encode fidelity. For replay. the same MASH
converter is used. again with adigital filter, and finally a5th- order
analogue output filter.
A professional might object to the lack of aproper time-code on
this model for the inability to dive straight through ia digital ( a
recording must be made to evaluate the replay fidelity); but the
amateur enthusiast will welcome the wide- range level meters. the
extreme portahilit. and 2 2- hour record time per rechargeable pack
(built in). together with the 0.00ei distortion and 90dB record replay
dynamic range. It has adigital output. but no digital input except via
prerecorded tapes. The SV-MD Isounded fine at the demonstration.
but we shall have to wait for ahands-on test. Perhaps it will show the
way for future advances in CD replay.
Martin Collams
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RICHARD HICKOX
contract with ASV. Before Igot there they
had been doing alot of different sorts of
thing. but it wasn't really getting anywhere
because there wasn't any identifiable theme
to it. Jack Boyce was looking for aBeethoven
cycle and grabbed at my suggestion of doing it
with an orchestra in the right proportions.'
Is it something he particularly wanted to
do; is that how he sees Beethoven? ' Yes. I
don't like ahugely inflated romantic sound. I
think it's quite wrong. What they tended to
do was to double up the wind players to
match the big string section. Of course it
should be the other way round - strip down
the strings to match the winds! We did the
Ninth with 80 singers and we did have an
extra desk of strings for that, but we were still
only 10/8/6/6/4.
'I think that the concerts are very
important, so if I'm doing aparticular work
with one orchestra in concert it's avery good
reason for making arecord with them. Ihave
been programming Beethoven Symphonies,
one aseason for the last six years. finishing
with the Ninth. The audiences are marvellous
in Newcastle; we've really built them up. The
Beethoven 9th was sold out in the huge City
Hall which is very hard to fill - we could have
filled it almost twice! We run asubscription
series in Newcastle, also abig series in
Middlesborough, Stockton. Carlisle.
Durham. We play in the cathedral about
twice ayear; we're doing the Si John Passion
there next year; the acoustics are very
reasonant. very unclear, hut the atmosphere
is marvellous!'
Which is his favourite venue? ' For large
choral concerts Ithink the Albert Hall works
best, it's the roundest acoustic. Ilove it and I
look forward to my annual Prom as much as
anything. Prom audiences are marvellously
attentive, the warmest imaginable.'
How does his approach to choral
conducting differ from orchestral?
'I used to think that you had to treat choirs
and orchestras quite differently. Inow realise
that is not right, that actuall You are just
dealing with human beings who are all
musicians. You used to hear there are
"singers" and there are " musicians"; that
really is outdated now. because alot of
professional singers are so wonderfully alive,
and the art is appealing to their better musical
natures, really getting people motivated.
There are also very different things between
an amateur and professional choir. As music

director of the London Symphony Choir it's
one of the most thrilling things I'm involved
in. There, people are quite regularly giving
up three or four evenings aweek - haying
done afull day's work - to sing! So part of the
work is almost pastoral. although we go for
the highest professional musical standards.
My predecessor was extremely successful: in
avery short space of time he made it what I
felt, quite dispassionately, to be the most
exciting choir in this country. But Ifelt that
there were one or two things which needed
working on, particularly intonation and blend
-he went all the time for terrific excitement.
which is marvellous. I'd much rather have it
that way round! Isuppose I've tried to keep
that. Things will never sound beautiful if they
are out of tune - it's aquestion of getting
people to listen more and to support the
sound more. If you get the vowel- sounds
right, then the blend and intonation will
usually come right; it comes down to small
technical imperfections.' What about strong
personalities in achoir? ' Well. Ithink they
are absolutely to he encouraged, and the
LSO chorus is made up of the most fantastic
personalities oti could ever meet!'
Richard 11 ickm has astrong working
association with certain artists. It's not
accidental, at all. I've been criticized by many
artists because Ihaven't worked with them;
I've worked so much with the same people.
For me. that's astrength. particularly if we
are going on tour. Ihave anumber of people
whom Ican trust implicity and Ithink they
feel the same. mutually. Then the
performance is going to be so much better.
You work with someone and you really do
feel that. then you work with someone else
and you think, well, he's marvellous, but we
aren't quite on the same wave- length. So I
like really to nurture the relationships I
have.' And different orchestras, what
adjustments, if any, does he have to make
when moving from smaller ensembles to. say,
the LSO?
Idon't find that aproblem. Iknow alot of
people wonder why Ido these different
things. If I'm doing Elgar. then Ineed the
LSO. As long as you are clear and you know
what vou want. Ithink basically the same
approach works. You can't he quite so
democratic as you can with achamber
orchestra; hut Idon't find the process of
adjustment at all tricky. provided I'm really
into the music. Iknow the strengths and

weaknesses of the orchestras very well. So
much of this evolves via discussion, or from
one project it will lead to another. It isn't
always as calculated as that and, really. all
three Orchestras are capable of doing
anything, anyway, with time.'
It is when it comes to recording that his
needs to be versatile and flexible are most
evident. He has recorded for agreat many
different companies. The projected Bach
Organ Concertos with Peter Hurford, for
Decca. will bring the number to twelve. This
year he began working with Virgin Classics.
'My contract with Virgin is to make a
number of records ayear with the City of
London Sinfonia. of international repertoire.
My tastes are very catholic and this is exactly
what Iwant the orchestra to be doing mainstream, quite heavily biased towards the
20th- century. Simon Foster and Ido have a
great musical empathy: we like the same sort
of thing. and alot of the things were my
suggestion to start with. We've already
recorded French music, the complete
keyboard concertos of Poulenc - Piano,
Harpsichord. Organ. Then there's Ravel's
Tombeau de Couperin, lbert's
Divertissement, Bizet's Symphony in C.
Stravinsky's Pulcinella and Dames
concertantes. A record of American music:
Gershwin, Barber, Copland. All done. Next
year. we have planned Brahms's Alto
'Rhapsody and Berlioz's Nuits d'été with
Dame Janet Baker, which she hasn't
recorded since she did it with Sir John
Barbirolli. Then we are doing the
Tchaikovsky Serenade and Souvenirs de
Florence. Also planned, the Vaughan
Williams Symphonies with the Philharmonia.
'For EMI with the Northern Sinfonia, we
have The Spirit of England to come out, a
major Elgar work which hasn't been done for
EMI, ever. That completes their Elgar
canon. in fact, for choral work. Then we are
doing arecording of Moeran and Finzi
chamber orchestral works, and also what we
call English miniatures- there's some
wonderful small pieces by people like Quilter
and Balfour- Gardener. and Ithink it will
make an interesting record. For Chandos. we
have Geromius with the LSO [ to be released]
and we're planning The Apostles and The
kingdom - and Elijah, and Rossini's Stabat
Muter. Ilove records, and Iam very fortunate
in that Ireally am recording the repertoire
that Iwant to be doing.'

BOOKS
NEWNES AUDIO &
HI-FI ENGINEER'S
POCKET BOOK 1,
vi‘iallCapel. 1911pp.
Nnu erous line illustrations.
Index. Hard cowl... tall
pocket- hook iormai pric e
1:9.95. Published h%
iluinemarin Prolessional
Publishing Ltd. 22 Bedford
square. London WC IB 3H11

Packed with data, and obviously the results of
an enormous amount of hard work, it's
nevertheless not clear to me exactly who
would use this little hook. Isuppose that if
one were out on an installation or repair job.
away from Scroggie. Gayford. Crowhurst,
Olson et al, there may he the odd equation or
response plotting- point, transistor pinconfiguration or test- transmission parameter.
which would conic in handy. But most of the
information here. encompassing acoustics,
HI-FI Nliw5& RECORD REVIEW

OCTOBER I
4SS

microphones. the gramophone. Compact
Disc. tape recording. radio. ampliliers,
loudspeakers, public address, and various
formulae and test gear. is not of the sort one
would need in the heat of the moment
(there's nothing on plugs and sockets, for
instance). Indeed. most of the text comprises
summaries of basic duilio principles and
practice. abstracted Iwould guess from
existing text- books and commercial sources.
Iadmire Mr Capel's tenacity in all this, hut
fear that some of his material has been
regurgitated in only partly digested form.
Thus energy and power get confused; arrivaltime is wrongly equated with phase in
connection with HF aspects of aural
localisation ( also in reference to pan- potting);
awrong conclusion is drawn concerning the
effect of wind on sound propagation; the
necessary sizes of reflectors in auditoria are
grossly exaggerated; Dolby is described as a
ceiling- down rather than floor- up system;

•

degraded stereo imaging is said to arise from
L/R phase differences caused by aslightly
skew elliptical stylus ( which is extremely
dubious); and agraph showing the effect of
various loads on apickup cartridge is
manifestly wrong for values above 47k,
Such points may seem rather pedantic. but
as they all arose from aquick thumb- through,
Ido wonder how many other oddities would
leap to the attention of people with different
special interests. The least that must be said is
that the author sometimes seems alittle out
of his depth. On the other hand, page after
page offers level-headed descriptions and
advice. and Ifor one would not relish the task
of covering such awide field without ateam
of experts at my elbow. The booklet is
described on its back cover as ' A concise
collection of practical and relevant data for
anyone working on sound systems'. Isuppose
that's fair enough - but do be wary.
John Crabbe
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fide'lítj,n. strict conformity to truth or fact; exact
correspondence to the original; precision
of reproduction.

OMB

e'
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o'cctir'ate a. careful, precise; in exact conformity with
astandard or with truth.
défini'tion n. storing precise nature of thing, meaning
of word; making or being distinct; degree of
distinctness, in outline.
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LET YOUR DEALER GUIDE

• A & R ARCAM

II AUDIO TECHNICA "' AIWA

• BEYER

• CREEK AUDIO

• DENON

• DUAL

• GALE

II CELESTION

• GOLDBUG
• KOETSU

• GOLDRING

B MUSICAL FIDELITY
• ONIX
• QUAD

• Q.E.D.

•ROTEL
• S.M.E.

• LINX

• MONITOR AUDIO

• NAKAMICHI

al PINK TRIANGLE

• R.A.T.A.

• TARGET

• MYST

U FOUNDATION

U HEYBROOK HI FI

• LINN PRODUCTS

• MICHELL ENGINEERING

• ROGERS

III CAMBRIDGE AUDIO

• EXPOSURE ELECTRONICS

U NAGAOKA

• PHILIPS

• REVOX

• REGA RESEARCH

• SYSTEMDEK • SENNHEISER

• WHARFEDALE

• YAMAHA

• ZETA

STYLUS & RECORD (inc. C.D.) CARE
From Inscwasher Sicomin Hunt Audio Technics.

Nagaoka etc

INTERCONNECTS & SPEAKER CABLE
DED Emu
e Viii. ii, 11 .11 ,',
Engineenng etc
Keith Monks Record Cleaning Service

Delivery and installation and three years parts and labour guarantee on all maim gems
ot hl I
Iexcept cassette decks and CD players

LET YOUR EARS DECIDE

c4fna'mic(s) a&n.pl. (
usu. treated os sing. ) 1 + o. of
motive force ( opp.stotic); of force in actual operation
(opp. potential) relating to volume of sound. 2 + n.
amount or variation of volume of sound.
re'al'ism n. fidelity of representation, truth ro nature;
insistence upon derails; showing of thing as it is without
glossing over what is disagreeable.
sy'stem n. 1 + complex whole, ser of connected
things or ports; organised body of material things. "2 +
method, organisation, considered principles of
procedure.
Opinions, Product, Advertising; the choice available ro
the consumer at all price levels has never been
greater. Within the limits he has ser himself, the role of
the dealer in this triumph of market forces appears
unchanged; aresponsibility ro manufacturers and
distributors whose products he is supporting to ensure
those products are correctly demonstrated and
assessed, and oresponsibility ro customers ro ensure
that products purchased are correctly installed and
performing ro expectations. As implied, Phonograph
systems are primarily, but nor exclusively, analogue
based and cover owide ronge of price and
specification. Some equipment will be familiar ro
anyone who browses magazine counters while the
rest will be known only to real enthusiasts. Included are
the besr loudspeaker at the price, regardless of size
(ProAc Super Tablette) one of the world's best
electrostatic headphones (
Stax Lambda Pro) and a
beautifully crafted volve pre- amplifier from Germany
(Klimo Merlin).
Aselection of guoranteeed second-hand and
demonstration items are constantly available and
currently include aKrell KSA-50 (£ 1299.50), on
Alphason Sonata with Odyssey RP1-XG, ideal for later
up- grade ro SME Series IV or V (£ 998.20) and aBeard
P505Mkii pre- amplifier £ 299).
From Manticore to Voyd, Musical Fidelity to Matisse,
we're listening. For details contact:

PHONOGRAPH
60a Erpingham Road. Put iie
London ti%115186.
Tel: ( 01) 789-2349
• READING HI-FI CENTRE •
6 Harris Arcade. Friar Street. Reading. Berkshire. RGI ION. Tel 10734) 585463
Opening Hours: Tuesday- Saturday: 9.30am to 5.30pm (Lunch: 2to 3pm. Except Saturday)
•

CLOSED ALL DAY MONDAY

•

DEMONSTRATION APPOINTMENTS ADVISED •
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Mon.-Fri. 10am-1 pm, 3.30-8pm.
Sor. lOom-1 pm.
Demonsrrarions by appoinrmenr.
Free delivery UK mainland.
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CLASSICAL
MESSAGER: Fortunio
Alliot-Luga: Man CachemaillelDudziA
Trempont/Ch &
of Lyon Opera ( jardiner
Erato ECD 75390 digital ( 2C1)s. 101m)
(2MCs: MCE 75390)
Here is unmitigated delight and Idefy anyone
with aheart to resist it! Andre Messager was.
of course, one of those brilliant petits maîtres
who seem to grow on French trees. The
composer of Veronique and this delicious
little lyric comedy owes his posthumous
reputation more to
happy coincidence of
his musical directorship of the Opera Comique and the premiere of Pencils et Melisande
which he conducted. But on the evidence of
this piece he was a creative artist of subtle
and sensitive gifts.
On the surfa-ce. Fortunio - based on Alfred
de Musset's whimsical comedy of shyness.
'Le chandelier' ( The decoy) - R aslight tale
of the flirtation of a vonng and attractive
woman, married to an older man, with a
self-confident military man who suggests a
shy young companion ( Fortunio) to divert the

ALBENIZ: Iberia E Navarra C Suite Española
Alicia de Larrocha (pilo)
Decca 417 887-2 ( 2(1).. 125m 34s) digital
(2LPs: 417 887-1. 2M(s: 417 887-4)
There has never been much serious question
that Iberia (
in four books. composed 1906-08)
is Albeniz's masterpiece. or that Alicia de
Larrocha is its greatest interpreter in our
time. If her performance, both in the concert
hall and on these records, is so deeply
satisfying it is partly because of its naturalness. At its base is a veonderfully flexible
rubato that is always exactly appropriate and
sounds entirely spontaneous. ' Rondenzi . is a
beautiful exam-ple.
The 12 movements of Iberia are of much
complexity in terms of keyboard texture,
harmony and piano technique. all these, and
other factors, closely interlocking. And no
matter how familiar one becomes with these
brilliantly evocative pieces. Alheniz's consistently high level of invention remains asource
of surprise. This is the finest piano music to
come out of Spain, and Navarra (
completed
after the composer's death by de Sévérac)
serves as a splendid postscript to the main
cycle.
The much earlier Suite Española ( 1886) is
frankly more typical of Albeniz's large output. It contains some delightful pieces, here
played inimitably by Miss de Larrocha, but
the music of Iberia could be seen as the music
of Suite Española raised to a much higher
power. Compare. for instance. the Suite's
'Sevilla' with 'Triana ..from Iberia. Certainly
the essence of what Albeniz had to say is in
Iberia, composed as the end of his life was
approaching; and it is hard to imagine this
recording being superseded. [ A:1]
Max Harrison
ARNOLD: Chamber Music
Violin Sonatas 1 & 2E Viola Sonata E Piano
Trio C Duo for 2cellos C 5Pieces for violin &
piano ( Vol.1) Flute Sonatina CI Oboe Sonatina Cl Clarinet Sonatina CI Recorder Sonatina
Fantasy for bassoon E for clarinet C for
horn D for flute E for oboe Ill Trio for flute,
viola & bassoon (
Vol.2) Quintet for flute,
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husband's attention from them. It is asort ot
cross between L'Elisir /'amore and Don
Pasquale. but without the streak of spitetulness which sharpens Donizetti's opere bufle.
Messager's delicate vein of melodic sensuality - listen to Clarvaroche's seductive
lyricism in his duet with the heroine Jacqueline - may he indebted to Massenet. just

violin, viola, horn & bassoon L Duo for flute
& viola LI Divertimento for flute, oboe &
clarinet E Oboe Quartet 11 Flute Sonata Li 3
Shanties for wind quintet ( Vol.3)
Nash Ens
Hyperion CDA 66171 (
65m 45s), 66172
(6-1m), 66173 (
62m 59s) digital C) 1986
'Twentieth-century chamber music?' you ask.
'I don't think so!'. But none of this music.
which spans from wartime pieces written for
LPO colleagues to the Flute Sonata premiered by James Galway in 1977. is difficult.
(Think of the ' What the papers say' signature
tune - and scale that down.)
The works are mostly very short. diversionary. Vol.3. with the Shanties (1943). would
make the best start: in truth not quite so
polished and affectionate aperformance
in
the old Argo recording by Philharmonia
principals. t;iit characteristic: of the professionalism displayed throughout all three
Hyperion CDs. The sound. too, is very good
- there is rather less presence in the string
sonatas in Vol.1 ( the unnamed church venue
in these 1984 ('ompton/Clements digital productions is a shade too resonant for the
balances chosen for them. Ithought). But the
Fantasies, solo pieces composed for competition purposes. sound marvellous, especially
that for horn.
Malcolm Arnold's perky writing style, and
'blurting' fingerprint- figures of notes run
together. perhaps mean that this is a set to
take in small rather than large portions. The
music is full of surprises. Iliked, for instance,
the Duo for cellists of modest resources,
whereas the ' Latin-American' flavoured
finale of the Flute Sonata irritated by its
clever contrivance ( perhaps it works best
live .). To generalise: if, say. Beethoven's
chamber works are pieces about form and
themes. Arnold's are more obviously about
the instruments themselves; he explores the
peculiarities of the winds, and darker strings,
with inventive curiosity.
The discs come with excellent notes by
Hugo Cole. The option is taken to perform
the Recorder Sonatina on flute. I'd collect
these valuable CDs in reverse order. ( RMW
reviewed the LPs in August '86).
IA*/A/B:1/11
Christopher Breunig

as the exhilarating trio, ' Clavaroche! Clavaroche!' recalls Offenbach, but the gentle,
suggestive tone of the music and his crystalline scoring are entirely personal.
It may, of course, be the kind of minor
masterpiece which only works under certain
conditions of performance. If so. they are
matchlessly met here by John Eliot Gardiner
(who has shown his sympathy for this idiom
in the gorgeous EMI edition of Chabrier's
operetta L'etoile) and a distribution that 'quel miracle!' - consists entirely of native
singers, every one cast to perfection. If I
single out Colette Alliot-Lugaz's adorable
Jacqueline. it is because this lovely artist
suggests simultaneously the ingenue and conquette. The role is ravishingly sung. and she
is well partnered with Gilles Cachemaille's
virile Clavaroche, Thierry Dran's innocent
lyricism ( as the decoy of the title), and Michel
trempont's ripe and characterful Maitre
Andre. The orchestra plays beautifully for its
retiring music director, and Erato vividly
capture the magical moments of the
production. The gratitude of Francophiles
should be boundless. I
A: I * I Hugh Canning

is BACH: ' English' Suites, BWV806-811
Kenneth Gilbert (hp(l)
Harmonia Mundi 901074/75 ( 2CDs, 122m
45s) C) 1982
Bach's so-called English Suites are, in fact,
conspicuously French in musical style, and
Kenneth Gilbert, whose reputation has been
built up over the years especially through his
performances of French harpsichord music,
plays these works particularly well; indeed.
for me this is his best Bach.
The transfer to CD has been so well
managed that - as is often the case with
French Harmonia Mundi productions - one is
hardly aware that one is listening to a
recording. Lovely; and an appropriate, eloquent. instrument. The documentation
though, edited from a longer text by Davitt
Moroney, struck me as uncharacteristically
sparse both for that author and for this label.
IA:11
Stephen Davy
BARBER: Songs
Roberta Alexander (sop)/Tan Crone (Imo)
Etcetera KTC 1055 ( 58m 39s) digital (LP:
ETC 1)55)
Samuel Barber was essentially a lyric composer and his songs, spread throughout his
career, are asignificant guide to his style and
musical individuality. His choice of poets,
too, is typical and utterly consistent. He felt
most at home with the poets of the late
19th-century; their sentiments most closely
matched his own, though James Joyce's
poetry drew from him some of his finest
songs, and Graves. Agee and Roethke also
attracted his attention. Barber chose texts
that fitted his music; he did not try, except in
Nuvoletta, to match his music to them, which
is why, as he confided in the interview
reprinted with the CD, he found modern
poets like Eliot incompatible.
This collection by Roberta Alexander and
Tan Crone, who appear to be doing for
American song what Fischer-Dieskau and his
accompanists did for German lieder, contains
all 27 songs Barber wrote for soprano voice.
Those for male voice are yet to be collected.
Listening to the three of Op.2 ( 1927-34) and
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CLASSICAL
comparing them with the five of Despite and
Still, his op. 41 of 1968-9, one is surprised at
how unified his style remained throughout;
there is refinement but no real development
of language, and one either likes the idiom or
one does not. The highlight undoubtedly is
the ten songs, settings of medieval Irish texts,
that make up the Hermit Songs, Op. 29 of
1952-3. These, with Knoxville, Summer of
1915 and Melodies passagers are the pinnacle
of Barber's art as a song writer. Sandra
Browne gave a lovely performance of them
on an Enigma issue that deserves to find its
way onto CD, but the Alexander performance has its own positive virtues. The entire
corpus is intelligently and lovingly sung here,
and admirably recorded, and one looks forward with interest to this duo's next offering
of Americana. [
A:11
Kenneth Dommett
BAX: Piano Music ( Vol. 2) - Piano Sonatas 3
& 4 D A Hill Tune El In a Vodka Shop E
Water Music
Eric Parkin (pno)
Chandos CHAN 8497 (
57m 49s) digital
This second volume was recorded during the
same series of sessions in June ' 85 as Vol. 1
(January ' 88) and exhibits many of the same
fine qualities, and some of the slight limitations, of that earlier release. Parkin digs as
deep into the idioms of these later Sonatas they date from 1926 and 1932 - as he did into
those of 1and 2, and produces performances
that, whilst not hiding some of the weaknesses of the works, do make the most of the
music's best features. His particular ability to
build and sustain the overflowing climax
points is especially effective here, and he has
clearly thought through the new emotional
areas that Bax moved into with these works
to produce a subtly different sound world
from that of the first two Sonatas.
The shorter pieces included on the disc
follow rather too closely on the heels of
Sonata 3, but provide an effective interlude
before 4, and allow the whole to be listened
to at one sitting without fatigue. The acoustic
of Rosslyn Hill Chapel still undermines the
solidity of the treble of the Bósendorfer used,
but otherwise the recording is very apposite.
Altogether recommendable. [
A:1*]
Doug Hammond

,see
BEETHOVEN: Sonatas for violin and piano
Rostislav Dubinskv (vIn)1Luba Edlina (pno)
Chandos CHAN 8566-9 (
4CDs, 138m 17s)
digital ( 4LPs: DBRD 4006, 4MCs: DBTD
4006)
There's musicianship aplenty here, and a
splendid sense of involvement, but there are
unexpected gaucheries too; among them an
occasional elasticity of tempo which sounds
more mannered than convincing (in the
opening of the First Sonata, for instance, the
rests - quite pointed enough as Beethoven
wrote them - are taken at a quite different.
and slower, tempo than the notes themselves,
making a distinctly and regrettably inauspicious start to a set which has much to
cally galumphing approach to rhythm from
Edlina, most painfully in the opening movement of the ' Kreutzer' Sonata, which sounds
at moments like a convention of drayhorses
on benzedrine. Nor do things markedly
improve with the slow movement, in which
the distinction between straightforwardness
and clumsiness is sometimes distressingly
vague. Happily such lapses are exceptional.
More pervasive is Dubinsky's struggle with
intonation, which combines with agenerally
NEWS .Sz RECORD REVIEW
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lean and sometimes rather nasal tone to
deflect attention from his musical virtues,
which are many and great. Both he and his
partner convey a broad, natural and deftly
scaled sense of line, complemented by admirably clear and sensitive articulation, and an
expressive delivery which strikes a beautiful
and perceptively varied balance between
intimate confidence and rhetorical declamation. The musical conversation is everywhere
alert and spirited, and the spacious acoustic is
well suited to the essentially public nature of
the performances, which are scrupulously
observant of the score and make no attempt
to streamline and prettify acomposer whose
rough edges, and occasional violence, are an
integral part of his genius. All in all, then, a
Curate's Egg, in which the good parts outweigh ( without altogether compensating for)
the bad. [
B:1/41
Jeremy Siepmann
BEETHOVEN: Music for String Trio (
Vol. 2)
- Trio in E., Op. 3 El Serenade in D, Op. 8
Cummings String Trio
Unicorn-Kanchana DKP (CD) 9059 (
63m 35s)
digital ( MC: DKP(C) 9059)
BEETHOVEN: Music for String Trio (
Vols. 1
Sc 2) - Trio in Eh, Op. 3E7 Serenade in D, Op.
8 O Trios in G, D & c, Op. 9: 1-3
Mozart String Trio
Denon CO-2251 (
Vol. 1, 72m 14s)
CO-2303 (
Vol. 2, 73m 27s) digital
In the early but prophetic E-flat Trio and the
delicious Serenade, the Cummings Trio play
with such verve in allegro and with such
heart-on-sleeve intensity in adagio, that one
is simply swept off one's feet. In their
equivalent CD ( Vol. 1) the Mozart Trio are
much less striking. They balance every note
and phrase to perfection, but produce more a
pedagogic exposition than a shared musical
experience. Ifear that this applies also to the
Op. 9Trios on their Vol. 2, although there's
no denying the group's impeccable thoroughness. Denon's production echoes the latter in
providing index access to every formal division and repeat in every movement. Thus
anyone needing to study Beethoven's String
Trios would find this set very useful, while
many passages do in fact light up with flashes
of individuality despite my reservations. In
the Serenade, for instance, the fiddler even
indulges a sly moment of portamento at the
opening of the Polacca. But overall, the
Cummings players offer much more sparkle.
That same Polacca movement happens also
to illustrate adifference in recording. Where
the viola takes up the subsidiary rondo
theme, it is meticulously balanced against its
partners on the Denon CD, but is notably
distant in the Unicorn recording. However,
the latter is generally more spacious, and
offers abrighter and wider image ( needing a
slight shift leftwards) despite being less closeup than the Denon. The Mozart Trio excite
just a smidgin of reverberation, but tend to
sound cramped and dead compared with the
Cummings Trio, who are more obviously
(and pleasantly) within an acoustic - one
which tends to be triggered by the violin in
particular. This, and a touch of wiriness
picked up from some of that instrument's
harmonics, has a slight unbalancing effect
vis-à-vis the viola and cello. Yet on the whole
Iprefer the easy-going openness of Unicorn's
recording, which incidentally was made in a
different venue from that used for two of the
three Op. 9Trios on the partnering Vol. 1 about which CB had some sonic reservations
while commending the performances (Oct
'87). To sum up: Cummings [
A/11:1*], Mozart
[B:2].
John Crabbe

BEETHOVEN: Missa Solemnis
Marrianne Hirsti (sop)ICarolyn Watkinson
(m-s)/Andrew Murgatroyd (ten)/Michael
George (bass)/Roy Goodman (vIn)10slo Cath
Ch/Hanover BandlTerje Kvam
Nimbus NI 5109 (
71m 47s) digital
Although 80-84m is the norm on record, this
Missa Solemnis is not quite unique at 72m.
But in other respects one must go right back
to Beethoven's time for parallels, since this a
'period' performance. Appropriate instruments and pitch are employed, with a band
and chorus of some 50 members apiece although the Great Hall of Birmingham
University does provide quite a grandiose
setting, in which Nimbus's single fairly close
microphone permits the performers to be set
out in quasi-concert-hall fashion.
How does it sound? At first 1 was disappointed, as the chorus seemed too distant
and the orchestra deferred very much to
strident trumpets on the right. However, one
ought ideally to respond to apurist recording
by adopting a replay loudness to match that
at the microphone (which would be very
considerable at fortissimos despite the small
ensemble), and this approach brings the
whole sound-picture to life. True, some
strings and most woodwind remain relatively
weak, and I'm still not sure that Ican hear the
organ at all. But if you wish to know what this
CD can do at its best, Isuggest aplaythrough
of the Gloria with the volume turned well up.
And anyone equipped to extract some surround-sound ambience from the UHJencoded recording will surely be very
impressed.
Regarding the performance, ' lively' is
perhaps an appropriate epithet. Timings are
certainly short, and one has to detach oneself
from the heavy weight ( in both pace and
tone) of Karajan et al before coming to terms
with Terje Kvam's generally thrusting manner. The pace in parts of the Credo, for
instance, may shock listeners brought up on a
diet of liturgical solemnity. There are still
moments of hushed repose, but these are
never allowed to linger unduly. The soloists
work hard, if without great inspiration, but
while the Norwegian choir has discipline and
agility, on legato forte passage there is sometimes rather too much misintonational grit for
my ears. But do give this performance a
hearing, even if it is ultimately too remote
from the more imposing Beethoven you may
have come to expect. [
A/B: 1/2]
John Crabbe
BELLINI: Beatrice di Tends
NicolesculCappuccillilToczyskalLo Scola/
Prague Phil Ch/ Monte Carlo OrchlZedda
Rizzoli 2006 (
3CDs, 163m) ( Conifer)
Certainly Nicolescu gives a highly colourful
account of Beatrice's music and a vivid
dramatic presentation of the part, but recent
history is full of would-be Callases, singers of
great temperament and individuality who
simply do not have the technical equipment
to turn good intentions into real achievement. However exciting she may have been
in the theatre - and a lot can happen to a
voice in 11 years - Nicolescu's vibrant timbre
and emotional involvement cannot really
compensate for approximate fioriture, a top
which falls uneasily on the microphone, and a
stylistic approach which would serve verismo
well, but is far too wild and 'spontaneous' for
Bellini.
Still, anyone wanting this beautiful opera
on CD will not regret purchasing agenerally
enjoyable performance with so committed a
central portrait as Nicolescu's and very com101
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CLASSICAL
petent support from Stefania Toczyska's
Agnese — the other woman in her villainous
husband's life — and Vincenzo La Scola's
Orombello, Beatrice's secret admirer. Unfortunately, neither of these are Josephine
Veasey and Luciano Pavarotti, their counterparts on Decca's 1967 Sutherland recording —
one of her very best efforts in the studio.
Connoisseurs of beautiful Italian singing
will probably derive most pleasure from the
Veteran Cappucilli's still resonant baritone
and his firm legato — especially in the slow
section of his Act Iduet with his estranged
wife — but even he smudges Bellini's intricate
vocal decoration at fast tempi. Alberto
Zedda, the Rossini scholar, is an affectionate
and scrupulous Bellinian. but he doesn't
really set the opera alight as. say. Muti might.
The orchestral playing though is first class,
with beautiful woodwind opportunities
beautifully taken — when you can hear them
through an excessively voice- friendly ( or. in
Nicolescu's case, unfriendly) recording. The
choir, on the other hand, belongs to another
world where greasepaint is adirty word. 13:2
Hugh Canning

The LSO's upper strings have a glorious
sweep to set against the biting brass, and if
massed voices are not always entirely free of
edgy beats, that's probably due as much to
my ears as to 1968 tape and mikes. All- in- all,
aclassic to he cherished. ÍA:1*I John Crabbe
BERLIOZ: Benvenuto Cellini
GeddalEda- Pierre,' Bas till :
Vassar& Berbié: SorerIBlackwelll Lloyd
Herincx/ Reiss
¡ROI! ChSBC Si) Davis
Philips 416 955-2 (
3CDs. 160m 33s) C
)1973
The sole recording of Berlioz's first opera
paints such avivid and exhilarating picture of
the idealistic yet comic adventure which he
constructed around his renaissance hero, that
one can hardly imagine it ever being bettered.
After 15 year's, Gedda as Cellini. Eda-Pierre
as Teresa. and Bastin as Balducci seem as

BERLIOZ: Romeo & Juliet
Patricia Kern (con)IRobert Tear ( ten)/John
Shirley- Quirk ( bass)IJohn Midis Ch/LSO &
ChlDavis
Philips 416 962-2 (
2CDs, 96m 37s) C
)1968
This 20- year-old version of Berlioz's homage
to Shakespeare is the one I've most looked
forward to hearing on CD. Of the competitors, Gardelli can be ruled out. Mutt and
Dutoit I find diversely uneven ( although
Decca do manage to pack the Funeral &
Triumphal Symphony onto Dutoit's set).
leaving just the excellent Ozawa for serious
comparison. Ozawa has the asset of some
movingly beautiful singing from Julia
Haman, plus astriking command of orchestral dramatics: but Davis still leads in terms of
idiomatic concision, with aproperly passionate thrust to complement the composer's
dreamy vision of romantic love. There is also
Shirley- Quirk's incomparable Friar Laurence
in a splendidly managed finale.
Regarding sonics. I believe that the LP
version was once recut in response to some
early criticisms. but digital remastering has
now come up with afreshly clean sound and
what seems to be amore spacious ambience.
111 FI NEWS
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BERLIOZ: Death of Cleopatra I=1 Herminie
La belle voyageuse 0 Le chasseur danois CI La
captive D Le jeune pâtre breton D Zaide
Janet Baker ( m-sop)ISheila Armstrong (sop)!
Josephine Veasey (m-sop)IFrank Patterson
(ten)lohn Shirley- Quirk (bass)/LSO/Davis
Philips 416 960-2 (
68m) C
)1980, '69
Janet Baker's superbly dramatic versions of
the early Cleopatra and Herminie cantatas
quite bowled me over on LP ( July 1980),
while for the merely curious they do offer
glimpses of several melodies which met greater fame in later works. These two ' lyric
scenes' emerge here in the same fresh,
well-balanced, but not especially spacious
sound as before, and are now joined by the
rather more reverberantly disposed orchestral songs which appeared originally w,ith
Davis's multi-voiced version of Nuits d'Eté.
With the wide range of subject and expression encompassed on this mini- boxed CD,
involving works somewhat off the beaten
track, and featuring five excellent singers
under agreat Berlioz conductor, this must be
astrong recommendation. [ A:11
John Crabbe

BERLIOZ: Symphonie Fantastique E Overtures — Roman Carnival DI Le Corsaire
Boston SO/Prêtre/Munch
RCA CD 86720 (
67m 19s) C
)1969, '60
With over twenty versions now available on
CD, there has to be something very special
about a 20- year-old Fantastic to justify its
joining the ranks. RCA have managed to
remaster the vigorous ' Witches' Sabbath'
almost to demonstration standard, but Prêtre
is unacceptably wayward elsewhere, notably
in a curiously erratic first movement. The
attempt to keep tape- noise under control also
seems rather uneven in ( i), while tonal
balance is at times on the shrill side.
The two overtures under Munch are in a
different world, for here is some truly idiomatic Berlioz. And was there ever a more
sumptuously beautiful contribution from the
cor- anglais in Roman Carnival? Also, by
some technical legerdemain these 195
recordings have been given a virtually silent
background. One can hardly recommend a
whole CD for the sake of one movement plus
acouple of fillers, but that is my inclination.
[A/B:3/11
John Crabbe

Fantastic Symphony. Ireacted rather severely
to the LP version ( June ' 83) on the grounds
that Lelio ought really to include Berlioz's
spoken commentary. Nevertheless, do try the
rapturous outburst of ' Chant de bonheur'
(José Carreras) and the sadly beautiful ' La
har,p éolienne'. Sir Colin Davis's 1969 Nuits
Eté is unique in employing four singers to
satisfy the score's several options. so that one
has to temper one's ingrained expectations as
the voice ( and sex) changes from song to
song. Ihave never thought that the various
singers here are ideal in all respects, but they
are generally very expressive and this is
certainly an obligatory recording for true
Berliozians. It is more pleasingly spacious in
sound than the much later Lelio. [
A/B:1/21
John Crabbe

impressive as ever, the supporting characters
are mostl‘ excellent, and the orchestra and
chorus still sound splendid under Sir Colin's
thrusting but poised direction.
The C
Dtranscription floats the recording
smoothly through the changes of perspective
surrounding the work's shifting fabric of
dialogue. footlight intimacy. aiias, ensembles. and grandiose choral/orchestral climaxes. Also, paths have now been cleared
through the occasional sonic congestion
noted on the LPs (March ' 73). and dynamics
are more extended. Iuould have preferred a
less ' hard' quality at some vocal fortissimos.
but the recording exhibits much sparkle and
punch. often approaching star status.
Some references to sta gepositioning in the
printed libretto perpetuate earlier errors, and
there is aslight fuzz on Gedda's voice some
4m 35s into (' ellini's Act 2/Scene 8aria: hut
these are mere irritant needles in ahaystack
of magnificence. IA: I • I
John Crabbe
BERLIOZ: Les Nuits d'Été
Lelio*
Sheila Arm.strong (% op) Josephine Veasey ( ws
s
spI Frank Patterson Itenldohn ShirleyQuirk ( bass) Jot , ( .
arreras* ( ten)!Thonias
Allen (bar) , John : Midis Ch - LSO/Davis
Philips 416 961-2 (
68m 39s)
1969.'83
Here's an unlikely coupling: mature Nuits
dEté set against rag- hag Lelio, the latter
being a collection of early vocal/choral/
orchestral items intended as a sequel to the

BERNSTEIN: Mass
Alan Titus/Norman Scribner & Berkshire
Boys' ('h/Alvin Ailey Dance Theatre/Bernstein
CBS N12K 44593 (
2('Ds. 109m 53s) C
)1971
Bernstein's ' Theatre Piece about the Mass'
remixed for CD. And, unlike the midpriced
LP reissue Puly ' 86 p991. it comes with texts
once more. Like a monster picture scrapbook of the late ' 60s, and assembled under
the composer's direction with panache in
abundance, it is way. way OTT but irresistible for dipping into. John McClure's popstyle production was originally in quadraphonic sound; the 1986 transfer cleaned up the
quality. but CD takes everything a stage
further — lateral and depth effects, the ambience changes of prerecorded tape- tracks,
dynamic range are all heightened, with added
stability. So IA•:!!!]
Christopher Breunig
BIZET: L'Arlésienne Suites I & 2E Carmen
Suites 1 & 2
Montréal SOIDutoit
Decca 417 839-2 (
72m 37s) digital ( LP: 917
839-1, MC: 417 839-4)
From the opening Prelude of the first L'Arlésienne Suite, with its sharply defined rhythms
and seamlessly executed mood changes, this
is an outstanding and immensely enjoyable
record. The tempo and lilt of the first minuet
may prompt the question ' when is a minuet
not a minuet?', and the answer ' when it's a
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CLASSICAL
waltz by Bizet'. but who's to complain? Here
as elsewhere, lightness of rhythm, delicate
colouring and translucent textures abound.
resluting in acornucopia of delights. Dutoit's
ear for the colouristic and rhythmic possibilities of orchestral balances has already been
amply demonstrated in his splendid performances of Ravel and it serves him no less
tellingly here. With one or two minor exceptions ( the opening Pastorale of the second
L'Arlésienne Suite, for instance, and the
Seguedille from the first Carmen Suite.
perhaps) rhythms are buoyant or languorous,
as appropriate, tempos are unfailingly convincing and an apparently effortless grasp of
large-scale structure is matched by aconnoisseur's attention to expressive detail. And the
excellence of the performances is matched by
a quality of recorded sound so superbly
judged that it's occasionally in danger of
distracting one's attention from the music
itself. But once again, who's complaining? A
very Warm welcome, then, to adisc which is
bound to give many hours of pleasure to all
but the most picayune of listeners. ( A*:1
Jeremy Siepmann
BOHM: Capriccio in D D Suite in cE in E El
in F E in fE Prelude, Fugue & Postlude in g
Robert Woolley 0101
Meridian CDÉ 84087 (
51 m 13s)
John Shuttleworth has engineered a superb
recording of the harpsichord after aChristian
Zell ( Hamburg 1728) in this programme of
music by Georg Bohm. The information with
the CD is rather scanty. and the Prelude,
Fugue, and Posthule comes between pairs of
Suites rather than at the start, as claimed in
the notes.
The composer spent nearly all of his
working life, from 1698-1733. as organist at
Lüneberg - there, he was an influence on the
young JS Bach. The keyboard works here
have a masculine strength and are ' gutsy' in
manner. ( The Suites are mostly in the Allemande/Courante/Sarabande/Gigue form.
after Froberger.) Woolley's playing is consistently absorbing and sensitive. Although
derived from analogue masters the sound on
CD has a marvellous bloom, and precision:
the scale of the instrument, its power and its
delicacy, are all convincingly registered;
residual tape- noise is not distinguishable at
correct replay level. Frankly, 1 would not
have risked this as a blind purchase, but
having sampled the review copy Ido suggest
that you try it. IA*:11 Christopher Breunig
BRAHMS: Symphonies 1-4* CI Haydn Variations D Tragic Overture El Academic Festival
Overture
*RPOIBPOIKempelPhilharmonialKrips
Pantheon DI8428 (
3CDs, 197m 57s) part (@
C) 1957-64 ( Target)
From HMV, Symphony 2in mono. Kempe's
Brahms recordings were reissued on CfP,
S/XLP, WRC labels. LPs long unavailable.
Krips's Philharmonia triptych was done at
Abbey Road in June ' 63 ( not well received):
the Academic is careful, respectable, valid
and interesting [
B/C:2], but Ifind the Haydn
Variations horribly superficial and ' obvious'
[C:3]. Nor could the Tragic be said to be of
much documentary, or other, interest le/C:31
-you have only to press abutton to get back
to Kempe's 1(iv) on the same CD to enter a
quite different world of musical perception
and imagination. The pity of it is that
Kempe's own BP0 Tragic is thereby
excluded from this set.
But the four Symphonies are what count.
1-11-F1 NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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Kempe was one of the great interpreters of
Brahms: honest, clear-eved, searching always intensely musical - ( You never find
Kempe letting one phrase- ending tail off at
the expense of some incoming melodic idea.)
Unless you disliked his flexibility, these
should prove deeply satisf ying readings to
anyone new to them. Even in 3(i) 113/C:11.
where Kempe's speed is slow, the music

no doubt that many will find this a richly
rewarding performance.
Far more gripping though. in my view,
though, is the reading given the C- minor
Quartet. String tone is beautifully coloured,
combining a warmly autumnal cohesiveness
with great polyphonic clarity, while Ax is
both commanding and discreet, achieving a
massive sonority which nevertheless blends
perfectly with that of his colleagues and
avoids stridency at all times. The first movement has its occasional moments of stasis,
perhaps. but the driving Scherzo has all the
momentum one could ask for, the tenderness
of the Andante is conveyed in a most
affecting ( but never affected) manner, and
the finale is immensely stirring, drawing
exemplary playing from all concerned. As for
the recorded sound, it strikes me as ideal for
the Quartet, though perhaps a little opaque
in the Concerto. A mixed verdict, then:
Jeremy Siepmann
IA/B:1/21

BRITTEN: Paul
Soloists, Ch &
Series! Bronche
Virgin VCD 790
VCD 79)) 7101.
doesifi ' brood' - there's abright-eyed attention to the text. Kempe's excitement at the
course of the movement. at Brahms .%constructional turns.
lime and again, there is the magical Berlin
prncipal oboe sound! Perhaps, for consistency. Pantheon should have given us the
earlier BP() Fourth. The RPO remake,
which Imentioned in July. doesn't have the
so:idit. depth and richness of the Reiner/
Ches4 sound, hut is nevertheless good technically - very well played. too IBA I. Symphony 2 (
mono) sounds better than on the
deleted LP. and is very exciting. but has a
stinging edge if played too loud [
CID:1111.
The First is remarkable ( from a period
yielding exceptional alternatives: VPO/Karajan. P!iilharmoria Klemperer. BPO/BOhm,
('olan:hia Walter), broad. compelling; and it
has superb wrap- round imaging still impressive Imlay 113:I*I. Again, Ishan't he playing
mv LP copy in future. A treasurable set with
long timings and straight, clean transfers that
reflect EMI's originals very faithfully.
Christopher Breunig
BRAHMS: Double Concerto. Op.102 D Piano
Quartet in e, Op.60*
Isaac Stern ( rho. Yo Yo Ma ( r101(hicago
SOiAbbadoi Jaime Laredo ( rhal* Emanuel
As (Imo)
CBS CI) 42387 (
67m 49s) digital ( LP: 42387,
MC: 41)-42387)
Despiie its starry personnel. Ifound this a
strangely uninvolving performance of the
Double Concerto. Not that it lacks excellence. Far from it. The orchestra is in splendid
form. as are the soloists ( though Stern's tone
often strikes me as being a little strained),
and Abbado presides over the whole thing
with his customary authority and clarity of
vision. All in all, it's a big- boned, robust
conception. in which architectural grandeur
takes precedence over the subtler reaches of
lyrical expression. Ironically, the cost ( too
high, for my taste) is a frequent lack of
momentum at lower structural levels, in
which beat succeeds beat without cohering
into larger and more variegated units.
Univpically. too, both soloists sound to me a
little: inhibited, rather as though this were a
run-through and they were saving themselves
for a later, fully-fledged performance. But
these are highly personal reflections. and I've

Runyan
Orch of Plymouth Music
7102 (
2CDs, 113m) ( 2LPs:
2MCs: VCD 790 7104)

A first recording of Britten's early - well.
what is it. opera. musical, operetta? - has to
be cause for welcome, and the Plymouth
Music Series Chorus and Orchestra lend Paul
Bunyan more than a hint of New World
authenticity in this account from Minnesota.
Unlike many colleagues, however. Iam not
sure about the quality of the piece. While it is
enlightening to hear, for a change. an innocent composer at work, unshackled by the
complexes, musical and otherwise, that were
later to shade, even to dominate, his music, it
is those very complexes which give Britten's
music its stature. Paul Bunyan is about the
land of opportunity, about the rewards of
devoted hard labour, about patrimony, about
innocence: there are no real, kinetic relationships involved, despite the passing mention of Bunyan's unsuccessful marriage. It is a
moralising plot, but the fact that the morals
do not happen to appeal to me is not the
reason Ifind it difficult to warm to: rather it is
precisely that absence of depth in its characters.
We should expect no more from a young
composer. and in any case individual numbers in the work do have much charm. Paul
Bunyan is spoken by James Lawless with due
authoritative resonance; Pop Wagner makes
a fine job of the country-and-western style
narrations; and James Westbrock gives the
Western Union Boy's song with charming
wit, while the initially renegade Johnny
Inkslinger is convincingly enough played by
Dan Dressen. The rest of the cast and the
chorus make an equally fine job of speech
and song, and the orchestra plays soundly
under Philip Brunelle's experienced direction. ( A: I]
Stephen Pettitt
BRUCKNER: Symphone 1in c ( Vienna Version)
BPOIChaillv
Decca 421 091-2 (
54m 27s) digital ( LP: 421
091-1, MC: 421 091-4)
Riccardo Chailly, like Gunter Wand, favours
the 1890-91 revised version of Bruckner's
First, and very persuasive his reading is - at
least until the finale. He favours unusually
broad tempi in what is a beautifully played,
spacious and finely recorded reading. If this
sometimes points up the problems of Bruckner's late orchestral writing implanted on a
105
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CLASSICAL
the first time. I feel that music of such
variable quality requires interpretative genius
to haul it out of purgatory. Callas was one
such, of course, and it must be a source of
regret that there is no complete recording of
what she bet self regarded as one of her
greatest roles.
It is said that Sutherland resisted this
Donizettian title role for so long precisely
because of Callas's indelible achievement.
but Ifear she has left it too late to take up the
challenge of so demanding a role. There are
naturally some superb passages - she injects
real drama ( and consonants!) into the
exclamation of outraged regal indignation
'Guidici! Guidici! Ad Anna! Guidici?' - but
she cannot disguise the age of her voice,
which has inevitably thickened in timbre and
lost focus, particularly in the middle of the
.
.M.e.egetrieteieeSle4
range. She redeems herself with some pretty
spectacular technical feats ( given that she
COUPERIN: Pièces de clavecin
recorded the part at the age of (t0), but in
Gustav Leonhardt ( hi)(t)
rendering Donizetti's music she is no more
Philips 420 939-2 (
61m 36s) digital
successful than the wild and wayward Suliotis
on the earlier Decca set, and less so, Ithink,
Three of twelve musical Couperins are reprethan the committed but pale- voiced Beverly
sented on this CD: Louis ( c.1626-1661),
Sills on a ' 70s EMI issue.
François ' Le grand' ( 1668-1733), and the
Decca have unkindly pitted their senior
ill-fated Armand Louis ( 1727-1789). who was
prima donna against acast of youthful artists
knocked down by a horse and killed whilst
in vigorous vocal health. Both the American
hurrying from St'. Geis ais, Chapel Royale.
Suzanne Mentzer ( Giovanna). and the Italian
Armand Louis's Pièces are possibly the most
Bernadetta Manca di Nissa ( Smeton) - a
invigorating items on this disc: ahold, assercross between Simionato and Berganza, che
tive ' L'intrépide', an attractive Rondeau and
diletto! - are exciting discoveries. And Hadahright, slightly unhinged ' L'arlequine ou la
ley's highly promising lyric tenor fills out
Adam'. Louis's 8- movement D- minor Suite
Percy's role very nicely, without quite sugends with a rich, dark- toned Chaconne, and
gesting he is entirely inside the idiom or on
François contributes 8 colourful Préludes
top of all of the notes. Ramey's big, vibrant
from his educations' ' L'art de toucher le
bass negotiates Enrico's music- in proper hel
clavecin' as well as the flamboyant Quinzième
ordre ( Pieces, Book 3), which includes a canto style, but he sounds abit of adull dog,
hardly the devious tyrant of Romani's libLandowska favourite. ' Le dodo ou l'Amour
retto.
au berceau'.
A mixed success, then, but it is the only
Leonhardes playing could hardly he more
version of this opera on CD as yet and the
sympathetic. Musical line is never lost among
best recorded. Ionly wish the music were
ornaments, and a limpid, unforced rubato
more enthralling. [
A:2]
Hugh Canning
subtly underlines the shape of virtually every
phrase. The instrument used, built by Martin
lOLTAIM
Skrowroneck after alate 17th- century French
model, reproduces beautifully in a warm.
ELGAR: Symphony 1
ample acoustic. A*:1*I
Robert Cowan
LPO/Handlev
Classics for Pleasure CD CFP 9018 (
52m 08s)
(LP: CFP 9018. MC: 1'C-CFP 9018) (D 1980
DONIZUFTI: .Anna Bolena
ELGAR: Symphony 2
Sutherland Mentzer Manca di Nissa .Hadleyl
LPO'llandlev
Ramey :Ch & Orch of Weise Nat Opera!
Classics for Pleasure CI) CFP 4544 (
54m 22s)
Bonynge
(LP: CFP 4544; MC: TC-CFP 4544) C) 1981
Decca 421 096-2 digital ( 3CDs. I93m) digital
(3LPs: 421 096-1. 3M('s: 421 096-4)
It's easy to see whs .Handley's Elgar 1made
such an impression in 1980, even with Boult's
Anna Bolivia brought Donizetti his first
ripest thoughts then so freshly before us. An
major success in the Italian capital of opera.
epic cut and thrust sweeps us vividly through
Milan. where the tragedia lírica was given its
to the final beacon of massive optimism, with
first performance ( at the Teatro (' arcano) by
astellar cast including the prima donna Pasta., a focus richly matched by engineer Christopher Parker ( a very different sound, this,
the tenor Rubini and Rossini's favourite
from the rosy- fingered opulence of the treatcoloratura bass. Filippo Galli. the buffoon
ment he gave Sir Adrian). But whatever
Mustafa turned scheming villainous Henry
happened to Elgar the dreamer of dreams;
VIII.
the introspection so imaginatively nurtured
It is hard to avoid the conclusion that
by Barbirolli. Boult ( fresh every time), even
Donizetti achieved his success thanks to the
Gibson and. intermittently. Haitink? Everybrilliance of this cast - later in the season
thing is public here: the tender second subject
Pasta and Rubini would triumph in La
of ( i), heavily phrased second time around;
sonnamhula- rather than to the quality of the
opera which in every recorded performance I the dream interludes framing the development; even the echo which so concerned the
have heard ( including the ' live' Scala tapes
composer ( Figs.30 and 53). Ihear no riverwith Callas) sounds to me like a highlights
magic in the trio of ( ii); the Adagio unfolds
opera.
seamlessly, but the great theme at 96 should
Irealise such sentiments send Donizettians
tread air, and the smiling lacks a sigh.
into paroxysms. hut it is an extremely long
Nightmares goad Handley to a finer
opera. especially when it is given complete
response: no-one captures the ominous
and conducted with so little imagination and
gloom at the opening of ( iv) so well. And I
drive by Richard Bonvnge. On these records,
feel his Second is stronger as a result, the
at least. he mamigc , to ‘‘ It
up some excitemalign influence lurking in summer garden
ment in the excellent WNO orchestra ( or is it.
Iwonder, the other way round?). But, not for
(chilling - a pity this recording doesn't keep

much earlier structure, that increases the
interest of the undertaking. The opening of
the Adagio is very stately indeed, though the
later tempo changes are well managed. The
Scherzo has a pleasingly turouche energy.
against which the Trio is Marginally too slow.
The outer movements are the real challenge.
The steady treat of the opening Allegro, with
well integrated detail, is very impressive. The
finale. marked ' Agitated. fiery', seems to me
a major miscalculation in this performance.
Despite many beauties. Its essence is lost in
such aslow account ( Wand is 2' 40 - quicker).
The recording is broad, detailed and clean; in
(i) Imissed the quiet timpani mutterings at a
normal ‘ olume setting. but in other respects
the solo writing is as well realized as are the
grand tuttis. [ A:1/2I
Peter Branscombe

III- I-1 \I555.\ RI ( ORD RilS It V

oclOnt R 19m,

its distance) well augured by shrill Schoenbergian winds at 20. and exploding inevitably
out of apanic-Spreading Scherzo. These were
both bargains on LP [ reissued here in digital
remasteringl. and certainly more so in firsttime CD transfers on the same label, hut if
you feel as 1do that the wistful Elgar has to
matter. Boult must come first. Handley's
Falstaff would he adifferent matter. liV:1/3]
A'11:11
Das id Nice
ELGAR & DELIUS SONGS
Benjamin Luxon ( bar)/David Willison (Imo)
Chandos CHAN 8539 (
66m 28s) digital
In his perceptive insert notes to this disc.
Michael Kennedy notes that, in the lifetime
of Delius and Elgar, the ' prevailing critical
view was that, in the case of Delius, he had
little gift for word- setting. whilst Elgar wrote
what were only one step removed from
drawing- room ballads'. On the evidence
alone of the songs recorded here Iam not so
sure that those judgements were all that far
wrong. However fine the music Delius supplied for his songs, the verse rarely rests
naturally upon the vocal lines; Elgar's,
though predominantly a large enough step
removed from the drawing- room ballad for
many to be considered small masterpieces,
still have the aura of melodrama about them.
Whatever the stature of these songs. Benjamin Luxon is the man to make the most of
them. Even though he seems here not to be in
the best of voice, with some moments of
soft- focus tone and intonation, he brings his
full panoply of timbral variety into play.
along with a forceful and musicianly characterisation of each item in this programme.
With his customary excellent diction he personalises each of the texts, and convincingly
projects the ideas and emotions they suggest;
he ferrets out the emotional nuances that the
scores hint at and makes each song a complete experience. Despite being hindered by
aclose recording that emphasises the thump
of key-bedding, David Willison brings a
similarly dedicated involvement to the piano
parts, and the touch of over- recording does
lend immediacy and intimacy to the colourful
interaction of voice and piano. If you want a
recording of, amongst others. Delius's Four
Old English Lyrics and the Seven Lieder of
Edward Elgar, then this disc should fit the
bill. [
8:1]
Doug Hammond

FAURÉ: Complete Piano Works
Paul Crossley Ipno)
CRI) CRD 3406 (
52m 28s), 3407 (
51m 04s),
3422 ( 63m 40s) digital C) 1984-5
This is aristocratic playing of a high order:
crystalline in its textural clarity, subtle and
various in colouring ( though prey to the odd
clang) and delineated with a broad sense of
large-scale structure which at no time precludes the finest details of nuance along the
way. Occasionally Ifound myself wishing for
amore sensuously curvacious approach to the
metrical underpinnings of Fauré's wonderfully supple rhythms. but this is a very
personal quibble. With apianist of this sort of
sophistication one can he reasonably sure
that what one hears is exactly what he intends
one to hear. The tone is generally on the lean
side, and listeners reared in an older school of
pianism ( Rubinstein's way with French
music, for instance) may find it alittle lacking
in bloom, but the emotional range is wide,
with a perceptive siting of climaxes which
nowhere exceeds the limits of Fauré's elegantly restrained expressive vocabulary. 1
haven't heard these recordings in any other
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CLASSICAL
format and so cannot comment on the success
of the transfer to CD. but the sound here
strikes me as beautifully matched to the
clear-headed devotion of the performances.
Warmly recommended. [ A:11
Jereim Siepmann
FINZI: Dies NatalisiClarinet Concerto/
Farewell to Arms
Martyn Hill (ten)/Michael Collins (c10/City of
Lond SinflHickox
Virgin VC 790 7182 (
6Im) digital ( LP: VC
790 7181, MC: VC' 790 7184)
Gerald Finzi seems to have been rather anice
man, with interests that managed to take in
orchard cultivation, and a demanour, if his
vocal music is anything from which to judge
him, of gentleness mixed with profound
spirituality. Of these three works, two are
song cycles, and both reveal not only his
lyrical gifts but also adeep sense of religiosity. Dies natalis is a setting of texts by the
metaphysical poet Thomas Traherne, a mix
of recitative- like and arioso like writing.
always based primarily on intuition, though
executed with a master craftsman's skill.
Farewell to arms, on the other hand, sets two
poets: the Introduction is by Ralph Knevet
(1600-71), the Aria by George Peele ( 155897). Martyn Hill sings with his usual openness
of sound and felicity of expression, and the
City of London Sinfonia provide much more
than mere solid support. As they do in
Michael Collins's deeply assured account of
the Clarinet Concerto — tougher, more overtly brilliant, perhaps. but nevertheless not as
deeply affecting ( or felt?) as the song- cycles.
IA:11 all the same.
Stephen Pettitt
HAYDN: Symphony 104
London'/
MOZART: Symphony 35 Haffner'
RPOIKrips
Menuet 160022-2 (
42m 10s) ( Target)
Is there aconductor today who would direct
so sunny, so civilised aHaydn London? Ido
not think so. Displacing in my affections the
older Kempe and Rosbaud recordings, similarly excellent, this c.1962 RPO version
(Reader's Digest?) is presented with alift and
fall to singing phrases such that they answer.
complement, and build upon each other as if
in opera. The Allegros bound along, the
Andante doesn't dawdle; the playing is disciplined and vital, and the sound is gloriously
balanced. The Mozart is comparably warm
and uncomplicated, with good tempi, and
spirit.
There is more here than in Josef Krips's
VPO/Decca Haydn, and the technical quality
is quite acceptable. Textures are transparent',
and perspectives good: the ' soiled' strings
date the recordings. and the tape shutdown
and start- points are momentarily uncomfortable ( in so entrancing acontext). So [ A/C:11
Christopher Breunig
HINDEMITH: When Lilacs Last in the
Dooryard Bloom'd ( Requiem)
FassbaenderlFischer-DieskaulCh of Vienna
State OperalVSOISawallisch
Orfeo C 112 851 (
59m 19s) digital
de GaetanilStonelAtlanta SO & Ch/Robert
Shaw
Telarc CD-80132 (
62m 29s) digital
Two recordings of this remarkable work
issued simultaneously on CD: an embarrassment of riches indeed. Hindemith set Walt
Whitman's elegaic poem as an act of
HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW

OCTOBER 1955

remembrance for the dead of the World War
II and, more specifically, as arequiem for the
death of an American president. Franklin D
Roosevelt ( Whitman's classic American
poem was an immediate response to the
assassination of Lincoln). It was commissioned by the young Robert Shaw — then
Toscanini's assistant — and first performed by
the Collegiate Chorale. ( The baritone soloist
was the young George London singing under
his real name, Burnson). Shaw has conducted
the work frequently since then, and it shows
in this respectful and loving account of the
music. The booklet prints letters from the
conductor to one of his choirs in which he
avers that the Requiem ' is sometimes a
grey- brown piece' — a reference to the greybrown swamp thrush which is one of the
poems recurrent symbols — but 1am not so
sure. The orchestral part. particularly of the
mezzos' lyrical verses, is often exquisitely
transparent. permitting the important wind
solos, the cor anglais representing the thrush,
to emerge serenely out of Hindemith's postromantic texture.
It certainly sounds a more colourful piece
in the Sawallisch performance. alive recording of aperformance in Vienna. which means
the inevitable drawback of a choir and
soloists to whom English does not come
naturally. But Ifind the Vienna performance,
warts and all, curiously moving, almost as if
the participants were atoning for the treatment meted out to Hindemith by : he Nazis.
That said. the Atlanta issue is ny far the
more polished of the two, with brilliant
Telarc sound illuminating the dark corners of
the orchestration in a way that the rather
muddy and congested Orfeo does not. And
Shaw's orchestra, chorus, even the soloists,
perform with noticeably more polish. Both
Fischer-Dieskau and Fassbaender are in
roughish voice. Ultimately, the choice is
between a highly disciplined, scrupulously
faithful, excellently recorded hut rather
worthy performance and a moving. but
flawed account of a masterly and moving
work which deserves to be better known.
Telarc [
A*:1/2] Orfeo [
14:2/31. Hugh Canning

HUMPERDINCK: Hansel und Gretel
SchwarzkopflGrummerlSchurhoffIvon
llosvaylMetternichlFelbermayer PhilharmonialKarajan
EMI CMS 769 2932 (
2CDs. 107m 59s) g ®
1954
CotrubasIVon StadelSoderstroml Ludwig!
NimsgernITe KanawalWeltinglGurzenich
OrchlPritchard
CBS M2K 79217 (
2CDs, 107m 42s) C) 1978
PopplFasshaenderlSchlemm1Hamaril Berry'
BurrowesIGruherovalVPOISolti
Decca 421 111-2 (
2CDs. 107m 42s) C) 1978
Have musicologists ever been generous
enough to Hansel? Its place in operatic
history is unique. When Hanslick grudgingly
accepted Siegfried Wagner's verdict that it
was the most important opera since Parsifal
twelve years earlier, he did the work no
favours by stressing its Wagnerian influence.
That was unfair and largely untrue: what can
still amaze us must have struck with extra
force in the early 1890s. when the young
Strauss was still cutting through the links of
Wagnerian chain- mail in Guntram. Humperdinck's lightness of touch, the transparency of
his orchestration and the fleet mastery of the
folk- idiom never pall — certainly not when
listening in close succession to these three
reissues. If Pritchard's often lumpish gait and
his muddy- textured recording suggest subfuse

Bayreuth a little more often than the work
deserves, then there's Solti to remind us how
much middle- period Mahler is foreshadowed
in the scoring, and Karajan casting lusciously
forward to the Strauss of Feuersnot and
Rosenkavalier.
My own very subjective responses incline
me to the Solti. Calculated in texturing he
may be in the Overture and the problematic
Dream Pantomime — both sound as if they
were recorded at a different time from the
main body of the opera — but the opening
scene sparkles with Viennese charm,
Schubertian in its fleetness and Mahlerian in
the occasional clumsy woodwind solo ( note
the true Mahler conductor throughout in all
the Kraftig and Wuchtig passages). How well
he brings out the frantically tonguing trumpet
before the Hexenritt — following without a
break where Pritchard and Karajan use the
optional Act 1close — and the lovely writing
for solo viola in the cuckoo-scene. Karajan
has even more heart: never has the spirit of
delight been greater with him, astriving for
rigid perfection less ( there are dangerous
moments in the ensembles, but they don't
nag like the imprecisions of his Ariadne).
Witch-as-Rosina, with Else Schurhoff spooning out the schlagobers, is as joyous a
moment as the children's celebratory waltz;
but there's real danger here too in the first
forest scene, Dennis Brain ( 1presume) toning the dark- woods romanticism to perfection. Only Sandman and the Evening Prayer
strike me as indulgently slow — and that slight
misjudgement can easily be forgiven with the
breathtaking pacing of the dream-sequence.
With Pritchard only fitfully imaginative,
the interest on CBS rests squarely with the
children. Cotrubas and von Stade begin
stereotypically, but every duet is a treasure;
their prayer must be the most steadily affecting on record. Fassbaender. springing the
words with aliedersinger's relish, and Popp.
in excellent voice at dawn, treat their subjects
seriously — I'm sure every infant would
appreciate that this Hansel and Gretel
become childish only before their parents;
Schwarzkopf and Grummer, on the other
hand, sparkle along with their conductor's
exuberance, suggesting high spirits without
archness ( Ilove Grümmer's sudden Oktavian
touch when Hansel first sees the gingerbreadhouse). Pritchard's starry casting otherwise
proves a disappointment, with Ludwig's
squally ratbag-mother ( Varady captures the
'realistic' weariness of the soliloquy so well —
one of the few Wagnerian echoes in the
opera). and Süderstrnm's wild- pitching witch
(hardly one to fool the kiddies for amoment).
Karajan's adults are an interesting team.
Fricka and Wotan in playful mood, and Berry
has fun with the father, which you may not
like ( Ido). EMI's mix-up of Schwarzkopf and
Grümmer on box and book caught out a
colleague; no matter, the remastering ( unlike
the Ariadne) is abeauty and, mono notwithstanding. the ' 54 recording is as perfect in its
own way as Decca's super-sophisticated work
in the Sofiensaal in 19'78 ( the Overture is not
representative). Karajan [
H*:11. Solti [ A*/
B:1*/1). Pritchard [ B/C:31, with a [ I] for the
children
David Nice

JANACEK: String Quartets I & 2
Medici Qt
Nimbus NI 5113 (
43m 20s) digital
The Medici recorded these two quartets very
successfully for HMV some years back, when
they shared honours with the Suk and Gabrieli recordings for their idiomatic character.
These latest performances are less exciting.
The players no longer seem anxious to draw
Ill
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attention to the eccentricities of Janacek's
quartet writing, or to view it with quite the
same sense of discovery as they did. The
actual playing is still immaculate but at times
the musical accent, particularly that of the
unique Second Quartet. sounds quite conventional, almost Germanic. This no doubt
brings the music more directly into the
European tradition, but Janacek's individuality lies outside that tradition and is not really
to be judged against it. The recording is well
balanced and the sound fairly lifelike, though
occasionally alittle hard. [
A:1/21
Kenneth Dommett
MEALE: Voss
Geoffrey Chard/Marilyn Richardson etc/
Australian Op Ch/Sydney SOIChallender
Philips 420 928-2 (
2 CDs. 124m 37s) digital
Patrick White's novel, like all great novels,
exists on several layers. It is a myth of
Australian exploration. hut also avoyage of
spiritual discovery, and in attempting to
present it for the stage much of its intricacy
has to be sacrificed. It was a brave thing to
attempt. and as far as it goes David Malours
libretto succeeds in retaining some of the
messianic intensity that sets Voss apart from
everything except his destiny, and which
prevents him confessing his love for and
dependence on the equally enigmatic Laura.
These are the central characters, but the odd
mixture of people who accompany Voss to
the Outback. especially Judd, are almost as
important. In the opera they are relegated to
the sidelines, though the stage directions
suggest that some of this imbalance may be
restored by visual means, as are the important thought transferences between Voss and
Laura.
This is Richard Meale's first opera. For it
he has retreated into an assimilable but
largely undramatic idiom: few real arias and a
great deal of recitative-cum arioso. When it
follows the line of normal speech it is
reasonably successful, but here it too often
takes awayward line pulling the text's inflexions out of shape without contributing ans' thing to its dramatic impact. Act 1 is all
preparation, and Mea le's concern to keep the
denouement at bay is understandable but
ultimately self-defeating. because the music.
even though touched up with sonic 19thcentury Australian dance music by William
Ellard, is too static. Act 2begins to take off
(though my first encounter with afaulty CD
occurred here: Voss's song Eine blosse Seek
refused to play). The singing does not help
much, a lot of it inclines to shrillness, and
there is some pretty curious pronunciation Paul Ferris's Tom Radclyffe sounds like the
worst kind of Chinless Wonder without. I
suspect, meaning to - and most of the women
crimp the language with distortions that are
hard to take. The opera's success, such as it
is, rests foursquare on Geoffrey Chard's
shoulders. He makes Voss abelievable character. but cannot make him a sympathetic
one; and Stuart Challender conducts with
obvious conviction. It was agenerous gesture
to record the work so soon after its premiere.
and one must salute the spirit of the enterprise even if not entirely won over by it.
[A:1/21
Kenneth Dommett
MOZART: Symphonies 34, 35 & 39
LMPIGlover
ASV CD DCA 615 (
74m 02s) digital ( LP:
DCA 615. MC: Z DCA 615)
Jane Glover's projected series of the Mozart
Symphonies with her London Mozart Players
Fil F1 NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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starts well with a shapely account of the C
major, K338. shorn of thé bogus Minuet and
Trio Einstein wished on it. and ends with a
magnificent version of K543 that whets the
appetite for more. This has all the qualities
one looks for in performances of this symphony, amagisterial demeanour lightly borne
so that its many felicities of scorilig, have
ample opportunity to declare themselves. In
general all three slow movements have generous breadth and pleasurable warmth, while
the minuets have guts and pace. ( Unfortunately this seems to he my month for discovering that CD is not flawless: at the
recapitulation of the first movement of the
'Haffner' my copy developed aterrible yawing sound and would not progress until
nudged along.)
If Ihave any criticism to make it is that the
finale of this symphony is a bit too staid.
Mozart wanted it ' as fast as possible' and
though Jane Glover has paced it well, one
senses that the orchestra is being held in just
a little. All three Symphonies are well characterised, evidence of long acquaintance and
serious study. The sound is rather plummy
and gives an impression of undue distance
from the listener. [
A/B:1/11
Kenneth Dommett
MOZART: String Quintets K515 & K5I6
Alban Berg Qt/Markus Wall ( ila)
EMI CDC 749 0852 (
68m 08s) digital ( LP: EL
749 0851, MC: EL 749 0854)
There seems to be some confusion regarding
the correct order of the movements in K515.
Some ensembles ( including this one) put the
minuet third, though it ought to be second.
The playing generally is spirited and
extravert. but not always as controlled as it
might be. Close recording lends unwelcome
emphasis to the explosive vigour of the
cellist's handling of the opening bars, and
imparts a slight edge to the leader's upper
register. The interchange of the inner voices.
though, is not as clear as one ought to expect
(RCA manage this better in their live recordings of the Guarneri - 3CDs to be reviewed)
but the motoric drive is powerful and steady,
and lends welcome impetus to the performance. Their G-minor. often regarded as the
test piece, is less obviously intense than some
rival versions. Too much can be made of
Mozart's ' G-minorise, and a touch of the
matter-of-fact can be refreshing and not at all
out of place: but there is something missing
here. Perhaps it is abit too relaxed. The first
movement lacks tension. the Adagio does not
get far below the surface, despite some lovely
muted playing. and the jaunty finale is just a
bit too breezy. Of the versions currently
available on CD. pride of place must go to
the reissued Grumiaux set for its classic
balance and sense of style. (
B:1/21
Kenneth Dommett
MYASKOVSKY: Cello Sonata 2 O RACHMANINOV: Cello Sonata
You Turovskv ( vIe)l Luba Edlina (pilo)
Chandos CHAN 8523 (
62m 17s)
Myaskovsky provides an unexpected coupling
for Rachmaninov's fine work, but not one of
much interest. As the accompanying booklet
honestly says, ' There is scarcely a bar in
Myaskovsky's Cello Sonata 2. Op.81. of
1948-9 that would have seemed out of place
when Rachmaninov composed his Sonata in
1901'. Except that every bar of Rachmaninov's piece is highly individual, immediately
recognisable as his. The booklet goes on to
say that the elegantly waltzing Andante

'would have been at home amidst . . . the
salons of 19th-century St Petersburg'. Myaskovsky was a hard-Working teacher of composition at Moscow Conservatoire from 1921
until his death in 1950, and had a good
technique. Yet though readily inventive, his
ideas never seem especially personal, and, as
this Sonata demonstrates all too well, the
result is a sort of melodious monotony. He
said that his lifelong aim was *objectivity, to
transmute personal experiences into universal communication', and, even given asensitive performance like the one found here, it
would seem that the process of objectification
went too far. Such music has the air of not
belonging in its own time or anywhere else.
Rachmaninov's Sonata Op. 19. however, is
very much of its own period yet belongs to all
time. The close relationship between this
piece and his second Suite for Two Pianos and
Piano Concerto 2 is well known, but despite
unobtrusive cross-references each score is a
completely independent achievement. All
four movements receive a perceptive interpretation from these artists, tender and passionate by turns. [
A: I1
Max Harrison
RACHMANINOV: Chopin Variations L 5
Preludes, Opp.3, 23, 32 0 Mélodie CI Liebesleid D Liebesfreud
Jorge Bolet (pilo)
Decca 421 061-2 (
63m 30s) digital ( LP: 421
061-1, MC: 421 061-4)
One senses that Jorge Bolet's interest in
Rachmaninov's piano pieces is arousd by
their brilliance and virtuosity rather than by a
desire to express their underlying emotional
angst. There is nothing wrong in this, of
course; but I would prefer to hear what
Rachmaninov had to say from the heart, too,
and so it is in the more lyrical moments of
these pieces that I feel disappointed by
Bole's reluctance to allow anything more
than the merest tantalising glimpse of what
lies underneath these scintillating floods of
notes.
The Chopin Variations are finely executed,
although at times the swirling semiquavers
emerging from the rich sonority of the Bechstein, and Bolet's pedalling, sometimes hint
at a washiness under the close- scrutiny miking. despite the dryish acoustic. Of the five
Preludes, the famous G- minor. Op.23:5,
takes on amore sinister hue than is usual as a
result of Bolet's choice of tempo; he takes
almost aminute longer than Ashkenazy. but I
welcome the new insight this offers. Bolet
plays the Kreisler arrangements with afairly
straight-laced swagger: the gentleman is taking the floor in these Lanneresque dances
rather than the carefree itigétut, but Bolet
exudes acertain cryptic charm that is wholly
beguiling. [ A:1]
Barbara Jahn
SCHUBERT: Symphonies 1, 4 & 6 1:1 Rosamunde - excerpts
BPOIBarenboim
CBS M2K 42489 (
2CDs. 127m 26s) digital
With this issue [ CD only] Barenboim completes his cycle of the eight Schubert symphonies for CBS with the Berlin Philharmonic.
As with the earlier issues Ihave heard, there
are delightful touches, much beautiful playing, but also arestlessness of conception that
on the one hand seems to stem from the
commendable desire to be free from convention. but on the other recalls the less successful eccentricities of a Furtwângler disciple.
The freedom of pulse within the ( very slow)
Andante of 4 is a case in point. The fast
movements on the whole go better than the
113
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CLASSICAL
slow ones, with fleetness of articulation and
attractive balance between wind and strings.
The Rosamunde music here presented consists of the Overture to Die Zauherharfè, the
Entr'acte in B- flat ( wrongly identified) and
the concluding Ballet Music, the latter two
both being marked by a flexibility of tempo
that Ifind excessive. The recording emphasizes the middle sonorities, with tuttis sounding rather thick and over- insistent. [
B:2]
Peter Branscombe

SHOSTAKOVICH: String Quartets 1-15 E
Piano Quintet
Sviatoslar Richter (pno)1Borodin Qi
EMI CDC 749 2662 (
69m ( I Is) - I, 9, 12. 2672
(72m I3s) - 2.3. 2682 (
68m) - 4.6, II. 2692
(68m IIs) - 10, 13. 14. 2702 (
68m 11s)- 5, IS.
CDC 747 5072 (
70m 12s) - 7, 8, Pno Ont
C) 1979-84

and the old Borodin Quartet's tonal refinement is particularly winning in certain movements. But this new cycle is easily the best
available and likely to prove definitive for
some time to come. [
A/B:11 Robert Cowan

ffle
SIMPSON: Symphonies 6 & 7
RLPOIHandley
Hyperion CDA66280 (
60m) digital

There are no ' early' Shostakovich String
Quartets. No. 1 • Op.49, post-dates the Fifth
These two Symphonies of Robert Simpson,
Symphony by ayear, and the last completed
composed in 1977, are both powerfully
work in the cycle. No.15. Op.144. post-dates
argued works, derivative in dialectic,
the Fifteenth Symphony by three years. In
SCHUBERT: Winterreise
perhaps, but original in their conception and
point of fact, these endlessly fascinating
Chrism Ludwig (m-stliames Levine (pm))
utterly convincing in the closeness of their
works chart the composer's development far
DG 423 366-2 (
74m 20s) digital
arguments. Both have programmatic ground more vividly than the more overtly public
plans. The Sixth is concerned with growth, an
symphonies. In his excellent notes, Hugh
Christa Ludwig has arrived at her Indian
appropriate subject for a composer whose
Ottoway cited the influences of Beethoven.
Summer before tackling her Winter's Journey
music is as organic as Simpson's; the imane
Hindemith and Schoenberg, but remarked on
-at least on record, for Schubert's great cycle
for the starting point is described as the fertile
a 'dearth of meaningful points of contact with
has been an active part of her recital repercell, and that for the culmination the fully.
toire for afew years now. In asense it is apity
the six string quartets of Bartók'. I'm not sure
formed, optimistic adult. Between, of course,
that Iagree. Certainly the rocketing dynamic
that she felt unable to strike up achallenge to
there is the trauma of birth. On the other
curves in Bartók's Qt.2 ( i), the structural
the Fischer-Dieskau orthodoxy at the height
hand the Seventh, written for Hans Keller
tightness of his Third and his later, highly
of her powers. the decade and ahalf from the
and scored for an orchestra of classical
expressive use of glissandi. pizzicati and
late ' 50s to the mid- 70s. when she still
proportions, has amore obtuse subject; some
syncopated rhythms strike me as possible
undertook the trouser roles for which she was
have suggested, apparently, that it represents
influences on Shostakovich. Also, the emorenowned - Octavian, Orlofsky - in the
a dead world after some hideous calamity.
tional intensity in Bartók's Qts.5 and 6 finds
theatre. Her wandering lover inevitably
though the composer. while admitting that it
its counterpart in the many heart-rending
sounds a little overripe, though the state of
does have something to do with unpleasant
pages that fill Shostakovich's later work. The
Ludwig's voice last year when she recorded
global realities, says simply that the end is
accent may be different. but the message is
the cycle ( at the age of 63!) is astonishing, the
C- sharp. a natural resolution of the prefrequently quite similar.
tone still limpid and warm, suggesting by the
viously conflicting tonal centres of C and D.
The works themselves are astonishingly
standards of today a singer in her prime
The recording ( incidentally, tracked with
varied: the first four Quartets are relatively
rather than in the twilight of her career.
laudable lavishness) is excellent, underlining
lyrical, although 2 incorporates much terse,
For this reason alone Irecommend this disc
Simpson's skill at orchestration; and so are
gritty argument. We catch sight of the DSCH
to Ludwig's admirers though. in truth, this is
the performances under Vernon Handley, as
motive in 5: 6is relatively untroubled; 7-9 are
otherwise not avery competitive Winterreise.
vigorous and committed as the notes and the
tense, dramatic and thematically close-knit;
Iam inclined to blame James Levine's turgid
ideas themselves. Guaranteed to win con10 marries ferocity with pathos; the desolate
and prosaic piano playing - which DG might
verts. [
A: I]
Stephen Pettitt
11 leads to 12 and to flirtations with 12tone
have noticed in his dull account of the
composition. Then there's the stark, aggressublime Mozart Quintet for Piano and Winds
sive modernity of 13. the death-haunted 14.
- but Ludwig does suggest amaternal figure
y
and the infinitely mysterious 15 with its six
and a very operatic one at that. A pity
STANFORD: Symphony 5E: Irish Rhapsody 4
Adagios and disturbing ppp-sffff dynamics.
because individual songs - ' FrühlUlster Orchestra/Handler
There are of course two EMI/Melodiya
ingstraum' and ' Die Nebensonneif - are
Chandos CHAN 8581 (
61m 36s) digital ( LP:
Borodin Quartet Shostakovich cycles. The
intimately drawn. and with an instinctive
ABRD 1277. MC: ABTD 1277)
first, now deleted, reached only as far as 13
dramatic colouring. Others sound simply
and was suplemented in 1976 by the Beethperverse: ' Die Post is definitely of the second
Elgar aside. Stanford must have been, with
oven Quartet's versions of 14 and 15. The
class variety. Excellent sound, of course, as
Parry. the most capable British composer at
new set was initially issued here in 1986 ( EX
one might expect from this source; and it is
the close of the 19th-century. He wrote
270339 3, 7LPs). In the meantime, the
amazing how Ludwig's still lustrous timbre
voluminously ( seven symphonies. nine
Quartet's personnel had changed.
needs no apologies, even under the scrutiny
operas. etc) and had avery prominent place
Comparing the two sets is instructive. I'm
of laser. Regrettahl\ then. it's IA:2/31 for the
in UK musical life. Stanford was an archereminded of the Juilliard's three successive
interpretation
Hugh Canning
typal Irishman in exile, whose pervasive
shots at the 6 Bartok Quartets: the first
Irishness saved him from undue Germanic
lovingly attentive to detail, the second more
influences - as both the above works demonsSCHUN1ANN: Piano Sonata in g, Op.22/
polished and overtly dramatic, the third
trate. their Brahmsbased orchestral technicomparatively relaxed and unbuttoned.
SCHUBERT: Piano Sonata in A, D959
que notwithstanding. Certainly there is
Again, personnel changes subtly affected the
Murray Perahia (pilot
nothing specifically ' Victorian' or ' EdwarQuartet's tone and overall approach. Here
CBS CD 44569 (
54m 17s) digital ( LP: 44569,
dian' about them. As is nearly always the case
there is a corresponding development in
MC: 40-44569)
with Stanford. Symphony 5 displays a comapproach and interpretation. The new set is
positional craft that is immaculate at all
more freely expressive and spontaneous. It's
A superlative recording. marred only by an
as if the passage of time has banished a levels. But even in this devoted performance
occasional hint of stridency in the middle
by Vernon Handley and the Ulster Orchestra
degree of caution and inhibiting uncertainty
register ( though whether this is attributable
the music simply fails to hold one's attention,
to pianist, tuner, or engineer is hard to say; I that tamed those pioneering performances
and virtually nothing of it can be remembered
from the '60s. The music's full import has had
suspect it's a shared responsibility). But the
even after several hearings.
time to sink in. Quartets 6, 9 and the Piano
playing is Perahia at his best, which is to say
Symphony 5 was prompted by Milton's
Quintet were recorded ' live', with a corresincomparable. The tension generated and
LA/legro and Il Penseroso, and there are
ponding increase in tension, and sound
resolved, the colours deployed, the subtle
quotations from these poems at the head of
throughout the series is vivid, resonant and
and continuous use of the pedals, and above
each movement. It is a pity that the accomwell-defined. A certain stridency is prevalent
all, perhaps, the poetry and breadth of vision
panying booklet devotes most of its space to
at times, but as awhole the set is vastly better
which Perahia brings to both works are
printing these instead of finding something
recorded than its predecessor which.
nothing short of exemplary. Indeed my only
persuasive to say about the music. Irish
although ostensibly 'stereo', was spatially
reservation concerns the scherzo of the SchuRhapsody 4of 1913 is titled ' The Fisherman
uninformative and rather opaque. This newmann, which strikes me as a trifle heavy
of Lough Neagh and What He Saw'. This is
sometimes, but this is no more than a found vividness is aprominent characteristic
more picturesque. but chiefly because of the
of the later series and the CDs are even more
difference of view. Icould rabbit on, citing
traditional melodies that Stanford wove into
impressive. Mid-price reissue would have
chapter and verse, but to what end? As with
it. It is sad that his vast output has been so
been preferable, but at least EMI have
Perahia's earlier disc of Beethoven sonatas
forgotten, yet there is justice in this, as in the
squeezed 7 LPs- worth onto 6 CDs.
[reviewed in April, p951, Ican only say that
fact that Symphony 5. though composed in
Older sets by the Beethoven and FitzwilI've never heard a finer or more compelling
1894. had to wait until 1923 for publication.
liam Quartets ( neither as yet are on CD)
performance of either work. [ A: ¡* 1
[A:I]
Max Harrison
continue to offer valid alternative readings,
Jeremy Siepmann
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ADVERTISEMENT

NEWSLETTER
Vol. 4, No. 4
The Music Room is proud of its
leadership in ultimate and highend musical systems. But our
goal is specific but wider than
the expensive exotica. We
advise and deal in all specialist
and purist Hi Fi products and
systems. Our customers are
people who seek value and
service rather than the bogus
products and incentives.
Our position of respect means
that we are continuously
approached by many new
manufacturers or old ones with
new products. We keep an open
mind. For example, we could
sell lots of CD changers; why
people want them is not our
concern, but we sacrificed these
sales because the only one we
knew about was based on a
mechanism which produced
hard sound, not music. Now
TEAC and Philips plan
changers, and we will keep an
open mind, and ear.

Hi Fi as aMusic Room domestic
compares to a rack system. Call
in at 98 Bath Street, Glasgow if
you want to hear it all!

AFFORDABLE
EXCELLENCE
As always, we have aconstantly
changing list of second-hand
and ex-dem equipment, fully
checked and guaranteed for six
months. Our special offer this
month will be of interest to the
growing number of those who
greatly admire the new AUDIO
TECHNICA generation of
Moving Coil Cartridges. By
arrangement with AT you can
have an AT- F3 for £ 52.95, AT- F5
for £74.95, OC 7 for £ 187.95 or
OC 9 for £299.95 under stylus
replacment service. You must
send us your existing ATmoving coil cartridge, any one
without aremovable stylus, and
we will send you post-free your
new cartridge. Beware,
incidentally, of a crop of
imported
imposter AT
cartridges whose origins are
being investigated.

TEAC have a neat product
called an AD-4; looks like a
double cassette deck, but one
side is a CD player. The
advantage is a reduction in the
For those considering an
boxes for which you need to
upgrade on DUAL we commend
find houseroom, and a crafty
the ARISTON (2- Deck (£ 139) and
on- board computer by which
the ICON (£219), not necessarily
you insert a CD, a blank
because of our Scottish origin —
cassette, key in the cassette size
these products have won prizes
(eg. C-90) and the AD- 4 and acclaim worldwide for
calculates the CD track
breaking new ground in terms
sequence which will best fill
of performance and overall
side one of the cassette with the
excellence! Phone for an
least end gap. The machine
audition. Another step up, to
makes the transcription,
£299, buys the MICHELL
automatically using the cassette
Syncrodek with Rega RB-250
deck's auto- reverse to continue
tonearm: can you beat this
on side two to complete the CD.
combination for ease of use,
Of course you can edit ( delete
looks and overall excellence? It
certain tracks, insist on a is easy to believe that such a
sequence etc.). Perhaps this
Designer work of art cannot be
isn't purist Hi Fi, but it is very
state of the art in sound, but
good quality, value and ideal for
your ears will delight you
those who make tapes for use in
immediately you hear one. If
in- car.
you have to keep changing LP's
until it comes right, then
Don't forget our in- car Hi Fi
something is wrong. With this
shop, Mobile Fidelity who
combination you know
recommend Alpine, Clarion,
immediately that here is magic.
Nakamichi and Soundstream
frontends and amps. plus
speaker systems from Infinity,
KEF, JBL etc. and the sound
compares to the average car

Our reference turntable is the
ROKSAN Xerxes and with the
new arm and cartridge, the
Artemiz and the Shiraz, we look

The Music Room
50 Bridge Street
Manchester M3 3BN
061-835 1366

October 1988.
forward to amazing more
customers and friends! We
have always admired the
excellent turntables from
SYSTEMDEK but our only
reservations are based on slow
deliveries. The model II and IIXE
are outstanding value,
however, and we have just
received the revised IV, which
features external Power Supply
box and acrylic platter a la
Goldmund/PT philosophy. The
Four is a solid top- class
turntable whose outstanding
feature is its very fine price of
£495.

AMPLIFIERS
The Sugden A-25 is abargain at
£159. Now in its MK. II form it
can be identified by its superior
speaker posts and headphone
jack. An extra £20.95 buys the
legendary Cyrus One Mk. Il if
you can get your hands on one.
Musical Fidelity prices are now
substantially increased but
these amplifiers are still wellworth considering.
Cambridge Audio received a
Best Buy rating in last month's
Hi Fi Choice for the amazing
P55 at £ 289 which was
described as " subjectively one
of the best integrated amplifiers
around". This elite company
has an elite dealer network and
product is still in short supply.
For £90 less, the P40 follows on
from its famous predecessor's
slimline looks and superbe
sound. Its elite leader is Stan
Curtis, so you need never worry
about its electronic design
being less than slightly ahead of
the state of the art.

COMPACT DISC
PLAYERS
Permit us to revert to the exotic
products if we mention the
forthcoming Cambridge CD- 1
MK. Il which is expected to sell
for around £2,000 but its threeboxes of no- compromise
electronics promise to retrieve
the music from silver discs as
never before. A less costly
approach is the £ 599 CD-2
which converts not only D/A but

FOR ACTION, ADVICE AND
HOME DELIVERY
WORLDWIDE PHONE

>

even some CD skeptics! And
more important, keeps them
very satisfied even with DOD
Discs long-term. Finally, less
costly Curtis can be achieved
with the Cambridge black boxes
by which other CD Players can
achieve up to 16- bit x 16 times
sampling resolution.
Major CD News this month is
the international launch by
Philips of CD with Video! Opera
buffs will be able to buy CD
sound with picture quality far in
excess of the best VCR, and rock
fans can play the 5" discs with
the feature song including its
video and 20 minutes music
only. Software is promised
immediately
and
with
substantial back catalogue.
Prices are promised not to
include the normal initial
premium, and compatibility is
total: all " Combi" players play
all discs, including CD's and the
old laservision discs. However,
for £299 you can buy a Philips
CDV 285 which plays standard
CD's through your Hi Fi and the
5" Video Discs through your
Hi Fi and TV. The future is with
us today!

LOUDSPEAKERS
The last components: for less
than £ 300 you can buy
remarkably fine loudspeakers.
Musical Fidelity MC2 and
Rogers LS6 are worthy
contenders but have been
joined by a new design from
Monitor Audio which is always
good news. The R300 MD is a
£200 sealed box design and will
thus perform well in small
rooms. Reflex or ported design
can work well, especially in the
hands of competent designers
(notably Celef and Pro- Ac
loudspeakers and you should
ask to hear their SuperTowers
costing f1,001 and the ProAc
Studio Ones at £505).
The budget loudspeaker for the
high-end customer is still the
Magneplanar SMGa at £675 per
pair; pure genius: and we must
end on this happy note before
we drift up-market. More next
month.

The Music Room
221 St. Vincent Street
Glasgow G2 5QY
041-248 7221
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STOCKHAUSEN: Donnerstag aus Licht
Singers/Soloists/Hilversum Rad Ch, etc/ Ens
Intercontemporain, etcl Eotvos, Stockhausen
DG 423 379-2 ( 4CDs, 210m 59s) 0 1983
STOCKHAUSEN: In Freundschaft D Traum
Formal* E3 Amour
Suzanne Stephens (tit, * basset hm)
DG 423 379-2 (
47m 24s)

but reliable laurels. Modern music needs
better presentation and some sort of enthusiastic advocacy; in the absence of this, one
cannot reasonably complain if, gramophonically speaking, it dies a death.
Ms Stephens's virtuosic recital offers
further testimony of Stockhausen's fertile
imagination and subtle sense of timbres. The
recital's three works are extremely varied,
tonally resourceful, even relatively softgrained in parts of Amour. The basset- horn's
range descends to some impressive sax- type
sonorities, and Stockhausen's use of rest
periods is exceptionally effective throughout.
Here, one is happy to read useful notes:
explanations are genuinely helpful, say, for
the opening of In Freundschaft. I was
interested to note that in Dream Formula the
performer should wear ' if at all possible . . . a
blue-black, green- black glittering costume.
nocturnal, erotic.' Great for Suzanne
Stephens, but what about Jack Brymer?
All recordings are clean, immediate AAD.
with next- to- no tape hiss. [ A/B:11
Robert Cowan

Stockhausen

R STRAUSS: Also Sprach Zarathustra L]Tod
und Verklárung
NY POISinopoli
DG 423 576-2 (
65m 34s) digital ( LP: 423
576-1, MC: 423 576-4)
The brass opening to Archangel Michael's
'Greeting' is immediately arresting: bold,
angular, celebratory. Thereafter, we set out
through stages of a drama enacted by the
fervent protagonist ( Michael) in partnership
with Eva, Lucifer, and various zealous
instrumental collaborators ( including the
composer's sons and daughter). The talented,
visionary Michael is born amidst strife and
tension; he meets and falls in love with Moon
Eve, is valiantly successful in arigorous High
School of Music Examination, embarks on a
surrealist 'Journey Around the Earth' ( the
opera's 50m, purely instrumental Second
Act), returns home ( Third Act) and eventually dispatches ridiculing Lucifer to exile.
This is one of many possible ( and dubious)
simplifications. DG provide a synopsis, and
ample, even extravagantly placed tracking
points, but no libretto, absolutely no guidelines for the uninitiated . . . in fact precious
little in the way of Licht. [Texts came with the
1983 4LP set.] Licht is, of course, the
collective title for amassive 7-opera cycle in
the making. Each work corresponds to a
different weekday: Donnerstag was composed between 1978 and 1981, Samstag
(forthcoming on CD) between 1982 and 1983,
and the very latest instalment, Montag, dates
from between 1985 and 1988. ( None of this
information is included in the booklet).
The musical language combines tellingly
calculated, often colourful instrumental writing, adramatic use of voices, and the subtle
integration of atmospheric tape sounds. The
score seems to inhabit atime-scale outside of
our own: one enters Licht's world hesitantly
at first, perhaps, but with a degree of
involvement and fascination that increases
with each successive encounter. Sounds and
chordal sequences are sufficiently imaginative to compensate for absent staging, and for
those of you who require visual stimulation,
the booklet contains plenty of informative
photographs. In other respects, encountering
Donnerstag aus Licht is like hopping aboard a
mystery tour: the novice will have no idea of
the trip's destination, purpose, or place in the
scheme of things. It's as if DG, Stockhausen
et al have abandoned the idea of attracting a
fresh public, and are content to rest on small,
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A convincing 37-minute Zarathustra ought
not to be too much of a problem, given the
right tempo- relations and a firm underlying
pulse. Bernstein might have managed it.
With Sinopoli one continually garners the
patience to understand and succumb until he
goes too far. Nearly ever v espressivo, ever y
rit, has him crippling an already halting gait:
witness sluggish second violins and violas just
after the luscious climax of the Backworldsmen section, or the way in which the luminous epilogue ( plain enough here in all
conscience) sinks into a coda from bar 958
onwards. It's the same with Tod - likewise a
good four minutes slower than the average:
with control this lofty transfiguration might
have worked. But no, Sinopoli has to ' bring
out' the extra expression. grounding strings
just after Letter Z before an ugl y speeding
towards the summit. Lines written to be
'sung' make me seriously wonder about this
conductor's idea of phrasing: the violinist
shedding the light of remembered innocence
on deathbed gloom gives the accompanying
harp an impossible time, and so it is when the
theme returns over triplet- rustlings in flashback.
In short, heaviness abounds where there
should he light, air and movement - what
would Kempe have made of this, Icouldn't
stop wondering. The usual interest in seeing
what Sinopoli the dissector makes of counterpoint and detail ( a saving grace of his
Philharmonia concert Zarathustra), is
curiously absent - not, Ithink, the fault of the
recording, aptly hard, cold and steely for the
New Yorkers' tough brilliance. The higher of
my two performance ratings is for their
contribution alone. I
B:2/41
David Nice
R STRAUSS: Josephslegende
Tokyo Metropolitan SOIWakasugi
Denon CO 2050 (
66m 27s)
'This God-seeker Joseph - he's going to be a
hell of an effort' wrote Strauss to Hofmannsthal in September 1912. He certainly was.
Joseph's religious aspirations irritated the
atheistic composer even more than Jokanaan's, and Hofmannsthal's harpings on the
numinous inspired him only to afew stratos-

pheric musical-box twitteririgs. The hero's
other worldly innocence fares better on
Strauss's terms: Joseph's translucent second
dance looks forward to the Indian Summer
world of the Duet- Concertino rather than
across to the Bourgeois Gentilhomme music,
and the Tokyo woodwind capture its silvery
playfulness to perfection. What, then, of
Potiphar's wife and court, which gave
Diaghilev and Bakst free rein for opulence?
Well, Salome had exhausted all there was to
say on the subject; Strauss rarely resuscitated
old atmosphere, and it does him credit that he
never tries to imitate the."shot-silk cidences'
of the Palestinian night. Instead there are
vicious, if heavy-handed whiffs of Prokofiev's
Ala and Lolly (
which he might well have seen
around that time in Paris).
Yet if the ballet is hardly the unqualified
masterpiece the booklet-note claims, its crafting is absolutely professional, with brutality
and depravity spicing the piety and prettiness
which are all we get in the 1947 ' Symphonic
Fragment'. And the manner, if nothing like
the matter, of its great contemporaries Ariadne, the Alpine Symphony, above all Die
Frau ohne Schatten - shines forth with astonishing frequency. Hiroshi Wakasugi, with
years of experience at Dresden, may not have
Kempe's suppleness but he knows how to
draw a Staatskapelle-like transparency of
sound from his Japanese players (vital in this
fattest of Strauss scores). The recording helps
him all the way: obviously artful only in the
close but restricted placing of violins, brilliantly clear with touches like the boxers'
tuned timpani. Banding is scientific in its
detail; followed with the booklet's detailed
version of Kessler's hideous scenario, it
should help you through the work first time
around, but is surely best forgotten on
subsequent replayings. [A:1]
David Nice
TCHAIKOVSKY: Arias from The Queen of
Spades, The Maid of Orleans, Oprichnik,
lolanta, The Enchantress, Yevgeny Onyegin
and Mazeppa
Ghena Dimitrova (sop) I Hungarian State
Orchl Zoltan Pesko
CBS CD 42174 (
50m IIs) ( LP: 42174. MC:
40-42174
Anyone who knows the Bulgarian soprano
from her ear-splitting stage portrayals of
Turandot, Lady Macbeth, Abipille and
Amneris - this last due to appear in Decca's
forthcoming Scala recording with Pavarotti may be surprised by the comparitive delicacy
of some of the singing here. For astart, it was
astute of CBS/Hungaroton to record Dimitrova in a programme of Tchaikovsky where
she has the field to herself, but the sessions
have captured her grandiose soprano in
resplendent form and before the heavy work
load she has undertaken in the dramatic
Italian repertoiire had robbed her thrilling
top notes of their security and tonal brightness.
Don't expect much subtlety, or differentiation of characterisation, in this spectrum of
Tchaikovsky heroines from the familiar
Tatyana and Lisa to the rarely encountered
'hostess' Kuma from The Enchantress, Natalia from Oprichnik and the King's mistress,
Agnes Sorel from the Maid of Orleans - she
does the eponymous Joan's famous Act Iaria
too - but the sheer health of this voice, its
distinctive Slavonic rawness which never
turns sour or squally, is a joy to hear.
Dimitrova's success with the American public
is self-explanatory. Inevitably, the lack of
strong identification with the women she
presents will disappoint the connoisseur of
Russian singing - there is none of Vishnevs117
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Superb Charlotte Drawer-Chest for
480 compact discs!
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£287 — £ 30 Delivery in UK. In Teak or
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Oak, Rosewood, Walnut or Black). Four 3Channel Drawers with cross- dividers. Eight
drawer cassette chest also available (£412)
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Special Offer
but made to Ian Edwards'
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•
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•

For our brochure showing some of
our other units write to

IAN EDWARDS
The Old Chapel,
282 Skipton Road, Harrogate.
0423 500442
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BANDOR

MINIATURE LOUDSPEAKERS
DESIGN 8 MANUFACTURE OF
MINIATURE IOUDSPEAKERS AND SYSTEMS

Design 8Development Studio
1Sydney Cottages
Cores End Road
Bourne End
Bucks. SL8 SHY
2le (06285) 29441

'The BANDOR module is a miniature loud,speaker with a50mm 12 .. 1
Aluminium Cone and
Former.
Having an exceptional BANDWIDTH of 100HZ —
20KHz — This unique new product has a
remarkable TRANSIENT RESPONSE with a
CLARITY OF SOUND not associated with other
'coned loudspeakers and is comparable only
to that of the electrostatic sound.
MK II BANDOR MODULES NOW AVAILABLE
8ohms & 16 ohms
BANDOR MODULES completed systems available
please send for brochure to D Jordon.

SUPERLATIVE PERFORMERS
SOUND CLOSE TO THE MASTER- TAPE
FORMULA V DAMPED
TONE-ARM BY
MAYWARE
£90.85

MAGNEPLANAR MG 2.5R

Until recently, tFe joys of the enviable Magneplanar ribbon- equipped panel speakers
have been restricted to the company's dearest models. With the introduction of the
MG 2.5R, the merits of this hybrid have been made available to audiophiles at o
lower price point and in asmaller package. It takes alot to drive areviewer to
describe aspeaker as setting ' an overall standard few other designs can match', but
that's how HiFi Choice - The Collection summed up their assessmen• of the MG
2.5R. Audition apair and discover the source of inspiration
Write or phone for perceptive advice and details of nearest dealer.

MC- 7V-111 BY
MAYWARE

BEST SOUNDING HIGH- LOW OUTPUT MC CARTRIDGE
SEND FOR PROFESSIONAL REVIEW BY REG.WILLIAMSON

BAL AUDIO
60 NEW STREET
MOLD, CLWYD.

Absolute Sounds 318 Worple Road Wimbledon London SW20 80U

£79.35

TEL: ( 0352) 56729.

WE OFFER ASTUDIO DEMONSTRATION OF
EQUIPMENT WE FEEL CONFIDENT TO
RECOMMEND FOR ITS HIGH QUALITY
PERFORMANCE AND RELIABILITY

Tel 947 5047 Telex: 894800 Absol G.
Air Tangent, Apogee, Audio Research,
California Audio Laboratories,
Counterpoint, DMP, Duntech, Entec, Goldmund,
Kinergetics, Koetsu, Krell, Madrigal,
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Oscar Wilde
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kaya's impetuosity, or Welitsch's limpid
delicacy in Tatyana's Letter scene, nor
Milashkina's heightened sense of ecstatic
intoxication at 'Tsaritsa Noch!' as Lisa anticipates Hermann's arrival in the Countess's
bedroom. But Maria's beautiful lullaby is
touchingly done, with disarming simplicity.
Pesko's accompaniments — with the exception
of his lingering handling of the oboe/horn
dialogue in the rapturous central section of
the Letter scene — are both idiomatic and
supportive of the singer. The recording gives
the voice aforward position which it does not
really need, but the results are not uncomfortable. 1A/B: 1/21
Hugh Canning
VILLA- LOBOS: Alma Brasileira
Bachianas Brasileira 4 E Ciclo Brasileiro
Valsa da flor
Alma Peichersky (pno)
ASV CD DCA 607 (
59m I4s) digital ( LP:
DCA 607, MC: Z DCA 607)
The limpid start to Bachianas Brasileira is
typical: at hest. Villa-Lobos's pieces have a
spring- morning freshness, even innocence,
that is unique. Many types of South American folk and popular music are mixed in. and
always the primeval forest is in the background. In the charming Ciclo, for example.
the first movement is a setting of a ' native
planting song.' the second conveys ' minstrel
impressions', and so on. All the items
brought together here are pianistically effective, sometimes hard to play. as are the
toccata- like two final movements of Ciclo;
yet they have a directness and essential
simplicity.
Those last few words are equally apt for
Alma Petchersky's performances. All executive problems are unobtrusively dealt with,
and the listener is not aware of any personal
interpretation coming between him and the
music. This is less easy to bring off than it
sounds, not least if one is faced with three
slow movements in succession, as in
Bachianas Brasileira 4. These are followed by
a Dansa, another toccata- like piece and one
which reminds us that Villa-Lobos's music
can be naïve and hence descend into crudity.
At the other extrme is Alma Brasileira, fifth
of the Choros series, which is the most
interesting piece here, both musically and
pianistically. In fact this recital is an almost
consistently enjoyable if also rather lightweight experience. [ A:1]
Max Harrison

CBS MAESTRO
It's a big mid- price jump from CBS Classics
to Maestro CDs*, and three of these ten
latest transfers offer no extra items. That
said, there are some welcome reissues here —
none more than George SzeII's Cleveland
Mahler 4 [ MYK 44713, 57m 48s 8 1966],
with Judith Raskin. No boy soprano nonsense here! SzeII is on record ( literally) saying
he did not identify with all Mahler, but with
finely articulated playing and faultless transitions this is a classic account. On CD it
sounds smoother than on the two best UK LP
versions ( the original EMI, then the CBS
Classics: the Great Performances' sounds
strangled and artificial). An impression of
more distance has been contrived, though at
the cost of the old 'gutsy' richness of textures.
1suspect that SzeII was too sophisticated to
embrace closely the jollifications in ( iv), but
Raskin's combination of dignity and childlike
delight tends to cover for this. [
13:11
From the evidence of some 78s I once
found in a street-market, SzeII's Czech PO
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Dvorak ' New World' would be worth resurrecting on Références. If I remember correctly, his fiery c.1960 Cleveland version only
appeared here in a 3LP set, poorly transferred. The US Masterworks pressings, though,
show screechy string-tone, pinched winds,
high hiss levels — all impressively moderated
on the CD [
MYK 42530, 53m 14s]. Smetana's
'Moldau' from Ma Vlast is the superb filler.
(11/C:1/11
His Beethoven Ninth (
with Addison/Hobson/Lewis/Bell/Cleveland Ch) [
MYK 42532,
66m 35s 8 1961] certainly contrasts with the
affable VPO/Schmidt-Isserstedt recent ' Ovation' CD reissue, a Ninth to live with . .
SzeII's imperious, taut alternative illustrates
his technical mastery well. Howard Scott's
production, which uses close mics on strings,
but relays considerable depth- imaging, has
some residual tape-hiss which hardly matters.
We have become used to objective, *daylie
readings of ( iii) now ( Dohnanyi, Karajan);
although Sze11's strings are pretty loud, even
allowing for those mics, the manner now
seems more acceptable than it did in ' 61. Try
it: you may dislike it, but to describe the
approach as Toscanini-ish is to deny Sze11's
powerful individuality. Difficult to rate without bias. [ A/B:1(*)]
Rudolf Serkin's virile, exciting Beethoven
Emperor with NYP/Bernstein now comes
with Leonora 3 [
MYK 42529, 51m 38s 8
1962]. Although more satisfying than the
Telarc with Ozawa, this earlier Serkin Fifth
Concerto suffers from the close piano image
(jumbo-sized entry in iii); and the Adagio
sounds heavy-handed, especially with the
weight given the NY strings. Well, perhaps
more flawed than Ihad remembered it — but
still of absorbing interest. A better
engineered VPO Leonora 3 comes on DG,
but Bernstein's trenchant early version has an
improvisatory freshness. [ C:1]
Far more modern is the Rachmaninov
Third Piano Concerto with Lazar Berman/
LSO/Abbado [
MYK 44175, 44m 07s C) 1977]
although you would hardly guess that. Ihad
not remembered the piano-tune as so brittle
and thin, or the orchestral sound so vague,
yet edgy. But the analogue LP has just this
shallowness and lack of spatial definition.
Completely outclassed by the Ashkenazy/
Concertgebouw Third on Decca, Berman's is
a disturbingly unconvincing account: it all
sounds very Germanic in conception to me,
and the accompaniment is pallid ( though to
what degree is this due to production?).
[C/D:3]
If there can be anyone in the country who
has not heard the Isaac Stern/Philadelphia/
Ormandy couplings of Tchaikovsky's and
Mendelssohn's E- minor Concertos, then the
CD [
MYK 42537, 60m 20s C) 1959] can be
described as good for its ase: tight-focused
with close solo balance, quite clean. Ifind
Stern mannered but totally compelling in the
Tchaikovsky; the Mendelssohn is hard-driven
where, in any case, nowadays we are seeing
the piece as more suited to chamber orchestra- scaled accompaniments. Historic documentation of Stern's playing in the late- 50s.
[C:2]
The promising young Pinchas Zukerman
can be heard, with qualified pleasure, in
Bruch's G- minor and Lab's 5mvt Symphonie
Espagnole, with Los Angeles/Mehta [
MYK
44717, 56m 36s]. The 1977 Masterworks LP
was cut with the Bruch on less than aSide — I
had assumed compression, but the CD has
the same vague quality, and in the more
forward Lalo Zukerman's tone takes on a
screechy edge; tuttis are harsh. A pity. when
his Heifez-like purity and undoubted musicality make these interesting recordings, though
Mehta is bland in the Bruch. except for the

big orchestral outburst in ( i). He seems to
stand back, just letting the LAPO weave a
curtain to the soloist. In the Lalo there is
more colour. But, this hasn't transferred well
to CD from analogue. [
C:211]
The Bernstein/NYP reissue of Bizet's Symphony in C and Prokofiev's ' Classical' surprised me: where was the old LP coupling,
Dtukas's Sorcerer's Apprentice? It has been
taken off the CD IMYK 44718, 41m 15s C)
1968]. Istill hoped to find it — alabelling error
of some magnitude? After all, the CBS
Classics spine used to say ' SzeII/Cleveland' . . . No such luck! Nor does the Bizet
sound much less brash, sonically, than it did
on LP. With slower tempi for the inner
movements of the Prokofiev than I like
(although the idiosyncratic Bernstein finds
1)enty of interest in ii). Ican't recommend
this — least of all in preference to the
ASM/Marriner ' Ovation' with both Symphonies and Stravinsky's Pulcinella Suite. EC:2]
A Bernstein/NYP Rossini Overtures collection offers better value, adding to a 1964 LP
programme (
Italian in Algiers/Barber of
Seville/Silken Ladder/Thieving MagpielSemiramide) William Tell and two Suppé overtures, Light Cavalry/Beautiful Galathea —
these not in the Paray class [
MYK 44719, 68m
15s]. The Rossini is more stylish than Iwould
have anticipated, with light, springy string
playing and pert winds. Tuttis cloud though,
in these rather thick recordings. [C:1]
Finally, there is a reminder of a later NY
principal conductor: Pierre Boulez, whose
Falla complete Three-cornered Hat ballet
(with Jan de Gaetani) is recoupled with the
much higher voltage Horne/Bernstein/NY El
Amor Brij° [MYK 44721, 64m 40s C) 1976,
'781. No individual access points to either
score, but El Sombrero has a second entry
point not recognised in the labelling/booklet.
(The booklets list some CDs not yet released
here.) This is an enjoyable pairing — unless
you recoil from Marilyn Home's Soléa. [
B:1]
Christopher Breunig
*meanwhile, Decca have broken the £5
barrier with Weekend Classics'. Next month
we review the first twenty budget CDs.
EAST COAST SCHOOL
CARPENTER: Skvscrapers/PA1NE: Oedipus
Tyrannus — Prelutie/MACDOWELL: Lamia/
FOOTE: Suite in E/BUCK: Festival Overture
on The Star-Spangled Banner
LSO/ Klein
EMI CDC 749 2632 ( 67m 42s) digital
Two recent anthologies of East Coast American music of the late 19th- century on New
World featured music by John Alden Carpenter. Skycrapers, his 1926 ballet, agallimaufry
of quotes. near-quotes, novel rhythms and
instrumentation ( large percussion, banjos
etc), is more representative and typical of its
period. Altogether it is lively, inventive, and
skilfully orchestrated, and although oversha119
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dowed by Gershwin .%and Milhaud's expeditions into the same territory, is still worth a
hearing. Paine's and MacDo.well's more reverent pieces date from an earlier generation.
Oedipus from 1881. MacDowell's tone poem
on Keats from 1889. Both are impregnated
with the German romanticism to which both
were exposed as students in Europe. Paine
recalls Brahms, MacDowell ( usually equated
with Grieg). Liszt and Wagner. Both are
impressive. Paine being the more concentrated of the two. At first Arthur Foote's
Suite for Strings (1908) reminds one of an
amalgam of Dvorak, Grieg and Brahms. but
there is sufficient evidence of individuality in
all three movements to explain why it has
been recorded before - but not why nothing
much else of his has. The recital is rounded
off with one of those boisterous connations of
a national air beloved by the 19th- century
composers. Gottschalk and Ives wrote good
and witty ones. and Dudley Buck ( 18391909), renowned as the first serious American
composer of church music, but otherwise
unknown, did ahighly competent job on one
of America's sacred icons in 1887. The young
American conductor Kenneth Klein, in turn.
has done amore than competent job on all of
this diversity and, coupled with spacious
sound and good engineering, has made an
excellent case for reviving these essences of
East Coast America. ( A:1] Kenneth Dommett
RICHTER RECITAL
DEBUSSY: Estampes D Preludes, Book I - 2,
3, 5/PROKOFIEV: Visions fugitives Op.22: 3,
6, 9 El Sonata 8, øp.84 / SCRIABIN: Sonata
5, Op.53
Sviatoslav Richter (pho)
DG 423 573-2 ( 67m 19s) C) various
These recordings date from the early 1960s,
some done with live audiences, and their age
is often rather apparent. But sonic limitations
are quickly forgotten in the face of playing of
such mastery and musical insight. When it
first appeared, some years before the present
revival of interest in the composer. the
Scriabin was a revelation of how such music
should be performed. There is marvellous
refinement in the quiet passages, all possible
technique and perfect clarity in the Presto
tumultuoso esa/tato. The Debussy pieces are
here magically evocative, so that one is drawn
to listen to them over and over agan. Prokofiev's was a very different world both
musically and pianistically. but Richter
catches exactly the quirky, piquant character
of the Visions Fugitives. As with his symphonies, Ifind Prokofiev's early sonatas the most
attractive, yet nothing could be more persuasive than this masterly account of No.8.
[6:1/1*1
Max Harrison

RICHTER DUO
BRITTEN: Introduction and Rondo alla Burlesca D Mazurka elegiaca/STRAVINSKY:
Concerto for 2Pianos/BARTOK: Sonata for 2
Pianos and Percussion
Richter. Lobanov (imos)
Barkor, Snegirev
(percn)
Philips 420 157-2 (
67m 58s) digital
Live recordings 1985
The angular. bell- like opening to Britten's
Introduction and rondo alla Burlesca projects
the very best qualities in this 2- piano partnership: strong chording, abright, percussive
pooled tone, and evident interpretative compatibility. The work's ensuing playful clatter
comes off well: its clipped, kicking syncopations respond to the relative dryness of the
Richter/Lobanov treatment. Both this and
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the Mazurka, which erupts into a fearsome
central climax. are products of the early
1940s. The Stravinsky Concerto ( 1935) is
busy, percussive and neoclassical in profile.
Richter and Lobanov ' go for it'. as they sa\.
but at times I found their playing bf the
opening con moto a little unkempt. and
would have welcomed a tighter control of
Stravinsky's frequently hopping bass line.
There is, however, some wonderfully animated soft playing in the third movement. A
minute or so into the Preludio e Fuga the
recording's worst fault intrudes with a
vengeance: bird- song which until then had
proved aminimal distraction (* minimal' being
the operative word here). suddenly threatens
to monopolize the proceedings But not for
long. A minute or so of Bartok's Sonata soon
clears the rafters and it's some short while
before braver members of the flock make a
timid- re- appearance. To be honest. I can
make neither head nor tail of this performance. True, certain chords are superbly
weighted and the quieter music is played with
considerable poise and concentration. but
much of the first movement is rhythmically
leaden, awkward or just plain clumsy. Baétok's foot- tapping syncopations need to go
with a swing. but here an angularity and
stiffness of rhythm make this marvellous
music sound gauche and ungainly. There's
some decidedly hit-or-miss percussion playing. too, and even the Sonata's droll, throwaway ending sounds over- interpreted. So. I
direct readers to the Labèques ( EMI or. even
better, their earlier Erato LP if vou can find
it), or to Solti and Perahia ( CBS). A ' live'
Hungaraton recording with Kocsis and Ránki
looks promising, but 1have been unable to
locate a copy. As to the sound on this issue
(which emanates from concert performances
in Tours), the pianos are dry and percussive,
and the percussion itself is close- set and
widely spaced; the timps could have been
better focused. The odd cough, shuffle or
mumble is less distracting than those
birds . . . [
B:2]
Robert Cowan

FRENCH CLARINET
Music by Saint-Saens, Debussy, Milhaud,
Pierné. Poulenc, & Ravel
Emma Johnson tclolGordon Back (pno)
ASV CI) DCA 621 (
51m 20s) digital ( LP:
DCA 621, MC: ZC DCA 621)
This recital ends with a brilliant encore:
Milhaud's • Brazileird from Scaramouche.
Emma Johnson's personality is so strong that
(for the while) she overrides one's reservations about adaptations of Ravel's Pavane
and Debussy's ' Fine aux cheveux de lin' - hut
this is by no means acollection of trifles. Nor
should it be judged on ASV's choices of
typography: this is areal duo partnership. the
vivacity of performances springing equally
from clarinettist and pianist. That said.
Emma Johnson's playing is so alive, so varied
in colour. so well- planned as to detail, that
you do tend to be drawn to the way she
shapes and characterises the music. In part
the bold recording ( St John's Smith Square
B Culverhouse) engages that kind of listening: it is close enough for his piano pedal
action noises and her intakes of breath to
register - almost intrusively. Ifeel.
But the real value of this CD is in having
the big Sonata by Saint-Saens. with its
unex'
pectedly dark and serious Lento set in a
context which almost brings us to the edge of
afrothier, more flippant French style. cg. the
Allegro animato. with its syncopations, capriciously bouncy twists and twirls, and throwaway ending.
Then there is Poulenc's Sonata. alate work

written for Benny Goodman, acid sharp at
the outset then darkening in the first movement ( where Ihear more of Prokofiev than
the Appassionata, suggested in the linernote), corruscating in the finale con Plow. I
rather think Emma Johnson's natural warm
qualities preclude full exploration of the
more dispassionate, hieratic facets of ( i)(ii) the Romania post-echoes Poulenc's Gloria but these are mere suspicions: I haven't
access to the earlier recordings. IA/A*:1*/1
Christopher Breunig

MODERN CLARINET
COPLAND: Clarinet Concerto/LUTOSLAWSKI: Dance Preludes/NIELSEN: Clarinet Concerto
Janet Hilton ( ell) S.V0/ Ramer:
Chandos CHAN 8618 (
50m 40s) digital ( LP:
ABRD 1307. \ 1C: ABTD 13(17)
What a marvellous player Janet Hilton is!
The two Concertos, especially the cadenzas the second of Nielsen stwo is a real test of
stamina as well as of technique - make
formidable demands on ans' player and she
seems to surmount every difficulty with ease.
Not merely with ease but with tremendous
power. Her dynamic control, dropping from
ff to pp in abar in Nielsen. is extraordinary
and her tone, strident when called for, can be
meltingly smooth. She is recorded alittle too
close perhaps for an ideal balance, and the
occasional intake of breath intrudes ( though
the intervals between also demonstrate her
breath control). The little Lutoslawski pieces.
recently recorded by Theo King for Hyperion, act as a sort of astringent lollipop.
Possibly they are not quite astringent enough:
King & Co get a sharper. more idiomatic
edge to the music, whereas Hilton and
Bamert tend to smooth out its rougher
corners. Matthias Bamert is a Swiss now
working chiefly in Germany. This is his
recording debut with aBritish orchestra, and
he has a great ear for detail. The quite
different idioms of Copland and Nielsen lie
comfortably under his baton, and he achieves
excellent results with the well- schooled SNO.
Apart from the balance the sound is admirable. making this one of the most exciting
releases to come my way for some time.
[A:11
Kenneth Dommett
MY SPIRIT SANG ALL DAY
Works by Finzi, Wilson, Holst, Vaughan
Williams, Rubbra, Elgar, Bridge, Bairstow,
Parry, Wood, Moeran, Stanford
lhe King's Singers
EMI CDC 749 7652 (
55m 48s) digital ( LP: EL
749 7651, MC: EL 749 7654)
No fan of the King's Singers should need my
prompting to go out and buy this disc - they
will know what to expect and will not he
disappointed. Neither should those who love
music in the early 20th-centur‘ English ' pastoral' style hesitate, for these choice items are
all presented with this group's usual dedication to exact ensemble. juicy chording with
rich, bass domination. and thoughtful realisation of the verse. A number of the performances are extremely moving - VW's ' Rest' ( to
words by one of our most underestimated
poets. Christina Rossetti), Rubbra's ' Beauty
is but a painted hell', Bairstow's ' Music,
when soft voices die ., and Stanford's
'Autumn Leaves all spring readily to mind and none proves adamp squib. To find fault,
one could cite the odd moments of underpitch intonation, the rare lack of tonal definition ( as in Hoist's ' Bring us in good ale .), or a
dash through Stanford's ' Quick! we have but
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CLASSICAL
a second' that does not have quite the rah
degree of precision that The Cambridge
Singers display elsewhere on disc: hut these
are all very minor quibbles and this excellent
programme should undoubtably provide
many people with much pleas-tire. The
recording has the immediacy we have come
to expect for this ensemble- and, although
somewhat artificial in feel, is entirely
appropriate to their style of performance.
[A:1*/1)
Doug Hammond
DECCA OVATION CDs
DVORAK: Slavonic Dances, Opp.46 & 72
RPOIDorati
Decca 417 749-2 (
70m 15s) digital C) 1984
HANDEL: Water Music El Music for the
Royal Fireworks
Stuttgart COIMunchinger
Decca 417 743-2 (
65m 44s) digital C) 1982
MAHLER: Symphony 4
Sylvia Stahlman (sop)1Concertgebouw1Solti
Decca 417 745-2 (
54m 24s) C) 1961
MOZART: Eine kleine Nachtmusik D Serenata notturna D Divertimenti K136-138
ASMIMarriner
Decca 417 741-2 (
64m 31s) C) 1973
RIMSKY-KORSAKOV: Scheherazade
Capriccio Espagnole/BORODIN: Polovtsian
Dances
LSOINPOIRPOIStokowski
Decca 417 753-2 (
72m 54m) C) 1965. ' 71. ' 75
RODRIGO: Concierto de Aranjuez D Fantasia para un gentilhombre/FALLA: El Sombrero de tres picos — 3 Dances
Carlos Bone!! (gtr)IMontreal SOIDutoit
Decca 417 748-2 (
55m 59s) digital C) 1981. '83
TCHAIKOVSKY:

Piano

Concerto

I/

SONGS MY MOTHER TAUGHT ME
Romantic music for violin — 15 short pieces by
Kreisler, Brahms, Valdez, Paradis. Sarasate,
Massenet, Tartini, Smetana, Gluck, Vieux temps. Fauré, D'Ambrosio. Mendelssohn,
Dvorak
Arturo Delmoni WWI Meg Bachman Vas
(pno)
Mobile Fidelity MFCD 877 (
51m 24s)
North Star Records DS 0004 • (
Trim)

My brief with this issue is simply to commen
on sound quality via the two formats, ahigh
musical standard being taken for granted in a
recording which is hardly designed to excite
someone who would much prefer to hear Mr
Delmoni playing Paganini or Beethoven. But
the Kreisler arrangement of a melody from
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psychologically powerful portrait Solti is capable of drawing, too. With a recording of
thrilling dynamism and dynamics, this again
is Solti heard at his best.
If you liked the sound of Marriner/ASM in
the early ' 70s then you should enjoy the
WAGNER: Flying Dutchman Overture
Mozart gems they play on 417 741-2. All is
Tannhâuser Overture III Mastersingers Preneat, precise in rhythm and articulation, and
lude D Tristan & Isolde Prelude
glowing with the full, rounded tone so characChicago SO/Solti
teristic of this vintage ensemble. In awarmly
Decca 417 752-2 (
55m 03s) C) 1972. ' 77. ' 78
reverberant acoustic there is still some freshness and sparkle as aresult of the lack of bass
Dorati's Dvorak is bold, vigorous and
here, but in both performance and recording
extravert, and when the RPO are given their
Ifeel Iam being force-fed. [
A/B:1]
head here the fun they are having is infecAs you might expect, Stokowski's
tious. The woodwind are deft and lively, and
Scheherazade is brilliant, colourful, and
show up well in this brightly lit recording. A
eccentric in the extreme. and the saine could
delight. [
A:11
be said of its contrived but still grainy
Extremely smooth and well played perrecording. The Polovisian Dances and Capformances of both Handel Suites tend
riccio Espagnole are better, but I can't
towards blandness through lack of contrast, if
understand or accept Stokowski's indulgtaken at one sitting. Recording is crystal-clear
ences with the tempo of the latter. But for
but not entirely natural in balance, and it is
sheer bravura [ B/C:1/2].
the larger forces for the Fireworks music that
Fine playing from the Montreal SO/Dutoit
fare better in this respect. IA/B:21
can do little to lift the spirits of Carlos
I must admit to a special affection for
Bonnell's prosaic saunter through the RodSolti's Mahler 4: exuberant, joyful. lovingly
rigo Guitar Com.rria, but the Fantasia, and
conceived, and with every minute detail
Dances from Falla's ballet are more than
explored and encouraged. this is all larger
adequate here. In a more sharply focused
than life, especially in this close, technicolor
recording than that of the equivalent ' Ovarecording. Admittedly. things are not always
tion' LP. this should prove an attractive
as they should be: the enthusiastic sleigh bell
package for the newcomer to CD. [
A:1*/2I
player fails to listen to the violin solo at Fig.8
These oft- reissued performances of the
and gets horribly out. But there is a spontaneity here that makes one forgive, as at a Tchaikovsky and Chopin Piano Concertos
benefit from a sharper image and tighter
live performance. Sylvia Stahlman in ( iv)
focus than when they last appeared in Ashkenever looses sight of the folk tradition of the
nazy's boxed LP set of ' Favourite Concertos'
Wunderhorn lieder, and sings with atouching
in 1982. The piano is under close scrutiny,
simplicity. LA/C:1*/21
allowing all the precision and originality of
Solti's Wagner selection is a little more
the Tchaikovsky to win through. but proving
varied but hardly less enjoyable; the stolid
the Chopin Concerto cool and ungiving, the
Flying Dutchman is not as characterful as he
flow of melodic lines oppressed by a heavymight be. but a dramatic Tannhäuser, and
handed approach there. Background hiss,
Meistersingers in joyous celebration. are
whilst not obtrusive, betrays original recordtotally winning. The striving and anguish of
ing dates. [ A/B:1*/3]
Barbara Jahn
this Tristan and lsolde remind us of the

CHOPIN: Piano Concerto 2*
Vladimir Ashkenazy (pno)ILSOIMaazelI
Zininan*
Decca 417 750-2 (
65m 38s) C) 1963. ' 65

Gluck's Ode° caught my fancy. and of course
no-one can resist the ' Meditation' from Massenet's Thais The point here is that this
recording has made a notable impact as a
dem-disc at American hi-fi events, and is now
offered on both CD and LP for the delectation of UK audiophiles. It was recorded live
in a New York church using a Studer ASO
recorder and two Cambridge C35 microphones. without equalization or noise
reduction, with the violinist and pianist
placed at approximately half- left and halfright respectively on the stereo sound- stage.
Listening care-fully via both loudspeakers
and headphones. ‘" lib CD and LP staggered
by a few seconds at equal loudness to
facilitate continual A 13 comparison. Icould
hear no difference between the two except
perhaps right at the end of Side 1on the LP.
where there might have been a minuscule
lowering of HF impact. This was using a
Shure VIS V. ssliih Ifind extremely neutral.
but Iwould expect that some moving coils
with lower trackabilitv and slightl‘ depressed
treble would offer aquota of qiatsi-reverberant haze to confuse matters.
Anyway. having established that the CD is
virtually indistinguishable from the Ll' ( and
just a fraction quieter). Isoon came to the
view that the recorded sound per se is indeed
very good — but by no means world- shattering. Firstly. for arecording made in achurch
it is remarkably dead, with little evidence of
any ambience of real consequence. It's not
quite in the ' open-air' category. but for my
taste the whole thing would be much more
lively and interesting if some effort had been
made to provide more reverberant space

around the instruments. But if played via
omni-speakers in a large and lively room it
would probably sound very impressive.
Although the piano employed has asomewhat anonymous tonal quality, it is solidly
reproduced and is well balanced with the
violin. while the fiddle itself has just that
blend of warmth and edge which characterises a good instrument well played.
However, there is an occasional tendency for
some of the violin's harmonics to ' splash' over
to the right when playing fortissimo in the
upper registers. This Mien have been due to
reflections from some nearby surface ( the
piano lid?), or perhaps arose from a directional anomaly on the RH microphone which
sometimes made it take in more violin than it
should. One outcome of this ( and it's a very
minor and elusive effect) is that the fiddler
sometimes seems to lurch to the right slightly.
Perhaps he did, but it would have needed to
be a frequency- dependent wobble! Paradoxically, the piano remains narrow and stable,
whereas it should actually exhibit some apparent movement across bass treble if miked in
true stereo from a position facing the
reflector.
However, this is an ultra hi-fi quibble. as
all such subtleties become masked in practical
listening by anomalous image movements
whenever loudspeakers are heard from a
position away from the exact acoustic median
line. By any reasonable reckoning this is a
very good violin/piano recording, if some whin let down by a lack of ambience. I
suggest [ AI for sound. and a possible 111 for
the music — provided ' ou listen to no more
than two items per day:
John Crabbe
1/.3
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FOR PEOPLE WHO APPRECIATE
A BETTER BUILT PRODUCT

It is reassuring to know there are still afew products distinguished
by superior construction and reliability. In hi-fi, Onkyo's
uncompromismg standards of design, performance and
craftsmanship have set it apart from the competition. Careful
selection of high quality parts and all-metal casing ensure
Onkyo is ahighly individual product with the purest
sound quality owing much to the latest innovative
;
u flrie
technology.
The new midi system - the M70- incorporates
Onkyo's traditional quality and performance, including
asystem remote control, in anarrower midi format.
So after ahard day on the road, crash-out with
an Onkyo hi-fi system and be confident that you are
enjoying that rare breed of superior built
products.
Call in to your nearest dealer and let Onkyo
make an impact on you.
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144 Newington Butts, Kennington Park Road,
London SE11. Tel: 01-735 7975
SYSTEMS OF THE MONTH

1: Marantz PM151 + Dual 2110 + Goodmans Maxim
£209.90
2: Rotel RA810 + Dual 503-1 + Goodmans Maxim £239.95
3: Denon TMA250 + Ariston Q' Deck + Tannoy Mercury 2
£339.95
4: Sansui AU301 + Dual CS505-3 + B&W 1101 £379.95
5: ARX04 + AREB101 Receiver + AR22BX + Apollo spiked
speaker
£549.95

We are the system builders. Only asmall selection is listed above. Let us design
a system to suit your requirements
TURNTABLES
- £ 149.95
£ 229.95

Revox B226
Denon DC0300

POA
£ 209.95

AR EB101
Dual CS503 1

£ 124.95

Denon DCD600

£ 249.95

Dual CS505/3

£ 169.95
£ 119.95

Denon DCD800
Denon DCD 1500 11

£ 299.95
£ 499.95

Dual 2110

Denon PMA 250
Denon PMA 300
NAD 3020E
NAD 3130

£ 159.95

Rotel RP830
Ariston 0 Deck

POA

Sony in stock

POA

Sansui SR222V

POA
POA

Yamaha in stock

POA

Systemdek 11X LVX

£ 159.95

Rotel RA840BX3

£ 209.95
£ 329.95

Rotel RC850 PRE

£ 119.90

Rotel R8850 power

£ 130.00

Rotel RC870BX PRE
£225.00
Rotel RB870BX Power £ 250.00
Rotel RE3890 Power
Sansui AUX201

SYSTENMEK

£84.95
£ 149.95
POA

Quad 606

Rotel RA870BX

POA

Sansui AUX301

£ 169.95

Sansui AUX501

£ 249.95

Sansui AUX701

£ 399.95

Sansui AUX901

POA

Sugden A25

£ 159.00

Sugden A28
Sugden A4811I

£ 237.50
£ 295.00

Sugden C28
Sugden P128

£ 199.00
£ 455.00

Sugden P28

£ 178.00

A&R 121

£219.00

A&R Arcam Alpha

£ 169.95

Hitachi FT5500 MKII

£ 199.95

Revox B260

POA

Rotel 850AL

£ 159.95

Rotel 830AL

£ 109.95

Sansui TUD 33XL
Sansui TUD 55XL

£ 119.95
£ 159.00

Swan TUD 99XL

POA

Systemdek 11XE
Systemdek 1VE

RECEIVERS
Revox 8285

POA

Trio KR910L

£ 69.95

Yamaha RX300

£ 199.95

Yamaha RX500

£ 279.95

Thorens TD280

£ 258.00
£ 224.25
£ 448.00
POA

Thorens TD166

£ 179.00

Thorens 10316

£ 219.00

Thorens TD318

£ 249.00

Thorens 10320
Technics SL1200 1210

£ 319.00
POA

£ 375.00

TUNERS

SENNHEISER •

£ 649.95

£124.95
£149.95

Quad 34, 44
Quad 306
Rotel RA820E1X3

z

Denon DC01700

CLEARANCE
£229.00

Aiwa ADWX 707

POA

AR 18BX

Aiwa ADWX 808

POA

AR 22BX

Aiwa 007

POA

AR 44BX

Aiwa 009

POA

Goodmans Maxim

Aiwa ADWX 909

POA

BW DM330 imp

£ 220.00

Yamaha TXL400

£ 129.95

Yamaha TX500

£ 149.95

Kenwood 550L

£ 119.95

Denon 450L

£ 129.95

£ 169.90
£ 349.90

V. Special
POA

Tannoy Mercury Mk2

POA

Tannoy Chertsey, 12 - Dual Concentric
£449.95
Tannoy Buckingham Monitor
POA
Tannoy Albury 15" Dual Concentric POA
B&W DM 100
£ 79.95
B&W DM 113

£ 99.95

B&W DM 330

£ 189.95

Tangent Excelsior Ill

£ 69.95

AMPLIFIERS

£ 69.95

£ 229.00
£ 379.00

Rotel RC 850 Ex Dem

special

Rotel RB 850 Ex Dem

special

Sugden Monoblocs SH

£ 250.00

AR A04 Receiver

special

£ 299.00

BW DM220 imp

£ 229.00

JBL 1871
JBL L2OT

£ 559.00
£ 279.00

Denon DRM24HX

£ 289.95

JBL L6OT

£ 369.00

Denon DRM3OHX

£ 319.95

JBL L8OT

£ 449.00

Marantz SD35

POA

JBL TLX3

£ 139.00

Marantz SD45

POA

Nakamichi CR1E

POA

JBL TLX7
JBL TLX9

£ 199.00
£ 279.00

£ 139.95

CD'S
Sony COP 310

£ 179.95

Marantz CD65

£ 189.95

Philips CD450

£ 129.95

Philips CD160
Camburg 3000

£ 129.95
POA

Camburg 3014

POA

Nakamichi CR2E .
Nakamichi CR3E

POA
POA

JBL 12011

Nakamichi MR2

POA

Mission 7'37

£ 249.90

Nakamichi BX300E

POA

POA
POA

POA

KEF C Series
KEF Construction Series
KEF 104.2

POA

MA R352

£250.00

Rogers LS2..

£169.50

TURNTABLES

Rogers LS35A

£264.90

Rogers LS6

£239.50

Revolver Ex Dem
Revolver Lux Ex Dem

Mordaunt-Short stocked
Rogers LS7T

POA

Dual CS505.3 Ex Dem

POA

£359.50

Dual C5503.1 Ex Dem

POA

Rogers studio 1A

£497.50

Systemdek II S H

Rotel RL850 II
Tannoy Eclipse
Tannoy Mercury S

£119.95

Kenwood KX550HX

£ 149.95

Revox 825
Yamaha stocked

POA

Sugden DTFM

£139.90
.

Denon DRM12HX
£ 219.95
Denon DRM 14H X
£ 239.95

Denon DRM07

Tanncy M20 Gold MkI
AR 22BX Black or Walnut

Luxman LV103
Luxman LV105

SPEAKERS

CASSETTE DECKS

LOUDSPEAKERS

MIDI SYSTEMS
Kenwood 31S

. POA

Kenwood M31CDS

£ 499.95

CD PLAYERS

Kenwood M51S
Kenwood M91S
Aiwa V1500

£ 459.95
£ 799.95
£ 799.00

A&R Arcam
POA
Marantz CD65DX .......... .. . f249.00
Nakamichi 0M55
POA

Pioneer system 10
Pioneer system 20
Pioneer system 30

Nakamichi 0M77

POA

Technics stocked

Philips CD373

POA

Sony stocked

Philips CD473

POA

Yamaha 77CD

£ 779.95

Philips CD471

POA

Yamaha 99CD

£ 849.95

POA
POA
POA
. POA
POA
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AMPLIFIERS
A&R Arcam Alpha
A&R A60 r-

Demonstrations not necessarily
13!. appointment

special

Mission 700LE

£ 139.90

£119.95
£199.90

Tannoy Prestige Series
Wharledale Diamond tIll

f69.95

Aiwa ADF360

£ 89.95

Aiwa ADF460

£ 109.95

POA

£159.95

Tannoy M20 Gold II
Tannoy DC Series

CASSETTE DECKS
Aiwa ADF260

POA
POA
POA

Wharldale Delta30
£ 79.95
Free spiked Apollo stands with most
speakers

£ 169.95
POA

£ 75.00

MIDI
Aiwa V990

£ 349.95

Exposure VII Pre Amp

£ 229.95

Exposure IV P.S.U...

£ 146.00

Exposure Power Amp

£ 220.00

.

Exposure Power Amp

£ 364.50

We specialise in middle to high
end of line products.

WE ARE ALWAYS COMPETITIVE - TELL US IF YOU CAN BUY CHEAPER
SINGLE SPEAKER DEMONSTRATION ROOMS
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ROCK/POP/JAZZ>
JOAN ARMATRADING: THE SHOUTING
STAGE
A&M CDA 5211 ( 45m 12s) CS
Ms Armatrading has slipped, gratefully one
suspects, from the forefront of the pop
consciousness, and seems content to beaver
away at her growing body of well-crafted
albums. Her solid core of faithful supporters
will ensure her healthy sales, but she seems to
have settled for catering to the converted
rather than searching for new converts. At a
time when Tracy Chapman is strumming a
few songs at the top of the charts, it may be
that Armatrading will score some new points
in the slipstream, for there are many similarities in musical, lyrical and vocal content.
Shouting Stage reprises familiar qualities:
typically, the ( harsh) truth about ' relationships' set to the bassy backings which
have become Joan's trademark since ' Love
And Affection'. Particular instances of this
approach include ' The Devil IKnow' and the
title track which is topped off with atasteful
Knopfleresque guitar flourish. Armatrading's
voice retains its richness and range, maturing
with age like adeeply glossy mahogany. For
those who like their singer/songwriters searchingly sincere, solidly traditional with modern touches ( not sure about the girlie choruses, though) and entirely frippery-free.
here's your gal. (A:21
Pete Clark

A.C.TEMPLE: BLOWTORCH
Further FU 6LP
BIG STICK: CRACK 'N' DRAG
Blast First BFFP 25
Let's hear it for the noise! Blowtorch is a
fairly appropriate name for a record which
threatens to strip the enamel off your teeth.
and is amuch more powerful effort than their
debut Songs Of Praise. The opening ' Mincemeat' lurches in brandishing a wrecked
monster guitar riff and arelentless rhythm, a
recipe which is repeated throughout, but with
sufficient variations (such as the female vocal
on the ripping ' IDream Of Fraud') to keep
the true noise devotee happy. A.C.Temple
are inhabiting roughly the same area as Sonic
Youth, the late Big Black (whose Steve
Albini gets the inevitable nod on the innersleeve), Band Of Susans, Ut and our own

TREVOR BOLSHAW PLAYS:
WY VERN TOURING ORGAN
Beaumont BS 1931

THE

Touring Organ brings to mind that wonderful
Hoffnung cartoon of the church organist
looking up at the mirror above his console
and seeing a following police car. But Bolshaw's organ is in fact anew development in
the pipeless organ, using a system of tone
generation developed at Bradford University
and comprising two separate organs played
from the one console, converting by pressing
apiston from afour-manual 18-rank theatre
organ to a four-manual classical organ with
over 70 speaking stops. The former has the
authentic Wurlitzer sound — though for those
Iii

RECORD REVIEW

ocro BIR 198s

These mono reissues from 1955-57 come to
mark the singer's 50 years in show business —
incredibly, she started as a child in her
parents' variety Act in Budapest. We think of
her as a star from South Africa, and Alan
Dell's sleeve note recalls his collaborations
with her there which led to her joining
Geraldo — and to Alan's own entrée to the
BBC. She now teaches singing to pupils of all
races in South Africa — and that tuition across
the apartheid divide must make her persona
grata here — unlike our cricketers who have
done the same. As with Alma Cogan
(reviewed here January 1988) I had the
wrong perception of Eve in the 1950s — gained
from her famous point numbers like Sugar
Bush. But, again like Alma, she was a star
singer of far better songs, and in the recordings here she had the benefit of some of the
best backings in the business, notably the Reg
Owen orchestra, which still sound good
today. Good songs, too; two Harry Warren,
two Cahn/Styne and a really golden oldie
from one of the second- rank teams. Allie
Wrubel and Herb Magidson, ' I'll Buy That
Dream'. Well worth reissue; mono, of
course, so no rating.
Denis Argent
'CINDERELLA: LONG COLD WINTER
Vertigo. VERH 59

RAN BLAKE: TAKE TWO
Golden Crest CRS4177
As one who composes/improvises at the
piano. Blake is either eclectic in the best
sense in that he uses a wide variety of
material, or is not eclectic at all in that he
makes every bit of it his own. There are five
Blake themes here and what he makes of
them is epigrammatic, enigmatic — not least in
its brevity. He gets it said quickly. with a
concentration that conveys genuine urgency.
The most extended improvisations here,
neigher of them much over five minutes long,
are based on ultra-familiar melodies, ' Silent
Night' and 'Old Man River'. and they are
turned in directions that are disconcertingly
new. Otherwise Blake tackles such diverse
subjects as 'Just aCloser Walk With Thee,' a
gospel piece. Theodorakis's ' Vradiasi', and
the old popular songs like ' Moonlight on the
Ganges' and ' You've Changed'. The results
are not always jazz but that is scarcely an
adverse criticism, the point being that Blake's
is significant contemporary American music.
Its moments of harshness are enough to
ensure that popularity eludes it, hence he
always records on minor labels, hence it
remains little known. Talk about vicious
circles. [ A:11
Max Harrison

EVE BOSWELL: SENTIMENTAL
JOURNEY
Conifer CFRC 520

World Domination Enterprises, so it your
tastes run to this type of curdled hellbrew.
here's afoaming beaker of the stuff. Bliss out
or be out. [11:2]
Big Stick lurch in through another door,
brandishing a beatbox programmed to maximum kill effect. Nightmare dustbin vocals
intone stories of crack horrors on the opening
'Crack Attack' and its remix which follows.
Like its subject matter, this is addictive stuff,
powered along by acowbell from outer space.
Other nasty gems include ' I'm Amazed', with
its monomaniac guitar distortions, `Shoot The
President', a genuinely scary ride into the
mind of a madman (* I'm going to shoot the
president, if Idon't get laid') and the acrid
stench of ' Drag Racing', which sounds like
Akron, Ohio. burning to the ground. Sonic
abusers everywhere will join me in giving this
one IA:II
Pete Clark
of us who remember the cinema organheyday it seems wrong to hear, on this
recording, post-war selections such as 'The
King and I'. Walter Donaldson's ' You' from
The Great Ziegfeld is much more true to the
Wurlitzer period style. As for the classical
organ, the sound of course lacks the great
cathedral resonance. ' War March of the
Priests" agood old warhorse for exit voluntaries, lacks the stomping rhythm which it
surely needs. More successful is the 'other'
Trumpet Voluntary, by John Stanley. But it's
all pleasant music, and not without hi-fi
interest as there are some good rumbling bass
notes. ( A/B:1/2]
Denis Argent

Kessler sends me heavy metal because
nobody else wants it. Ican understand this as
Idon't want it either, on the whole. But for a
change Ican say that this isn't ahad record.
Some more inventive use of acoustic instruments gives this a more varied presentation
than Ihad expected and although the recording is as badly compressed as most HM, it
isn't a terrible production. The material is
also acceptable with fairly intelligent lyrics
and creative arrangements. That said this is
still no musical milestone and will not have
most of you rushing to the shops. 1C:21
Ne% ille Farmer
JOHNNY CLEGG & SA\ 1..1: A.: SHADOW
MAN
EMI EMC 3547
Of course being right-on isn't enough. Not if
we're talking about music, records and shelling out dosh for the same. Johnny Clegg is
white and has stuck out his neck playing with
black musicians in South Africa and singing
songs about fellow South Africans suffering
from fascism in a sunny climate.

I've found his music however, to be too
simplistic, too poppy. and too lacking in edge
to do full justice to the message. He may be
more right-on than Paul Simon but his music
lacks Simon's punch.
Having said that, this album is tighter and
more imaginatively put together than pre127
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ROCK/POP/JAZZ
vious efforts. And maybe someday he'll reach
the spot. In the meantime. though. Ihave to
say that there's plenty of South African music
available which makes it in a// departments.
[A*:2/31
Ken Hyder

their instrumental expertise was enough to
carry things through. But here they deliver all
that's expected. Only what sounds like a
drop- out on the fourth track. ' Destiny'.
causes afrown. Check your copy. IA:11
Fred Deliar

ROBERT CRAY: DON'T BE AERA1D OE
THE DARK
Mercury MERH 129

NATHAN DAVIS: LONDON BY NIGHT
Hot House HH 1004 ( from Mole Jazz)

Maybe it was because I had been reading
Time was acouple of years back when Robert
James Lincoln Collier's new biography of
Cray was set to lead the blues revolution.
Ellington that this record reminded me of
leavening the twelve- bar rigours of classic
those lovely small group HMVs of 1940-2.
blues with a rich dose of soulful vocals. The
The opening track. • Dr Bu' is aminiature ( 2m
recipe continues to work for Cray. but the
44s) opus of the same school as Johnny
rest seem to have fallen by the wayside. This
Hodges' Squat) . Roo or. more correctly in
is Cray's second major label release, followview of the trumpet/tenor instrumentation,
ing the successful Strong Persuader, ten slices
the items under Rex Stewart's name. with
of mellow fruitfulness. each clocking in at
Ben Webster — and it's Webster who comes to
around four minutes to allow space for Cray's
mind on the next track when Nathan Davis
nimble- fingered guitar workouts. Textures
embroiders ' But Beautiful', one of two superare varied throughout. from the opening
ior Jimmy Van Heusen ballads. ' IThought
keyboards of the title track to the horns on
About You' on the other side. however. is
'Your Secret's Safe With Me'. But the real
spoiled when Davis turns to soprano, play ing
meat'n'potatoes of this set is the voice and the
guitar of the man. One slight quibble is a with nasty shrill tone. Another ballad is the
lesser known .You've Changed', a 1942 song
falling off in overall song quality since the
by Carl Fischer ( he of We'll Be Together
glory days of False Accusations, but the likes
Again). Taken at anice ambling tempo, it has
of the anguished ' ICan't Go Home' and the
Dusko Goykovich at his relaxed best on
neo rocking ' Night Patrol' soon dispel any
trumpet. and arather too notey Davis, with a
lingering doubts. Eric Clapton would give his
Dexter Gordonish sound. Jimmy Woode's
eye-teeth to produce arecord like this. IA:21
bass is over- recorded. There was atime when
Pete Clark
we judged recorded sound on how strongly
the bass came through. but this makes One
want to put the technical clock back —
MARILYN CRISPELL/REGGIE WORKperhaps indeed to that early 1940s Ellington
MAN/DOUG JAMES: GAIA
heyday.
Leo LR152
Still, it's a record for everyone, modern
enough not to seem like any . kind of revival
Having toured with Anthony Braxton, playstyle. [
B:11
Denis Argent
ing the altoist's difficult music, you can he

away with the world penant. The awful thing
about the Go-Betweens' music is that you
have to -make abit of an effort. not because
it's difficult. but because it's shy. The GoBetween's problems are further compounded
by their seeming ignorance of the basic
conventions of programming an LP. Thus,
the first track on the record is the charming.
but massively downbeat. ' Love Goes On',
instead of, for example. the jaunty single
'Streets Of Your Town' or the wonderful
upbeat jangle of ' Was There Anything I
Could Do?.'
Songwriters Robert Forster and Grant
McLennan are firmly rooted in the glorious
rich earth of classic sixties pop and Is legacy.
They mix electric and acoustic, ballad and
rocker and have the rare gift of sustaining a
metaphor in popular music lyrics (' Dive For
Your Memory'). When the tiresome shouters
for attention' have taken their tripe elsewhere. you'll turn to the Go-Betweens with a
sign of relief. That's apromise. [ A:11
Pete Clark

DUSKO GOYKOV1CH: C'ELEBRATION
Hot House HH 1003 ( from Mole Jazz)

Dusko, much heard on this year's festival
circuit. has been away from his Yugoslav
roots long enough to absorb all kinds of jazz
influences. but two of the tracks have folky
sounds. In ' Doboy' ( a town in Bosnia) the
surprise is an oat- of- tempo Debussvesque
piano section by Kenny Drew, who on other
tracks offers hard-hitting Bud Powellish style
and also flowing subtleties on ' Easy
Robin and Rainger's masterpiece and surely
in the top hale-dozen of ballads. Dusko's
trumpet ( tlugelhorn too) is sometimes like
Miles: sometimes, as on ' New Bop Theme',
like Dizzy — and always interesting. Agile and
assured that Crispell knows how to get round
fluent, he avoids high- note show-off stuff.
the piano. This is an interesting album. It
and sounds just as happy in a fastish blues
BOB DYLAN: DOWN IN THE GROOVE
reveals that ex- Coltrane bassist Reggie
(Pettiford's ' Blues in the Closet') as in his
CBS 460267-2 (
32m 07s) CD
Workman is more than asuperb time player.
own works. which make up five out of the
He can handle this avant-garde stuff too.
eight tracks. And he gets brilliant backing
Ihad a tape of the original album back in
The drummer, James, has an approach
from a trio which, as well as the superb
December. Since then. Dylan's kicked things
which allows him to get under what's going
Kenny Drew. has the redoubtable Jimmy
around. decided that he didn't want so many
on, and function from inside the music.
Woode on bass and Al Levitt on drums. [ A:11
'borrowed'
songs
On
board.
subtracted
a
rather than imposing statements from the
Denis Argent
couple of ditties, added two more of his own
outside. Indeed all the players on this efforand finally decided to offer it to the public at
tlessly . played album perform with remarklarge. The two ' newies' are safe. star-studded
able selflessness, allowing the music to progJOHN GRAAS: JAZZMANTICS
Meath Is Not The End' boasts Sly and
ress naturally from idea to idea without
Decca 252283-1
Robbie, Mark Knopfler. Clydie King. Full
undue force.
Force etc, while ' Had a Dream About You
Crispell has been compared with Cecil
Here is superlative West Coast jazz from
Baby' is boosted by Eric Clapton and Ron
Taylor. and while that might be fair enough.
three 1957 sessions mainly composed and
Wood) and therefore boosted for the casual
some of the time, it's not true most of the
arranged by Graas. who also contributes
browser. Of the rest. there's aBo Diddlevish
time. If anything. Crispell exhibits agreater
extraordinary french horn solos to most
revamp
of
Wilbert
Harrison's
'
Let's
Stick
range of expression than Taylor, and her
tracks. The Overall quality is not surprising if
Together'. a couple of items penned jointly
playing is much less relentless. Catch ataste
to the leader's work we add the efforts of
between the Zim and The Dead's Robert
of this satisfying album if you can. [ A:11
such players as Herb Geller. Art Pepper,
Hunter. the traditional ' Shenadoah'. Albert
Ken Hyder
Buddy Collette. Bob Cooper. Red Callender
Brumley's ' Rank Strangers To Me' and.
and several others. Yet in another sense this
surprise of surprises. ' When Did You Leave
music is constantly surprising. even 30 and
Heaven'?' asong that first surfaced in the 1936
THE CRUSADERS: LIFE IN THE MODERN
more years after it was recorded, in that one's
movie
Sing.
Baby.
Sing.
The
result'?
An
WORLD
ear is engaged by so many unexpected details
enjoyable dishful of Dyl that won't register
MCA DMCF 3420 (
49m 26s) CD
of invention in both the improvising and the
on anyone's ' greatest albums' listings but one
writing. Also, some of the pieces, such as
that, nevertheless, indicates that Hibbing's
This one's supposedly by the ' New' Crusaders
Graas s ' Jazz Overture', Paul Moer's ' Petite
greatest is still able to enjoy himself in the
but at the base of things it's still keyboardist
Poème and Dick Groves's ' Jazz Chorale',
studio. [ A:1/21
Fred DeIlar
Joe Sample and saxman Wilton Felder doing
are not the usual kind of material for such
what they do best and utilising all the best'.
recording dates yet the solos are delivered
most melodic riffs to lead the jazz dance.
with total conviction. Hear the brilliant sequTHE
GO-BETWEENS:
16
LOVER'S
LANE
Their array of helpers in this instant are no
ence on ' Overture' by Pepper. Conte CanBeggars Banquet Bega 95
less talented. with Lamont Dozier providing
doli, Moer, Collette, Red Mitchell. Cooper
the vocal muscle on ' Let Me Prove N1 self
and Graas, for example. Another kind of
Their third for the label, but the first of the
Tonight'. acut Jnr Walker would be proud to
surprise comes from the bright tempos Graas
three to be recorded in their native Australia,
call his own. while ' Some People Just Never
chooses for ' Midnight Sun' and ' You and the
'Lover's Lane' finds the Betweenies
Learn' and ' Lite In The Modern World' act as
Night and the Music'. both of these giving
ploughing their very individual furrow. If
an introduction to Ivan Lins, arguably the
rise to scores that are densely textured yet full
brownie points were awarded for an absolute
hippest singer- songwriter to emerge from
of lithe movement. This is one not to be
refusal to get up on the hind legs and howl for
Brazil in the last decade. Sometimes The
missed. [ A:11
Max Harrison
inedia attention. then this band would walk
Crusaders have chosen to cruise. knowing
111-11 NI-. WS
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THE SWEETEST SOUNDS
ARE JUST OFF THE M25
ESPECIALLY WITH A "START OF SEASON"

SALE

OF NEW AND EX-DEMONSTRATION STOCK
MOSTLY "ONE-OFF" ITEMS ON FIRST- COME, FIRST-SERVED BASIS.
COMPACT DISC PLAYERS
Won each player below cnoose from stock 12
compact Ases and only pay HALF PRICE
-SAVING OVER £65

Teac P022
Sansul PCV100
Yamaha CDX5
Swim lechruca ATCD10
Sans°, PCV 750
Yamaha CD2 speoal
Yamaha CD3
Hotel RCD820
PhWps 00373
PhIllps 00473
Luxman Elnd 090
Rote RCD820BX
Luxman 850 0100
Yamaha CDX900
%bps CD960

SRP
£
325
300
200

Sale
£
225
200
200

320
340
430
400
270
260
260
400
350
450
450
700

230
240
300
300
250
260
260
325
300
375
425
660

CASSETTE DECKS

After £65
saving
160
135
135
165
175
235
235
185
195
195
260
235
310
360
595

300
339
995
329
545

AMPLIFIERS
Sale
89
175
189
235
215
279
219
279
260
299
845
289
475

OED 0231
Proton P420

Sale
85
149

OED R232EN
Anston RD80

200

159
219

Alphas°, Sonata

695

565

TONEARMS

Harman/Kardon TU905
HarmaniKardon TU910
Luxman Brld T100L
Harman/Kardon TU615
HarmaryKardon TU912
Luxman Brld TIO2L
Harman/Kardon Cdaton 23

139
119
169
185
199
219
229
559

' t1

Harman Karen 3301
Harman harden 3801

90

79
99
149
155
169
189
189
199
489

155
185

SRP
115
149
199
225
240
340

Sale
89
129
179
189
189
219
225

580

480

LOUDSPEAKERS ( pair)
Goodrnans Sterhng 5
Wharfedale 504

RECEIVERS
'

Proton P5208
OED A240CD
OED A240SA
HarmarvKardon PM645
Proton 0540
Sam.» AUD9
Harman Kardon PM650
Cambndge And,., C75 675
Pre Power

TUNERS

100
170

160

Nakarnichl BX100E
Teat V700
Dual C844 Two- speed
Sans°, 0705

SRP
110
200
229
295
255
349
289

Wharfedale Acthée Dtamands
B&W DM100,

Anston 4020
Anston 4050

Aucho Techmca AT1010
Ortofort SME 30H

Luxman Bed 6100
HarmanXardOn 10292
HarrnareKardon CD291C HO Pro
Harman Kardon TD202

Luxman Brld 6112 HX Pro
Nakarruchl CR5E
Luxman Bed 6105
NakamIchl RX202E

TURNTABLES
SRP

Dual C802

Wharfedale " Rrtz - Dlamond
Morclaunt.Short MS100
Tannoy DC100
( New) Tannoy Jupter S'
Avance Pyranvde 120
Wharfedale 510
B&W DM3301
Tannoy Jupder MKII
Ltd 60th Ann Ed.
B&W DM1800.Stds
Musfcal FKlehty MC4
Wharfedale 512 MKII
B&W Mates IE
Spendor SPI
Ruark Broad Swards

110
120
130
140
150
189
239
249
279
279
299

89
99
109
109
130
159
199
199
239
239
249

399
499
499
499
695
679
699

319
429
429
399
075
569
569

Also numerous cartridges and MC step-ups from ADC, Audio Technica, Coral, Denon, Dynavector,
Goldring, Logbellex, Nagaoka, Ortofon, Osawa, Pickering, Shure, Sony, Westrak.

Over 300 HiFi separates in stock with
COMPACT DISC PLAYERS, AMPLIFIERS, TURNTABLES, TUNERS & CASSETTE DECKS from Alphason, AR, Ariston, Cambridge Audio, Cemac, Citation, Denon, Dual, Elite Rock, Harman/Kardon, Kenwood, Logic, Luxman, Manticore, Marantz, Musical
Fidelity, NAD, Nakamichi, Onkyo, Philips ( CD), Proton, QED, Quad, Revolver, Rotel, Sansui, Teac, Thorens, Townshend (The Rock),
Trio, Yamaha, etc.
LOUDSPEAKERS from AR, Ariston ( QLN), Avance, British Loudspeakers ( BLQ), B&W, Bose, Castle, Gale, Goodmans, Infinity,
JBL, Mordaunt-Short, Musical Fidelity, Quad, Rotel, Ruark, Spendor, Tannoy, Townshend ( Glastonbury), Wharfedale, etc.
HEADPHONES, MICROPHONES, CARTRIDGES, CABLES AND OTHER
Beyer, Chord, Decca, Denon, DNM, Foundation, Glanz, Goldring, Grado,
Nagaoka. Nakamichi, Ortofon, QED, Quart, Rata, Ross, Ruark, Sennheiser.
Yamaha and other leading specialist manufacturers, including demonstrations
PWB Electronics.

ACCESSORIES from ADC, AKG, Audio Technica,
Jecklin, Hunt, Kiseki, Koss, Maxell, MOM, Milltek,
Shure, Target, TDK, Tiffany, Van den Hul, Vecteur,
of the remarkable Electret Polarisation products from

BRENTWOOD

Ground &
First Floor

MUSIC &
HI-FI CENTRE

2INGRAVE ROAD ,BRENTWOOD ESSEX

.Tel: ( 0277)
221210

Corner of Brentwood High Street and Ingrave Road (A128)
On- site customer parking by appointment Shop & Home demonstrations given Easy to reach — 5mins from M25
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COREY HART: YOUNG MAN RUNNING
EMI Manhattan MTL 1027
There are quiso afew singer- songwriters who
trial in the wake of the Springsteens and
Hornsbys of this world: tough, sinewy .voiced
types who make okay albums and, now and
then. Ft lucky with the odd cut or two.
providing them' with chart singles of respectable nature, the sort that pundits and punters
can agree upon. Canuck Hart is one such
fellow in the queue. As such. he upsets me
not at all - in fact. Ifind much to admire in
his vocal approach. But, in this instance, at

Springfield'? I wouldn't argue with that.
Certainly I've never expected avoice like this
to emerge from Streatham. She can soar like
Aretha, purr like Diana. Given such qualities. Lavine Hudson adds up to something
special. something to cause lip- licking.
Whether she'll ever be afully-fledged STAR
is something else. however. For Hudson is a
pure. back- to- the- Bible. gospel singer. albeit
one of the modern variety, willing to fill the
gaps with light- weight technoftmk back-ups.
Her every song mentions God, Jesus. My
Saviour. The Lord - which hardly puts
Hudson into Top Of The Pops territory. But
for those looking for life beyond Whitney
Houston and for others who remember how
hymn- books could be transformed into the
choice samples of soul by the likes of Rosetta
Tharpe. hateretition will prove both heartand hand- warming. Believe me. [A:11
Fred Dellar
ELTON JOHN: REG STRIKES BACK
Rocket EJLP 3
Iimagined that when Elton reverted to being
plain
an
album
old rockin'
somethin
Reggonce
like more
the vastly
,he'd feed
underus

east, when the playing's done and the record
has been returned to its sleeve, the reviewer
is stuck with little to say either in positive or
negative terms. ' Spot You In A Coalmine'. a
duet with the talented Ruby Turner. is the
sort of track that could strike' up afriendship
or two, but, on the whole, this is merely a
workmanlike album, with no chances being
taken. Pass. 1A:2/31
Fred Deliar

rated II- 17-70 live set. uncluttered and everinfectious. But Iwas wrong. this is Elton just
the way he's been for yonks, not overproduced hut hardly as raw and naked as I'd
hoped. Like most other Elton albums of
yore. this one offers afair sprinkling of tasty
movers - the opening ' Town Of Plenty' with
its Fartisa-inspired riff and Pete Townshend
donated guitar. is as rugged astomp as we're

ime,,egaig

HAMISH HENDERSON & OTHERS: FREEDOM COME ALL YE
Claddagh CCA7 ( distributed by Impetus)
Hamish Henderson is a towering figure on
the Scottish folk scene. He is man.; things. He
is apoet and songwriter. Ile is acollector of
folk songs. He started the School of Scottish
Studies in Edinburgh. and he was the first to
translate Gramsci into English.
If you haven't caught up with his work yet.
this album gives you achance. He reads some
of his poetry, and others - like The Laggan.
Dolina MaClennan, and the Whistlebinkies handle the songs. Some of the language is
hard- going Scots. hut the insert gives you the
translations of the tricky phrases. Mostly.
when he's writing songs. he bases them round
existing tunes ,often old pipe tunes. But he
has a knack of writing lyrics that more than
match, and get right into the heart of the
subject matte-r.
Some have become classics on the Scottish
folk scene - like The Gillie More, the John
Maclean March and the title- song of the
album. The material spans Hetiderson's
career. going back to his war poetry.
Although it has been available before. a
restricted distribution meant that many missed it. Seek it out now, for it's aclassic. IA: 11
Ken Fly der

LAVINE HUDSON: LVTERVE.‘ TWA
Virgin V2529
The greatest British female singer since Dusty
III- HNEWS & RI
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when on every campus this record must have
been seen as typifying the coming fusion of
music: Bernstein and Kenton - a serious
compi)ser writing a hit musical and ai I
:II/minded bandleader going serious. A false
dawn, as we now know, but the record is still
worth hearing today. Naturally the spikier
Bernstein pieces that best suit the harsh brass
and yelping saxes of the band - the scenesetting inti:o and the Rumble music. The
ballads don't come off so well. and strangely
enough ' America', which succeeds so well in
Bernstein Sondheim terms ( notably in Lenlies recent recording) has its punch
weakened by being tur-ned into a typical
Latin-American big band item. There are
spectacular jazz solos. Conte Candoli on
trumpet and Gabe Baltazar on alto. Recording is typical of its time. with exaggerated
left/right separation to make listeliers feel
they were getting their money's worth of
stereo. For today, it's111:1 2]
Denis Argent
HANS KOCH/MARTIN SCHUTZ/MARCO
KAPPELI: ACCELERATION
ECM 1357
This is wild music. fighting to get out of the
coolness of the recordin g .and succeeding.
It's an unusal lineup, with clarinet. cello and
drums coming to the fore much of the time.
At other times it's saxophone. bass and
drums.
They play with amarvellous sense of space.
The music -varies from the scry dense and
frantic to the menacingly sparse. Tlu.•v sound
like they've played wiih each other alot and
have built up the kind of understanding that
allows them to sail through passages of
improvisation- on- the- edge without falling
of
Much of the music is loosely improvised
stvlelessly - these players could easik he
British or French or Séandanavian - with a
sharp eclecticism. The written passages are
also tight and to the poii t. providing springboards for this trio's active imagination.
Recommended. 1A•:1/21
Ken Hyder
AKENII KUNIYOSH1-KUHN: MOTION-EMOTION
Leo Records LR 155

likely to get this year - along with a few
ho- hums. And in the wake of belated worldwide tillcceS,. with ' Candle In The Wind' and
the nostalgia. Monroe association. Pinner's
finest has now locked into Brando (* Goodbye
Marlon Brando') as away of saying goodbye
to the wodd of Elton before returning to the
regime of Reg. waving adieu. lyrically, to
New Age Music, Dolly's chest and Jackie
Collins in the process. Ile also waves goodbye to The Beach Boys ( say goodbye to
Wendy. say goodbye to Rhonda) and actually
says his farewell to the album with the
harmonious help of members of that selfsame group on ' Since God Invented Girls',
another high point and one on which he
reveals: ' 1know what Brian Wilson meant/
Ever' time Istep outside 1see what Heaven
sent': What Rocket have sent is not a had
album at all. But Ihad anticipated something
special - which this is not. 1A:21
Fred DeHai.

STAN KENTON ORCHESTRA: KENTON'S
WEST SIDE STORY
EMI/Capitol EMS 1285
This reissue dates from 1961, and it's easy to
think hack to the new dawn of that time.

London is fortunate in having so many
talented musicians from other co unt ries taking up residence. But London does not
always recognise the fact. Ihave the feeling
that if this pianist were based in Paris. say. or
Berlin. more people would take notice.
This Japanese pianist is a bit special.
because what she offers is something original
and individual. Of course what she plays hats
something to do with her background, and
you can hear classical touches. even if the
:Japanese influence is fair from direct. But
functioning as she does on the improvised
music scene in this country, she makes her
own music as she hears it.
This solo album is awelcome release. Her
way of playing is so singularly individual that
in a group situation some musicians with a
more stridently stylised background can
s‘\eep her into a corner with their forceful
clichés.
Her music can be tremendously restful,
and calm. although there are implications of
turmoil and contradictions underneath the
surface. This is the sort of music which Ifeel
would appeal to thousands of people who will
never get the opportunity to hear it. It would
particularly appeal to lovers of rhaps()die
piano. She deserves a hearing, so seek this
one out. IA:1/21
Ken Hyder
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Aworld of difference.

244/256 STATION RD, ADDLESTONE,
WEYBRIDGE, SURREY.
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OPEN SEVEN DAYS A WEEK 9.00 AM-6.00 PM
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Call your nearest store.
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HI- FI- CORNER
. . . . atouchofclass

At the original HiFiCorner
We Offer:
* FRIENDLY SERVICE
A warm welcome awaits you at Scotland's oldest
established hi-fi specialist.

* 14 DAY EXCHANGE IF NOT
ENTIRELY HAPPY

If you haven't visited us recently you may not be
aware of our refurbishment programme.

* TWO YEAR GUARANTEE
* QUALITY BRANDS —
— Alexander, Gale, Spendor, Ruark, Celestion,
— YBA, A&R, Rotel, EAR, NAD,
— Pink Triangle, Alphason, Revolver
More.

* CREDIT FACILITIESWRITTEN DETAILS ON
REQUEST: APR VARIABLE

We have recently completed our new listening
room where you can listen to equipment from
Acoustic Energy, Source, Elite, Spendor, Pink
Triangle, SME, Denon, Luxman, Quad and many
other selected products.
Our classical record department offers free advice
to those wishing to venture into classical music
but didn't " know the number of that tune".

* SEPARATE
DEMONSTRATION AREA

We're also happy to offer advice on upgrading
V/SA

your existing equipment or help you if you're
buying your first.
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We Look Forward To Seeing You Soon.

HI- FI- CORNER
.1, Haddington Place, Edinburgh
(Off Leith Walk)

FALKIRK
44, Cow Wynd
Tel: 0324 29011
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LITTLE FEAT: LET IT ROLL
Warner Bros WX192
It's been ten years. give or take a month or
two, but they're back. Cover artwork is as
ever provided by Neon Park. the best rhythm
section in the West comes courtesy of Richie
Hayward, Sam Clayton and Kenny Gradney
and the heady brew of guitars and keyboards
are provided by long-time mainmen Paul
Barrerre, Bill Payne and Fred Tackett.
Unfortunately, Lowell George is still dead,
but newcomer Craig Fuller fills in on vocals,
accordion, guitars and composition, and he
does so with aplomb. So what about the
music? If anew record after adecade can be
said to represent aseamless progression, then
this is the baby. Towards the end of their Mk
Iincarnation. Little Feat were already moving away from their idiosyncratic roots.
inspired by George. to a smooth blend of
gentrified R&B in which Lowell played an
ever-decreasing role. Let h Roll picks up the
threads from Down On The Farm, and fine
threads they are, too. The title cut hits that
perfectly controlled punch-drunk roll with a
tale of four-wheeled lust (' Iknow just how
heaven feels, when she reach beneath my big
old steering wheel'), while atune like ' Listen
To Your Heart' hits the old thoughtful groove
with beautiful instrumental colouration.
They're not really squeezing out sparks anymore, but this is astone certainty for ageing
groovers. [ A:2]
Pete Clark
HENRY MANCINI: PREMIER POPS
Denon CO 2320 (
61m 39s) CD
This is not your usual Mancini medley, half a
dozen of the familiar film hits. There is so
much other work here, mostly themes from
TV series, and some original items like the
opener, ' Overture to a Pops Concert', that
the record really does Mancini justice as one
of today's outstanding light composers. As
conductor he can take in his stride grand
opera or aperformance of the 1812 Overture
on a raft in mid-Thames, with fireworks.
Actually, he has a nice atmospheric item
here, ' Hong Kong Fireworks', which would
equally serve afestive open-air occasion. His
orchestra here is a new but not unexpected
development: the Royal Philharmonic Pops
Orchestra, which faces the fact that some of
the records made under the names of famous
symphony orchestras have in fact been
diluted (or thickened, if you prefer) by
session men. This RPO Pops is claimed in the
publicity to be acompletely separate orchestra, and in Mancini arrangements it certainly
sounds to be on the right lines - though not
quite at the level of polish which its progenitor, the Boston Pops, so famously achieves.
And, as abonus, there is some Mancini solo
piano. Beware the confusing track numbering
on the CD leaflet. The 14 items listed in that
are also numbered as 21 tracks on the disc.
[A*:1]
Denis Argent

OREGON: ECOTOPIA
ECM 1354

RONALDO LA SERIE: AY, SE PASO IA
SERIE!
GlobeStyle/Ace ORB 026
GlobeStyle has been around long enough to
establish ahouse style - although it's one of
the newer labels to devote its energies to
ethnic music. Where most of the original
ethnic labels veered towards the academic, or
in some cases the ruffled-shirts folkloric.
GlobeStyle has adown home attitude to the
music. It goes for the gutsy. the heartfelt and
the unpretentious.
And this album is in line. If you love Cuban
music, you'll love this. There's a strong
grounding in the traditional on this album by
the Cuban singer. but there are nuggets of
extra sophistication there too. Instead of
tarting up the music with gadgetry, there are
elements of latin music from Cuban's neighbours popped into the pot to thicken the
salsa.
The rhythm is solid and propulsive and the
brass and saxophones add a punch to the
proceedings. Ronald() himself sings with an
engaging sense of humour and adevotion to
musical hendonism. This is arecord to dance
to or listen to or both. IA: I21
Ken Hyder
PATTI SMITH: DREAM OF LIFE
Arista 259172 (
42m 24s) CD
Another day, another comeback. This time
it's the turn of Ms Smith. high-priestess of
new wave, the woman who once appeared to
have the ability to free the world of candyfloss. That she failed dismally is apparent in
one glance at today's charts, filled with the
likes of Madonna, Debbie Gibson, Sabrina.
Kylie and Tiff, all harmless enough performers but not really fit to spray anti-stat on the
best of Patti Smith offerings. Not that Dream
Of Life ranks among her most potent
releases: perhaps that stay- away gap was a
little too long. Even so, the opening ' People
Have The Power', vital and compelling, acts
as areminder of what might have been, once
more conjuring up all those ' female Jim
Morrison' comparisons. It's both unfortunate
and predictable that little else on the album
pushes and shoves half as hard. And, by the
way; you don't get an extra track on the
normal CD. To do that you have to fork out a
trifle more and buy the picture CD. It's a
hard life! [
A:2]
Fred DeIlar
REX STEWART: RENDEZ-VOUS
REX
Affinity AFF165

Although they may not be the biggest name
in the ECM stable, this quartet epitomizes
the Munich label's style. Their musicianship
is assured, and they have asense of purpose
about what they do. That purpose is to
present their music as exquisitely as they can.
They have a mix of electric and acoustic
instruments, and each is given the studio
treatment in a big way. Because of their
111-11 NEWS & RECORD REVIEW

lineup - percussion, reeds, bass and guitar they can vary their sound alot. The use of the
oboe and the cor anglais gives them the
opportunity of getting into pastoral. plaintive
prettiness. Although they improvise, what
they are doing is not jazz improvisation, it's a
hybrid of classical, folk, jazz and even rock
influences.
On this album they keep up their commitment to thinking music rather than emotional
or spiritual music. And the production
matches their needs perfectly. [
A*:2]
Ken Hyder

OCTOBER 1985

WITH

Stewart solos and leads the ensembles efficiently on his cornet, but essentially repeats
what he played earlier and elsewhere, above
all with Ellington. Yet these two January
1958 dates produced better music than many
of the so-called ' mainstream' recordings,
some of which were hopelessly listless affairs.
Driven by Arthur Trappier's intense drum-

ming. the opening track. ' Tillie's Twist', in
fact has uncommon vigour, and there are
admirable solos from George Kelly on tenor
saxophone. Haywood Henry on baritone and
- an unexpected choice for such a session Willie 'The Lion' Smith at the piano. All six
themes were in part composed by Stewart
and there are many fully arranged passages.
Wisely he does not attempt to recreate the
unique atmosphere of the small-group dates
that he led under Ellington's aegis, but there
are interesting ensemble textures on, t'or
example. ' Tell Me More', which also has
more Smith. nice Henry this time on clarinet.
and Kelly making a particularly strong
impression. In fact there are several good
individual performances elsewhere, by Hilton
Jefferson on alto saxophone in ' Trade
Winds', for instance; this track also has afine
clarinet solo which Itake to be by Garvin
Bushell. [
I1:2]
Max Harrison

TWELVE DRUMMERS DRUMMING:
WHERE THE WILD BUFFALO ROAMS
Mercury 834 729-1
I'm told there has been alot of hype going on
around this record. If that means there has
been alot of talk about it, I'm amazed. If it
means the record company have been plugging it alot, they'll need to. The press release
seems to make excuses for the fact that this
sounds like a second rate U2/Simple Minds
cross by telling us that it would have been
released years ago had it not been for vocalist
Rudi Edgar's unfortunate brain haemorrhage. It is indeed asad tale but if it hadn't
happened Isuspect that this German band
would still have failed to match their Scottish
and Irish counterparts.
Ruch, now recovered, and his faithful
partner Kurt Schmidt are quite clever writers
and musicians, but Rudi's voice is annoyingly
shakey and his lyrics make my teeth itch.
[8:3]
Neville Farmer

BRIAN WILSON: BRIAN WILSON
Sire 925 669-1
So, 26 years in the wake of ' Surfin' Safari'.
Wilson has come up with the solo album we
all thought he'd never make. But, even
though Carl, Al. Mike and Co are not
around, Bryan Wilson remains aBeach Boys
album, filled with gorgeous harmonies and
the sort of ethereal whoas-whoas that leave
vapour trails against sun- filled skies. Songwise, things also remain entrenched firmly in
the past. For, while Wilson has written a
whole new portfolio of sand-shifted ditties
with the aid of such cohorts as Eugene E
Landy and Dream Academy's Nick LairdClowes, virtually every cut could - give or
take asynth or two - have been an out- take
from an earlier Beach Boys album. The
jaunty ' Little Children', for instance, could
easily have fallen off that ' Beach Boys Christmas' collection, while the would-be tour-deforce that comprises ' Rio Grande', is so close
arelative to the ' Holland' album's ' C'alifornia
Saga' that you feel like checking its birth
certificate. Even so. there's no ' Surf's Up'
here, no ' Heroes And Villains' or even a
'Girls On The Beach', though ' Melt Away'
and the multi-tracked acapella wordless wonder that is ' One For The Boys' are extremely
earworthy in their remember- when way.
while ' Night Time' will doubtless get the nod
from those into happy rock. Their verdict better than we ever expected but not as
wonderful as we once might have wished for.
[A:11 at least.
Fred DeIlar
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SMART
COMPANY
Stan Curtis loves to explore. Genial founder and prime force
behind Cambridge Audio, it's in his nature to seek out inventive
new solutions to seemingly insoluble problems.
Fortunately for all of us, Stan's relentless desire to improve the
status quo in audio is plainly evident in the simple elegance and
uncompromising quality of Cambridge components
Starting on the road to high innovation with the world's first
high performance solid state integrated amplifier, Cambridge
has quicldy evolved into afull line manufacturer with products characterised by intelligent design, superlative performance and high mechanical integrity
Of course, this comes as no great surprise to those
who've experienced the extraordinary Cambridge
CD-1compact disc player. Reveling in its unheard of
32 bit resolution, the CD-1is generally acknowledged as the world's finest player. The more affordable CD-2boasts incredible 16 xoversampling for
transparent audio reproduction.
In keeping with Stan's thinking, Cambridge's
intelligent power amplifiers, preamps, integrateds and tuners are characterized by high
current output and discrete circuitry to meet
the challenges of digital program material.
Our components make the most sense
because Stan Curtis and Cambridge are
smart. Smart enough to make better ideas
into better components.
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CAP
THE BONZO DOG BAND: THE PEEL SESSIONS
Strange Fruit SEPS051
Hilarious session from July 1969. The Bonzo's ' Monster Mash' is more bizarre than the
original, while their John Lennon spoof is
worthy of the Rutles. 1.1.11:11
THE BOOGIE BROTHERS: BAR BY BAR
Harp Beat/Sonet BB 333
Nothing more nor less than a UK version of
the Blues Brothers, right down to the duplication of material. The Sam & Dave medley
and ' Think' are high points, and the rest will
do until Belushi's reincarnated. [
B:2I
CARDIACS: RADIO I SESSION
Nighttracks/Strange Fruit SENT 013
Live from 30;1287. Choppy. frenetic indic
rock which 055 es as much to the Small Faces
as it does the Pistols. Jagged pop to set your
teeth on edge. [ B:11
SONNY CURTIS: READY ABLE &
WILLING
Songworks ((' assetk•-only, available From
John Hi-itlinger. 412 Main Road, Sheffield S9
40L. Price -£5)
Amazing. this: ex- Cricket Curtis sitting
around pickin' and strummin' for his friends.
A little Holly. some G&W standards — this
deserves major- label release, because it's the
most comfortable, homey recording you'll
hear this year. IBIC: II
DEVO: TOTAL DEVO
Enigma/Virgin CDENV 503 (
50m Ws) CD
The techno-nerds are back, sounding
curiously like the Cars. The subtitle says it all,
though: ' 13 digital cartoons from the deevolution band'. More melodic, more accessible but still very, very odd. [
A:1/21
MARK GERMINO: CAUGHT IN THE ACT
OF BEING OURSELVES
RCA PD86608 (
41m 58s) Cl)
Serious singerisongwriter-ing here. heavy on
the ' earthy American' shtick. Fine music,
though. and not to be ignored by fans of
anyone from Hornsby to Mellehcamp to
Earle. [ A:11
GLEN GOLDSMITH: WHAT YOU SEE IS
WHAT YOU GET
RCA PD 71750 G (
65m 09s) CI)
Debut LP from a Slough native who does
such a good Stevie Wonder impersonation
that his chart success seems a foregone
conclusion. Considering how well Five Star
has done as a UK version of the Jacksons.
Goldsmith can order his Ferrari now. [
A:1]
MAJOR HANDY: WOLF COUCHON
Bedrock BEDLP 7
Terrific solo LP from an ex-Rockin• Dopsie
sideman. Accordionist Handy is pure
Zydeco, but the material is tempered with
enough straight R&B to make his work far
more accessible for nos ices. It may seem
tame to the converted. but it's much more
digestible in large doses. Should do well now
that the masses have seen The Big Easy.
[A/B:1
HUNTERS & COLLECTORS: HUMAN
FRAILTY
Illegal ILP025
First UK release of this Australian hand's
1986 effort. Most assuredly of the current
Aussie school, they're less polished than
I \ IS1s,S ( olt1)1t1

II SS

()( 101)1

1“ss

SUL
Crowded House, less political than Midnight
Oil, less showy than INXS. But sometimes
less is more. (A:21
BILLY JENKINS & THE VOICE OF GOD
COLLECTIVE: MOTORWAY AT NIGHT
DCM 108-1 (Dist by Recomended Distribution)
The spine says ' File Under New Rage'. God
forbid aNew Ager should purchase this, oh.
experiment. Noisy? Makes traffic ( with a
small ' t' ) sound like the Carpenters. [?:?[
LIGHTNING STRIKE: LIGHTNING
STRIKE
RCA PD 90239 (
36m 24s) CI)
Hard rocking Clash Ramones Dictators
derivatives just -too sophisticated to he classified as dumb. Great power chords, vicious
songs with titles like ' City Of Nightmares'
and ' Hi-Tech War'. suitablv post holocaust
attire — an antidote to somnolence. [
B:1 I
LITTLE CHARLIE & THE NIGHTCATS:
DISTURBING THE PEACE
Alligator/Sonet AL 4761
More bar- hand merriment from awhite R&B
outfit that sounds like they're having more
fun than y'ou are. No purist nonsense here,
just sleazy; boogie and some super harp work.
[B:11
THE MEN THEY COULDN'T HANG:
RADIO 1 SESSIONS
Nighttracks/Strange Fruit SENT 012
Folky-feel Irish protest rock of the recent
kind, caught live on IS 6/88. Less frantic than
the Pogues. though the audiences overlap.
[A/B:2]
NAJEE: DAY BY DAY
EMI Manhattan MTL 1026
Danceable mix of R&B and jazz from an ace
saxophonist. Sophisticated. seductive sound
uhich will find favour with those who know
that there's more to the smooth life than
Sade. IA:I/21
OST: STORMY MONDAY
Virgin CDV2537 (
50m 43s) CD
Bluesy soundtrack with the title and ' The
Thrill Is Gone' performed hv BI3 King. The
rest is incidental music in the right sein. the
bulk composed by Mike Figgis-.
PIECES OF A DREAM: MAKES YOU
1fANNA
EMI Manhattan M'I'L 1030
Makes you wanna listen, that's what. Ultrafine jazisoul .R&13 blend for the modern era.
Okay. so it doesn't sweat, hut then again this
has been asanitised decade. Nice versions of
'Round Midnight' and ' Holding Back The
Years'. [
A:1/2]
PETER, PAUL & MARY: NO EASY WALK
TO FREEDOM
Gold Castle/Virgin CDVGC2 ( 34m I3s) CD
Last month it was the return of Baez: now it's
PP&M. Unlike Joan. the \ ' Ye changed not a
jot. and you'd swear it was '
63 an d Hootenanny was on the box and Kennedy was in
office. Come to think of it. Dukakis is from
Massachusetts and his running mate's from
Texas and his wife likes to shop-.Hmmm . . .
hack to the future? [ A:11
RAINBIRDS: RAINBIRDS
Mercury MERH 125
Outstanding debut from a Berlin- based trio

E

S

‘‘ lb) blend aGermanic edge with vocals in the
I'Pau category. Exquisite melodies
just alien enough to keep them fresh and
interesting. Any' tendencies to write this off
as stadium rock means you haven't listened to
the whole LP. [ A:11
SALT'N'PEPA: A SALT WITH A DEADLY
PEPA
London FERLP 3
A stupendous. whacked- out display which
foils any who'd argue that the rap/dance/hiphop genre is grossing same- v. Riddled with
good humour and fresh sounds. so I
A: I], with
a [* 1for the title.
BEN SIDRAN: TOO HOT TO TOUCH
Windham Hill/A&M 370108-1
Outstanding jazz vocals from amaster of the
genre. the kind which have more in common
with Leon Redbone than Joe Williams.
Strong funk element, real earcatching — so
what the hell's it doing on Windham Hill?
[A:11
THE SIEGEL-SCHWALL BAND: THE
REUNION CONCERT
Alligator/Sonet AL4760
Talk about an unexpected pleasure. S-SB
were, alongside Butterfield's outfits, the best
of the white blues bands, and harp- player
Siegel has few if any rivals. Back together for
aone-off for the first time in over adecade, it
sounds like they never split up. Canned Heat
with a sense of humour, though we could
have done without the laine jam at the end.
1A/B:1]
THE STARS OF HEAVEN: SPEAK SLOWLY
Rough Trade ROUGH 121
This Dublin hand's debut has already been
likened to the work of even' great U§ guitar
outfit, helped no doubt by their plans to cover
a Gram Parsons tune. Whatever the hype.
they're as much a breath of fresh air as the
Silencers or even Fairground Attraction, so
dig in if you like songs instead of sermons.
[A:11
VAN HALEN: OU812
Warner Bros WX177
Maybe Whitesnake and Del Leppard will one
day' realise that. like Van Halen, you don't
have to go soft and mushy. Premier 1988style hard rock with no concessions whatsoever to vaseline on- the- lens videos, and
still cheeky, despite no Roth. IA:2]
VARIOUS: NOW THAT'S WHAT I CALL
MUSIC 12
Virgin/EMI/Polygram CD NOW 12 (
61m 17s:
60m 39s) CD
Latest in what has to he the best series in the
'recent hits compilation genre'. Belinda Carlisle. Derek B. Danny Wilson, Heart — areal
free-for-all, marred primarily by the inclusion
of Tiffany and Glenn Mechros. What a
horrible thought! Imagine if those two mated!
The offspring would be so wet as to classify as
liquids Nuit• That ..s What ICall Frightening.
[A:1-5]
THE WASHINGTON SQUARES: THE
WASHINGTON SQUARES
Gold Castle/Virgin CDVGC 4 (
34m 35s) CD
They call it ' New Wave Folk'. Peter, Paul and
Mary Redux in the same month that the
PP&M return to the . shops. A reasonable
facsimile, with some interesting new twists. A
US folk revival? IA:1/21
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RADFORD HI-FI'S
NEW BRISTOL SHOP
NOW OPEN AT
4MERCHANT STREET

In Attendance
Service Personnel • Audio People Installation Engineers

RAD FØRD
Hi- Fi

RADFORD Hi -Fi
(BRISTOL)
52/54 GLOUCESTER ROAD
BRISTOL
TEL: ( 0272) 428247

RADFORD Hi Fi
(WINDSOR)
43 KING EDWARD COURT
WINDSOR
TEL: (0753) 856931

RADFORD Hi Fi
(BRISTOL)
4MERCHANT STREET
BRISTOL
TEL: (0272) 294183

RADFORD Hi Fi
(EXETER)
28 COWICK STREET
ST TH OMAS
TEL: (0392) 218895

RADFORD Hi Fi
(BATH)
12 JAMES STREET WEST
BATH
TEL: (0225) 446245

ROCK/POP/JAZZ

REISSUES
ALLMAN BROTHERS: EAT A PEACH
Mobile Fidelity UDCD 513 (
70m 02s) CD
HUEY LEWIS AND THE NEWS: SPORTS
Mobile Fidelity UDCD 509 (
37m 40s) CD
Or CDs For Paranoids. the gold-plated discs
conceived long before the CD rot' exposé.
Whatever the technology, they sound fine.
look impressive and sound terrific. A gimmick? We'll see in five years. [
A:11 per.
THE ALPHA BAND: INTERVIEWS
Edsel ED 272
Compilation culled from the band's three
Arista LPs, fine stuff from ex- members of
Dylan's Rolling Thunder Revue. The most
notable was T- Bone Burnett. which gives
some idea of the quality. Under- rated. eclectic US rock with a country flavour. IA/B:1
DAVE BARTHOLOMEW: MY DING-ALING
Sing/Charly SING1158
Magnificent R&B from the New Orleans
trumpet'n'vocals wizard always overshadowed by his sidekick, Fats Domino. The
original version of the title. a wonderful
'Stormy Weather' - choice cuts from 1951-2.
[H:ll
THE BYRDS: THE NOTORIOUS BYRD
BROTHERS
Edsel ED 262
ROGER McGUINN: ROGER McGUINN
Edsel ED 281
A Byrds feast, their 1968 effort sans Crosby
and Clark, and McGuinn's 1973 solo. The
former is their best marrige of space rock and
country, while Roger does on his solo what
he always did well: impersonating Dylan.
[A/B:11. [ A:1/21
MAXWELL DAVIS: FATHER OF WEST
COAST R&B
Ace CHAD 239
14 vintage R&B sax tracks from a master, a
man who hacked BB King. Etta James,
Lowell Fulson and other giants. Essential
instrumentals. [
H:1]
FATS DOMINO: THE BEST OF
Liberty/EMI CDP 7902942 (
44m 32s) CD
RICKY NELSON: THE BEST OF
Liberty/EMI CDP 7903172 (
45m IIs) CD
BOBBY VEE: THE BEST OF
Liberty/EMI CDP 7903272 (
45m 29s) CD
GENE VINCENT: THE BEST OF
Liberty/EMI CDP 7903282 (
48m 25s) CD
Collectively known as • Rock'N'Roll Masters'.
these 20- track sets are fine value. hard- tofault CDs covering the artists' Liberty work.
Omissions are few and minor and thé transfers are good enough considering the age of
the tapes. Four examples of How It Should
Be Done, the basis for a dandy rock'n'roll
library. [
A/B:1/11 for the lot.

tragedy is that Fury was much more than a
pre--fab pretty boy, -as his handling of some
tough standards shows. A victim of his time
who died too soon to enjoy the kudos of a
reassessment: full marks to BGO for setting
us straight. 1A:11. IA:I/21. [ A: 1/21
THE GROUNDHOGS: BLUES OBITUARY
BCO BGOLP6
THE GROUNDHOGS: BEST 1969-72
RGO BGODI
Reissues front a curiously ignored British
blues mainstay. Blues Obituary was their
second LP. overlapping by only two tracks
with the double Best Of- either will show you
that not all UK bluesmen were simply miming the Yanks. 1B:11. 1A/B:1/21
BERNARD HERRMANN: CLASSIC FANTASY FILM SCORES
Cloud Nine Records (
72m 26s) CD ( Available
from Cloud Nine. S Oakington Road, I.ondon W9)
Exceptional CD-only, living.mono collection
of the cream of l-1
fantasy soundtracks front 1958-63. Three World%",d Gui/i............sienoirn in/urn! . Seventh Vol'llge rif
Sillb(Id " and
Ja‘,,t, and the Art;onatas..
Remember when Sut urda‘ s sr ere DIM.' IA/
H:11*1
BERT JANSCH: BERT JANSCII
Demon/Transatlantic TRANDEM 1
GERRY RAFFERTY: BLOOD AND GLORY
Demon/Transalantic TRANDEN1 3
JOHN RENBOURN: THE FOLK BLUES OF
Demon/Transalantic TRANDEM 2
SW EEN Er S MEN: l'HE LEGEND OF
Demon/Transatlantic TRANDEM 4
The launch of a new series of rare UK folk
from the Transatlantic catalogue. Purist stuff
(though Rattert is less tweedle-dee-dee than
the oihers), and a surefire way to save money
if you've seen the recent inflation on the
collectors scene. 1A/B:11 the lot.
LITTLE WILLIE JOHN: TALK TO ME
Sing/Charlv 596
LWJ's second LP. yet another showcase for
one of the most soulful R&B voices of them
all. The sessions date from 1956-8. but the
music is timeless. Buy without question.
[B:11
MAN: BE GOOD TO YOURSELF AT LEAST
ONCE .
4 DAY
Bco sGoLpi4
Lavish gatefold reissue from the Welsh
psychedelicists. circa 1972. Not their best, hut
proof enough that not everything mindexpanding was recorded in California. IA/
B:21

BIG AL DOWNING: ROCKIN'APROLLIA"
Rollercoaster ROLL 2015
18 from the best- ever Fats Domino impersonater. Harder rocking and less ' aw-shucks'
than Fats, so don't expect no ' Blueberry
Hill'. [
A/B:1]

MIGHTY SAM: NOTHING BUT THE
TRUTH
Charly CRB 1189
What adiscovery! For those who fell in love
with Sant McChiin's five-star soul singing on
Hubert Sumlin's Blues Party, here's a whole
LP's worth of his 1960s Amy material. Make
no mistake: this elly is up there with Otis and
Wilson. lit/B:1*1

BILLY FURY: BILLY
BG0 BGOLP 17
BILLY FURY: BILLY FURY
BGO BGOLP 18
BILLY FURY: HALFWAY TO PARADISE
BGO BGOLP 19
Pristine mono reissues circa 1958-63. The

MARILYN MONROE: THE COMPLETE
RECORDINGS
Rare RARECD 06/067 (
52m 54s; 54m 47s) CD
(Dist. by Counterpoint)
The whole shebang right up to ' Happy
Birthday, Mr President'. MM from 1949 to
1962. showing her to be abetter singer than

III- FI \ I555.5 RI IORD RI SII Vt

Of. DI111 R

most remember - when given the right
material. A magnificent, reverent two- disc
set. 111:1/2l
FLORA PURIM: MILESTONE MEMORIES
BGP/Ace BGP 1008
Long overdue compilation showing the virtuousity of this Brazilian jazz vocalist. Maybe
now that ethnic is hip, she'll reap her
rewards. 1A/B:11
THE RAN1ONES: RAMONES MANIA
Sire:WEA 925 709-1
NIORI-numbing 2- LP set commemorating 10
II's' worth of survival for the purest r
ock.n.
rollers on the planet. This band is dedicated to the concept that three chords are two
more than you really need. Go on, remember
what it was like not to have a mortgage.
11):11
PE SLOAN/THE GRASS ROOTS: SONGS
OF OUR TIMES
Big Beat/Ace WIK 73
16 tracks of prime mid- 1960s protest pop.
Great melodies, dated sentiments but perfect
examples of the genre best known for the
Turtles and the Mamas 4
S
4The Papas. [ A:II
BILLY STEWART: TEACHES OLD STANDARDS NEW TRICKS
thess/Charly GCH 8089
I
rom the man who gave us that frenetic.
stuttering version of ' Summertime', another
dozen get the treatment. ' When I Fall In
Love'. 01' Man River' - a masterpiece.
11):1*1
TEN YEARS AFTER: TEN YEARS AFTER
Deram/London 820 532-2 ( 37m 44s) CI)
Continuing the theme established by the
Mavall reissued. a 1967 British blues- hash
\\ Inch scared everybody because of the speed
of Al\ in Lee's guitar work. Clumsy hut fiery
debuts still worth a listen. 1A/B:1/21
N'AR1OUS: THE BRITISH R&B EXPLOSION
VOL 1, 1962-68
See For Miles SEE CD244 162m 31s) CD
VARIOUS: THE GREAT BRITISH
PSYCHEDELIC TRIP VOL I, 1966-69
See For Miles SEE CD225 (
72m 33s) CD
VARIOUS: THE GRE.4T BRITISH PISCHEDELIC TRIP VOL 2, 1965-70
See For Miles SEE CD226 (
71m 57s) CD
VARIOUS: THE SIXTIES EXPLOSION VOL
I, 1961-67
See For Miles SEE CD223 (
74m 02s) CD
Now we know how See For Miles intended to
deal with the some of the highpoints of the
catalogue, the compilations of outrageous
rarities from the Decca vaults. The titles are
self-explanatory, but you should know that
these compress up to 30 tracks from the vinyl
volumes for maximum playing time. The
artists range from the utterly and/or
deservedly forgotten to nascent Rod Stewart,
Joe Cocker, Them and others. These are
chock full of collectors' items so buy all four if
we're to see more. [
A/B/C:1/2/31
VARIOUS: THE LONDON SOUND
London 820 489-2 (
45m 10s) CD
VARIOUS: WHERE THE ACTION IS
London 820 490-2 (
44m 56s) CD
Two 16 track collections containing London's
biggest hits from 1961-72. Cat Stevens, Lulu,
Tom Jones, Billy Fury. Small Faces - odd
bedfellows but agreat wander down Memory
Lane. 1A/B/M:1/21
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sound gallery
A&R, AIWA, AUDIOLAB, AUDIO TECHNICA, B&W, CAMBRIDGE, CELESTION,
CREEK, DENON, DUAL, LINN PRODUCTS, LOGIC, HEYBROOK, SYSTEMDEK, REGA, REVOLVER, NAKAMICHI,
KEF, PROTON, MARANTZ, NAIM
AUDIO, ROTEL, YAMAHA.
FULL DEMONSTRATION AND
INSTALLATION SERVICE FOR
DOMESTIC AND IN-CAR HI-Fl.
65 CASTLE STREET HIGH VVYCOMBE
BUCKS
Tel: 0494 31682

Aylesbury Hi-Fidelity

Ir
m

'
ffleennewormirtmt7r,i
i
THE

real

98 Cambridge Street, Aylesbury, Bucks.
0296 28790
OPEN 10am-6pm. Monday- Friday, 9.30am-5.30 Saturday
iredit, ard fat dates available

ACTON GATE AUDIO CENTRE
HI Fl SPECIALISTS
THE HI Fl SHOP
4 RUABON ROAD. WREXHAM. CLWYD
TEL: 0978-364500
AGENCIES

DEMONSTRATION

FIVE WAYS HIGH FIDELITY

Nagaoka,

(C.D. only), Quad,
Revox,
Rogers,
Sennheiser,
Shure
Sondes, Spendor, Thorens,
TDK, KT DC, Tannoy, Zenn.

Five Ways Hi- Fidelity Ltd., 12 Islington Row,
Edgbaston, Birmingham 815 110.
Telephone: 021-655 0667.
Demonstrations by appointment

9.30-6.00 Tuesday-Saturday

TO ADVERTISE IN
THIS SECTION CONTACT
BEVERLEY SIMPKINS
ON 01-686 2599 EXT. 469
1-to

55 Main Street, Blackrock
Dublin. Tel: 0001-888477
Agents include

Linn, Rega, Creek, Naim, Castle,
Cambridge Audio, Nakamichi, A&R,
Audio Lab, Tannoy.
Closed all day Mon/Thur & Fri open till 9pm

Major credit cards welcome

HOPKINS HI-FI
THE SPECIALIST
THE No. 1Dealer IN SE HANTS.
Quad • Dual • Onkyo • Technics • NAD • Trio-Kenwood •
Cambridge Audio • Acoustic Research • Bose • B&W • Celestion •
Denon • Maxell • Mordaunt-Short • Onofon • OED • Tannoy •
Yamaha AR Electronics • Heybrook • J.8 L • Sennheiser • Monitor
Audio • Harman Kardon Ariston
•DEMONSTRATION ROOM

38-40 FRATTON ROAD, PORTSMOUTH,
HANTS P01 5BX. TEL: ( 0705) 822155

HI-FI specialists in Buckinghamshire

Aiwa, ARC. Alphason. Audio Technica ( CD Players also). ADC. AR.
A&R, Beard. Boston. BLQ. Castle. Celestion. Denon. Diesis. Dual.
Exposure. Gale. Gcadbug. Goldring. Grado. Gyrodek. Heybrook.
Hannon Kurdos. KEF. Logic. Linn Anas. Monitor Audio. Michell.
Magnum. Mantra. Musical Fidelity. Meridian. Mission. MordauntShon. Maranta. Monster. Myst. Nakamichi. Nagaoka. NAD. Ortolon
Paragon. Philips ( CD only). P.S. Audio. Proton. Quad. QED. Rate.
Role). Reyes. Revolver. Sennheiser. Something Solid. Sondes. Stand
& Deliver. Spend°, Systemdek. Tenney. Target. Teno CO. Thorens.
Trio CD. Walker. Wharfedale. Yorkshire. Yamaha. Zeta.

A&R, ADC, AKG, Alphason, Audio-Technica,
B&W, Beyer, British Loudspeakers, Castle,
Celestion, Creek, Denon,
Dual,
Dynayector, Elite (Inc. Rock), Glanz,
Goldring, Hunt-EDA, KEF, Lowther,
Meridian, MFSL, Michel!,
NakaMonitor Audio
michi,
Musical Fidelity,
Ortofon, Philips

UNIFY

ROOMS

1F1 31,11t.h.ETS —
IN PLYMOUTH

visit
peter russells's hi-fi attic
for musical sounds from
superior high fidelity equipment by
QUAD
LINN
CELESTION
DUAL
BEYER
HEYBROOK
DENON
Q.E.D.
INCA TECH
STAX

MORDAUNT-SHOR I
A&R CAMBRIDGE
REVOLVER
MONITOR AUDIO
SENNHEISER
NAGAOKA
HARMON-KARDON
CAMBRIDGE AUDIO
THORENS
and others

Phone or write for free 24-page advice &
price list
We're right in the City Centre at
58 new george street (0752.669511)

HiFi

THE ISLE OF WIGHT'S ONLY HI-FI SPECIALIST

STOCKISTS OF:
ARCAM
AUDIO INNOVATIONS
CAMBRIDGE EDENON El DUAL
MARANTZ
REVOLVER
S.D ACOUS11CS
SNELL
VOYD
YAMAHA + OTHERS
DELIVERY AVAIL4BLE
93 HIGH ST., RYDE, I.O.W. 0983 63993

SUPERPRESSING RECORDS

Reerence Propias MFSL Smelled Las Aral MMC WIndsern HO, Telarc AMG,
Chesky RCA Direct Cut.
Japanese etc send SAE for list
JUST ARRIVED FROM THE U.S.A. - BEATLES ON ORIGINAL MASTER MFSL
Revdver. For Sale. Rubber Soul Help Please Please Me HARD DAYS
NIGHT SGT PEPPER£15 99 each ( DOUBLE WHITE corms soon/
SPECIAL OFFER ON SHEFFIELD DIRECT CUTS
Lab 11 - Harry Jantes - Still Harry IS 00
We stock the lull range OF Seeteete LPs at£12 95 each
NOW BACK IN STOCK THE FABULOUS LAB 23
JAMES NEWTON HOWARD & FRIENDS
£ I2.95
NOVV IN STOCK - LABS 25 - 26 27.
HIGHLY RECOMMENDED LPS INCLUDEJAZZ AT THE PAWNSHOP - C13.99 DOUBLE LP
Dynamic cry.. crew Good- tome small group Jazz Also on CD at £ 14 99
ORTOFON TEST RECORD - C9.95
The Crearn of the tracks from the such sought after Opus 3label
DAFOS. LAUDETE. CANTATE DOMINO. CAROL KIDD. - 3tales in stock
We carry avast range of CD's. but are really vinyl specialists -we cae
supply all UK labels of conventional pressings. We stock electronic, folk.
blues, soul. R.B. Country. Jazz. Fusion etc on UK, US end Ja ppressings.
ere or ear • ma ardor sarrico for cry coaratimal
W.
r al's yea try Irro Intaido Near lexidly.
We endeavour to offer aprompt and helpful mail order service
P/Packing is f1for the 1st LP and 25p each thereafter. We are open for
browsing at,
BECKENHAM RECORD CENTRE
64 BECKENHAM ROAD. BECKENHAM. KENT 01-658 3464

ANALOG AUDIO
(Hi Fi Specialists)
849 High Road, London N12
Tel: 01 445 3267
Finchley's Centre for Celestion, Denon, Dual, Marantz,
NAD, Onkyo, Pioneer, Proton, Rotel, Yamaha.
Stockist of full range of speakers and
electronics for all major manufacturers.
Please phone for details.
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ADVICE, SERVICE, Mt sit
all at:

Jeffries
Hifi

A 8, R Cambridge
▪ B80 3138,W

I '( Iiii 1411f / k % HI
fRI If%. 51141 I I I V.114f 11 104
flf"
ii 'Mil ‘ 11 151211411f Is.
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u Castle • Celestion
▪ Denon U Dual u Marantz
• Mission U Monitor Audio
Mordaunt-Short U Musical Fidelity
Nakamichi U Pioneer U Philips CD
Quad • Rogers • Rotel U Revox
Sony U Spendor U Tannoy U Technics
Thorens II Trio • Yamaha etc

OSF.1) %SIND \ 1, I % II Situ I %/ 11/44pm

Two-year guarantee
Private listening room
Excellent comparator demonstrations

,
;'rjUNI)

bare

EXCLUSIVELY
COMPACT DISC

Specialists in CLASSICAL, JAZZ, POP/ROCK, plus Easy
Listening, Soundtracks, New Age. Trade- In Service, Listening Facilities, Imports and Special Orders. Mail Order,
Access & Visa. Personal & Friendly Service.
24 Tunsgate, Guildford, Surrey GUI 30S
Tel 0483-300947.

Sieincrs
r‘
Expensive

54 Chapel St.,Chorley, Lancs.
Telephone ( 02572) 71935

Pink V

MIDLANDS

oteaus

J

DISCS &
PLAYERS
Always
a
wide
choice
Demonstrations
with pleasure

Bowers & Wilkins WORTHING
Littlehampton Road Tel. ( 0903) 64141

RING NICK ON 0788-540772
AGENTS FOR
A&R - Alphason - Audio Technica - Cambridge Audio Castle - Celestion - Dual - Denon - Grado - Goldring Helius - Heybrook - Marantz - Meridian - Monitor Audio Mordaunt-Short - Musical Fidelity - Myst - Nagaoka Ortofon - OED - Quad - Rotel - Sansui - Sennheiser - SME
-Sony - Spendor - Tannoy - Thorens - Trio - Yamaha.
For Demonstrations, Installations and Expert Advice.
12 Regent Street, Rugby, Works.
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Warstones
Hi-Fi

LINN PRODUCTS•CROFT
ACOUSTICS • SPENDOR
.
MONITOR AUDIO • INCATECFI St
HARMAN ICARCON • EXPOSURE
Uan
ELECTRONICS • QUAD
•R ATA' JPW • ION • SENNHEISER,
TANNOY • DENON • ORTOFON •
NAD • MORDAUNT-SHORT • SYSTEMDEK
•CREEK AUDIO. CELESTION •
Hours of Opening
Mon Tues Wed Sat 10am-6pm
Thum Fri 10am-9pm
54. Warstoaes Road, Pena, Wolyerhaagrton
Tel: Wohrerbantptost 345114

NOTTINGHAM
ANALOGUE
STUDIO
(..are IT
(44 ,

Retailers

of quality

audio equipment

40 Little London. Chichester, West Sussex P019 IPL
'Telephone 0243 776402
Closed Mondays

Hastivig5HIF1

CONSULTANTS

(32 WESTERN ROAD, ST.LEONAILDS. ( 0424)4429771)

Selected fu- fi
from
EXPOSURE, MUSICAL FIDELITY,
QUAD, ('IAKAMICHI, HARMAN, KARDON,
MONITOR AUDIO, ROGERS, TAIYNOY, CYRUS,
NAD, REVOLVER, MANTICORE, GALE,
MARANTZ, AUDIOPHILE, ELITE, THORF:NS,
CELESTION, HEYBROOK.
& Many more.
• ()PEN 110N- SAT 9. 00-0. 09.
la fill. DE^I()N',I .
1{.177().N .
,
NI01<1 .:,‘" IN 110'11

HI-FI SPECIALISTS
SELECTED PRODUCTS FROM: A&R
CASTLE
CREEK
DEAN
DENON
DUAL
HEYBROOK
KEF
LINN SONDEK
MISSION
MONITOR
AUDIO
MORDAUNT-SHORT
INCA TECH
NAIM
QUAD
REGA
ROTEL
SPENDOR
AUDIO TECHNICA
TANNOY
WHARFEDALE
YAMAHA
BEYER
FOUNDATION AND TARGET
STANDS
NAGAOKA
QED
ORTOFON
HARBETH
SENNHEISER
MARAN1Z
LOGIC EPOS
Demonstrations strictly by appointment
46 GEORGE STREET, OXFORD
Tel. Oxford ( 0865) 247783 Closed Thursday
ITCH NEWS & RECORD RI: \ II W

0(70131.R 1988

Tel. 0532 304565.
Open Tues. -Fri. 9.30-6.00.
Sat. 2.30-5.30 only.
HiFi SPECIALISTS.

cEle °WILEY
A

,

fr

64 & 85 BEANCROFT ROAD
CASTLEFORD
WEST YORKSHIRE WF 10 5BS

Stockist for All Leading

\bog ff.4411114,11)4,444.

Manufacturers

ne

Westwood & Mason ( Oxford) Ltd

Leeds

Tel ( 0977) 553066/556774

SI)
Klipsth Ibull
nut Torinal ,lc and Arun

flf

Audio Projects
45 Headingley Lane,
LS6 1DP.

Full Demonstration

Facilities
closed Wednesday

áUlt

ONIX

LINN

TO ADVERTISE IN
THIS SECTION
%ere
CREEK, DUAL, DENON
CONTACT
BRICILITON HIF I 1111EVERLEY SIMPKIN
ON 01-686 2599
EXT. 469 0,
°.te
\
l
cePe' ae-

00%(

.eftP•

1 YORK PLACE, LONDON ROAD,
BRIGHTON. Tel: 695776
3 YEARS PARTS & LABOUR
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THE MUSIC SHOP

LOOK OUT FOR
"THE HFNIRR GUIDE"

Chandos

Meridian
NATURAL SOUND
RECORDINGS ON
COMPACT DISC
NEW RELEASE CDE 84153
French choral music
Clare Collage Cambridge
Meridian CDs are obtainable from all
good record shops or post free from
the address below .(£ 11 99
remittance with order)

Analogue Audio
IN THE NOVEMBER ISSUE

OCTOBER RELEASES
Taneyev: Piano Trio
The Borodin Trio
CHAN 8592 CD, A8RDIABio 1262. LP & Code

Vaughan Williams: Symphony No.4I Violin Concerto
Side/London Symphony Orchestra Illyden Thomson

To ADVERTISE IN Tins sEcrtoN

CONTACT OUR
SALES DEPARTMENT ON

CHAN 8633 • OD ABRD. AFD 1322 • LP 8CassEne

Strauss: Don Quixote/ Four Songs
WallfischilellScotILsh National OrchestralNeeme Jirvi

01-686 2599 FAT: 469

CHAN 8631 CD. ABRO/AR 1320 LP 6Cassette

Brahms: Symphony No.4
Schumann: Genoveva Overture
London Symphony Orchestra INeeme Jánio

SUPERIOR SOUND
COMV,_Ct

CID

SPECIALIST C.D. SHOP

Mail Order C.D.. L.P. Et Cass

Music Video

CHAN • Ca A8FID 0810 1290 . LP 6Cassece

WE CATER FOR EVERY MUSICAL TASTE AND IF WE DO

;
_
.
[I;Mà
1

.1, Tat au010

Mendelssohn: String Symphony No.9

NOT STOCK THE C.D. YOU WANT WE WILL ENJOY

MAGNIFICENT MUSIC

Violin Concerto in Dminor

FINDING IT FOR YOU.

Soloists of Australia
CHAN 8644 CD. AR/ ABTD 1330 [PO Casserte

LOWER PRICES BELOW THE USUAL HIGH STREET PRICES.

UK Distribution Harmonia Mundi Gamut - HR Taylor

OUR TOP PRICE RANGE IS £ 9.50 — £ 9.95 AND OUR

Purcell: String Works Vol.1

MERIDIAN RECORDS,
PO Box 317 Eltham
London SE9 4SF

Send for Information or £ /for our extensive

Purcell Quartet

88/89 catalogue or visit our shop.

CHAN 858 1 CD ABRD 0810 1287 & cam

WE PAY TOP PRICES FOR SECONDHAND CD'S.

Warlock: Songs

Send sae for catalogue of
free CD offer.
Telephone -(01) 857 3213

R.S. Ltd, The C.D. Collection
Stanley House, 64 Victoria Road, Swindon, Wilts.

Ben Luxonl David Willison
77
LE: '
329 & Came

Telephone. (0793) 694850

Doug Brfaidy

o
At Brady's we try to bring everyone pleasure.
The surprise bit is just how good real hi-fi can
be in your own home — not just in our
comfortable demonstration rooms. Of course if
you don't want to tell your wife or involve her in
the decision making that is up to you; but we
are happy to see you both. If you're single we'll
be pleased to help-you reach adecision if you
want — without nagging. (That's sexist Roger.
Sorry Douglas)
We do offer flexible credit terms, home trial,
exchange of goods, 2-year guarantee; but
above all we take agenuine interest in our
client's needs. Afruitful long-term relationship
is our goal that can only be achieved by good
service — before and after sales!
We are enthusiasts but we won't talk technical
jargon at you. Our best advertisement is a
happy customer. Come and visit us at
Liverpool, Warrington or our new store in
Covent Garden.

BRADY'S - YOU CAN'T BEAT THE MUSICAL EXPERIENCE!
Doug Brady HiFi
18 Monmouth Street
Covent Garden
London WC2H 9HB
(01) 379 4010
Open six days
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THE ULTIMATE IN
SOUND ADVICE

W.A. Brady & Son
401 Smithdown Road
Liverpool
L15 3JJ
(051) 733 6859
Open six days

SONY

HUI
Nuws
Awa

D41986

Doug Brady Hi Fi
Kingsway Studios
Kingsway North
Warrington
(0925) 828 009
Open six days

We stock AR • UR • Absolute Sounds • Aucholab
•Beard • B&W • Celestion • Creek • DNM • Denon
•Dual • EAR • Foundation • Gale • Giant •
Goldring • Heybrook • Ket • Koetsu • Krell* Linn
•Marantz • Mission • Mordaunt-Short • NAD •
Nairn • Ortolon • Philips • OED • Quad • Revolver
•Rogers • Rotel • SME • Spendor • Technics •
Tannoy • Thorens • Wharfedale • among others
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Advertisements for this section must be pre- paid. The rate is 45p per word ( private), minimum £ 11.25 incl. of VAT. Box Nos. £ 2.50
extra. Trade rates 55p per word, minimum £ 13.75 incl. VAT. Copy and remittance for advertisements in December issue must reach
these offices by 19th October addressed to: The Advertisement Manager. Hi Fi News & Record Review, Link House, Dingwall
Avenue, Croydon, Surrey, CR9 2TA. Please include name and address. Cheques made payable to Link 1louse Magazines Ltd.
NOTE: Advertisement copy must be clearly printed in block capitals or typewritten, illegible copy will be returned.
Classified Lineage Advertisements cannot be accepted over the telephone
Replies to Box numbers should be addressed to the Advertisement Manager. Iii Fi News & Record Review, Link House. Dingwall
Avenue, Croydon CR9 2TA, and the Box No. quoted on the outside of the envelope.
Sex Discrimination Act 1975. No job advertisement which indicates or can reasonably be understood as indicating an intention to
discriminate on grounds of sex ( cg. by inviting applications only from males or only from females) may be accepted unless:
1 The job is for the purpose of aprivate householder or
2 It is in abusiness employing less than six persons or
3 It is otherwise excepted from the requirements of the Sex Discrimination Act.
A statement must be made at the time the advertisement is placed saying which of the exceptions in the Act is considered to apply.

AMeer
QUAI) ELECTROSTATIC SPEAKERS
(Black), amplifier and tuner. Excellent condition. Open to realistic offers. Phone 01-337-2334
after 7pm weekdays or any time weekends. ( K)
MICHELLE GYRODECK with well tempered
arm and new lid £650. Conrad Johnson Premier
III 1year old, little use £ 2.500. Mike 566 1472.
(K)
AUDIO RESEARCH SP9, MINT £ 1250. Lentek
integrated amp, £350. Kef 103/3 Speakers, as
new, with stands £350. Tel: (( 1294) 58453 evenings. ( K)
MARTIN LOGAN CLS ELECTRO STATIC
LOUDSPEAKERS. Brand new. Still boxed.
Unequalled sound quality. £2175 o.n.o. Normally £3200. EAR 516 Stereo Power Amp £795
(£14(X)) 722-4545. ( K)
SONY COMPACT DISC CDP-70IES infra red
remote control, excellent condition £350 o.n.o.
will demonstrate if required. Tel: ( 06(14) 493601.
(K)
SOURCE TURNTABLE with latest top power
supply £495. Well Tempered arm £ 295. Bose 901
Mk: IV Speakers £450. Tel: 099421 411. ( K)
MUSICAL FIDELITY FM Tuner complete with
twiddly knob and needle that moves across the
dial. Demonstration of course! £220 o.n.o. 0786
(Stirling) 833541. ( K)
IMF EXPORT MONITORS ( similar to TLS80's)
£150. Tel: ( 0702) 551153 ( evenings). ( K)

APOGEE DUETTAS, MKI, very good condition, £ 1.000 for quick sale. absolutely no offers.
Drive them with a pair of Krell KMA-100
monos, boxed. guaranteed. excellent. £ 3990.
Also in stock: Beard M70 monos, excellent.
guaranteed. £ 1000 the pair. Linn Sans with
stands, £500. Robertson 40-10 power amplifer.
£450. L'Audiophile Le Tube preamp ( lovely
little thing) £350. Le Pré Pré step-up ( one of the
best) £260. Pinewood Music. Martins, Church
Lane, Goodworth (' latford. Andover. Hampshire SPI 17HL. Tel: ( 0264) 57536 at any time.
(K)
LOUDSPEAKER COMPONENTS: Lockwood
Audio Sales offer a wide range of mainly
Tannoy and Lockwood cabinets, also some drive
units and other parts. Please telephone for lists
01-866 0671. ( K)

BEARD P505 MKII VALVE PRE- AMPLIFIER,
boxed and in perfect condition. £ 250 or best
offer. Can demonstrate and deliver in UK. Tel:
(091) 2810260. ( K)
PAIR BBC L55 MONITOR SPEAKERS. Must
sell as moving to smaller house. Offers. Blackett. Trenale, Tintagel, Cornwall. PL34 OHP. ( K)
CELESTION SL6000 SYSTEM consisting of
SL600's. subwoofers and electronic crossover.
Excellent condition £ 1150. Tel: ( 01) 348 3668.
(K)
THORENS TD1605 MKIV/ORTOFON VMS 30
MKII bought October 1987. Cost £322 best offer
over £ 200 secures. Williams. 173 Radstock Way.
Merstham, Surrey RH1 3NQ buyer collects. ( K)
HI -FI
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VALVE AMPLIFIERS. Thirty years experience. Service, repair. upgrades. modifications,
design/construction. Guarantee provided. NOW
AVAILABLE: Quality low capacitance interconnects at sensible prices. e.g. Imetre pair/goldplated phonos £ 15.00 inc. p&p. Ring for details.
Chester ( 0244) 675185 seven days. ( K)

PAS -01

NEW! QUAD 33 - ULTIMATE UPGRADE
11111 , 11111 111 in
198.1 11.•
, 111111 ,l1 ,21,11 t
,
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u,.1111 11111' lix
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ut•rtor man, I. \\ I/ clam 1hr lull le,
lour. tiller : mil lialance

Ben Duncan's highest quality passive preamp. As featured
in D.I.Y article Sept 88 HFN. Based on the AMP-01 design
philosophy. Features include: individually switched inputs
for CD. tuner, aux and tape monitor: Boums top
specification conductive plastic stereo volume and balance
controls: dim and mute selection: Holsworthy precision

COLUMN SPEAKERS, CRAFTSMAN BUILT
(Design of Gilbert Briggs). light oak. One pair
50 1
/"high x 18" x 22" on castors ( 12 inches with
2
Tweeter). Price: £95 pair. One pair 44" high x
12" x 14" ( 8 inches plus Tweeter) ( photos
available) Price £50 pair. (( 1723) 362951). ( K)

CD PLAYERS UPGRADED All Philips and
Marantz 16 bit players contain the same microchip set, hut other components at according
to the model and price. Using the highest quality
components a great improvement to sound
quality may be achieved for £59. The " Pro"
modification involves an add-on circuit board
for true Audiophile performance for £ 119.
Modification available on Philips CD 16)).
CD460, CD360. CD450. CD650 and Marantz
C'D56, CD65. CD75, CD273. Enquiries to
Geoff on 01-379 7635 Ext 134. Covent ( larden
Records. 84 Charing Cross Rd. London WC2 ( A)
LAKE AUDIO BUY, SELL. RESTORE &
MODIFY all Leak Valve amplifiers. pre- amps,
and Tuners. For personal service Tel: (( 161320)
4315. ( K)

resistors: tel gel cable and isolated gold phono

sockets.

Price £ 5.00.
Ready built and tested units £ 125.00
Kit includes purpose built enclosure and all pads - ready for

%t hen upgradrd li lull 1hr > 117117
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QUAD FM3 TUNER UPDATE
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assembly. Please add £ 1.50 p- p within U.K.

COMPACT DISC AlTENUATORS

£3.00 within EEC and £ 8.00 airmail outside EEC. Payment

11‘crload ' list., 1 . 11 rv•ull• ! nun OH. 11,1 lui•aualrli
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by cheque. PO. IMO or Bankers Draft. Phonoflex low
capacitance cable 65p PM recommended for use between
PAS-01 and power amplifiers£1.00.M.
1988 revised AMP- 01 HFN text ( essential education) £ 7.95.

Audio Synthesis, 196, Wollaton Road,
Beeston, Nottingham, NG9 2PH U.K.

1114/ne: NUM) (1 111/1‘1 - 1:12.211 ... it 2 13

Leads: 511241
5 B2115

THINKING OF TI-IL HIGH END? The Pinewood Music Company has a constant and
ever-changing flow of excellent used high end
bargains. All carry aone-year parts and labour
guarantee, and a telephone call to Brian Rivas
on ( 0264) 57536 could make your dream a
reality. The Pinewood Music Company. ' Martins', Church Lane, Goodworth Clatford.
Andover. Hampshire, SPI I7HL. Telephone at
any time. ( M)

0,0 0 00 1 _ L14.30

514263 ,'11, (
DIN plug to oho». .. orktosi - 1:17.30
i, ( oho» plop, pl

CO fillS plop' ph

plugs) -

fllogni - L17.311 % II, •

SOUNDIOX, 3 ENTERPRISE PARK,
UNDFIELD. WEST SUSSEX, RHI6 2LX.
TEL: 04447 4371

QUAD DEALER North England, South Scotand invites you to hear Quads' range. including
ESL 63S. either here or in your own home.
LAKELAND HOME MUSIC offer a caring
service supplying to special order Quad. Sugden. Castle. Spendor. B & W. Nakamichi and
most leading makes. Phone: Ian Bewley 08536
235 " Fair Place" Watermillock. Penrith. Cumbria. ( X)
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TURN1 ARLES. ARMS. CARTRIDGES. STYLI.
We specialise in the Great Classic Names & Models
ADC: ARO; CONNOISSEUR; GARRARD; GOLDRING;
LENCO: ORTOFON; SHURE; SME; THORENS.
\tI available. Genuine. Equipment Spares & Manuals, even
for some of the early models
Specialist styli for early Recordings - 78s & LP
Servicing. Repairs. Refurbishing in our own workshops
TECHNICAL & GENERAL 35 MARLOW ROAD.
1.0NDON SE20 7XX TEL: 01 778 3737
tt'ccinesday to Friday 10 (X1-000
SPECIALIST AUDIO EQUIPMENT
BRITAIN'S PREMIER DEALER FOR
EX-DEMONSTAATION AMO SECONOKUID HI-FI
•Our prices are as low as those in the private ads but we also offer afull
11 months parts/labour guarantee, pan exchange, mail order and
credit facilities .
•We buy all unmarked Hi fi equipment for cash
•This is what the FINANCIAL TIMES said about us 'Attractive discounts
are available at Sound Deals . Friendly service, if you are oterested in
atrade in do talk to thern.•

CLASSICAL SOUNDS - FREE ( Hi Fi, TV
Video, Installation and Consultation) site
inspections, systems advice, service, repairs,
sales ( most good makes). JOE ( Hi Fi Consultant) 7 DAY 24HR ANSVVIRING SERVICE.
(0923) 243446. ( M)

•Please phone for an appointment as we like our clients to take advantage
id our demonstration facilities ( if you come by tren, we will arrange for
you to be collected from Biggleswade station)

AUDIOPHILE GUIDES

• fhese are afew of the reasons why in lust over three years we have built
ip amassive clientele of regular customers and friends

A series of step by step plans to upgrade
popular turntables, pre-amps, power
amps, tuners and Loudspeakers.
Send for literature.

Phone for details now on 10767)312249 and ask
to, the secondhand sales dept.
5413 SHORTMEAD STREET. BIGGLESWADE.
BEDFORDSHIRE 5018 OAP
PS M75 via Al to our door is only lust over 35 minutes.

MISSION MECHANIC ARM £325, Oracle
Delphi MK- 3 £ 1050. Ortofon MC3000 T3000
£1000. Audio Technica OC9 OM. CAL Tempest CD Player £ 1500. Tel: 01-677-2486 after
6pm. ( J)
IMF REFERENCE MONITORS. Good condition sonically perfect. Suitable forIii-Fi enthu,1.151 or studio use. 150w rms power handling 40"
220" x 17" [ 350 11.n.(1. Swansea (( 1792)
830712. ( J).
LECSON AC Iand API pre power amp. Both
good working order. Best offer secures. Tel:
01-673-6000 eves ( Clapham). (.1)
NAKAMICHI RX2 CASSETTE DECK. good
condition, £40. EMI RM015 dual- input oscilloscope. Whs., Iv/cm. £ 10. One Leak Sandwich
loudspeaker [ 5. Tel: 01-s58-7087 evenings. ( J)

HI+FI

NE

AUDIOPHILE QUALITY COMPONENTS

•SicJerealKops The finest

Polypropylene capacitors with Kimber Kable
Teflon leadout. Expensive but the best.
CHATEAUROUX Polypropylene caps.
Inexpensive and only second best.
gi›ONM SLIT FOIL Electrolytic Capacitors Stunning.

eSOLEN

OKIMBER KABLETm speaker

cable, Interconnects. Internal wiring. Clean open - transparent - smooth.
more about these superb products. Don't
build with less than the best.
1111Write for Autumn Price list.

eLearn

0

PUSS ANDREWS TURNTABLE ACCESSORIES LTD
EDGE BANK HOUSE, SKELSMERGH, KENDAL
CUMBRIA LAB 9AS TEL SELSIDE (053 983) 247

AUDIO REPAIRS and restorations of classic
equipment by electronics engineer with nearly
40 years experience. Specialist in Quad, Radford, Leak, etc. Where possible restoration to
original design conception with full report covering each unit. 7Days enquiry service. Location:
Woodford, Essex. Tel: 01-504 5467. ( X)

GRAHAMS HI-FI

The Specialist Hi Fi Shop That Cares.

Care For -Your Records.
E-Stat Anti-Static-Record Sleeves

E-Stat is a carbon fibre impregnated record sleeve which
absorbs and disperses static charges from records, reducing
the static build up which attracts dust and dirt. To be
convinced try an E-Stat sleeve at our expense! The first 200
replies will receive aFREE E-Stat sleeve for home trial. E-Stat
sleeves are now only available from Grahams HiFi.
PRICE £8for 2packs of 10
£20 for six packs of 10
Knowin Clisco-Antistat.
The record bath system which uses special liquid to remove
dust and dirt: it leaves no residue and reduces static charges.
Disco-Antistat is internationally tried and recommended and is
now only available, in the UK, from Grahams Hi Fi.
PRICE £25
Decca Diplomat Record Brush
This is a compact British made record cleaning brush. The
cleaning head is made of millions of Carbon Fibres which,
when manually applied to a record surface, attract accumulated dust from the grooves.
PRICE £8.50

Care For Your Stylus.
Audio Technics AT637
This is asafe, vibrating electronic stylus cleaner which power
cleans harmful particles from delicate phono styli without
requiring removal from the cartridge. This reduces the
possibility of damage through handling.
PRICE f20.50
If you would like a full list of our mail order products please
send your name and address to the FREEPOST address at
the foot of this advertisement.
All prices include postage and packing. To order phone
01-837 4412 or send a cheque/postal order or your Access/
Visa card number to

GRAHAMS HI- Fl LTD, FREEPOST,
86-88 PENTONVILLE RD, LONDON, N1 9HS.
Telephone: 01-837 4412
NO STAMP REQUIRED.

CLASSIFIED ADVERTISEMENTS ORDER FORM
Rates: Trade:
55p per word.
Min £ 13.75.

S

Private:
PLEASE PRINT IN BLOCK CAPITALS
45p per word.
Box No's:
(These rates are
Min £ 10.75.
£2.50 extra
inclusive of VAT)

RECOR4-7-rd-IVILW

Debit my credit card account ( tick as appropriate

Card Expiry Date

VISA

AI\

e
l

1111

O

Credit Card No:

LI

111111111111111
Signature

To: HI-FI NEWS, please publish the above advertisement for
insertions under
the heading
Cheque/P.O. to be made payable to LINK
HOUSE MAGAZINES PLC and send to Hi Fi News, LINK HOUSE, DINGWALL AVENUE, CROYDON CR9 2TA.
Is a Box No. required? Yes C No E.
If no, please include remittance to cover name and address and/or tel. no.
Name

I11

Address
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WANTED — VINTAGE VALVE HI•Fl
Amplifiers: Losetner Radiord Leal. Staten 50 & 00 Quad et:
Turntables: Garrard 301 Thorens TD224 iMKIII
Pickup arms & heads: Decca FFSS. SME 3009 & 3012. etc
Loudspeakers: Tannoy 18 - Monitors and HILZ Axiom 80 Wharfedale
Airedale. Quad. ESL etc
seuilluzated 22 page " Wanted List available upcn request
Buyer collects in areas on aregular basis
The Vintage Wireless Compaq Ltd., Tudor House, Combats Street,
Nanyorsfield, Bristol, 11517 3EN. Telephone 102721 565472 Anytime.

ATTENTION: ALL U.S.A. AND CANADIAN HI-FI
DEAL ERS. HI FI NEWS AND RECORD REVIEW
IS NOW AVAILABLE FOR SALE IN YOUR STORE.
COPIES ARE DELIVERED WITHIN 1WEEK OF
PUBLICATION DATE. FOR INFORMATION
CALL STU WEIN,
MUSIC AND SOUND IMPORTS
phone: 215-357-7858
FAX 215-953-0360

AUDIOPHILE ALBUMS AT WHOLESALE
COST! Mobile Fidelity. Nautilus. Japanese, also
Sheffield, Reference. Wilson. Chesky, M & K.
Proprius. Super Disks, Direct- to- Disc by many
labels. Assessories by Audio Quest, Nitty
Gritty, Last. U.H.Q.R's for $ 25. Call or write
for 36 page catalogue. Buy now while dollar is
weak. Selection is good! The Source. Chad
Kassem, P.O. Box 2043. Salina, Ks, 67402-2043,
USA. Tel: 913-825-8609. ( A)

SONIC FRONTIERS — CAPACITORS: WonderCap, Rd-Cap. Chateauroux. Aselco. Resistors: Holco, Resista. Vishay. Connectors: WBT,
Royce. Wire/Cable: Tara Labs. Cardas, MIT,
VandenHul. Other Products. Call/Write for
Catalogue. 181 Kenilworth Ave.. Toronto,
Ontario. Canada. M4L 3S7. ( 416) 691-7877. ( K)

A&R Cambridge
Absolute Sounds
Acoustic Arts Ltd
Acoustic Engineering
Acoustic Gold Limited
Acoustic Research
Alternative Audio
AR Jay Interiors
Audio Excellence
Audio South
Audio-Technica Ltd
Audiocraft of Denham

58,59
8.14.118
68
74
40
44
112
120
12'
49
112

Bandar ( Miniature Loudspeakers)
Beard Audio
Beyer Dynamic Ltd
B&W Loudspeakers
Brady,' & Son. W.A.
Brentwood Music Centre

118
18.19
24
12
142
130

Cambridge Audio
Cambridge Systems
Technology "
Chew & Osborne
Cleartone ( Sound & Vision)
Complete C D Collection. The
Cosmic Hi Fi
Covent Garden Records
Decca Record Co Ltd
Deltec Precision Audio
Edwards. Ian
Eminent Audio
Final Upgrade
Ciamepath Ltd
Goldring
Goodmans Loudspeakers
Great Products & Publications
III- 1-1 NEWS & RECORD RIME W

136
14
104
60
142
13'
102

•

%line! e

106.107
86
118
110.112
64

it)
IFC
62
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URCENTIS REQUIRED to conwlete calleet
of ribbon loudspeakers — STRATHEARN
RIBBON UNIT, single or pair any condition.
Tel: ( 0843) 602070. ( K)

e
e rer

LAKE DISTRICT HOLIDAYS for Music Iovers
in country guest house on Ullswatcr Ty cry
comfort ( no smoking), details I.11.Bc‘‘Ir‘ . Fair
Place. Watermillock. Penrith, Cumbri.i CAI l
((IR Tel: 08536 235. ( K)

Instructed by I.D. Holland of
Casson Beckman & Partners
Liquidators of
NETTLETOWN LIMITED
formerly trading as
AUTOMATION SCIENCES COMPANY
SALE BY PRIVATE TREATY

BERLIOZ & BEETHOVEN. Strange bed- fellows, but they were both full of ideas and
opinions which influenced their music and
helped to shape the Romantic Age. The
thoughts beliefs and attitudes of each are
examined in highly praised biographies- with- adifference by one-time HFN/RR editor John
Crabbe. Hector Berlioz — Rational Romantic and
Beethoven's Empire of the Mind are available
from bookshops at £5.95 each, and if your
stockist doesn't have copies on his shelves, tell
him that each can be ordered from Messrs Kahn
& Averill. Or you could try your local library.
Either way, they make an intriguing read. ( X/S)

Hampshire Audio Ltd
Harmonia Mundi
Harrow Audio
Hayden Labs ( Dual)
Hayden Labs Denon
Hayden Labs ( Scnheisser)
HeYbrook Hi Fi Ltd
Hi Fi Care Retail Ltd
Hi Fi Corner
Hi Fi Experience
In Ili Fi
II.W. International ( Shure)

114
95
76
80
78
82
56
74
134
133
48
3(1

Infinity

34.35

K.J. Leisuresound
KEF Electronics
Kelvin Laboratory .Ltd
James Kerr
-

28.74
42,43
36
134

Linx Audio IUK)
Lockton Shops PLC
Marantz Audio ( UK) Ltd
ksion Electronics
Nlonitor Audio
moorgate Acoustics
Nlordaunt Short
Music Room. The
Nakamichi B&W ( UK) Ltd
Norman Audio

86.110
94.95
I
BC
48
OBC
110
16
116
66
108

of
HIGH QUALITY EX- DEMONSTRATION
HI-FI EQUIPMENT
including

items by

CELLO, BURMESTER, CONRAD
JOHNSON, COPLAND, EMMINENT
TECHNOLOGY, INFINITY, ETC.
Further details from the Liquidator'ç agent.
Gerver Freedman & Company
Tel.No. 01-803 9790

Ref: DNF.

Performance Hi Fidelity
Phonograph Ltd
Pinewood Music
Pink Trian gle
Playback Studios
Tee Electronics Ltd

64
72.9$
7(1

12'

Radford Hi Fi
Radlet Audio
Ral Audio
Rauch Precision Eng Ltd
Rayleigh Ili Fi
Readin g Hi Fi Centre
Reigate Iii Fi
Rol:san Ltd
Ron Smith Aerials

". I
38
16
118
48
128
9$
7'
1
I
4

S.M.E. Ltd
Salisbury Hi Fi
Seyenoaks Ili Fi Centre
Sound Gallery. The
South London Ili Fi
Spalding Electrical Ltd
Steve Boxshall Audio

12'
46.47
62
126
104
74.108

Tandy Corp
TDK Tape Distributor (' K) Ltd
Technics
Thomas Ileinitz
Top ' Iape
'1055nscird International

9,

1)1,11
26.27
86
IOU
54

Unilet
Onkyo
Orell Electronics Ltd
Oxford Acoustics
Paul Green Ili Fi
Paul Roberts Hi Fi

124.125
54
28
76
68

Vital Systems Ltd
Virgin

88
5)0

Wilmslow Audio
Woodside Electronics

86
62
145
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LITTLE FEAT WON'T STOP
STAMPING. PETE CLARK
TAPS OUT THE TALE

B

Other musicians were ins ois cd at this time.
notably Rv Cooder. who turned down permanent membership but played guitar on the
first album. and Elliot higher, ex- Fraternity
guitarist who drifted off to find fleeting fame
as Winged Eel Fingerling in Beefheart's
Magic Band. Songwriter/producer Russ Titelman became involved and got the band
signed to Warner Brothers, for whom they
released their eponymous debut set at the
end of 1970.
The material on the album was supplied in
the main by Lowell George. who had been
writing for some time. Titelman's production
is gloriously rough and direct, and there are
many ( this writer included) who view Little
Feat as one of the group's highpoints. It
crashes into action with ' Snakes On Everything', aguitar/drum tour de force which goes
to the knees like few things ever recorded.
Tunes like ' Strawberry Flats' and ' How Many
More Years' emphasise the ass- kicking
potential of the group ( while ' Crazy Captain
Gunboat Willie' suggests they could unload
marbles with the best); but the true glories of
the record reside at slower tempi: ' Truck
Stop Girl' ( covered by the Bvrds on Untitled).
'Brides of Jesus' and
George's
gorgeous trucker homage previously rejected
by a tin- eared Zappa. ( The name of the
group. incidentally, was suggested by a
remark of Mothers drummer Jimmy Carl

Y COMMON CONSENT, the early
70s music scene was an empty
toyshop for lovers of three- minute
treats with a beat. Between the
puffed-up piffle peddled by pretentious
album bands ( for whom three LPs were
scarcely enough to contain their odious follies) and the unspeakable tosh which infested
the singles charts, there lay a gaping void.
Into this jumped a few noble souls: the
fractured popsters Big Star, the inspired Nils
Lofgren of Grin, and early solo albums, the
laconic hipsters Steely Dail. Alongside them
were Little Feat, young veterans of the West
Coast musical fraternity. The first this country saw of them was on the 1974 Warner
Brothers tour, when they whipped the stage
out from under the headlining Doobie
Brothers and ended the tour topping the bill
to tumultuous acclaim. They mixed funky
and sinuous rhythms. explosive rock attack
Vintage Liait Feat around the late Lowell George
and beautiful ballads; they carved wonderful
songs from the roots of blues, soul and
Black on the size of George's plates.)
country.
The Feat then hit the road in America.
The original line-up of Little Feat is difsharpening up their act on a triple bill with
ficult to pinpoint, due to the volatile nature of
Beefheart and Cooder. Touring in this kind
the LA scene, where membership of a band
of company must have been at least partly
could often he counted in seconds. Two of
responsible for the glories of Sailing Shoes,
the original members of the group - Lowell
the group's second LP. released early in 1972.
George. guitarist/singer/songwriter. and
But the main credit goes to Lowell George.
Richie Hayward, drummer - were members
responsible for the vast majority of the
of the Factory. amid-sixties folk-rock combo
material. including asuperior re-recording of
'Willin' from the first record.
whose only known single title ' Smile. Let
Your Life Begin' probably gives a clue to
Never the most stable of bands. Feat
their sound. George was next sighted in a suffered a major upheaval prompted by
post ' Dirty Water' edition of the Standells.
Estrada's decision to quit for the loonier
while Hayward Graduated to the Fraternity
landscape of the Magic Band and a new
Of Man, forever slightly famous for providing
identity - Orejon. A complete split seemed
'Don't Bogart Me' on the soundtrack of Easyç on the cards until the group was suddenly
Rider. George then became a Mother Of
transformed into asix-piece by the arrival of
Invention for a short period ( how short is a Kenny Gradney ( bass) and Sam Clayton
matter for debate) during 1968/9, and played
(congas/percussion), both veterans of the
on a number of their famous recordings
Delaney and Bonnie experience. and Paul
(almost certainly. Weasels Ripped My Flesh
Barrere" ( rhythm guitar. vocals), who'd earand Hot Rais), before turning up as a guest
lier failed an audition for the group as abass
musician on the second Fraternity Of Man
player. A massive change of direction folalbum (
Get h On). He was joined on those
lowed. signposted in the title of the third LP
sessions by Bill Payne. keyboardist and third
Dixie Chicken (1973). which sounded like it
original Little Foot.
could have been recorded in New Orleans.
Little Feat began life late in 1969, the
The connection was made explicit by the
lineup completed by the arrival of bassist Roy
inclusion of Allen Toussaint's ' On The Way
Estrada, another Mother Of Invention.
Down' and was reinforced by originals such

as the rollicking title track. the pLt tul ' Fat
Man In The Bathtub'. The only sign of the
previous eclecticism was George'; Kiss It
Off', a sublimely eerie slice of atmosphere.
New direction or no. the Feat had a
problem: they weren't selling records.
Despite increased interest in the UK. where
the second two albums were released and the
first was a hot import, the group suffered in
the main that their hybrid talents were a
marketing man's nightmare. Group members
took time off: Payne toured with the
Doobies: George did sessions for such varied
albums as John ( ales excellent 1919. Robert
Palmer's first solo outing Sneaking Sally
Through The Alley and John Sebastian's
Tarzana Kid. Eventually they regrouped and
the result was Feats Don't Fail Me Now
(1974), which apart from acouple of retreads
of earlier material, was a return to form.
The next group hiccup was a motorcycle
accident involving Richie Hayward, which
delayed the next album, but did provide, in
the form of bills, part of the sleeve artwork.
The Last Record Album, was probably
intended to he just that, hut saw the group
taking a direction only previousb hinted at
(and almost immediately abandoned): scaling
the truly epic song. The first example is
George's ' Down Below The Borderline', an
outlaw blues with grand instrumental passages, while the second. ' Somebody's Leaving is Bill Payne's finest moment, a tale of
mystery and imagination, where creeping
unrest sits like a small boat on a wave of
sound.
The group were somehow goaded hack into
the studio to record Time Lores A Hero in
1977. but it's kinder to draw aveil over aset
with no distinguishing features. The next
release was the inevitable live double, Waiting For Columbus which caught the group too
late in their career to compete with the likes
of Electric Lycatzthrope and Aurora Backseat,
killer bootlegs which featured custom Neon
Park cover designs and were mixed by
George.
The final elements in the tale came about in
a rush in 1979. First came George's longawaited solo LP, Thanks, I'll Eat It Here,
which was supposed to contain all the killer
tunes that the Feat no longer wanted. It
didn't - though flashes of ayouthful George
flared intermittently, notably on ' 20 Million
Things' ( co- written with Fred Tackett). Touring to promote the record, George collapsed
and died following amassive heart attack, at
the age of 34. Finally, came the last Little
Feat Mk. I record, Down On The Farm,
dedicated to Lowell George (' Goodbye Old
Friend, Be Free') and containing sufficient
moments (* Perfect Imperfection'. ' Be One
Now') to move it well away from being just a
tacky monument. The best monument to the
Feat, though, is the retrospective Hoy Hoy
(1981) a fascinating collage of out- take.
But just when you thought it was safe to go
back in the studio . . . out storm the Feat
with abrand new album, Let It Roll. It's the
same label, the same brand, minus George,
plus newcomer Craig Fuller. Plus anew name
on the credits - Martin Kibbee. Except that
he's not so new. Kibbee was with George in
the Factory, back in ' 65 and, under the guise
of Fred Martin, had co-written with George
some of the group's best compositions. The
spirit of the rock ' n' roll doctor lives on. '4
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WIN TWO TICKETS TO A TOP AMERICAN ROCK CONCERT.
Every component that comes from Marantz these days seems to receive unanimous
accolades. The PM45 amplifier, for example:
"SOUND QUALITY IS SIMPLY VERY GOOD INDEED"
"HIGHLY COMMENDED"

WHAT HI-FI AWARDS 1988

HI-FI ANSWERS, BUDGET HI-FI SUPPLEMENT.

"RECOMMENDED"

HI-FI CHOICE.

In fact, we're so confident that every Marantz hi-fi product is the best of its kind, we
want you to try them.
Simply find your nearest participating Marantz Dealer and ask for ademonstration.
Providing it's before December 15th, the first thing the Dealer will do is give you an
entry form for our Rock in America competition.
The chance to win afree trip for two in one of the major US cities to see the rock and
roll concert of alifetime.
You don't have to buy anything oenter. We just want you to know that Marantz are
the best. Good listening. And good luck.
Marantz Audio ( UK) Ltd, 15/16 Saxon Way Industrial Estate, Moor Lane, Harinondsyvorth, Middx UB7 OLVV. Tel 01-897 6633.
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THE R852/MD UNIQUE METAL DOME DESIGNS
EFFICIENT ...
DYNAMIC . . . FAST . .

